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FOREWORD

This document reports on a regional policy seminar on Road Safety for Central and Eastern European countries.
The seminar was held in Budapest, Hungary on October 17-21, 1994.

The Road Safety Policy Seminar for Central and Eastern European Countries is a major effort toward
formulating regional and national strategies for improving road safety. While the challenge of reducing accidents
and mortality rate in the Region is tremendous, it can be tackled with the foundations laid and the partnerships
forged during the seminar.

The seminar was attended by some 90 delegates from CEE countries, including 14 Ministers or Vice Ministers
from Ministries in charge of Transport or Interior and representing 14 Central and Eastern European countries.
These high-level government policy makers and sector specialists covering all road safety disciplines also including
infrastructure, enforcement, health, education, etc. attended 24 well prepared sessions. Half of the presentations
were by participants from the West, including 5 current or former National Road Safety Directors. Speakers were
selected according to their ability to summarize leading national and international experiences from the point of view
of high level decision makers; for example the experience of Victoria State in Australia was presented because it
is a world record to decrease fatality rate by 50% in 3 years.

Several participants from the East and the West mentioned that this was a unique forum on road safety, bringing
together almost all major agencies active in the field of road safety in the Region in an intensive atmosphere of
debate conducive to sharing experiences and collaboration.

The meeting demonstrated the richness of each country's experience with lessons learned in recent years to
provide the foundation for reducing drastically the mortality rate in traffic accidents in the Region. A case in point
is Hungary where the implementation of an action plan reduced the death rate by 20% in 1993, with a 30%
reduction in towns and 39% in 4 years, was presented.

The Road Safety Policy Seminar for Central and Eastern Europe was an excellent example of international
collaboration. The seminar was sponsored by the World Bank and the European Union PHARE Program; it
received an active collaboration from the 'Alliance Internationale de Tourisme", the F6deration Internationale de
l'Automobile", and the Ministry of Transport, Communication, and Water Management of the Government of
Hungary.

Anthony Pellegrini
Chairman of the Seminar

The World Bank
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HOW TO USE THESE PROCEEDINGS AS A PRACTICAL TOOL FOR PROGRESS

* Decision makers from CEE/FSU countries can immediately go to the summary conclusions, and then to the
specialized conclusions per theme; for cross fertilization purposes, national country statements show which
future actions each country of the region plans to take;

* Road safety specialist from CEEIFSU countries can find synthesis and more detailed information in the RS-
CEE study and in the module(s) papers of his specialty; they also can find in the table at the end on
international organization activities the ones which can be contacted for further information or cooperation; the
list of participants has been designed to facilitate the formation of an informal "network" for continuous cross
fertilization; and

* Actors from Western countries or international or ganizations committed to support RS actions in CEE/FSU
countries can get information about CEE specificities through the 1992-93 study report and about 1994
situations and future actions through the national statements; specific conclusions per module have also been
designed especially to their attention highlighting key needs.

NEXT STEPS

* Each CEE and FSU country is invited to take maximum advantage of the whole process from the 1992-93
study to this seminar and these proceedings as tools aimed at helping them in their effort to develop and
implement most appropriate road safety policies adapted to their specific context.

* The international financing institutions are ready to support these efforts and investments through loan
components focussed on or including road safety objectives.

* PHARE program currently envisages the possibility of financing follow-up actions through its 1995 Regional
transport program for about ECU 800,000 to 1,000,000 and TACIS program currently envisages the possibility
of financing a similar process in CIS countries through its 1994 Regional transport program for about ECU
500,000.

* A number of Western countries and a number of international professional organizations offer their
cooperation to help volunteering CEE/FSU countries.

* The seminar audience suggested that a similar policy seminar be organized in 1997 to take stock of new
progress made and continue cross fertilization and networking.
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PREFACE

WHY AT LEAST 400,000 LIVES CAN BE SAVED BY IMPLEMENTING APPROPRIATE ROAD
SAFETY POLICIES IN CEE AND FSU COUNTRIES ..... With the expected large increase in mobility (vehicle-
kilometers per year travelled) yet to come in the CEE/FSU countries, it would be difficult to overstate the potential
impact of appropriate Road Safety Policies. Considering only the lives saved, conservative estimates produce very
impressive figures, without attempting to quantify the total economic and social impact which is at stake if other
costs, such as those of injuries, medical services and related property damages, were also to be quantified. A
preliminary evaluation mentions between 1% and 2% of GNP per year, which represents one to three times CEE
typical road budget per year.

The SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research of the Netherlands has kindly prepared a conservative estimate
of the magnitude of the potential life-saving impact, considering present and expected vehicle-ownership trends and
current accident rates, as these might be modified by achieving accident rate-reductions similar to those observed
historically in several western world countries. The study indicates that during the next 15 years, if appropriate road
safety policies are put in place and implemented in the CEE/FSU area, at least 400,000 lives can be saved. For
individual member countries, during the same period, this translates into a saving of about five times the current
annual loss of life due to road accidents'.

The model used by SWOV has been calibrated with statistics from many countries around the world and has
used available past and current data from CEE and FSU. Fig. 1 shows the present trend and estimated projection
of vehicle ownership, between 1960 and 2010 (Model: Logistic Growth with Cyclic Deviations). Fig.2 compares
the present trend and estimated projection of the fatality rate with two hypothesis: (i) if the present fatality
reduction-rate of 4.4% were to continue; and (ii) an assumed, improved fatality reduction-rate of 5.7%. The
improved reduction-rate fits between that achieved in the U.K. (1950-1992) and that achieved in Germany (1953-
1992). This second hypothesis is significantly less favorable than the Japan case (8.7% for 1951-92 period), the
Victoria-Australia case, or the 1990-1993 Hungarian case. Finally, Fig.3 shows the resulting estimates of total road
accident fatalities which can be avoided calculated as the difference in the number of fatalities which would result
from the two reduction rates, with the cumulative difference, during the period 1995-2010, amounting to some
400,000 lives saved.

As stated initially, the calculation is conservative. The reductions in road accidents and resulting savings
in lives, injuries and related economic and social losses could be far greater if the responsible authorities use
the best available practices presented during this seminar, develop adapted national policies and action plans,
and implement them similarly to what has been done in Victoria-Australia or Hungary.

1/ Using a similar methodology a more precise estimate could be prepared, country by country,
using individual country data.
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FIGURE 1

CEE, RUSSIAN FEDERATION AND COUNTRIES FROM THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
FIT AND PROGNOSIS OF MOTORIZED VEHICLES (INCLUDING MOTORCYCLES)
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FIGURE 2

CEE, RUSSIAN FEDERATION AND COUNTRIES FROM THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

FIT AND PROGNOSIS FATALITY RATE (PER 1000 MOT.VEH.)
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FIGURE 3

CEE, RUSSIAN FEDERATION AND COUNTRIES FROM THE FORMER SOVIET UNION
FIT AND PROGNOSIS ROAD FATALITIES
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The seminar was a follow-up to the regional study on Road Safety in Central and Eastern European Countries
which was carried out by an international team of high-level experts in response to the great concern expressed by
many decision-makers from Central and Eastern European (CEE) Countries on their respective road safety
situations. The Road Safety Study was undertaken in close cooperation with the concerned administrations from
Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and Slovakia. The synthesis report is included in the
proceedings. Detailed country reports can be requested from each Ministry of Transport concerned.

The objectives of the seminar were:

i. to provide a forum for a two-way dialogue on priority subjects of road safety among ministers and senior
managers in CEE countries, on the one hand, and Westem experts and representatives of international
institutions on the other;

ii. through the exchange of views on best practices, to develop a consensus on policy reforms needed and
actions to be taken to:

o develop dynamic and innovative national policies enabling an effective decrease of the mortality rate
caused by unsafe roads;

o increase the efficiency of technical cooperation thanks to a better coordination and by helping the
international community identify issues specifically faced in CEE countries; and

o optimize the preparation and implementation of projects aimed at improving road safety.

The seminar program was divided into two parts. Directors and/or key persons directly responsible for road
safety matters at the interministerial or ministerial level were invited to attend Parts I & II of the Program and
the Ministers of Transport and the Ministers of Interior were invited to attend Part II of the Program.

Part I of the program was specifically designed for Directors at the Ministry level concerned with Road
Safety and working in Ministries such as the Ministries of Transport (road safety and road infrastructure), Interior
(road/highway police), Education, Justice, Finance, and Health. One purpose of the seminar was to facilitate
future pluridisciplinary work where everyone understands the constraints of the others and the potential for team
work effectiveness.

The objective of each module in Part I of the program was to:

o briefly describe current best practices in Western and CEE countries;
o draw conclusion of immediate use and applications to CEE countries;
o highlight the assistance needs of CEE countries, and lay the foundation for permanent and long-term

international cooperation in the different fields which will be identified as priorities.

During Part II of the program the Ministers of Transport and the Ministers of Interior of all CEE countries
were informed of the recommendations arrived at during Part 1. They commented on the recommendations and
participated very actively in discussions on the organizational and financial issues of national road safety programs.

One of the major outputs of the seminar was the consensus reached among all countries delegations on long
and short terms strategies to reduce accidents and traffic fatalities in the Regions and their needs for outside
assistance. A summary of which is at the beginning of this report.

In addition each country delegation formulated its own specific long and short term strategies to improve their
own performance and the means they require to achieve their goals. National statements from each country
delegation participating in the seminar is also included in this report.
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to significantly reduce the number of road accidents by implementing an effective policy.

In many Westem countries, this number has been decreasing for years. In Hungary, a 21% decrease in
the number of people killed on roads occurred in 1993 in comparison to 1992, due largely to the adoption of
a set of appropriate and coordinated actions which reduced accidents by 39% between 1990 and 1994.

An appropriate road safety policy is one of the essential elements of a well balanced overall transport
policy and a public health policy.

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

Some actions have immediate and effective impacts. The most critical and effective action is to reduce
speed in urban areas from 60 km/h to 50 km/h. This measure alone will greatly reduce the overall number
of road deaths as shown by experience all over the world; it should be immediately adopted in every country.
Delay in setting up this measure means that many people are unnecessarily killed. The Hungarian experience
has proven the effectiveness of this measure for Central and Eastern Europe. In Hungary, the number of
fatalities was reduced 32% in urban areas after speed limits of 50 km/h were enacted.

This measure should be accompanied by information campaigns and, as far as possible, better
enforcement by traffic police forces.

More generally speaking, information campaigns and traffic police enforcement are the key to short-term
and long-term changes in road user behavior and accident reductions and they should be given the highest
priority. The focus should be on speed limit compliance, drinking and driving, compulsory seat belt and
helmet use. Sufficient funding should be allocated for these tasks.

If necessary, penalties, and especially fines, should be increased to a level which will deter unsafe
behaviors.

MEDIUM AND LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES

For the medium and long term, a comprehensive and continuous action is necessary, as lasting road
safety improvement will not be achieved by itself.

This medium- and long-term action plan should include the following points.

(a) Setting up an appropriate, consistent, national road safety organization which implies:

- the designation of a government member to be clearly responsible for road safety;
- the nomination of a high-ranking (director) skilled civil servant in charge of coordinating all

aspects of road safety;
- the setting up of an interministerial road safety committee.

(b) Developing and implementing comprehensive national road safety action plans covering all major
aspects of road safety, in order to prioritize activities so that action can be taken where there are
already available solutions and cost-effectiveness in saving lives is higher than other alternatives.

I .. ..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



(c) Providing proper financing for road safety actions, from the general budget, special funds, foreign
sources and other sources. In every country funds presently available for road safety are insufficient
by a large margin which means that efficient road safety measures are extremely cost effective. It is
the responsibility of each country to decide how: best to fund its road safety policy and to increase
the resources to a level in accordance with: these requirements.

But the insurance system must be: part of any comprehensive policy of road safety financing. The
most efficient way of achieving such a goal is to levy a special fee on third party insurance
premiums. In most countries, huge amounts of money are spent . by road users for insurance
premiums and it is logical that a part of these sums be devoted :to accident prevention. The cost
effectiveness of such a measure is high; preventing accidents is better and cheaper than compensating
for accident damages.

Other sources in various countries include levies on fuel, Vehicle registration, driver's licenses,
vehicle inspection, etc.

The World Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development expressed their
commitment to include safety components in the projects they help finance.

(d) Training of traffic police, and procuring traffic control related equipment;

(e) Improving road infrastructure safety, especially through use of good expertise and engineering, use
of low-cost remedial actions on the road network, and traffic calming;

(f) Implementing road safety audits which should not be limited to new construction, but also deal with
road rehabilitation and maintenance, and pay particular attention to settlements and villages along
highways;

(g) Improving emergency services;

(h) Continuing vehicle inspections in order to keep dangerous vehicles off the road;

(i) Initiating research which will lead to further improvements and follow-up studies to evaluate
program impacts; and

(j) Cooperating with other countries and existing international organizations involved in road safety.



NATIONAL STATEMENTS

FOR FUTURE ACTION
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ARMENIA
Mr. Papik Karchikian
First Vice President

Armenian HIghway Union
Ministry of Transportation and Communications

In availing myself of this opportunity to take the Until recently, the national commission
floor, I would like to thank the World Bank and the responsible for traffic safety was headed by a cabinet
organizers for having invited a representative from minister. This commission now consists of
my country to this wonderful seminar, at which I am administrative personnel from the Ministry of
honored to appear before you. I have acquired a Transportation and Communications, the Highway
great deal of valuable and extremely useful Union, and the highway patrol, together with the
information concerning the traffic safety situation, appropriate scientists and specialists. There are
means for improving highway traffic safety, and traffic safety services within the Ministry of
means for preventing traffic accidents. Transportation and Communications and the Highway

Union. The highway patrol plays a special role in
Inasmuch as I represent the national Highway the assurance of traffic safety through the State

Union, the main objective of which is highway repair Traffic Inspectorate, which is part of the Ministry of
and maintenance, please allow me to say a few words Internal Affairs. The crucial roles played by this
about the roads in Armenia. Inspectorate include issuing drivers' licenses and

regularly inspecting the mechanical condition of
Armenia is a relatively small country in terms of motor vehicles, as well as checking the physical

area. There, the common-carrier road system is condition of truck drivers prior to departure on
7,800 kilometers long, of which 1,400 kilometers regular routes. This Inspectorate's representatives,
consist of major highways. Armenia ranks among together with other highway administrative agencies,
the highest of the republics of the former Soviet conduct seasonal road inspections, on the basis of
Union with respect to road system density per square which road repair crews plan their road maintenance
kilometer of land and "hard" types of road surfaces. work.
Our nation is also unique insofar as its alpine climate
is concerned. The State Traffic Inspectorate is also engaged in

keeping records on and analyzing traffic accidents.
Our roads lie at 500 to 2,500 meters above sea In cooperation with other highway administrative

level, where the annual temperature ranges from agencies, the subject Inspectorate identifies critical
seventy to eighty degrees Fahrenheit in summertime, segments of roads (intersections, railroad crossings,
to heavy snow falls in the wintertime. This has etc.). Our Highway Union keeps records of the
thrust the issue of the assurance of traffic safety critical road segments. Naturally, plans for redesign
through the use of technical traffic control know-how are drawn up and implemented for the purpose of
to the forefront. The roads under discussion were rectifying any deficiencies detected.
designed in accordance with European standards, but
the quality of construction falls below current I mentioned earlier that our roads are
European standards in a number of ways due to the deteriorating. The state budget of the Republic is
nonavailability of high-quality construction materials, presently incapable of financing the necessary repairs.
laboratories, and instrumentation at the time of the We do not believe, however, that the situation is
construction of said roads. The surfaces of many of hopeless. Instead, we are very optimistic. This
these roads are still in the process of deteriorating at year, the Republic was visited by competent World
this time, creating additional difficulties with respect Bank representatives -- experts who, as a result of the
to the assurance of traffic safety. study they conducted relative to the condition of

roads in our country, submitted a proposal for the
Nevertheless, traffic safety assurance within the granting of financial aid. We are certain that other

Republic receives a great deal of special attention. sponsors will be found as well. Due to time
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constraints, I will not permit myself to dwell on the In conclusion, allow me to express the conviction
other problems and aspects of the assurance of traffic that this seminar will leave a deep imprint on the
safety. These were adequately covered in the history of the struggle to lower the rate of traffic
presentations by our colleagues here. I would only accidents. We shall utilize the fruits of this seminar
like to note that, just as in other Eastern European for many years to come.
countries, our motor vehicles are old and spare parts
are difficult to obtain.
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CROATIA

Presented on behalf of Mr. Ivan Stanko
Head of the TraMc Division

Ministry of the Interior

Every year on the roads of the Republic of consisting of the representatives from all the
Croatia, 55,000-60,000 traffic accidents occur, of Ministries (Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Health,
which 12,000 result in injuries. In 1992 the number Education, etc.) and authorities which participate in
of traffic fatalities was fewer than 1,000 and in 1993 implementation of the Program. The Program is
fewer than 855. In the first nine months of this year, focussed on traffic risk creators. Risk is primarily to
there were 100 less fatalities than in the same period be lowered in the fields of driving speed, technically
of 1993. Applying the well known SMMED's Law unchecked roads, and pedestrians' involvement with
(which predicts the number of traffic fatalities as a traffic. As far as speeds are concerned, the
function of the population and the number of motor objectives are: that 86% of the vehicles in the traffic
vehicles) to the situation in Croatia, one obtains the flow obey the maximum allowed driving speeds and
following relation between the real number of that the extent of breaking of all driving speed limits
fatalities and those predicted: does not exceed 12%. Together with the above,

other Program activities other objectives are:
1990 - + 55%
1991 - + 20% - 60% usage of safety belts
1992 - + 17% - 30% usage of lights during day visibility
1993 - + 12% (there is no legal provision on that)

- absolute obedience of red traffic lights.
In line with this decreasing trend of fatalities, this

year, we are expecting the fatalities to decrease 10%. The implementation of the National Road Safety
In order to get the real picture of the lowering of the Program is financed with already existing funds and
risk of traffic users, it should be stressed that the some supplementary assets. An agreement has been
volume of traffic is annually increasing by 10%-15 %. signed by all insurance companies which give 1 % of
Five percent of the accidents involve pedestrians, but the collected insurance fees for implementation of the
such accidents results in 30% of the number of traffic program. Their contribution amounts to 2,000,000
fatalities. The most frequent factors causing DM per year and they are willing to contribute even
accidents are the following: more.

- high speed In addition, the planned construction of the roads
- keeping too short driving intervals in the years to come will significantly improve the
- not obeying the rule on passage priority quality of road network. Legal provisions are also
- careless pedestrians being changed (the Act was passed two years ago) in
- deficiencies in roads order to improve their efficiency - for example, a
- inadequate road networks point system and some other improvements have been

planned.
In view of the road safety situation, in June

1994, the Government passed a decision to implement Traffic police are still inadequately equipped with
a two-year National Road Safety Program. The modern means for monitoring and controlling traffic.
program was created by the Ministry of the Interior Significant financial assets are required for the
which also acts as a coordinator of those activities. reconstruction of dangerous points and for the
A group was set up in the Ministry of the Interior construction of new roads for which, of course, we

need assistance.
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CZECH REPUBLIC

Mr. Ivan Foltyn
Deputy Minister of Transport

Mr. Chairman, Esteemed Colleagues, Ladies and road-user relations, among drivers themselves and
Gentlemen: also between the drivers and other road users.

These, along with other factors of course, inevitably
Let me first say how very appreciative I am to result in the unfortunately high frequency of

the World Bank for organizing this seminar. I am accidents.
particularly pleased to see a highly prestigious
institution such as the World Bank taking an interest We consider that the only way to tackle this
in the problems of highway safety in Central Europe. situation is to approach the question of road safety

systematically and comprehensively in all its areas
A mission of World Bank experts visited our and at all its levels. Highway safety policy must be

country back when it was still known as made an integral part of transport and
Czechoslovakia. Some of the observations made by communications policy. In the Czech Republic we
these experts were influenced by the circumstances are making every effort to accomplish this goal.
then in existence but their findings and
recommendations are still useful to us today, now We also consider it important to further develop
that the Czech Republic is an independent State. cooperation between the Ministry of Transport and

the Ministry of the Interior as well as cooperation
The complexity of the problem-solving which among the other Ministries and other institutions

was entailed was one of the salient findings resulting involved, not only within the framework of the
from the work done by those experts. Government Highway Safety Council, where a very

good foundation of cooperation has already been
I can now report that a Government-appointed established, but also in the form of bilateral and

Highway Safety Council has been set up in the Czech multilateral discussions focussing on the resolution of
Republic, which serves as the coordination and specific problems.
initiatory arm of the Government. This has resulted
in the establishment of a road safety system. A Joint projects, on individual issues of mutual
particularly important component of this system is interest, will be formulated and developed into
made up of regional activities that focus on road concrete plans for inclusion in the action program to
safety and are in operation in all parts of the Czech increase road safety. Intensive preparations are
Republic, including the capital Prague and its currently under way on the component relating to
districts. We regard these activities as most road conmmunications. We estimate that this part of
important, since they solve actual problems that arise the action program will be completed by the end of
in actual places or areas. this year. In its final form the program will of

course have to cover all areas of road safety,
We have the advantage of having a system- including introduction of final reviews of transport

program already in place for improving road safety, projects.
which provides a basic framework for the nineties in
this area. In the Czech Republic a new highway traffic law

is currently being drafted, which will lay the
There are, however, also negative factors, which foundation for a revision of the entire regulatory

result in a constantly high and unfortunately ever- system, including highway traffic rules. As the
growing incidence of road fatalities. In addition to starting point for this work we are using the
those factors inherited from the past, such as an aging international agreements, which are mandatory,
vehicle fleet, inadequate road capacity and the poor together with the recommendations made by
state of the roads, we suffer from particularly poor international organizations. The law in question will
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be compatible with the rules of the European Union. In conclusion, let me say once more how
Our goal is to attain the same level of highway traffic delighted I am that the World Bank is taking an
safety as that of the highly developed European interest in highway safety in Central and Eastern
nations. The experts of the World Bank mission have Europe in conjunction with the participating
helped us to examine and evaluate our current governments.
situation and future needs.

I only hope that our joint action will have the
Phased financial support will obviously be needed effect of reducing the number of accidents on the

in the following areas: highways of Europe and the number of deaths and
injuries in particular.

o highway construction, repair and maintenance;
o rehabilitation and modernization of road traffic

and informational signs;
o provision of specialized equipment for the police;
o increasing the number of traffic police; and
o the entire area of prevention including, for

example, the following:
- preparation of an action program;
- improvement of the highway safety

program;
- intensification of public education; and
- strengthened coordination of activities geared

to improving highway safety.
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ESTONIA
Mr. Hellat Rumvolt

Director-General
Estonian Road Traffic Safety Department

The road traffic safety situation in Estonia is very Altogether it was necessary to set up more than
similar to that of the other CEE countries (Figure 1). 60 standards, about 40 of which have already been

brought into effect. However, it will require political
After 1991, when Estonia was proclaimed an will and financing.

independent republic, a speed limit of 50km an hour
in built-up areas was established, as was the Figure 2 expresses sufficiently the existing
requirement to use lights all the time, during the discrepancies between the number of cars and the
winter season, on roads outside of built-up areas. finances for the road traffic. Last winter there was

no money for road winter maintenance.
The Estonian parliament also adapted a traffic

law, road law, a law on accident insurance and In Estonia, a prognosis regarding road traffic
several others. The Government recognized the safety by the year 2010 was worked out. In the
concept of road traffic safety, and established the spring of 1993, after discussions in the Road Safety
rules of the road as well as several other road traffic Council, the prognosis was sent to the Estonian
and safety standards. Government. However, the Government has not yet

responses.

Road traffic safety in Estonia Increase the number of cars
1970 - 1993. years and road financing _

____.''- 50019 I u-
250~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

hSn !9 ~~~~~ ~~~~1990 1991 1992 1993

25 00-----5- --------- 0 1-85 -90- - - Yea......R
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In Figure 3, the upper diagram line shows the In summary, if the Estonian Government will not
prognosis, if 1991 trends continue to be repeated. seek a loan specifically for developing road traffic
The lower diagram line shows the prognosis with a safety, another course would be for the Government
practicable level of financing and effort. This differs to seek a loan for medical service development, for
markedly from the upper diagram line. Between which it would be possible to stipulate that a part of
these two lines there are five thousand lives, which it the credit would be earmarked for a fixed number of
is possible and necessary to save. For a small ambulances.
country like Estonia, that number is very great.

It is necessary to point out that there are many
I should like to draw your attention to the ministries and offices which are immediately or

unusual coincidence with the diagram prepared by indirectly connected with the guarantee of personal
Mr. Michel Ray, some time ago (Figure 4). The safety and road traffic safety.
differences are only a matter of scale. Because of the
limited time for my lecture, I have not had the
chance of preparing a detailed explanation of my
proposals for the representatives of the World Bank.

Prognosis of road safety in Estonia
o: S>sq at the period of 1994 - 2010
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HUNGARY
Dr. S. Gyurkovics
Secretary of State

MTCWM

I Basic data characterizing the highway traffic safety in Hungary

The following data characterize the state of traffic safety during the last 20-25 years.

O area of the country: 93,000 sq km
O population of the country: 10,300,000
O length of road network: 100,000 km
O of this, the national road network: 30,000 km
o number of motor vehicles in 1970: 1,008,000

in 1976: 1,491,000
in 1994: 2,600,000

Accidents 1970 1976 1986 1990 1993 1994* 1994
/1990*

with personal 23,225 18,584 19,332 27,801 19,527 20,027 0.72
injury _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

with severe 7,477 8,122 11,738 7,768 7,756 0.66
personal injury

fatal 1,499 1,496 2,185 1,462 1,324 0.60

number of fatalities 1,622 1,632 2, 432 1,678 1,509 0.62

severity index (%) between 8.5 and 9.0 6.6 -

ratio of drunken between 15 and 17 15.03 13.02 11.02 -

drivers in
accidents with
pers. injury (%)

pedestrian victims between 33 and 35 32.60 30.60 29.00 -

* Estimated data

o Traffic rules based on the Vienna Agreement on Road Transport of 1968 adopted since 1975.
o Government decisions to improve traffic safety in the years 1972, 1986, 1989, 1992 and 1993.
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11 Developments whose use in Hungary has been 5. Development of the safety parameters of the
initiated, from among those suggested in the infrastructure:
seminar.

0 The low-cost interventions of traffic engineering
At the Road Safety Seminar organized by the should have priority based on cost/benefit

World Bank, numerous recommendations and analyses.
suggestions were made for the improvement of traffic 0 The investigation and amelioration of accident
safety. These partly underline the correctness of our black-spots should be made an everyday practice.
previous ideas, partly suggest new aspects and open 0 Traffic should be slowed down on the sections of
the possibility of further improving the situation roads approaching urban areas and within these
shown in our accident statistics. Among the above, sections at particularly dangerous locations,
considering the problems and circumstances of including the use of road structures.
Hungary, the following measures have been deemed
necessary: 6. Traffic safety in urban environment:

1. Regulations and sanctions related to road user 0 Systematic andeffective international exchange of
behavior: information is required to promote traffic

reduction.
O Making the prescribed use of safety belts 0 Reduced speed traffic zones should be widely

universal by persuasion and enforcement. applied.
o Investigation the possibility of introducing the

point system for violations. 7. Vehicle safety:

2. Police control of the traffic: 0 By making the regulations attached to the Geneva
Agreement of 1958 fully compulsory, and by

o The staff of the traffic police should be profiting from the harmonization of the EEC-EU,
proportional to the traffic volume and its control the EU regulation system should progressively be
devices must correspond to modern requirements. made a part of the Hungarian regulations.

3. TraMc education In schools, teaching, 8. Ambulance and medical service:
examination and advanced training for
drivers: 0 Up-to-date medical transport and communication

equipment are needed to increase the efficiency
o The age requirements for obtaining a driver's of ambulance services.

license should be adjusted to the European 0 The conditions of technical emergency services
practice. used at accidents should be improved.

o Steps should be taken to improve the rule-
obedience behavior of beginner drivers. 9. TraMc safety information and public

o The advanced training system should be relations:
improved on the basis of an efficiency analysis.

o The methods of disseminating traffic safety
4. Collection, assessment and utilization of information and establishing public relations

accident data: should be further developed.
O The national media should disseminate traffic

o The reliability of the collected data should be safety information, as a public service.
improved.

o The use of a new category of "hospitalized' 10. TraMc safety organizations:
should be introduced into the recording system.

o Accident data and information are of public 0 Development of regional and local organizations
interest and should therefore be widely for traffic safety and increasing the efficiency of
disseminated. their activities.

0 Effective utilization of the activities of all
organizations dealing with traffic safety.
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11. Financing: 0 Increased participation of those directly
concerned in the improvement of traffic safety

0 During the development of highway should be obtained:
infrastructure it is necessary to increase the - insurance companies and
resources available for the improvement of safety - traffic participants, particularly those
parameters. endangering traffic by their behavior.
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KAZAKHSTAN
Mr. Protcentov
Vice-President

State Joint-Stock Company
"Kazakhalstan Joldari"

I thank you for giving me the opportunity to take Once we achieved independence, old problems
the floor at this superbly organized and conducted, became acute, and new ones appeared. Our needs
high-level forum, whose recommendations we will include:
utilize to help with the development of traffic safety
programs in Kazakhstan. I. The creation of a legal and regulatory base for

traffic safety:
Kazakhstan and other countries of the former

Soviet Union have a very high death rate due to 0 drafting and adopting an entire set of laws
traffic accidents -- approximately 1,000 persons per governing highways, transportation, highway
year -- despite a relatively small number of motor traffic, traffic safety, tax legislation,
vehicles. The attendant traffic safety problems are, administrative violations, and so forth; as well as
to one extent or another, analogous to those problems
which other presenters have spoken of at this 0 bringing the regulatory code up to international
seminar. Kazakhstan occupies a territory with an standards.
area of 2.7 million square kilometers, with a
population of 17 million people, and with a resultant H. Kazakhstan must join existing international
population density of six persons per one square organizations which deal with traffic safety
kilometer. Responsibility for traffic safety in issues.
Kazakhstan rests with the Traffic Safety Commission
(TSC) at the national level, said Commission III. It is necessary to develop a national traffic
consisting of a number of "committees for emergency safety program based on current economic
situations", and with the corresponding regional and conditions.
district commissions of local governments at the local
level. Meanwhile, Kazakhstan is implementing

measures aimed at lowering the rate of traffic
The aforementioned national commission is made accidents:

up of representatives from the following ministries:
the Ministry of Transportation and Communications, 0 funds which have been allocated for highways are
the Ministry of Internal Affairs, the Ministry of the being primarily directed toward road maintenance
Press and Information, and the Ministry of and the assurance of traffic safety;
Education. The makeup of said commission also
includes scientists and specialists. 0 speed limits have been established in population

centers: 60 kilometers per hour in general and
The Republic's basic road system is already in 40 kilometers per hour in certain areas;

place. However, both the design and the level of
maintenance of this road system are inadequate. 0 on roads located in heavily populated regions, the
Also, the average age of a motor vehicle in our speed limit has been set at 90 kilometers per hour
country is in excess of ten years. for cars, and at 70 kilometers per hour for trucks

and buses;
What are our problems today? The economic

and governmental crisis in the Republic has moved 0 the use of alcohol by motor vehicle
the problem of the financing of traffic safety operators has been prohibited. The
measures to the forefront. The financing issue is a maximum allowable blood alcohol level has
common one, as has been mentioned repeatedly at been set at zero;
this seminar, so I will not touch upon it.
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o requirements have been established which Many other problems, which do not require
call for the use of seat belts by motor appreciable financial outlays, have still to be
vehicle operators and passengers; appropriately resolved in Kazakhstan. Among these

is sending a stronger message concerning traffic
o requirements have been established which safety issues through the mass media. There is also

call for the use of helmets by motorcycle insufficient traffic safety education taught in the
operators and passengers; schools and at the preschool level. Cooperative

action has not been developed among those state
o the regular inspection of the mechanical authorities responsible for traffic safety. An

condition of motor vehicles at the time of insufficient volume of work is being performed at the
the issuance of motor vehicle registration local government level. This concludes my remarks.
certificates and once a year thereafter has Thank you for your attention.
been implemented; and

o the maintenance of a traffic accident
database, a database on locations where
accidents frequently occur ("black spots"),
and a database on the condition of the
nation's roads has been approved.
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LATVIA
Mr. Girt Kristovskis

Minister of the Interior

The Republic of Latvia regained its independence 0 registers motor vehicles;
during 1990-1991. This has afforded us the
opportunity of realistically assessing the path we have 0 issues drivers' licenses;
traveled toward Europe and European traffic safety
standards, together with a real opportunity for 0 maintains and updates an information system for
assessing and effectively resolving those problems keeping records on transportation and drivers;
which have arisen with respect to our roads during
the last few years. While the ensuing time frame has 0 defines the procedure for the testing and
been quite brief, it has, by the same token, been very monitoring of the mechanical condition of motor
important insofar as our country has gone through the vehicles;
transition from the Soviet system to a market
economy. Many of the successes which we have 0 carries out the inspection of the condition of
achieved, as a result of these changes, can already be roads and road facilities; and
felt but at the same time the transition process has
also, simultaneously, introduced some negative 0 organizes the training of drivers and pedestrians
consequences. in the area of traffic regulations, while

simultaneously waging public education
Two salient facts concerning the Republic of campaigns.

Latvia and its road capabilities are:
The Ministry of Internal Affairs:

o number of people: 2.5 million; and
o ensures the enforcement of compliance with the

o number of registered motor vehicles: 450,000 rules of the road;
(as of 1994).

o regulates the movement of traffic and
Responsibility for the administration of traffic pedestrians; and

rests with:
o maintains control over the condition of roads.

o the Cabinet of Ministers; and
In 1992, these functions were split between the

o local governments. Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of
Transportation. Previously, the Ministry of Internal

The Ministry of Transportation oversees the Affairs had handled all these functions by itself.
special administration, monitoring of the adoption and
implementation of the following resolutions: This year, for the first time in the history of

Latvia, the Cabinet of Ministers enacted a law
o in the sphere of legislation and standard acts; entitled "On Traffic".

o relative to the issuance of permits for driver What is the actual situation with respect to the
training; and state of traffic safety on Latvia's roads at this

moment in time?
O relative to the issuance of licenses for retail trade

in motor vehicles. What, at this moment in time, is the relationship
between drivers, state regulatory agencies, and those

There is a Traffic Safety Administration within activities of the latter which are aimed at maintaining
the Ministry of Transportation which: order on the roads?
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Is it safe to travel on the roads of Latvia? the former system under which punishment was
inevitable;

In order to answer these questions, we have to
examine data which describe current conditions on 0 Latvia is experiencing a huge influx of motor
Latvia's roads. vehicles which are not always in good

mechanical condition, sometimes accompanied by
According to the statistical data at our disposal, vehicles which have been taken off the road in

it can be stated that: developed European countries, together with
what amounts to the nonavailability of automotive

O between 1980 and 1990, the number of motor services and repair shops for imported
vehicles grew proportionately from 100,000 to automobiles;
150,000; and

0 there is a shortage of technical equipment and
c the number of deaths due to traffic accidents had specialists capable of monitoring the mechanical

reached 600 by the year 1990. condition of foreign-made cars;

Insofar as we can ascertain, the forecast is that 0 the number of stolen cars and the number of fake
this number will be higher in 1994 than in the motor vehicle registration documents has
previous years (the number of deaths is already increased dramatically;
higher than the 1993 figure of 647 and the 1992
figure of 690). 0 at the same time, drivers believe themselves to

be immune to punishment and allow themselves
Even though the number of motor vehicles in the to ignore traffic regulations, by virtue of which

country is increasing sharply (by a factor of three, to they set a bad example for other drivers;
450,000 units) and the carrying capacity of the
nation's roads is decreasing, we have not allowed 0 there is a shortage of computer hardware and
such a sharp increase in the number of traffic-related software for use in keeping records on stolen
deaths. vehicles, on individuals who have violated traffic

regulations, and on traffic accidents;
Nevertheless, we understand that the number of

deaths on our country's roads far exceeds that of 0 only recently has a traffic fund been created in
European countries. According to 1992 data, we Latvia, dedicated to upgrading Latvian roads and
further understand that this level results in: improving the existing situation, including the

condition of said roads;
o 27.7 deaths per 100,000 inhabitants; and

o there is no governmental commission for
o 18.0 deaths per 10,000 motor vehicles. cooperation relative to the coordination of actions

in the area of traffic safety assurance; and
These numbers confirm that our country is

suffering an enormous number of casualties. 0 there is no government policy for training and
education the population in the area of traffic

The cause of such a high death rate on our safety issues through the use of the mass media.
country's roads include:

I must mention, however, steps taken and work
o the number of motor vehicles has increased which is being done to help resolve traffic safety

sharply, while the number of highway patrol problems:
employees has remained at the same level and
technical traffic control equipment has become 0 the aforementioned law entitled "On Traffic", has
outdated; been enacted;

O driving behavior has deteriorated sharply, as has 0 a new system is being set up to ensure
the relationship between drivers and pedestrians. cooperation between the Ministry of Internal
The reason behind this is the change in the Affairs and the Ministry of Transportation;
structure of state authority and the weakening of
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O drivers' licenses, motor vehicle registration 0 the European Bank for Development and
documents, and motor vehicle license plates Reconstruction has granted credit to cover the
adopted by the European Council were redesign of Latvia's roads and road facilities;
introduced in Latvia in 1991;

0 our country joined the Vienna Convention of the
o the institution of a speed limit of 50 kilometers United Nations Organization in 1992 and is also

per hour in population centers is under taking an active part in the work of the
discussion; Commission on Internal Transportation; and

o a draft document, which provides for the stricter 0 agreements concerning the regulation of
enforcement of traffic regulation violations, is passenger and freight transportation have been
being prepared; adopted and concluded with many countries.

O the "VIA BALTIA' road system is being
expanded;
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LITHUANIA

The Lithuanian Republic has an area of 65,300 We want to include the main problems, that we
square kilometers and a population of 3.8 million. It need to solve in the near future, in a national
has a total of 42,000 kilometers of roads, including program that we are drawing up and will submit to
400 kilometers of arterial highways. There are the government for approval in the near future. In
960,000 motor vehicles in the republic, including addition to improved training and skill-enhancement
640,000 passenger cars. There are 210 motor for drivers and instruction for young drivers, the
vehicles for every 1,000 residents in Lithuania, and program will also include such measures as
this ratio is growing at a rate of 8% per year. There establishing a system for responding to traffic
is a tendency to replace Russian-made vehicles with accidents, improving the system for providing
West European models, but the automobiles being medical aid, expanding the emergency
imported into the country have an average age of 10 communications network on highways, implementing
years. This creates a certain problem with respect to a set of measures to improve safety for pedestrians
their technical condition, as well as environmental and bicyclists, developing a set of measures to
problems. A certain amount of infrastructure will improve road conditions in large cities and on roads
have to be developed in order to solve transportation prone to high accident rates ("hazard zones"), and, of
problems in the country as a whole. course, taking measures to improve the equipment of

the road police.
There was an increase in the number of accidents

in 1987-1991. In 1993, 958 people were killed and There is no question that implementation of the
4,400 were injured. These accident statistics are aforementioned program will require significant
significantly above the average European indices. financial resources. We estimate that this could cost

approximately US$250 million equivalent, which
The problems being discussed at this seminar are amounts to 25% of the annual national budget.

also relevant to Lithuania. We are making efforts to
solve them. In order to facilitate efforts to implement this

program, the government has established a road
In 1994 the republic's parliament enacted a law safety fund intended to provide funding for the

introducing stricter penalties for violations of traffic national program. However, in addition to monies in
regulations. It establishes fines for operating a motor the fund, it will be necessary to find other funding
vehicle while intoxicated in amounts of up to sources as well, including funds obtained from
US$1,250 equivalent or revocation of a driver's international financial structures.
license for a period of up to three years, as well as
penalty points for less hazardous traffic violations. The adoption of some of the aforementioned
Upon accumulating 10 such points the offender loses measures, as well as stepped-up efforts on the part of
his driver's license for a period of 12 months. The the road police, have already resulted in a significant
law increases fines for traffic violations by 700% to reduction in the accident rate. For example, the
900%. number of fatalities fell by 28% in August and by

42% in September in comparison with the same
On May 1, 1994, the republic's government periods last year.

approved and placed in effect national traffic
regulations in accordance with the international The information obtained at the seminar and the
Geneva convention. A state traffic safety system has experience of other countries will help implement the
been developed; it holds all ministries accountable for planned measures in a more effective fashion and
compliance with the policy in effect and for efforts to achieve positive results more quickly, in order to
ensure traffic safety. A national traffic safety council make our country's roads safer.
has been established to implement this policy in
practice. Thank you very much for inviting us to this

useful seminar.
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POLAND
Mr. Stanislaw Rybak

Under-Secretary of State in the Ministry of Transport and
Maritime Economy

Vice-Chairman of the National Road Safety Council

The present situation in the field of road safety in In the first period of its activity, the Council
Poland is not satisfactory. The number of persons elaborated the following reports:
killed on the roads is high in comparison with the
total number of accidents, which in itself is high in 0 "Basis for the Road Safety Improvement
relation to the number of vehicle/kilometers. Program in Poland";

0 "Detailed Action Plan of the Road Safety
This phenomenon is caused by excessive speed, Council"; and

the behavior of pedestrians, the variety in the vehicle 0 the organizational schedule for the "Second
fleet and inadequate road infrastructure. This International Safety Week in Poland" (ECE UN).
situation was also evaluated by a World Bank
mission. Copies of these documents will be deposited with the

Secretariat of this Seminar.
Taking this situation into account, the Polish

Govemment, by its Resolution of 21 October 1993, The Council has also produced guidelines for the
established the National Road Safety Council for the operation of the traffic police (additional equipment
coordination of various activities carried out by for the Police is expected to be financed from a
Ministries and other institutions and organizations World Bank Loan).
involved in road safety. The Deputy Prime Minister
was designated chairman and the Under-Secretaries of Long term activities will be established on the
State in the Ministries of Internal Affairs and basis of a "GAMBIT" Program for Traffic Safety
Transport were designated Vice-Chairmen. The Improvement in Poland. This Program is being
Council is composed of high-level representatives of prepared by 20 national and foreign research and
interested Ministries and central institutions. administrative units.

The organizational structure of the Council is The basic features of the GAMBIT project are:
shown on the slides. Basic tasks of the Council are:

0 definition of the system 'Safe Traffic in Poland";
C determining the direction of, and coordinating 0 elaboration of the system of data collection of

the inter-ministerial activities for, the road accidents;
improvements of road safety; 0 elaboration of the methodology of road safety

o supervision of the use of available finances by research;
different institutions; 0 elaboration of the methodology of studies and

o elaboration on the national road safety program; economical analysis; and
o determining the principles and scope of the 0 confirmation the procedures for "before and

education and information campaigns connected after" research.
with road safety; and

O evaluation of effectiveness of actions undertaken. Changes in the "National Traffic Code" will
considerably influence improvement of road traffic

The Chairman of the Council meets its members safety. The following changes are foreseen to be
approximately twice a month. The Council is introduced in the first half of the 1995:
assisted by Working Groups and the Secretariat by
the Group of Experts representing interested 0 lowering the speed limit to 50 km/h in built-up
ministers. areas;

0 accrediting vehicle driving trainers', lecturers'
and examiners' qualifications;
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o licensing of the driver training companies; organizations including mass-media and other
o supervising vehicle inspection stations; organizations and institutions, which perform
o regulating the requirements for holding a drivers' activities very important for road safety. In the near

license; and future, the appointment of regional and local
o improvement in the license points system. structures is foreseen in the Voivods (there are 49

voivods in Poland). Social Committees, in the
The General Directorate of Public Roads has Voivods and local authorities, will be appointed for

carried out a wide range of works aimed at the the solution of local problems.
improvement of road infrastructure which includes:
the elimination of "black spots", measures for traffic Expenditures connected with the realization of
speed control, and the improving of road signing etc. statutory tasks are being and will be covered from the

budgetary sources of the involved Ministries, central
Also in 1995 the implementation of a program institutions and other units, including local ones.

for the construction of 2500 km of motorway, in the Some finances also come from non-budgetary
following 15 years, will be started. sources.

Within the framework of coordinated activities, The financing obtained from a World Bank loan
the Road Police Headquarters, supported by other is expected to provide significant support in initiating
public services, has undertaken several actions, such the realization of the program. One of the loan
as: the control of vehicles carrying dangerous goods, components is Road Safety.
the inspection of the technical condition of vehicles,
a "Safe Vacation" initiative, and the safety of It is considered necessary to create a Road Safety
children on the road to school, etc. Fund consisting of finance coming from additional

sources, for example from the insurance companies
The Council enlisted the cooperation of the or foundations. The Council has held initial

media in order to increase publicity on road safety discussions with the Ministry of Finance to help solve
problems on TV, radio and in newspapers. this problem.

The members of the Council take part in the It has to be pointed out, however, that significant
realization of other National Programs, for example improvement of road safety cannot be expected
the National Health Program. without higher financial means. Exchange of

experiences and international cooperation provide a
At the central level, the Social Committee of valuable contribution to the road safety activities.

Road Safety acts as a link for cooperation with
society and provides necessary opinions. Its On behalf of the Polish delegation, I would like
members are: the representatives of social to express my warm thanks to the World Bank, the

PHARE Fund and our Hungarian colleagues for
organizing this very useful and very needed Seminar.
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ROMANIA
His Excellency Aurel Novac

Minister of Transport

Until 1989, highway engineering, including work Other programs will also be prepared in parallel
relating to highway safety, was considered a sheer with this one, with the aim of eliminating the accident
waste of money. black spots that exist within the national road system,

rebuilding intersections in grade-separated form and
Today the Romanian Government is convinced installing safety barriers in areas where heavy traffic

that this field is extremely important and worthwhile could cause hazardous conditions.
and is determined to do all it can to enable our
country to catch up in the area of highway In keeping with the recommendations of the
infrastructure. group of World Bank experts who prepared a report

on highway safety in Romania, a program of
In Romania, preparations are now under way for measures is to be prepared, setting specific time

the establishment of a National Highway Safety frames and assignments of responsibility, for the
Council, whose goal, with the assistance of domestic purpose of improving highway safety.
and external funding sources, will be to introduce a
national highway safety program within a time frame These will include:
of at least five years.

9 Preparation of a specific low-cost program of
Our plan is for this National Council to be made work to improve safety on cross-country roads,

up of representatives of all agencies that can which will involve:
contribute to highway safety (Ministry of Transport,
Ministry of the Interior, Ministry of Defense, 1. Studies on traffic accidents including
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of programs for processing data on road
the Environment, Ministry of Health, Ministry of accidents, hazardous road locations and
Education, etc.). Budget constraints have prompted identification of significant causes of
us to resort to loans from international organizations. accidents, so as to work on eliminating these
For instance, we have made plans to carry out studies causes. The necessary data will be obtained
on road signs and markings with World Bank from the Traffic Department of the National
financing. Police Inspectorate.

During the first phase, through 1996, these The accident investigation forrn will be
studies will focus on highways that are recognized as expanded to include new data that will be
important to international transport (5,000 km of conducive to a better analysis of the
European "E" highways), which make up 30% of our circumstances, causes and contributing
national highway system. During the second phase, factors, and that will thus help to identify
studies will be made of all the other national roads. appropriate low-cost work that needs to be
Modern traffic signing will thus be introduced on the done to improve matters.
primary network of national highways, serving 70%
of all road traffic. 2. Setting of priorities on the basis of cost-

benefit analysis and taking the efficiency
Modernization of road signing will then be criterion into account in the programming of

continued on roads of local importance, until the work to be undertaken.
retroreflecting signs have been installed on the entire
network of public roads.
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3. Assessing the social and economic impact of 0 Preparing a program to complete the
accidents. This entails quantifying the cost of establishment of road parameters, using the modem,
accidents to society as a whole (costs of a highly efficient equipment owned by the National
fatality, serious injury, slight injury and other Highway Authority's Research Center.
material damage), as is done in other
countries. As part of the development and improvement of

the road network (modernization, rehabilitation, etc.)
0 Increased attention to improving horizontal and an analysis will be made of the potential safety
vertical signing (signs and road markings) on public impact, including consideration of the following
roads, as well as: aspects in particular:

1. Updating transport manuals on the road signs O Treating individual stretches as a whole, in
and markings that have been incorporated in the accordance with the service level of the road.
computerized transport data bank and are now
being processed. 0 Uniform treatment of primary roads that link

local and cross-country roads.
2. Revising and supplementing road signing
standards, to meet EEC-UN standards for Europe 0 The harmonization and interpretation of national
and bring them into compliance with our own regulations on regular vehicle inspections, applying
legislation (Highway Traffic Act). procedures consistent with European standards.

3. Extending the road signing project to include I am convinced that the suggestions and
the large signs on the entire national highway considerations that came out of the seminar will play
network. a decisive role in contributing to the improvement

and harmonization of Romania's road safety system.
4. Introducing retroreflecting road signs on the
more important regional roads.

0 Giving priority to securing funding for the
implementation of the highway safety programs,
which account for between 10% and 15% of total
costs of the maintenance and rehabilitation of public
roads.
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SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Dr. Jan Michalko

The Head of Ministry's Office
Ministry of Interior of the Slovak Republic

The process of democratization of society, with levels in regard to traffic safety. It will also include
its strong economic changes, has had a negative new matters, presently in question, such as:
effect on road traffic safety.

- the issuing of probationary licenses for a term of
The number of traffic accidents has increased and 2 years; the subsequent retraining of drivers in

continues to become higher and higher. In 1993, the event of their committing traffic offenses;
50,159 car accidents were recorded. The
consequences of traffic accidents also grew at an - the obligation to have safety seats for the
increased rate up to the end of 1992. Since then, the transportation of minors; and
number of persons killed has, however, been reduced
by 13.7% when compared to 1992. This was - the introduction of traffic-psychological
probably due to reducing the speed limits in districts, examinations, for certain categories of driving
from 60 kmlh to 50 km/h. licenses.

An Institution, which up to 1992 coordinated all The new law is also expected to solve questions
activities of agencies on the regional and district of organization and coordination of state policy in the
level, providing assistance in solving problems area of traffic safety.
directly connected with road safety, was unfortunately
dissolved on account of its lack of authority to make Before doing anything else, there will be bilateral
decisions in matters of its own competence, or to discussions between the Ministry of Interior and the
effectively intervene in the working of the above- Ministry of Transport as well as other discussions
mentioned agencies, on the regional and district level, within the Government.
as well as not having the influence to obtain the
financing needed for road traffic safety. The effective formation of working groups will

also be brought to the attention of the Ministry of
The accident rate also increased in 1994, but the Interior and the Ministry of Transport. These

consequences of accidents remained on the same level working groups are involved in improving road
as in 1993. traffic safety at the local level. Their activities are

directed by the Ministry of Transport.
These unfavorable developments, as well as the

recommendations of the World Bank in this respect, We expect the experience obtained during this
require more attention in the Slovak Republic. The conference, which will be useful for further effective
problem needs to be solved completely. work by our traffic polio produce results, aimed at

reducing the consequences of traffic accidents,
The Ministry of Interior, together with the particularly in the following areas:

Ministry of Transport, are preparing legislation
concerning traffic on the road network which will be - by focussing on speed limit checks, safety belts,
discussed in parliament during the first half of 1995. helmets and alcohol;
It will replace the old legislation, brought into force
in 1953, which is considered to be inadequate at - by application of legislative changes containing
present. penalties for repeatedly committed traffic

offenses, and also introducing a point system; and
It is expected that the new law will exactly define

the competence of agencies at the central and local
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- by putting into effect other recommended - finalization of information systems, which allow
activities in the field of prevention. the monitoring and processing (evaluation) of

accidents, as well as the monitoring of users'
As of 1993, there are 158 authorized units behavior and the activity of traffic police;

performing vehicle emission checks. Periodic
technical checks are presently conducted in 30 - creation of good and safe condition for all road
stations, but only on certain kinds of vehicles. In the users;
future, these checks will be expanded to cover all
kinds of cars. - finalization of the highway network and

improvement of existing road surfaces and traffic
The location of our country, in the middle of signs;

Europe, imposes a great responsibility on us, because
many European "E' highways (in length 1600 km) - processing and realization of projects for
and other roads (in length 650 km) pass through. education of the different categories of road

users; and
In spite of the difficult economic situation in our

country, the Ministry of Transport tries to do its best - obtaining additional enforcement equipment and
to ensure that our transport network provides safe and staff for the traffic police.
continuing traffic operation. This is why we applied
for, and were subsequently granted, a credit by On behalf of our authorities, especially the
EBRD and EIB. This credit will be used for Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Transport,
improvements, among which will be the construction Communication and Public Works and also other
of new motorways. That is also the reason why we agencies which are involved road traffic safety, we
are applying for credit and assistance from PHARE. thank you for your understanding in our efforts
All efforts will be directed to construction of new towards traffic safety and anticipate further fruitful
cross-points and to rebuilding of our roads to cooperation in the future.
European standards.

The above indicated activities in the areas of
traffic safety will require additional financial means,
especially in the following areas:
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SLOVENIA
Mr. Borut Likar
State Secretary

Ministry of the Interior

Allow me, at the beginning, to greet you that we have no reason whatsoever to act against the
sincerely in the name of the delegation which I'm drivers in such a way.
heading, which came from Slovenia. When we
encounter each other these days, I'm very pleased to The Republic of Slovenia has already ratified the
see that you know Slovenia quite well and also know 1968 Vienna Convention on Road Traffic and is
our State's position in the international traffic flows. strictly obeying its clauses. We also strictly obey the
I'm very proud to have the opportunity to speak at European Convention on Transportation of Dangerous
this eminent meeting of world- known traffic experts. Goods in Road Traffic (ADR rules), and have

accepted the Regulation on establishment of road
With independence, the traffic situation in corridors for transportation of dangerous materials.

Slovenia changed drastically, which also had a big
influence on road safety. Important European traffic The Slovenian Parliament has already accepted
movements cross Slovenia, especially the Fifth the draft proposal for the National Road Safety
Trans-European traffic corridor and the so-called Program. It is also processing the new Road Safety
"Balkan" customs corridor. The traffic of cargo Act, which will be among the most modem of similar
vehicles has increased considerably and in the European legislation. Also, in the final phase of
summer season we are also faced with an increase in Parliamentary procedures are the new Law on State
personal vehicles. We wish to know more about the Roads and the Law on Road Traffic Transport.
trends in road accidents and their causes and, at the When preparing the new legislation, we drew from
same time, to present our own experiences in the the United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, Germany,
field of measures and working methods with which Austria and Italy as well as the directives of the
we have succeeded in reducing the number of European Commission. We are also preparing
accidents. secondary acts, which we intend will conform with

the European regulations. The basic principles that
We are not satisfied with the road safety situation we are following through our work are: mutual trust,

in Slovenia, since the numbers of deaths and serious respecting to other people involved in road traffic and
injuries has constantly increased over the past few especially, reducing driving speed. We have also
years. In 1989 we had 554 deaths and 7,405 persons taken into consideration all directives and opinions of
injured; in 1991, 462 deaths and 6,938 persons the Gerondeau Committee.
injured; and in 19, 493 deaths and 7,762 persons
injured. At the same time, we have to point out that In 1993, Slovenia ratified the Traffic Agreement
the number of vehicles in Slovenia has increase by with the European Community and a joint committee
four in the past 20 years. was established, between Slovenia and European

Union, for following up the implementation of the
In Slovenia we planned and also carried out a agreement.

number of preventive activities. In the past years we
very actively carried out an action called "-10%", Already, for some time now, we are experiencing
during which we tested about 100,000 drivers with very long waiting times in the international cargo
alcohol tests and also ordered additional mental, traffic movements from the East European countries.
medical check-ups for those drivers who repeatedly During the summer holiday season, the traffic flow is
violated traffic regulations. The main reasons for the additionally worsened. We also have discovered a
accident figure cited earlier are drunken drivers, large number of technical faults, especially with the
speeding and driving through red lights. transit cargo traffic, which have had a negative

influence on our ecological environment.
Because of some severe actions, our police was

even severely criticized by the public, which thought
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We can therefore conclude that these are just Thank you very much for your attention. With
some facts which clearly point out that, with the a hope of a successful joint resolution of the traffic
planned activities for the construction of motorways problems, I greet you and invite you to come to
and for the modemization of road border crossings Slovenia to get better acquainted with our problems
along the mentioned international corridors, we can and conditions in road traffic.
expect to see a better traffic flow, better road safety
and also a higher traffic culture.
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Opening Address

His Excellency Mr. Gabor KUNCZE
Minister of Interior
Ministry of Interior

Government of Hungary

Monday, October 17, 1994

It is a great honor for us that the World Bank has present conference. We have already begun to utilize
selected Hungary as the venue for the Conference on a part of the credit offered by the World Bank, to
Safety in Transport. Not only in Hungary, but all develop traffic control technology which is available
over the world, it is a priority task of governments to to the police. An open international bid has been
improve the level of road safety. As is well known, made public for purchasing electrical breathalizers
in the past few years Hungary has been able to start and, during the current year, another bid will be
catching up with the developed countries in Europe requested relating to traffic control equipment
both politically and economically, as a consequence (measuring speed).
of the systemic change having taken place here. One
of the most important criteria for catching up is to Under the supervision of the Ministry for the
improve the qualitative conditions of road safety. Interior, the police have developed plans including

measures aimed at stepping up speed controls on
The level of road safety can only be increased roads and improving the level of public information

through international cooperation, now and in the to prevent accidents. A new strategy has been
future. We greatly appreciate the innovative solution prepared for the police to control the roads. The
of responsible officials in a large region -- the Central police proclaimed 1993 "The Year of Safety in
Eastern-European countries -- meeting the experts Transport". Hungary has joined the programs of the
from whom they expect support in solving the United Nations and the International Organization for
problems of transport in their respective countries, Preventing Accidents, giving priority to improving
relying on their extensive experience. I trust that the the situation of young and elderly people with regard
Conference will furnish us with an opportunity to to safety in transport. To change the behavior of
familiarize ourselves with each other's problems and persons participating in transport, a new form of
find solutions in order to improve the level of safety transport safety information has been published in all
in transport. the mass media.

In Hungary, the most critical and dangerous The efforts made and implementation of the
period of road transport was experienced between programs have produced significant results; 1993 saw
1987 and 1990. During that period the number of a 20% reduction in the number of accidents involving
persons killed in accidents almost doubled and in personal injury compared to previous years while,
1990 the number of accidents involving personal within that figure, the number of fatal accidents was
injury reached an unprecedented level. reduced by 400. The reduction in injuries was of a

similar proportion. When examining road transport
To remedy this situation, the Government made conditions, it is important to mention that the number

a resolution which conferred responsibility for safety of traffic crimes was reduced by more than 11%.
in transport on the Ministry for the Interior. The We may state, without being immodest, that last year
Government drew up a National Transport Program, we achieved the best results in the history of safety of
including the most important short- and long-term transport as a consequence of the measures taken.
tasks, based on national and international experiences, Among our objectives for the future, top priority is
whose implementation was expected to lead to an given to continuation of our complex accident-
improvement in safety in road transport. prevention program.

The World Bank has also contributed to the Among the preconditions of our joining the
realization of our objectives by providing credit under European Union, we now wish to emphasize the
advantageous conditions, as well as by organizing the importance of our tasks related to developing our
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road transport and improving its culture. We attach I am convinced that the proposals and
an high level of importance to foreign citizens visiting recommendations of the seminar will make a
Hungary leaving our homeland with favorable significant contribution to improvements in safety of
impressions. One of the main components of their transport in Hungary. They will help us enrich and
satisfaction is that traffic and transport conditions render more efficient our prevention strategies with
should have a positive impact on them. new experiences and methods. As the head of the

Ministry responsible for the safety of transport, I will
Taking into account the economic conditions in follow the events of the conference with keen

Hungary, it is important for us to be able to reduce personal interest. I hope that the distinguished
the losses suffered by the national economy resulting participants at the conference will have a good time
from accidents, amounting to approximately half a in Hungary, get acquainted with our national culture
million dollars annually. If we were able to reduce and take note of the efforts we are making in order to
the harm caused by accidents by 50% in a few years, improve transport conditions in our country.
it would exert a positive influence on our economic
growth too. However, in addition to the economic
losses, we attach a far greater significance to the
prevention of accidents which disturb public morale,
irritate the social atmosphere and cause grave human
losses.
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Opening Address

His Excellency Mr. Karoly LOTZ
Minister of Transport, Communications and Water Management
Ministry of Transport, Communications and Water Management

Government of Hungary

Thursday, October 20, 1994

Dear Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen, of the traffic accidents so as to decrease further the
fatalities and the serious injury accidents. With such

We came to Part II of the Road Safety Policy decreasing rate the present traffic safety level of the
Seminar initiated by the World Bank, when the West European countries could be reached by us.
Ministers of Transport and Interior of the region
would join the work. This is the first The tasks of the Ministry of Transport in the domain
professional/political meting on traffic safety when of traffic safety could briefly be summarized as
the delegations of the participating countries are follows: our ministry bears full responsibility for the
headed by ministers. I think the World Bank has developments of all legal and infrastructure conditions
properly selected the circle of those invited. If at of road transport. Both factors mean a great
such a seminar along with the experts, the politicians challenge for us. In the domain of our legal system
concerned are also present, the chance of establishing the regulations of the union of Europe should be
an efficient regional traffic safety policy will introduced, as far the development of the
considerably increase. infrastructural system is concerned, huge financial

and material sources are required, whereas the
The papers presented and the open debates of the first country's economy is not on its growth yet. There is
part of the conference have shown how many factors a close interrelation between national economy and
are influencing the development of the traffic safety. traffic safety.
These factors can be grouped always around three
main traffic safety elements: the man, the road and Improvement of traffic safety needs significant
the vehicle. financial meas, at the same time, the improvement of

traffic safety by avoidance of accident damages will
As far as evolution of safety is concerned the order add to the results of the national economy. The
of importance of these factors is changing in space statement which is valid for other damage risks (e.g.
and time. The objective of Hungarian traffic safety in the field of health) is true for the cost of traffic
policy is to determine, by setting the necessary accidents: prevention is cheaper than compensation
priorities, the place, the mode and the means of the and rehabilitation.
most efficient interventions. With the scope of
solving this intricate task, the Government in 1993 To realize this fundamental truth in traffic safety is
established the Intergovernmental Traffic Safety difficult, because the benefit of investments and of
Commission headed by the Minister of Transport the avoided dangers rarely appears in the book of the
coordinating at the highest level the activity of six accounts. Therefore, the task of traffic safety
ministries concerned. We have also fora for improvement cannot be solved with market economy
coordinating the regional and the local tasks in which means solely. Intervention from the part of society
the representatives of the regional and local and government is also required, primarily in order
organizations concerned (traffic authorities, police, to assure directly or indirectly the necessary financial
road management, transport companies, etc.) are means. At least, some part of the resources needed
participating. for traffic safety improvement should be centrally

distributed so that the main points adjusting to the
The base of the traffic safety activities is the National accident causes which are changing in space and
Traffic Safety Program approved in 1993 by the time, can be created in the field of preventions. The
Government. According to this program, we wish to coordination of the traffic safety activities belonging
reduce till the end of the century by half the number to various specific branches will be efficient only in
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case the coordinator can support his intentions with embraced the possibilities of traffic safety
the appropriate financial possibilities. improvements and words were also spoken about the

efficiency of the interventions. For me the most
In my introduction I have deliberately highlighted the interesting paper was the "Costs of Accidents and
economic and financial side of traffic safety activity. Policy Targets" presented by Mr. David Lynam and
It is the characteristic of our home practice that for Mr. Martin Dzadko. I think it is of primordial
the lack of material sources no fundamental and importance for the countries of our region to develop,
efficient traffic safety improvement interventions can based on accident and accident prevention cost
be implemented. And probably due to unrealized analysis, a traffic safety policy.
interventions the accident damages are multiply
surpassing the cost of the intervention. All the countries of our region are working hard in

order to develop a fruitful economical policy.
The professional papers and the open debates of the Transport policy is an indispensable part of this. I do
first part of the conference have comprehensively hope that this seminar has helped all of us determine

a decisive role for safety policy within our transport.
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ROAD SAFETY IN CENTRAL EUROPE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Obiectives of the study Finance, Justice. In most Central European
Countries, the institutional setting for road safety was

In 1992 and 1993, an international team of six experts inadequate to ensure the coordination of the various
in road safety visited Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, actors: in 1992, four countries had no specific
Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovakia to assess interministerial organization in charge of road safety
the situation of road safety and recommend actions to and, where they existed, such organizations had
improve the road safety record of each country. A insufficient authority. An action plan should begin
separate and detailed report was issued for each with the creation of a national structure including: (i)
country. an interministerial organization in charge of road

safety policy and coordination, headed by a
The situation in 1992 government official, (ii) a road safety Director, and

(iii) a multi-disciplinary team of experts to assist the
In Central Europe, the car ownership ratio is about Director.
190 motor vehicles per thousand inhabitants, a little
less that half the level of Western Europe. However, Fundine
fatal road accidents occur more than twice as often as
in Western Europe, as shown in Table 1. The existing road safety actions of each country were

financed through the budget of the relevant Ministries
Road accidents caused 16,600 deaths in 1991 and cost without coordination. Moreover, the total amount
$2.8 billion, which represents 1.2 to 2% of GNP. available for road safety was insufficient. A specific
Forty-one percent of the fatal accidents occurred in budget should be set aside for road safety. One
urban areas. Pedestrians and users of two wheel possibility is to create an autonomous Road Safety
vehicles represented about 52% of the victims. Fund, that could derive its revenues from a
Moreover, the number of accidents increased sharply compulsory contribution from the car insurance
since 1989. Based on this alarming picture, the team system, at a fixed percentage of 4 to 8%, of the
of experts analyzed every aspect of road safety and mandatory third party liability insurance. This
made the following recommendations for immediate financing mechanism has been used successfully in
action. various countries to fund road accident prevention

programs. For the next three years, the priority
Or2anization actions require about $140 million per year.

Road safety usually involves at least 6 or 7
Ministries: Interior, Transport, Health, Education,

Table 1. Main Safety Indicators in 1992

I Average Annual Value Number of deaths per million Number of deaths per 100I ______________________________ vehicles million vehicles km

Central Europe 909 6.2 to 8.6

European Community 377 2.7
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Road User Behavior Data Collection and Research

Changing drivers' behavior can be achieved through The road safety action plan of each country will need
education and training, information and awareness permanent monitoring and updating on the basis of
building, regulations, and control and penalties. actual accident data. Moreover, reliable data is
Education and training programs exist in the six necessary to perform the cost/benefit analyses that
countries and should be properly maintained and will ensure an optimum allocation of budgets. In the
funded. Public awareness campaigns have been six countries, existing accident data bases have to be
carried out in the six countries, but they should be modernized arLd connected to the road data banks.
more frequent and they should be based on a clear Study and research programs should support the
communication strategy. Regulations are good for national effort to improve road safety.
drunken driving, but should include, as soon as
possible, compulsory wearing of back seat seat belt Conclusions
and restraining devices for children. The single most
important change in regulation is the reduction of the Without robust and well coordinated national action
speed limit in urban areas from 60 to 50 km/h, plans, the number of road accident deaths will
which, for a very low cost, can save hundreds of life increase dramatically as traffic grows. The high road
each year. These measures will only be fully accident death toll can be reduced rapidly when there
effective if they are complemented by an increase in is a strong political will to implement at least four
controls and in the severity of the penalties: this short term measures:
mainly requires a significant adjustment in the level of
fines, and the purchase of control equipment for the (i) Creation of a separate internunisterial
police. organization whose mandate is to define

a consistent road safety policy, and
Infrastructure coordinate the resulting actions;

Roads maintenance has not been sufficient in recent (ii) Appropriate financing of the road safety
years. This resulted in a rapid deterioration of road action plan;
conditions and a decline in their safety features. Only
two countries had a program for the treatment of road (iii) Reduction of the speed limit in urban
sections with high rates of accidents (black spots). areas to 50 km/h;
Road maintenance should be adequately funded, black
spot treatment programs using low cost techniques (iv) Introduction of black spot treatment
developed in foreign countries should be programs and of safety audits on
implemented, and the safety features of road projects infrastructure projects.
should be carefully checked (safety audit).

Vehicle Inspection and Accident Assistance

In these two areas, the procedures in place seem quite
satisfactory, requiring only marginal improvements.
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INTRODUCTION are instances of trial and error, doubt and resistance
to change.

The sole aim of this work is to help establish an
effective policy to combat hazardous driving behavior In particular, with regard to many sectors
on roads which is a real and rapidly worsening social concemed by road safety, the former mechanisms for
scourge in Central Europe; appropriate steps should action and regulation have largely been eliminated but
be taken immediately to ensure that these six have not been fully replaced by new ways of
countries experiencing rapid motorization do not operation. The State has not found its proper role, its
repeat the tragic accident records which characterized areas of responsibility have not been entirely defined
Westem Europe. and its regulatory functions have not been finalized.

This report provides a summary analysis of the Changes in road traffic were mainly characterized
observations and recommendations made in the field by a contradictory development: an important increase
of road safety for six countries: Bulgaria, the Czech in the number of private cars, and a decrease in
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovakia. mileage and vehicle use, the latter for economic
An individual report has been compiled on each of the reasons. It clearly shows that car ownership cannot
aforementioned countries. The summary report be explained as a pure result of traffic and
recapitulates the main points, endeavors to throw light transportation demand. Car ownership had and still
on the features common to all the countries and the has an important symbolic character. It symbolizes
peculiarities of each. freedom and social status, even more than in

Western Countries. To a certain extent, car
The general situation in all the countries of ownership, and Westem car ownership in particular,

Central Europe since the 1980s has been, in different became the symbol of those changes that had taken
degrees, one of political, economic and social place.
upheaval. The main features are present in all these
countries: democratization and decentralization of Apart from the increase in the number of cars,
decision-making; privatization of certain intellectual, two important factors contribute to the increase in
commercial and industrial activities and, more road accidents: drivers' attitudes towards traffic
generally, the implementation of the principles of a controls and regulations and the adjustment to
market economy. increased motorization. Rapid democratization

resulted in a sense of freedom in driving behavior that
These very complex changes have also been very often exhibited a total absence of constraint,

affected by the serious economic crisis suffered by prompted by the disappearance of restrictive
these countries which need to modernize their regulations and controls. Individuals felt responsible
production facilities and reconstitute their trade only for themselves. To a certain extent, disregard
networks; for this reason the present transition period for the regulations when driving has also been seen as
is mainly characterized by: a calculated behavior in response to the former rigid

regulations of society. Last but not least, "success"
- A lack of financial resources which not only on the road, i.e. being faster and more competitive,

makes it impossible to fulfil needs but also has a certain status.
raises doubts about certain former investment
programs. The tendency to disregard regulations was enabled

by the temporary disappearance of control. As the
- A reorganization of central and local police were seen to be closely linked to the former

govemmental offices together with changes regime, changes in organizational structure and
and transfers of functions. personnel took place, impacting on police morale, and

for a certain period, little effective control took place.
- A redistribution of decision-making power Although this situation has obviously improved, the

between the State and the local communities, lack of adequate control equipment still gives the
and between the central and territorial driver the impression that the police are not powerful.
governmental offices.

The second important factor is related to the
All these changes are taking place now, and adjustment to rapid motorization. Road traffic is a

though the objectives are usually clearly defined there complicated interaction process, based on numerous
legal prescriptions complemented by a large number
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of informal regulations. Nearly all the countries with road projects (including financial aspects
a rapid growth in motorization share the same and previous institutional reforms).
problem: people have to adjust to traffic and learn
how to behave appropriately. This adjustment takes (iv) To demonstrate to the national
time and involves learning by doing. In the past, governments and local communities the
driver education in Central European countries fact that a coordinated action program for
emphasized the technical aspects of cars and the road safety is both possible and urgent.
formal regulations of traffic and driving, which did
not prepare drivers for the new and quickly changing (v) To develop systematic methods of assessing
situation. the effectiveness of the institutional

organization of road safety.
A special problem results from the fact that the

most desired cars in Central European countries are The scope of the study covered all the components of
the western cars. These cars are usually more a global road safety policy: road user behavior
powerful, faster, and more demanding than the cars (education, training, communication, regulations,
previously available. For instance in the former control and penalties), design and management of
Eastem Germany, the drivers try to drive in road infrastructures, the condition of new vehicles
accordance with the cars' speed capacity and and vehicles on the road, organization of assistance to
frequently drive beyond their abilities. accident victims, the tools required to carry out a

road safety policy, and funding road accident
This psychological background shows that the prevention.

accident situation is related to social changes.
Addressing road safety will therefore require a In accordance with the stated objectives, the study
global vision of the problems and a global concentrated specifically on:
approach to tackling the issues.

- Defining measures to be taken immediately
In road safety, as in other fields, the countries of with very short-term effects in order to

the European Community provide a lasting source of redress a situation which is rapidly evolving
reference for Central Europe which has stated its in the wrong direction within the context of
desire to comply with international rules and serious economic crisis and difficult political
standards. and administrative transition.

t. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY - Proposing action and tools which will make it
possible to establish a global, consistent and

1.1. - OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY sustainable policy.

The study covered six countries in Central Precise, concrete recommendations have been
Europe: Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, the formulated on this subject in each of the national
Czech Republic and Slovakia. The main objectives reports and in this summary report. The country
were as follows: reports can be requested from the coordinator for

road safety of each country.
(i) To make a general assessment of the road

safety situation: future trends, policies in 1.2.- ORGAN I Z ATI ON A ND
force, resources, etc.. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

(ii) To assess the cost/efficiency ratio of activities The method of approach can be described in five
undertaken in the field of road safety and to successive phases:
propose, with the limited means available, a
program of action classified by order of (i) Formation of a high level international team
priority in order to improve safety on the (Australia, France, Germany, United Kingdom),
roads. consisting of five experts from various disciplines

(managers, engineers, economists and social-
(iii) ro formulate concrete proposals for the psychologists) who have, or have had, technical

incorporation of road safety concerns into or administrative responsibility for road safety in
their own country, including -- in the case of two
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of them -- the responsibility of Road 2. BASIC DATA
Safety Director.

Appendix I provides detailed statistical data for the
(ii) Review of World Bank publications likely to six countries under review.

help the group of experts define their
methodology (Bibliographical information is 2.1. Population Data
given at the end of this report).

The six countries of Central Europe have a total
(iii) Compilation of a detailed questionnaire sent population of about 96,400,000 inhabitants and a land

out to the Ministries of Transport in each surface of 882,000 km2, representing a population
country asking them for statistical data and density of 109 inhabitants/km2 (similar to that of
general information about the way they Denmark, Portugal and France, for example) ; two of
organize road safety. them have a population density of under 100

inhabitants/km2 (Bulgaria: 81 and Romania: 97).
(iv) A week's visit to each country by the team of Two countries are notable for their size (Poland and

experts (sometimes split up into two or three Romania which have 38.2 and 23.2 million
specialized groups) with the opportunity of inhabitants respectively).
meeting all the partners concerned at both
central and local levels and to make a field The degree of urbanization (percentage of the
visit. These discussions and a careful study population living in towns with more than 20,000
of the documents supplied by the various inhabitants) ranges from between 48 and 54%, the
countries made it possible for them to draw only exception being Slovakia (40.6%).
up detailed country reports.

2.2. Economic Data
(v) A qualitative analytical matrix was compiled

before the visits and adjusted to fit in with the In 1991 the Gross National Product was about
experience acquired. This matrix, which covers $190 billion, in average per capita terms - $1,970
the whole of the accident prevention system, (ranging from $1,340 in Romania and $3,140 in the
fulfilled several objectives: former Czech and Slovak Federative Republic).

- describe rapidly and accurately the existing The average monthly salary was $160, although
situation on the basis of objective criteria. there were enormous variations in this respect: $40 in

Romania, $100 in Bulgaria, and $200 to $250 in the
- assess the effectiveness of the existing tools, other countries.

methods and mechanisms.
The cost of road accidents, according to estimates

- clearly define the strong and weak points of (certain countries do not calculate the cost of the
the organization in each country and, consequences of road accidents for the community)
simultaneously, the main priorities for action. was about $2.85 billion or 1.5% of the Gross

National Product.
- following completion of an action plan, it will

be possible to assess the impact of the road 2.3. Data Related to Motorization
safety policy.

In the six countries under review there were about
The findings from this analytical matrix have been 15.4 million private cars and 2.9 million commercial

used directly in order to formulate individual and heavy vehicles. The average number of road
recommendations for each country (see national vehicles per thousand inhabitants was 189 (417 in the
reports). European Community); however, the level of

motorization in Romania was fairly low (72), the
Details about the compilation of this matrix, as well average of the five other countries was 226 (in the
as the consolidated results for all of the six countries Czech and Slovak Republic it is about 300) which
are given in Appendix 8. In addition, details of the corresponds to the level of motorization in Greece,
method used are given in a separate document. the least motorized country in the European

Community.
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2.4. Data Related to Road Safety Despite the unreliability of statistical data, it can
be estimated that the traffic flow on about 50 % of the

The total number of deaths in 1991 or 1992, as length of national roads amounts to more than 1,500
applicable, amounted to 16,595 (international vehicles a day.
definition of death within 30 days after the accident),
over 41% occurring in urban areas (with more than 3. ESTABLISHMENT OF A SPECIAL ROAD
48% of the population living in urban areas). SAFETY ORGANIZATION

The proportion of vulnerable users (pedestrians Road safety directly concerns a number of
and users of motor powered or non motor powered ministerial departments (Interior, Transport, Justice,
two wheel vehicles) among those killed averages Health, Education, Economy, Industry, etc.) and well
52.4% (ranging between 43 and 56% according to the coordinated action covering all aspects of road safety
country). It should be noted that pedestrians killed in is required for efficient action.
road accident in Poland account for 2/3 of all
pedestrians killed in the six countries, and for nearly Experience shows that the creation of a special
48% of the total number of deaths due to road organization at the government level is a necessary
accidents. prerequisite (although not sufficient in itself) for the

definition and implementation of a road safety policy.
Although the death toll is already significantly

higher than in Western Europe, some studies Two basic conditions need to be fulfilled:
anticipate that the number of deaths due to road
accidents could double in the next ten years if no - A member of the Government should be
action is taken to prevent it. designated to take over the responsibility for

road safety and to co-ordinate the work of his
2.5. Data Related to Road Networks colleagues in this field.

The total length of public road networks is more - A high level official should be designated to
than 900,000 km, of which 200,000 km are national organize and co-ordinate govermment action.
roads directly managed by the State. This Road Safety Delegate or Director should

also be assisted by a multi-disciplinary team
The length of motorways in use is still short (less of high level experts.

than 1,500 km) but all the countries have very
ambitious construction projects.

The following Table recapitulates the main safety indictors:

Indicators Average Value Position of the Countries

Central Europe European Positive (1) Negative (1)
Community

Number of
deaths per million 172 157 Romania Poland
inhabitants

Number of deaths 909 377 Slovakia Romania
per million vehicles Czech Republic

Number of deaths 6.2 to 8.6 2.7 Bulgaria
per 100 million Czech Republic
vehicles x km

(i) An indicator with a value which is at least 20% lower than the average for Central Europe is considered to be
"positive"; an indicator with a value which is at least 20% more than the average is considered to be 'negative".
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With the relative exception of Bulgaria and the A National Road Safety Commission, set up
Czech Republic, the countries of Central Europe do in 1969, is entrusted with the definition of
not fulfill these two conditions and the road safety government policy and the establishment of
responsibility is placed de facto under the joint major action strategies. It has a permanent
authority of several ministries (generally the Ministry secretariat made up of administrative staff and
of the Interior and the Transport Ministry) and road safety experts. The National
admninistered by each of the services concerned Commission embodies regional and
without any in-depth systematic co-ordination. This community commissions set up along the
is one of the reasons why there is no strategic action same lines on a local scale.
program in this field.

This organization has operated remarkably
The chart below presents the general principles of well for more than twenty years but, for a

the recommended political and administrative variety of reasons, is now in a difficult
organization of road safety, in order both to analyze situation which is causing a major decline in
the existing situations and to determine the objectives efficiency: reduction in operating resources
of an effective sustainable policy. (staff and financial problems) and means of

action (a decrease in institutional and
Each country should choose the form of operational powers, combined with a

organization which is best suited to its history, declining interest of the general public in road
context and actual situation, but the basic principles safety). The following measures are
may be considered as operationally necessary. therefore proposed to remedy the situation:

An assessment of the situation in 1992, and the - Give back responsibility for road safety to the
main recommendations to be implemented, are given Ministry of the Interior which is by far the
below for the six countries of Central Europe. most concerned. The traffic police in

Bulgaria have a very broad range of
(i) In Bulgaria the Council of Ministers competence, appropriate resources, and

delegated responsibility for road safety to the considerable expertise.
Ministry of the Interior for more than twenty
years. Since 1992, the Ministry of Transport - Give the Secretary of the National Road
has taken over this function. Safety Commission the title of Delegate or

Director.

Prime Minister

Minister in Charge

. ... . . . . .......... .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... .. . .
National Co-ordination Structure isters concerned)

~ ~ ~ ~~~~~I...................... ...... ...... (mse cnred
~~~~~~~~~~', 

Administrative Delegate or Director Consultative Guidance
Commission Permanent Secretariat Council
(high official ' High level multi-disciplinary (

concerned) . ~~~~team (public and private roadconcerned) _ safety partners)
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Strengthen the multi-disciplinary team of Three immediate measures have consequently
the Secretariat of the National been proposed:
Commission.

- A member of the Government (a priori
Modernize methods of operation and set the Minister of Transport or of the
up participatory structures (Standing Interior) should be made responsible for
Administrative Commission and road safety. Depending on the national
Consultative Guidance Council). context, the Road Safety Office may

even be directly attached to the Prime
(ii) In the Czech Republic the Ministry of Minister, who will thus retain the

the Interior is responsible for road possibility of arbitrating.
safety and a structure for co-ordination
and action was set up in 1990: the - A Road Safety Delegate or Director
Czech Govemmental Road Safety should be nominated (a high ranking
Council, which groups together the official).
ministers concerned, the elected
representatives of large towns, and - A multi-disciplinary team of high level
public and private bodies active in road experts (mainly selected from the
safety concerns. governmental offices concerned) should

work alongside the Delegate or
It has a permanent secretariat (the BESIP). The Director.
Council established a guideline program in 1991
and has carried out major road safety projects. The other components of the basic outline

described above should gradually be added to this
The following measures are proposed to improve initial structure. In addition, as a result of the

the efficiency of this organization without making any establishment of this organization, it will be necessary
fundamental changes: to make various administrative adjustments to

facilitate its operation.
The Secretary of the BESIP should be
given the title of Delegate or Director. The institutional arrangement is a prerequisite

for the implementation of any road safety policy.
A strongly multi-disciplinary high level Consistency in the various sectors involved in road
team should be established in BESIP; safety is the main ingredient of success for such a
BESIP is currently handicapped by its policy, and it will only be achieved with proper
lack of authority to carry out the work co-ordination.
to be accomplished and can only
partially perform the activities connected 4. FUNDING ROAD ACCIDENT PREVENTION
to road safety. At the same time it is
necessary to increase the operating 4.1. A Fundin2 Mechanism
finances of BESIP.

The administrative setting described above
A Standing Administrative Commission requires resources to implement its action plan. In
(consisting of the top officials the six countries, the Road Safety budget was
concerned) should be set up, accredited insufficient to launch effective road safety action
to the head of BESIP, in order to have plans. No reduction in road accidents will occur if
a better guarantee that the guidelines of the road safety action plan does not include a
the Government Road Safety Council sound financing plan. The following paragraphs
are properly followed. propose various financing sources. Other solutions

could be envisaged provided that they offer a
(iii) In 1992, neither Hungary, Poland, sufficient amount and a stable and reliable source of

Romania nor Slovakia had a special road funds.
safety organization (a law was,
however, under discussion in Romania).
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4.2. The Motor Vehicle Insurance System - Three countries have maintained the
government monopoly of compulsory

Road safety policy has two main thrusts between insurance (Third Party Insurance):
which it is difficult to find a balance: firstly, Romania, the Czech Republic and
prevention (reducing the number and seriousness of Slovakia (the monopoly should end in
accidents); and secondly, compensation for the 1994 or 1995 in these last two
consequences of accidents and casualties. countries). In these three countries,

compulsory insurance rates are
As in all countries, there is a considerable extremely low (leading to deficits).

disproportion in Central Europe between expenditure
on prevention, generally financed by the State and With the notable exception of Slovakia where the
local communities, and expenditure on repairs law mandates companies to invest 2% of the total
financed by the car insurance system on the basis of amount of premiums collected (which is fairly low) in
premiums collected. Despite considerable safety campaigns, the insurance system does not, or
undercharging in certain countries (Romania, the hardly ever, participate in accident prevention.
Czech Republic and Slovakia) which cannot continue However, the legislation in three countries allows
much longer, the annual amount of car insurance insurance companies (but does not mandate them) to
premiums collected by the six countries of Central invest in prevention activities 0.7% of the amount of
Europe is, according to yearly variations, around premiums for Third Party Insurance in Hungary,
$1,500 million (0.8% of the GNP). 0.75% in Poland, and 4% in the Czech Republic.

Before 1990 the insurance company in Bulgaria
As experience in various countries shows, financed safety campaigns (to a considerable extent);

particularly Finland, Quebec, and the State of this contribution no longer exists for lack of a legal
Victoria in Australia, the insurance system can make framework (a law has been drafted).
a very valuable contribution to accident prevention
campaigns. In these countries, the insurance Bearing in mind these factors, the following
companies funded various prevention programs. As measures should be taken:
a result, the number of road accidents decreased
significantly and the savings in claims payments were (i) Set up a motor vehicle prevention fund made
higher than the initial investment in prevention. It is up of compulsorv contributions from the car
logical, and profitable for all parties concerned insurance system, which would Potentially
(community, insurance companies, road users) and bring in nearly 74 million dollars per year for
does not have any negative economic repercussions. the six countries of Central Eurone.

The main features of the insurance system in For Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
countries of Central Europe are as follows: it is also vital to readjust the premiums for

compulsory insurance. Such a fund can only be
- All the countries ended government effective if the insurance system is based on sound

monopoly of insurance between 1990 economic and financial rules consistent with a market
and 1992 and started a process of economy ("true pricing").
privatization (not yet completed) with, if
necessary, foreign capital.
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The Table below presents a proposal for these prevention funds.

Groups of Countries Recommended Level and Source of Potential Amount in Millions
Prevention Fund of Dollars per Year

Adiusted Premium
Rates

5 % of the total amount of premiums (compulsory 5
Bulgaria + complementary insurance)

8 % of the sum of Third Party Insurance 20
Hungary premiums

28
Poland 8% of the sum of Third Party Insurance

premiums

Inadequate Premium
Rates
Romania 8% of the sum of Third Party Insurance 1.6

premiums multiplied by 10 or: 8% of the total (1)
amount of premiums (Third Party +
Comprehensive)

Czech Republic
8% of the sum of the Third Party Insurance 12
premiums multiplied by 5

Slovakia
8% of the sum of Third Party Insurance 7
premiums multiplied by 5

TOTAL 73.6

1. In view of its economic situation, Romania is the only country in Central Europe where the resources to be
levied from the insurance system are small and large international loans will be necessary in order to combat
road accidents.

The prevention fund could be placed at the 4.3 Road Funds
disposal of the Road Safety Delegate or Director and
used in all sectors of road safety (communication, Hungary and the Czech Republic have created
inspection apparatus, studies and research, Road Funds to finance the maintenance and
infrastructure improvements, etc.) depending on development of the national road network. When
national priorities. such a Road Fund exists, it should contribute to road

safety and finance some of the expenditures of the
This road accident prevention fund may benefit Road Safety Action Plan. Road Funds should be the

from other resources such as the proceeds from fines main source for financing black spot treatment
for traffic violations. programs.

(ii) Create a no claims bonus system (almost 4.4 Traffic Violation Fines
nonexistent at present) or, at any rate a loss of
bonus for serious accidents which would In some countries, part of traffic violation fines
provide an incentive for improved behavior on are used to finance road safety actions.
the roads.
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5. INLUENCING ROAD USER BEHAVIOR all teachers) receive compulsory training
in road safety.

Changing behavior is a vital component of every
road safety policy. As mentioned in the introduction, - Teaching aids and material are often
road user behavior is a major cause of accidents in inadequate and out of date.
Central Europe. There are four complementary
aspects to this subject: It should also be mentioned that the school

curricula are being more or less radically revised as
- Road safety education for children and regards both their content and the methods used (such

driver training. as in the Czech Republic, for example).
- Information and awareness-building.
- Regulations governing, in particular, the Moreover, in all the countries of Central Europe

following fundamental issues: (to varying degrees) extra-curricular educational and
speed, alcohol, seat belts and helmets. leisure activities (youth centers, holiday camps, etc.)

- Checks and penalties for traffic also include lessons in road safety and traffic
violations. (Slovakia is a good example).

5.1. Education and Trainin2 Lastly, the six countries under review all have
traffic training tracks for children (120 in the Czech

5.1.1. From the design point of view (age- Republic) but, because of the withdrawal of
group definition and guidance methods), the government support, they are jeopardized by lack of
educational system in the countries of Central Europe funds for their maintenance.
is very uniform (resembling the German system).

The main recommendations proposed (which
In the six countries under review (with have been adapted to the actual situation in each

some slight variations) road safety education is country) are as follows:
provided at the pre-school level (attendance is
optional and has fallen off considerably over the past (i) Maintain road safety education at
few years); is compulsory in primary school and in pre-school level and maintain (or re-
the first part of secondary school, and in principle is introduce) the obligation to teach this
provided through the end of compulsory schooling until the end of compulsory
which is generally 15 years of age (except in Poland education. The high number of
where this obligation was abolished in 1989). Over pedestrians killed in road accidents is an
15 years of age, there are some opportunities for road important justification for maintaining
safety education but they are optional, except in road safety training outside of the driver
certain specialized branches of technical education. training programs.

The three following features are (ii) Provide financial support for the
common to all countries of Central Europe (to compilation and distribution of
varying extents): appropriate education material and

aids, subject, however, to the existence
- Road safety is not an independent of a precise training program and the

subject: it is integrated into other means (motivated and trained teachers)
branches of education, as in the UK and to carry this out. Hungary fulfills these
Scandinavian countries. criteria (it has compiled an educational

program covering all age levels and,
- There is practically no systematic after testing it, hopes that within five

approach to the subject, moreover years it will be able to distribute
teachers are not specially trained for educational guides very widely) as does
this, which means that the content and Bulgaria (where the new educational
the frequency of lessons in road safety program currently under preparation is
are directly dependent upon the encountering financial difficulties).
motivation of individual teachers.
Bulgaria is a notable exception; teachers (ill) Establish new methods of funding to
trained in specialized institutes (60% of finance traffic training tracks,
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particularly by means of contracts annual basis) for all or some
between the government and local professional drivers. In addition, there
communities and by recourse to private is a compulsory medical check-up for
patronage. car drivers in Bulgaria (every 10 years),

Hungary (every 2 years after the age of
5.1.2. About 1.370,000 licenses to drive 50) and Romania (every 5 years until

private cars were issued in the six countries of the age of 45 and more frequently
Central Europe in 1991 (see details in Appendix 3). afterwards) the results of which

determine whether or not the license is
The following points should be stressed: renewed. As far as medical control of

drivers is concerned, Hungary has a
Driver training methods and test remarkable system which does not
requirements are, as a whole, of very appear to have its counterpart in
high quality and comparable (sometimes Western Europe. In Hungary there are
even better) with those in the most compulsory medical and psychological
advanced countries of Western Europe. aptitude tests for drivers of heavy
The length of compulsory training in vehicles (the failure level is 20%) and
order to obtain a driving license for also for private applicants who fail the
private cars ranges from 55 to 75 hours driving test more than five times.
(1/3 for practice); Bulgaria is even These tests are carried out by full-time
stricter (between 87 and 104 hours specialized psychologists. The tests are
training with only 10% of drivers the same in Bulgaria and the Czech
passing the test the first time). It should Republic for drivers of heavy vehicles
be noted that in 1992 Poland introduced and drivers of public transport vehicles.
special measures to make it more
difficult to obtain a license. - In 1992, Hungary introduced

compulsory refresher courses for drivers
Driver's education classroom instruction who have committed traffic violations
is generally broader than in Western and have been disqualified; other drivers
Europe and often includes lessons in may also attend these courses
first aid, mechanics, etc.. (Slovakia is a voluntarily. In Slovakia there are
good example). The use of simulators compulsory refresher courses for
is fairly current in Bulgaria, the Czech professional drivers (which will be
Republic and in Slovakia. reduced because of their high cost);

these courses were, however, abolished
Since about 1990, private driving in Romania (1990) and in Bulgaria
schools have appeared in almost all the (1991) when the fleet of heavy vehicles
countries and are competing with the was privatized.
former government run training system.
However, the form this competition is - Liberalized access to the transport
taking is causing concern about the operator profession has resulted in a
quality of training provided, especially large number of new truck drivers on
in the Czech Republic, Slovakia and the roads.
Romania, insofar as some private
driving schools are under-equipped and In this context, the following recommendations are
instructors are not properly trained. made:
Romania has set very stringent rules for
the accreditation of private driving (i) Maintain the high level of driver education, in
schools; in Hungary, the General particular, ensuring that the emerging
Transport Inspection Department network of private driving schools is well
ensures compliance with the educational managed.
content of driver's education. The government is empowered by law to set the

level of requirements, define the teaching
In all the countries under review there program, control the operation of the system and
are medical check-ups (usually on an regulate the profession (in consultation with the
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latter). Hungary is a good example of this and, for the six countries is 77 million
in certain cases, also Romania. dollars. Private organizations, such as

oil companies or car manufacturers,
(ii) Establish a system of compulsory refresher could be involved in financing road

courses for drivers having committed serious safety campaigns. Some of these
traffic violations. Hungary is a good point of campaigns should target the older
reference for this. pedestrians, who are not holders of

drivers' licenses and therefore have
5.2. Road Safety Public Awareness Campaigns never been educated in road traffic

regulations.
The media plays a decisive role in road safety.

Road safety policies can only be established if (iii) Coordinate awareness campaigns with
government officials see the need for them. For the other actions such as tightening police
campaigns to be effective and sustainable, it is enforcement to reinforce the messages
necessary to continually raise the awareness of all of the campaigns. In the context of all
road users. The basic aims of a public awareness the countries of Central Europe,
campaign are to provide information about traffic coordinated action of this type is
regulations and to direct user behavior towards safe fundamental and must be launched as
vehicle operation. quickly as possible (some countries,

such as Bulgaria, have already
In the six countries, television, radio and the successfully implemented coordinated

press are used to carry out road safety campaigns. action of this kind in the past). This
The highway patrols and various associations coordination is a prerequisite for the
including, in particular the automobile clubs, are improvement of road safety in the short
deeply involved in these campaigns, which are term. The impact of these campaigns
generally of high standard and are usually geared on the public must be carefully
towards children (for example, in the Czech Republic monitored.
and in Slovakia). However:

(iv) Depending on the local situation it
- Shortage of funds, combined with an may be desirable to provide

increase in the cost of broadcasting associations or other actors which are
(transition towards a more commercial active in road safety matters with the
type of television) has diminished efforts means to participate in information
in this area; for example, in Bulgaria and awareness raising projects, on the
television broadcasts on road safety condition that they are capable of being
financed by the National Road Safety efficient auxiliaries to the government
Commission have recently been officials in this matter. The
abolished. professional truckers' association is one

of the partners that should be involved
- Almost nowhere are wide-scale national to educate the trucking industry on the

road safety campaigns carried out on a economic benefits of road safety.
regular basis, despite the fact that they
are a sine qua non condition for the In addition, it should also be noted that it is
achievement of sustainable results. important to implement systematic road safety

information projects in the countries of Central
The following recommendations are made: Europe since most of these countries are re-examining

their traffic regulations and some of them are even
(I) Draw up a viable communications radically revising their highway code.

plan based on a strategy related to
behavior on the roads. 5.3. Repulations

(li) Launch regular well-targeted, wide- In all countries of Central Europe rules
scale national public awareness governing road safety are incorporated into a highway
campaigns, primarily on television. code which is compiled on the basis of legislation
The estimated cost of these campaigns passed by Parliament. In addition, conventions and
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agreements have been elaborated and implemented lowering the speed limit in towns from 60 km/h to 50
under the auspices of the United Nations Economic km/h, but there was some hesitation. In Bulgaria,
Commission for Europe, in particular: the 1968 however, a considerable number of municipalities
Convention on Road Traffic and on Road Signs and have taken advantage of this possibility and have set
Signals (the Vienna Convention), the 1971 European their speed limit at 50 km/h.
Agreement supplementing this Convention and the
1958 Agreement Concerning the Adoption of Uniform Central Europe is not familiar with the concept
Conditions of Approval and Reciprocal Recognition of "30 km/h zones" and it is rarely put into practice,
for Motor Vehicle Equipment and Parts. These except for some residential areas in Bratislava,
conventions constitute the basis of the internationally Budapest and a few major towns in the Czech
harmonized road traffic system and the six countries Republic. There are some isolated 30 km/h or 40
are contracting parties to these legal instruments. km/h limit zones on certain arterial roads in Bulgaria

and Romania.
We will consider three of these laws and

regulations which have a direct impact on driver 5.3.2. Drinking and Drivin2
behavior and which are the most important from a
safety point of view, bearing in mind what is at stake Regulations governing drinking and driving are
and the numerous studies carried out over the past very severe in all countries of Central Europe:
twenty years which have made it possible to assess alcohol is strictly prohibited (permissible level: 0.0
them scientifically. gll) except in Poland (permissible level: 0.2 g/l); in

practice however (except in Romania), a certain
- Speed limits: in simple terms, it can be amount is tolerated (0.2 or 0.3 g/l) and no penalty is

said that the frequency of accidents imposed. It should be noted that the new draft
varies according to the square of the highway codes in Bulgaria and Romania propose
average speed recorded, the number of increasing the permissible limit to 0.5 g/l and 0.3 g/l
deaths varying according to the fourth respectively.
power of the latter.

Despite these strict regulations and especially
- Drinking and driving: For an alcohol severe penalties (see paragraph 5.4 hereafter),

level of 0.5 g/l the risk is multiplied by drinking and driving is still a very serious problem in
2; for a level of 0.8 g/l it is multiplied most countries of Central Europe, even though it is
by 10 and for a 1.2 g/l level by 35. doubtlessly less serious than in many western

countries; for example: in more than 16% of injury
- The seat belt: In accidents, front seat accidents (30% of fatal accidents), alcohol is involved

passengers wearing seat belts are 50% in Hungary; 20 to 25% of drivers involved in injury
less likely to be killed than if they did accidents show a positive alcohol level in Poland
not wear them. (where the problem of drunken pedestrian casualties

is most disturbing); in about 8% of injury and damage
The situation in the six countries of Central accidents in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, at least

Europe is as follows (see Appendix 4 for fuller one of the persons involved has an alcohol level
details). which is higher than the admissible level.

5.3.1. Speed Limits 5.3.3. The Seat Belt

Speed limits in all the countries range between 90 All countries of Central Europe (except Romania
and 120 km/h on motorways; 80 or 90 km/h on where the new highway code will introduce it) make
ordinary country roads; 60 km/h in built-up areas. it compulsory to wear seat belts in the front seat of
Romania has a special system: the maximum speed is the car on all road networks. It is also compulsory in
the same on ordinary roads as on motorways (the the rear seats in the Czech Republic and Slovakia
draft new highway code proposes to change this state (since 1990), as well as in Poland since 1992, but the
of affairs) and varies according to the type of vehicle obligation to install them into new cars will not take
(mainly on the basis of horse-power). effect until 1994). It should be noted that the

UN/ECE 1968 Convention on Road Traffic makes the
At the beginning of 1993, Hungary, Poland, wearing of seat belts compulsory for drivers and

Romania and Slovakia discussed the possibility of passengers occupying seats equipped with such belts,
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and requires, wherever technically practicable, all Hungary (less than 40% on open country roads
forward facing seats to be equipped with approved compared with 80% before 1990).
safety belts.

For economic reasons, none of the countries has
However, the rate of compliance (which is rarely made special restraining devices for children

checked) is fairly low, particularly in Bulgaria (less compulsory; devices of this kind are on sale but have
than 5% compared with 70% before 1990) and in not been type-approved (the same is true of most

motorbike helmets, which are compulsory).

1993 Results of the Road Safety Action Plan
Implemented in Hungary After the Experts' Report

In 1992, a report on Road Safety in Hungary was published. The recommendations of this report were taken into
account in the definition of the World Bank Roads Project and were used as guidelines by the Hungarian Government
when it designed its Road Safety Policy.

Institutional setting

The Hungarians chose to deal with traffic safety, including modes other than car, rather than with Road Safety only.
However, road accidents represent 95 to 98% of the transport accidents, and the institutional setting is mainly aimed
toward Road Safety.

By a decree of September 1993, the Hungarian Government entrusted the Minister of Transport, Communication and
Water Management (MTCWM) with the coordination of traffic safety activities. It also created an inter-ministerial
committee at the Deputy Secretary of State level; this committee is to be chaired by the representative of the MTCWM
and includes officials from:

- Ministry of Interior.
- Ministry of Finance,
- Ministry of Public Welfare,
- Ministry of Culture and Public Education, and
- Ministry of National Defense.

Inside MTCWM, a Secretariat is to be set up to implement the committee's decisions.

Proposal for a rmancing plan

The first task of the inter-ministerial committee, as spelled out in the founding decree, is to propose a financing scheme
for the National Traffic Safety Program. Although not yet approved by the government, a draft financing plan has been
proposed by the MTCWM. It includes the creation of a Traffic Safety Fund, which would get its resources from:

- A portion of the vehicle inspection fees 256 million HUF/year
- Fines for traffic violations 800 million HUF/year
- 4% of the mandatory third party liability

insurance premiums 1000 million HUF/year
- direct government grants 630 million HUF in 1995

1000 million HUF in 1996
1500 million HUF in 1997

- proceeds of the World Bank loan 233 million HUF/year
- other resources to be determined

TOTAL 2919 million HUF in 1995 ($29 million)
3289 million HUF in 1996 ($33 million)
3789 million HUF in 1997 ($38 million)
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Rough yearly costs of the activities of the National Traffic Safety Program were estimated:

- Institutional costs1 93 million HUF/year
- Technical equipment of the traffic police 500 million HUF in 1995

400 million HUF in 1996
140 million HUF in 1997

- Traffic safety investigation and research 1070 million HUP/year
- Traffic education and training2 200 million HUFlyear
- Information) 520 million HUF/year
- Road work aimed at improving safety4 1070 million HUF/year
- Safety of road-rail crossings 1000 million HUFIyear
- Safety of railway and waterway5 6 million HUF/year

First set of measures

Although the financing plan is not approved yet, the Hungarian Government decided to implement, with the help of
existing budgets, the most urgent measures. On March 1, 1993, the speed limit of 50 km/h was introduced in urban
areas, concurrent with compulsory use of seat belts in back seats and compulsory use of head lights outside urban areas.

As of May 15, 1993, the number of policemen assigned as traffic police doubled and fines for traffic violations were
multiplied by 5; for instance, a driver speeding at 70 kln/h in a built-up area would pay a fine of HUPt 4400,
representing about 18% of the average net monthly income.

First results

The impact of these measures was immediate: in 1993, the number of accidents involving injuries to people decreased by
21% compared with the previous year. In urban areas, this decrease reached about 25%, and fatalities decreased by
33%. The number of road accidents involving injuries to people is now back to its 1988 level. Although some other
factors, such as the normal learning process of driving, can explain this result, the road safety policy of Hungary
triggered a change in the behavior of drivers.

1/ Operating the national coordinating organization.

2/ Preparation of educational materials and guidelines for schools.
Providing driver's re-education for offenders.

3/ Safety campaigns using the most effective media.

4 / Junctions; cycle tracks; system of signing and traffic control; traffic calming.

5/ Excluding the costs paid by the transport companies for their mandatory tasks.
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5.3.4. Recommendations (iii) Introduce type-approval for helmets
and special restraining devices for

The following main recommendations concerning children (the use of the latter should be
road safety regulations, in addition to a number of made compulsory for new vehicles) and
specific ones for each country, are proposed: prohibit the sale of products which

have not been type-approved.
(i) The maximum permissible speed in built-

up areas should be reduced to 50 km/h (iv) If, as proposed, the permissible level of
(instead of 60 km/h) as is the case in all alcohol is raised in Bulgaria (to 0.5 g/l)
countries of Western Europe. Below that and in Romania (0.3 g/l) it is essential
maximum, speed limits should vary that this measure be accompanied by
according to the specificity of the place and stricter controls and information
the possibility of creating "30 km/h zones" campaigns, otherwise it will be viewed
should be explicitly authorized (in technical as permissiveness and may discourage
conditions yet to be defined). The speed limit compliance. In any event, it is essential
on certain urban arterial roads (there are only to maintain the strict O.Og/l level for
a few) should be set at 70 km/h for transit drivers for three years after they have
traffic (on the condition that they fulfil certain passed their license and maintain the
planning criteria). interdiction for professional drivers - as is

the case in Australia, for example. An
This apparently insignificant recommendation important mitigating aspect of these
does, in fact, constitute a radical change in countries' decision to raise the
current regulations and the impact this will permissible level of alcohol is that they
have on behavior and safety is potentially also propose to increase penalties for
enormous. It should be remembered that, on violation.
average, in the six countries more than 41 %
of deaths are recorded in urban areas (more 5.4. Checks and Penalties
than 50% in Bulgaria and in Slovakia). In all
countries of Western Europe where this Every road safety policy should include a
measure has been adopted a reduction in effective checks/penalties provisions which reinforce
average speeds in built-up areas has beeii the seriousness of the regulations (and consequently
recorded and the range of speeds has express a real political desire to combat road
diminished (the highest speeds have been accidents) and positively influence driver behavior.
reduced the most) and this has resulted in a Any relaxation in the stringency of checks and
15% or more decrease in accidents (even if penalties negatively impacts on road safety.
the speed limit is not respected by some of
the users). It should be stressed that such 5.4.1. Checks and the Traffic Police
a measure can only be fully effective if it is
accompanied by information campaigns All the countries have a specialized Traffic Police
and more frequent speed checks in town (attached to the Ministry of the Interior) and this is a
(which at the present time are too rare in all great asset for the implementation of a road safety
countries of Central Europe). Lowering the policy.
basic speed limit to 50 km/h in built-up areas
and establishing a speed modulation system is The social and political upheavals at the end of
the basis of the "traffic calming in towns' the 1980s reduced public respect for the police
policy (see following paragraph). although this situation is improving. Traffic Police

therefore reduced their control and enforcement
(ii) Making the compulsory wearing of seat activities in response to the negative feelings of the

belts in the front seat of cars more public which had wrongly likened democratic
widespread (which implies that the new freedoms to the absence of constraint on the roads.
highway code of Romania should be adopted At the same time, the police were destabilized as a
as rapidly as possible) and in due course also result of major staff changes at all organizational
in the rear seats (Bulgaria, Poland, Hungary levels causing difficulties in retaining competent
and Romania are implicated). personnel and in recruiting new policemen since the
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social status (and wages in particular) had become dealt with in the courts and the offender is
less attractive. sentenced to prison.

The Traffic Police have a wide range of - For speeding, Hungary is the only country
responsibilities which gives them a central role in which suspends drivers' license (for very high
road safety matters: in all the countries they are speeding) although the draft new highway
responsible for making accident reports and keeping code of Romania proposes introducing the
the corresponding records, for carrying out road same type of penalty.
checks, and for taking part (sometimes in a dominant
position as in Bulgaria) in the drafting of the highway - Not wearing a seat belt is also penalized (by
code. In Bulgaria, in the Czech Republic and in fines) but generally the level of fines is not
Slovakia, the Traffic Police are involved (to different very dissuasive.
extents) in the training of drivers and driving tests, as
well as in roadworthiness testing of vehicles; in In many cases, the level of fines is too low to be
Bulgaria they plays a major role in the inspection of an effective deterrent. The level of fines was set
road infrastructures. In all the countries, the Traffic several years ago and the high inflation rate has
Police is staffed by high level experts specialized in greatly lessened their real impact. The new highway
various disciplines such as traffic management, legal codes which are being compiled in Bulgaria and in
matters, etc. Romania propose considerable increases.

In all six countries (to different degrees) the The introduction of a point system driving license
Traffic Police are understaffed and the number of is envisaged by: Poland (which adopted this measure
policemen has been decreasing over the last few after the World Bank had undertaken its appraisal
years. In 1992, the six countries had a total of about mission) ; Romania which has started compiling the
20,000 Traffic policemen (I per 44 km2, for 5,000 necessary computerized records; Bulgaria which has
inhabitants, slightly more than I per 1,000 vehicles). computerized records for part of the country.

In addition, there is a considerable shortage of This overview of the checks and penalties system
modem inspection equipment (see Appendix 4). in these countries leads to the conclusion that they are
Equipment is insufficient, old and obsolete (Bulgaria inadequate, and poorly enforced.
however seems to be better equipped than the other
countries). Lack of equipment is the major weakness 5.4.3. Recommendations concerning checks
in the road enforcement system; it is essential to and penalties
provide the police with better equipment so that the
situation can be improved. The group of experts submits the following main

Thus it can be seen that checks are insufficiently recommendations:
frequent enough to reduce road accidents; in fact,
speeds checks are fairly rare (especially in urban (i) Maintaining a specialized Traffic Police is
areas) and seat belt checks are practically unknown. essential for road safety. Improving its
However, certain countries (Poland, for example) do public image and also the image it portrays
seem to be progressing in the right direction. to (future) policemen is an objective per se:

it is necessary to make the job of traffic
5.4.2. Penalties (see Appendix 4) policeman appear more attractive; otherwise,

it will be difficult to retain and recruit staff.
The following assessment can be made of the Road safety public awareness campaigns can

penalties imposed for violating traffic regulations. contribute to this objective.
Despite difficult operating conditions, the traffic

Although several changes need to be made, police in these six countries display impressive
overall the range of penalties is generally fairly well competence in motivation. Bulgaria, the Czech
adapted to the seriousness of the violation. Republic and Slovakia consider the scope of

traffic responsibilities too large and would like to
- Drunken driving is severely penalized, but transfer some responsibility to other Ministries.

remains a serious problem and all countries Before doing so, they should consider whether
have set a level (0.8; 1 or 1.2 g/l) above these Ministries can carry out the fiunctions as
which the violation is defined as a "crime"
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competently and effectively as the Traffic Police to drive too fast or, without the driver being
currently do. consciously aware of it, cause him/her to drive more

slowly. A well-designed access to a built-up area is
capable of slowing down speeds and creating more

(ii) After a needs assessment, equipment respect for other users (pedestrians, two-wheelers)
(radars, breath-analyzers, automatic whereas, in the reverse situation, the motorist is
monitoring cameras, means of transport, likely to drive in much the same way as he/she drove
signalling apparatus, computerized on the open highway.
instruments, etc.) should be substantially
increased and modernized. In addition, the standard of maintenance of the

road surface, the shoulders, signs, guardrails, traffic
This recommendation is a top priority of the lights, etc. have a direct effect (although difficult to
policy to combat road accidents and it would quantify) on the behavior of users; the latter are more
appear that 75 million dollars over three years likely to comply with the traffic regulations if they
are required by the six countries to fulfill their feel that efforts are being made to provide them with
most urgent needs. This is the condition sine qua a high level of service on a permanent basis.
non for an increase in the number of checks
(particularly concerning speed and seat belt Lastly, there are many planning and traffic
compliance). Supplying a sufficient quantity of engineering techniques which reduce the seriousness
modern equipment will also help increase and and frequency of accidents.
maintain the motivation of policemen. The
impact of the new equipment on drivers behavior With regard to the building, planning, and
should be carefully monitored. maintenance of road infrastructure, the six countries

differ greatly in certain respects, but nonetheless have
(iii) It is necessary to increase the level of some common features.

fines in many cases in order to give
them a sufficiently dissuasive power. 6.1. Resources and Road Policy (see Appendix 5)
In this respect, it is recommended that the
new highway codes of Bulgaria and All the countries in Central Europe are subject to
Romania be put into effect rapidly. In tight budgetary restrictions, as a result of the political
addition, it is also necessary to establish and social upheavals and the economic crisis (which
mechanisms to safeguard the level of in some cases began long ago) worsened by the high
fines against inflation. inflation rates of these past few years. Moreover,

because of the changes in the structure of trade and
(iv) The gradual establishment of a point the opening of the borders, it is difficult to forecast

system driving license must be traffic in the long term and it is necessary to radically
encouraged. In this respect, it is revise the construction work planned as well as the
proposed to assist (financially and priority given to various road links.
technically) the countries which have
already compiled computerized data bases At the same time, the political changes have given
(concerning drivers, vehicles, violations) rise to different objectives and new requirements,
before these point systems are introduced; which practically speaking consist of projects for
without appropriate data bases, these motorway construction and the desire (at least as
systems would be inoperative or even regards the main road network) to align standards
counter-productive. with those in force in Europe and to comply strictly

with international rules.

6. DESIGNING SAFER INFRASTRUCTURE The immediate consequences of this are, inter
alia:

For too long, the impact of infrastructure on road
safety has been underestimated. Today we know that - Between 15 and 40% of road planning and
it has a strong influence on the perception of the maintenance requirements are usually met (it
drivers, including their understanding of the way the would appear to be lower in Slovakia) which
road operates, and consequently their behavior; causes a rapid and disturbing deterioration in the
depending on its design, a road may encourage people state of the roads (surfaces, shoulders, signs). In
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all countries, there is a tendency towards management of local and urban road networks has
"consumption of road capital" which causes a become very weak.
considerable need for renovation. If remedial
action is not rapidly taken, generalized large-scale 6.2. Road Safety Programs (see Appendix 5)
road works will be inevitable; the experience in
Western European countries shows that such While the main objective of the road programs in
expensive corrective action is difficult to these countries is to modernize the networks, the
undertake because of apolitical unwillingness and modernization programs also have a considerable
the tradeoffs required to commit the necessary ancillary effect on safety. Only Bulgaria, and to a
resources. As a result, road safety may be lesser degree Slovakia and Poland, have designed
sacrificed. It should be noted that most countries specific programs with the explicit aim of improving
undertake visual tests of the state of the roads road safety. In the report, the name "black spot' will
(more or less systematically). be used for road sections with a number of accidents

higher than a given figure.
The Czech Republic has established an effective

policy for the periodic testing of roads (the initial test 6.2.1. Dealing with Black Soots
will cover 20,000 km of roads) and Slovakia is in the
process of doing the same on its main network (6,900 The countries can be split into two groups
km) ; in Romania the CESTRIN (The Center for according to whether or not they have a systematic
Road Studies and Information of the National Road approach to this problem.
Office) has drawn up guidelines for a testing policy
but still has to acquire the equipment. These three - Since 1972 Bulgaria has carried out a
countries are incorporating this activity into the systematic policy for the eradication of black
Pavement Management System (PMS) which they are spots. It has adopted a high quality, well
compiling. monitored procedure, from the identification

of black spots to the assessment of results,
- In Hungary, Poland and Romania, the condition and the role of the Traffic Police at all stages

of markings, signs and guardrails is poor and this of the process is paramount. Each year 200
poses problems related to the supply of good black spots (about 16% of accidents) are
quality material (Bulgaria has made this a priority recorded on the national network and the list
objective and is obtaining satisfactory results). In is distributed in the form of a map ; 40% of
the Czech Republic and in Slovakia, the them are dealt with the following year. A
equipment necessary to cordon off and to warn of cost/benefit analysis is used to assess the
road works is inadequate. results, the relationship between benefits and

costs is about 30 (about the same and even
- All the countries, except Poland, have drawn up better than that in Great Britain for example

long term national programs to modernize the for low cost safety improvements).
road network; Bulgaria's program which was Legislation in 1974 made it compulsory to use
adopted in 1986 has, however, come to a 3 % of maintenance budgets to eradicate black
standstill. In the Czech Republic, Slovakia and spots on national roads, but this law has not
Bulgaria the program advocates specific action to been enforced since 1989.
promote road safety. However, although precise,
quantified objectives have been defined, the - In Slovakia, the Institute for the Management
means of financing these programs have not yet of Roads and Transport has perfected a
been found and this makes their implementation method for identifying black spots, and
uncertain. software has been developed for this purpose

(as well as for the definition of counter
- The administrative reforms (decentralization in measures which usually consist of enforcing

almost all countries) and the on-going institutional existing standards). In 1991, 69 black spots
reforms (for example, in Bulgaria towns have were recorded (35 of which have been in
been given their autonomy) have not yet been existence since 1986). In 1991, a consultancy
completed (local taxation still has to be reformed, office studied 23 urban sites and proposed
no working contracts between the State and the low cost safety improvements. The
local communities have been drawn up anywhere, cost/analysis method is well known in
etc.). As a result, in many instances the Slovakia, but it is not enough used.
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- Hungary does not have a program for the (depending on the importance and function of the
eradication of black spots but it is studying various roads and streets) have proven effective from
the renovation of at grade intersections (320 the road safety point of view. Countries can be
are under review) and is proposing to classified according to their awareness of the
renovate 25 to 30 per year. The profitability, problems and importance of their achievements in this
from the safety point of view, seems high, area: it is significant that the same countries which
although a cost/benefit analysis was not have black spot problems have not taken sufficient
applied at that time. traffic calming measures.

- Poland identifies its black spots in a - In Bulgaria, an Institute of the Ministry of
centralized fashion (520 in 1990) but does not Regional Development is drawing up urban
have an eradication program. It should, transportation plans (over a period of five
however, be noted that the Regional years) for all forms of transport. These plans
Directorate in Warsaw is endeavoring with propose remedial measures classified in order
the help of a private design office to set up a of priority. (Low cost) safety improvements
systematic policy (this is the first example of play a major part (environmental concerns
decentralized action of this type in Poland); in have become increasingly present over recent
addition, some large towns are also taking years). There are, at present, 160 traffic
similar action. Poland does not make use of management plans and 10 to 12 full
cost/benefit analysis. transportation plans. However, financial,

political and legal obstacles are currently
- In Romania, a list of black spots was drawn impeding their progress. These obstacles are

up in 1989 but has not been updated since. due to the general situation in Bulgaria and,
There is no follow-up and cost-benefit above all, to the fact that after 1990 the
analysis is not applied. However, some government completely withdrew its financial
positive action is being carried out by certain support (the towns took over); the
regional directorates in co-operation with the government nevertheless continues to draw up
Traffic Police and road services. and approve transportation plans without

having yet established clear and firm contracts
- In the Czech Republic, there is no with the officials in the towns which lack

systematic approach but certain districts are resources at the present time.
taking the initiative to eradicate black spots.
Cost-benefit analysis is known but it is not Bulgaria is also active in the field of traffic
sufficiently applied. management; it has 60 green wave systems; Sofia

has a computerized traffic center for 80 junctions,
In addition to black spot eradication programs, as does Vama (16 junctions). In brief, Bulgaria

other low cost/high benefits investments should be has a wide experience of traffic calming and low-
promoted. For instance, installing and maintaining cost safety improvements (both methodology and
highway signs and pavement markings, including technology) but the present situation is
center and edge lines have been proven very jeopardizing the future of this policy.
effective.

- In Slovakia, the officials are familiar with the
6.2.2. Safety in Urban Areas: TraMc concept of traffic calming and have taken
Calming concrete action (although on too small a

scale). Based on the experience of countries
As can be seen from Appendix 1, road safety in in Western Europe (well known in Slovakia)

urban areas is a major concern in all countries of Bratislava is a pilot town in this matter and
Central Europe since more than 41 % of deaths due to the experiments which are carried out there
road accidents are recorded there and 52 % of the total should produce technical manuals of general
killed in these accidents are "vulnerable" users interest.
(pedestrians and two-wheelers).

In particular, a "30 km/h zone" has been
The techniques of traffic calming used for several established in one district (38,000 inhabitants);

years in most countries of Western Europe in pedestrian areas have been built on the major
conjunction with appropriate variations of speed limits arterial roads; bicycle paths are being constructed.
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- Hungary has no experience in traffic calming fora/agencies dealing with standardization in the
and there is no provision in the regulations European Community; most of them have aligned
for "30 km/h zones" although experiments are their main standards with those of Western Europe
being carried out in residential areas of but do not always possess the means to implement
Budapest. It should, however, be noted that them. In addition, the current institutional changes
a program has been proposed for the have brought about a relaxation, in certain countries,
construction of bicycle paths: 1,630 km (only in the effective application of standards (particularly
part of which is in a built-up area). At in urban areas).
present, traffic management is a neglected
area due to a lack of financial resources Bulgaria alone possesses a set of guidelines and
despite Hungary's undeniable competence in recommendations which establish the limits of
technical matters. application of each standard and are designed to assist

with the selection of techniques without imposing
- Poland, the country with the most crucial them.

urban problems (particularly as regards
pedestrian travel) has practically no 6.3.2. Supervision of Road Works
experience of traffic calming. Yet there are
discussions and studies: a private office is In all six countries, routine inspections are carried
studying nine volunteer towns; the Regional out on existing roads in a more or less systematic
Directorate for Roads of Warsaw has selected manner over a time span which varies according to
fifteen towns in which to carry out the importance of the roads. The local road services
experiments based on what has been done in are responsible for these inspections which do not
Western Europe but has not received the specifically relate to safety concerns. However, in
necessary authorization from the central Bulgaria, the inspections are carried out by the police
government office, the main obstacle being a in cooperation with the road services and this activity
financial one. is included in the procedure established for low cost

safety improvements. In certain countries (Poland is
- Romania has no experience; traffic an example), the reduction in the number of staff has

management is beginning to develop (a green had a negative effect on the way these inspections
wave in Bucharest). have been carried out.

- In the Czech Republic no traffic calming Only Bulgaria and Hungary undertake
action can be reported despite the major systematic inspection of new projects (construction
challenge to safety which the five large and improvements) specifically from the safety point
special status towns represent. of view, and they use very original methods:

In some cities, pedestrian zones are also worth - In Bulgaria the police, in cooperation with
considering. They already exist in many cities of the road services, are responsible for
Central and Eastern Europe, and the evaluation of inspection (at national and regional levels).
new or larger pedestrian areas should include their Traffic police approval is required before the
impact on road safety. completed road works may be opened to

traffic.

6.3. Technical Standards and SuRervision of Road - In Hungary new road works are inspected (to
Works see if they meet the standards) both at the

project stage and when they are ready to be
6.3.1. Technical Standards opened by the General Transport Inspection

Department. The General Transport
Technical standards in all countries of Central Inspection Department is a government

Europe (similar in design to the German system) are service which has a great deal of autonomy
in general compulsory on all public roads. In vis-a-vis the Ministry of Transport; it has a
Romania, however, some of the standards are staff of 1,500, offices in all counties and a
optional. All the countries are party to the main broad range of responsibility (vehicle safety
international agreements (Vienna, Geneva) and are inspections, drivers' education and
endeavoring to strengthen their participation in the infrastructure inspection).
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6.4. Recommendations (v) Carry out realistic experiments in traffic
calming in volunteer municipalities, within

A considerable number of recommendations are the framework of a true contractual
proposed for infrastructure; for country specific partnership (technical and financial)
recommendations please consult the national reports between the government and the towns.
(See Appendix 5). The following recommendations The funding required for this vital project is
have general applicability and the highest priority: estimated to be 46 million dollars over three

years (not including feasibility studies) for the
(i) A national program for the eradication of six countries. In some of these countries

black spots and the implementation of low- (Bulgaria and Slovakia in particular) current
cost safety improvements should be projects have to be broadened and coordinated
established (or consolidated in countries within a national program. It should be
where this exists but where there is a remembered that this action presupposes that
tendency to question its usefulness). A the basic speed limit in built-up areas will be
portion of the maintenance budgets (for all set at 50 km/h (this is of paramount
networks) which should not be less than 5% importance) and that speeds can be changed
should be allocated to this program at first, ("30 km/h" zones and 70 km/h transit roads);
and a portion of the cost should be supplied speed checks in municipalities should also be
by a redistribution of existing budgets. increased. In some residential areas, speed
The success of such an objective presupposes limits can be reduce to 15 km!h, and
that the following conditions exist: pedestrian areas can be created in city
introduction of a special budget item (the centers. It is essential to base this action on
practice in Bulgaria is a good example); the experience of countries of Western
perfecting of methods and procedures for Europe in classifying urban road networks,
safety diagnostics (which means in addition separating local traffic from transit traffic,
that high standard computer tools should be and undertaking road works capable of
available); use of cost-benefit analyses. ensuring a harmonious and safe coexistence

between the various modes of transport.
(ii) It is necessary to establish a procedure for

the systematic examination of road projects (vi) The widespread use of cost-benefit analysis
from the safety point of view (safety audit); is necessary and should be made
good, but different, examples of this are to be compulsory for all roadwork financed or
found in Bulgaria and Hungary. In addition, subsidized by the government (for example:
the most advanced countries in black spot programs and low-cost safety
infrastructure inspection (Bulgaria and improvements). This presupposes that each
Hungary) could establish a goal of ensuring country should determine the real cost for the
periodic safety inspection of existing community of the consequences of road
highways. In all the countries it is accidents (deaths, injuries, lost labor, medical
recommended that a reference document be costs). Only Bulgaria, the Czech Republic
drawn up listing all the requirements which and Slovakia do this (and make use of the
infrastructure should meet (solely from the cost-benefit analysis procedure, although not
safety point of view). frequently enough).

(iii) One of the main priorities of a road policy (vii) The system of road standards should be
is undoubtedly to achieve and sustain a completed by a set of technical documents
high standard of maintenance. It is essential describing the state of the art and
to take rapid radical remedial measures, formulating recommendations to facilitate
otherwise the implementation of an effective decision-making without enforcing it.
road safety policy with respect to
infrastructure is likely to be deferred for a (viii) A rigorous system should monitor the
long time. impact of these actions on road safety and

improve the cost/benefit analysis of future
(iv) Upgrade markings, signposts and road projects.

equipment and consider traffic
management techniques where appropriate.
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7. VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARIDS in Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovakia because
of the increase in the number of small private

Vehicle disrepair is not a serious safety problem: manufacturers since 1989).
the data available for the six countries of Central
Europe show that technical defects in vehicles are the 7.2. Periodic Vehicle Safety Insoections (see
primary cause in only 2% of serious accidents. Appendix 6)
However, in Western Countries, vehicle defects
combine with errors account for about 7% of All six countries have introduced compulsory
accidents, and combined with human errors and periodic inspection of all vehicles; the frequency of
highway factors account for about 16% of serious these inspections (except in the Czech Republic and
accidents. Slovakia) is higher than that recommended by the

European Community (private cars aged 4 years and
Nevertheless: over are tested every two years).

- Most vehicles manufactured in Central and The following general observations can be
Eastern Europe have obsolete designs and ways made:
must be found of speeding up, when necessary,
adoption of higher standards by manufacturers, - Inspections are similar to those carried out in
particularly for active and passive safety Western Europe but generally cover more
components. items and the standard required is sometimes

higher.
- The average age of cars on the road is high

(ranging from 9 to 12 years old); periodic vehicle - Although all the countries have some well-
safety inspections are necessary and contribute to equipped pilot stations, the standard of
road safety. equipment varies and, in some stations, the

inspection is limited to a visual appraisal of
To varying degrees, all the countries (to different the vehicle.

extents, however) have organized efficiently and, on
the whole satisfactorily, (despite a lack of equipment) - Between 15 and 35% of vehicles fail the
a system of type-approval and the periodic safety inspection. In all the countries the defects
inspection of vehicles; considerable resources (both recorded have to be repaired (within a
human and financial) have been invested in this. specific time limit) and, in the most serious

cases, the vehicles are not approved for
7.1. Type-AvDroval of Vehicles further driving.

All the countries of Central Europe require a - Throughout the countries government and
type-approval certificate before registration; with the private stations coexist (except in Poland
exception of Bulgaria (the only country which does where all are private). The trend is towards
not have a national automobile industry) they have all an increase in the private sector. However,
ratified the international agreements (Geneva and the tariff charged for technical inspection is at
Vienna) related to vehicle standards: their goal is to times lower than the actual costs (Czech
comply with all the 93 regulations established by the Republic and Slovakia) or too low to fund the
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (at acquisition of the necessary new equipment
the present time, 50 to 60 regulations are effectively (Romania).
in force). A network of stations accredited by the
government has been established. 7.3. Recommendations

It would, however, seem that type approval of While road safety inspections are a lower
imported second-hand cars often poses problems, as priority area, the following actions are
well as the type approval of spare parts (particularly recommended:

(i) Efforts to conform with international
regulations on vehicle type-approval should
be pursued.
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(ii) The frequency of periodic vehicle - Except in the Czech Republic or Slovakia the
inspection is generally acceptable and telephone network in rural areas is poor and
need not change. often out of order.

(iii) The standard of equipment could be - To different degrees, assistance vehicles are
improved and methods of operation often unsuited to the use to which they are
modernized in inspection stations. put, inadequately equipped or equipped with
However, the system must be managed obsolete equipment; some have medical teams
in a commercial way and make a and equipment (although few do in Romania).
sufficient profit to be able to cover the In most countries, the response time for
cost of the purchase of the material which emergency assistance is acceptable in the
is needed. large towns but often too long (though there

is not much information on this subject) in
In addition, technical inspection should be rural areas.
strictly separated from automobile repair
work. - The hospital network is fairly closely knit in

most countries but lacks modem equipment
and has a shortage of road accident

8. ORGANIZING ACCIDENT EMERGENCY specialists. It should be noted that the
ASSISTANCE standard of medical assistance, has, for

financial reasons, been declining since 1990.
The effectiveness of emergencv services can play

a major role in reducing the seriousness of accidents. - In Bulgaria, the Czech Republic and Slovakia,
Successful emergency assistance depends on how private companies and volunteer associations
quickly emergency medical teams arrive at the are involved in accident emergency
accident site (time delays play a role in 50% of injury assistance; in certain cases there may be
accidents) and the quality of the medical and problems of competition between them.
paramedical care provided on site and in the hospital.

Taking the above into consideration, the following
The six countries have set up emergency recommendations (some which extend beyond pure

assistance services (generally under the auspices of road safety concerns) are proposed:
the Ministry of Health), which in principle are well
organized, with qualified staff and efficient (i) Ambulance equipment, medical supplies,
administration, but with a limited scope of action due and communications links should be
to shortages of material and equipment. improved (and in certain cases expanded).

A special effort should be made here;
The situation may be summarized as certain countries are doing so.
follows:

(ii) Hospital equipment for road accident
- Providing assistance to injured persons on casualties should be improved and

public thoroughfares is a legal obligation in modernized. This is a long-term project.
all countries except Bulgaria. Driver training
includes between 4 and 15 lessons in first aid, (iii) There should be better coordination
and Bulgaria and Romania have made it when several emergency assistance
compulsory for all vehicles to carry a first aid services are involved; in this case,
kit. However, it is generally felt that the competition more often than not has a
overall knowledge of first aid among the negative effect on the efficacy of the
population is still low. assistance provided.

- Emergency calls are made to the police, to a (iv) Where necessary, the technical
hospital or to a specialized assistance center. condition of the telephone network
With the exception of Romania (which has a should be improved because it is a
different number for each county) there are crucial element of the system.
one or several emergency call numbers which
operate throughout the land.
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9. AVAILABILITYOFEFFECTIVETOOLSTO - All the countries undertake, in accordance
ENFORCE THE ROAD SAFETY with international recommendations, a five-
POLICY (See Appendix 7) year census of traffic (more frequently on

motorways) which provides information about
Knowledge of accident research, a definition of the average daily traffic pattern of different

the threats to safety, perfecting diagnostic methods, categories of vehicles on the national
and assessing road safety actions all require a good network; counting is also undertaken in urban
computerized data system and the necessary software areas but not systematically and there is little
for processing. Such tools are essential to carry out information about the traffic there. The
studies and research in the field of road safety. method of counting used is mostly manual

and there are relatively few automatic
Another fundamental condition is the existence of counters of modern design.

competent, multi-disciplinary research teams.
- Hungary would appear to have the most

The six countries of Central Europe have comprehensive system for ascertaining traffic
significant experience in data collection and the use of volume and conditions (an annual traffic poll
micro computer systems is widespread (although is even carried out) and makes very good use
sometimes inadequate). of the data.

The current situation can be broadly described - With the exception of Hungary, no country
as follows: has managed to link up the three data banks

of accidents, traffic, and infrastructure.
- All the countries have national Nevertheless, discussions are under way in

compartmentalized records describing each Slovakia about compiling an integrated
individual accident and resulting injuries, information system and a project already
similar to those which exist in Western exists in Poland.
Europe, with the exception of Romania
(which does not have regional records). - At present, these basic tools are not always
These records are compiled on the basis of ad adapted to support road safety studies and
hoc forms filled in by the Traffic Police when research which are inadequate in practically
reporting on accidents and are computerized all the countries and are even diminishing,
either at the regional level (Bulgaria, Poland, which will have serious future consequences
Romania) or at the national level. (the national road safety study and research

program in Bulgaria was abolished in 1990,
- However, the records are either not available for example). However, there are competent

or are insufficiently accessible to the various entities (technical governmental offices,
users and in particular to the study and universities, private consultants, and
research services (except perhaps in Hungary) engineering firms, etc.) with motivated
and no country has a wide range of query personnel. The primary reason for this
software or software studies for micro shortage of accident research studies is
computers (however, interesting developments financial, caused partly by a fairly weak
are taking place in Bulgaria, Hungary and in political will to promote road safety. Some
Slovakia which are the only countries to specialized institutes, both government and
produce thematic and cartographic documents, private, have reduced their staff due to lack
in addition to the annual assessment of contracts by the government which is the
results). main contractor in road safety matters. It is,

therefore, difficult to form the necessary
- It should be noted that all the countries use multi-disciplinary research teams. Thus, the

the international definition for a road accident six countries had no national study and
death (within 30 days following the accident) research program, which is a particularly
except for the Czech Republic and Slovakia serious void for the implementation of
(24 hours); moreover, Bulgaria and Romania programs for traffic calming and low-cost
do not record all injury accidents, only the improvements (Bulgaria and Slovakia have,
serious ones. however, produced significant studies in this

field).
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When setting up their data bases, existing systems implemented. A posteriori cost/benefit analysis
such as the OECD's International Road Traffic and should also be performed and the results taken into
Accident Database (IRTAD) could be considered to account in the choosing priority actions.
provide comparable data for the six countries and to
facilitate joint action or research programs. (iv) Increase use of automatic traffic

counters, improve knowledge of traffic
As such, the following general recommendations in urban areas and establish, when

(which apply entirely or partly to each of the possible, statistical monitoring of speeds
countries according to their specific situation) are by means of automatic counters.
made:

(v) Continue to connect the major
(i) Modernize the structure of the accident computerized data banks (accidents,

data collection system, improve the traffic, infrastructure).
reliability of the records and ensure that
they are accessible to various categories of 10. CONCLUSIONS
users. Gradually compile a range of software
on micro computers for the accident file The analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of
which can be used by central and local the six countries of Central Europe in the field of
services. road safety presented in summary form in this paper

(and detailed in the country reports) reveals some
(ii) It is vital to establish and maintain in- strong similarities. Central Europe may justifiably be

depth study and scientific research on the considered as a 'region" which is sufficiently
causes of accidents which means increasing homogeneous and consistent (despite some notable
government contracting within the differences) which merits establishing common
framework of a national program. The cost guidelines for an appropriate road safety policy
is estimated to be 21 million dollars over applicable to all six countries.
three years to support the initiatives
already taken by certain countries in this The recommendations formulated in all the
rield. Part of this activity must be geared relevant areas, if acted upon, should make it possible
towards the finalization of diagnostic to improve a deteriorating situation, and put in place
methods and the search for technical tools and resources for an effective policy in the long
solutions in order to design and implement the term.
proposed programs for trafric calming and
low-cost safety improvements. In any event, additional financial resources are

essential to attain these objectives. Taking into
In addition, it is recommended that multi- account the actual situation and the current resources
disciplinary teams should be formed to of each country, a global supplementary financial
undertake on-site analysis of the causes of contribution of 414 million dollars over three years
accidents (this practice, implemented in should be allotted to various road safety activities
certain countries, such as Bulgaria has (which does not exclude re-allocating existing budgets
declined due to insufficient resources). internally). The table below provides a plan for the

general distribution of these funds.
(iii) A rigorous monitoring and evaluation

system should be designed and
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Supplementary Financial Requirements
in millions of dollars over 3 years

COUNTRY User Behavior Infrastructure Study, Research Vehicle
Projects and Management Inspection (1)

Bulgaria 5.2 18 2 15.3
Czech Republic 25 26 7.5 30(2)
Hungary 47.5 62 7.5 25
Poland 55 67 8.5 90
Rumania 12 22.5 6.5 15
Slovakia 15 19.3 7.5 15(2)

TOTAL 159.7 214.8 39.5 190.3

(1) As a reminder, no additional credit is proposed for this item; the amount indicated is an estimate of the present
turnover.

(2) Assuming an increase of the inspection fee which is currently too low.

It is recommended that the categories of "User - Appropriate funding of the Road
Behavior" (police equipment, public awareness Safety Action Plan.
campaigns) and "Infrastructure Improvements" be
financed at the same level as "Checks and Vehicle - Introduction of a basic speed limit of
Safety Inspection" (though inspection is a commercial 50 km/h in town (with variations
activity and should be managed as such.) depending upon the type of street lay-

out).
The political will to tackle road safety and the

implementation of a coordinated and consistent action - Introduction of black spot treatment
plan to prevent road accidents are the two programs and of safety audits on new
prerequisites to significantly reducing the death toll on infrastructure projects.
the road. Four initial actions are required to launch
a general program to combat road accidents in each If these above conditions are met, deteriorating
country: road safety conditions could be reversed and the

number of injuries due to road accidents could be
- iEstablishment of a special reduced by 10 to 15% and the number of deaths by

organization (a national structure for more than 15% in three years. If these measures are
action and coordination). stringently implemented and organized, as much as a

25% reduction in deaths could be achieved as
demonstrated by the results in Hungary.
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APPENDIX 1: QUANTITATIVE DATA

The data below relate to 1991 or, in some cases, 1992.

1. POPULATION DATA

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total or
Republic Average

Area in Km2 110,631 93,072 312,685 237,500 78,864 49,036 881,788

Population 8,974 10,350 38,200 23,210 10,364 5,295 96,393
(thousands of inh)

Population Density 81 111 122 97 131 108 110
(inh/kin2 )

Degree of Urbanization 53.7% 50.3% 47.8% 50.3% 48.3% 40.6% 48.8%

(1 ) I _ __ __ I_ _ I__ _ _ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ I__ _ __ _ _ I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(1) Percentage of the population living in towns with more than 20,000 inhabitants.

2.1 ECONOMIC DATA

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total or
Republic Average

Gross National Product 16,510 28,800 64,560 31,100 49,075 190,045
in millions of dollars (1)

Gross National Product 1,840 2,785 1,690 1,340 3,140 1,970
per capita in dollars (1)

Average monthly salary 100 250 200 40 (3) 220 160
in dollars (2) _

Cost of road accidents to 200 600 1,000 400 650 2,850
the community in
millions of dollars (4)

Cost of road accidents in 1.2% 2% 1.6% 1.3% 1.3% 1.5%
% of the GNP

(1) Source: World Bank
(2) End 1992 or beginning 1993 depending on the case - this is only an estimate, since statistics are unreliable in

this area
(3) Minimum Salary
(4) Estimate based on the costs borne by the community as a result of road accidents (death and injuries) or by

analogy with countries of Western Europe when the costs are not calculated by the countries concerned.



2.2 DATA RELATED TO MOTORIZATION

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total or
Republic Average

Number of private 1,359 2,100 6,112 1,431 2,787 1,252 15,041
vehicles in thousands

Number of Commercial 850 (1) 300 1,151 241 277 322 2,641
vehicles in thousands

Average annual distance 10,000 6,000 10,000 10,000 6,500 6,500 6,000
covered by private car in to to to
Km (2) 8,000 13,000 13,000

Number of road vehicles 246 231 190 72 295 297 222
per 1,000 inhabitants I.____I_I_ I_I

(1) This figure should be treated with caution since some of the data regarding heavy vehicles on the road is a
military secret in Bulgaria

(2) Imprecise data in view of the inadequate statistical apparatus and the enormous variations in the use of the car
due to fluctuations in the economic situation.

3. DATA RELATED TO ROAD SAFETY

3.1 Number of Deaths

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total or
Republic Average

Number of Deaths (1) 1,299 2,120 7,901 2,816 1,624 835 16,595

Deaths split up_
according to categorv %

Drivers and passengers 50% 47% 37.5% (2) 52.1% 44% 42.2% (3)
of private cars

Pedestrians 35% 30% 38% 15.3% 25.8% 32.7% 34.7%

Users of power-driven 7% 6.5% 10.7% (2) 7.8% 8.1% 9.2% (3)
two-wheelers

Users of non-power- 5% 13% 7.3% 2.7% 9.7% 10.9% 8.5%
driven two-wheelers

Others 3% 3.5% 6.5% (2) 4.6% 4.3% 5.4%

% of deaths in urban 53.7% 46.8% 38% 33% 48.7% 52.6% 41.3%
areas

(1) According to international definition: a person who dies immediately or within 30 days of the accident
(2) Data unknown
(3) Apart from Romania

Nota Bene: Only the number of deaths can be validly compared since the definition of injury accidents and of
injured persons differs from one country to the next.
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3.2 Safety Indicators

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Average
Republic

Number of deaths per 145 205 207 121 156 158 172
million inhabitants

Number of deaths per 833 883 1,087 1,683 530 507 909
million vehicles (1)

Number of deaths per 6 5 to 11 7.5 to 9 5 to 12 4.5 to 6.5 4.5 to 7 6.2 to
100 million veh. x km 8.6
(2)

Number of deaths per (4) 8.6 14.6 (4) 7.6 11 As a
100 injury accidents reminder

(3) _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ (3)

(1) Excluding two-wheelers
(2) There is no precise information about distance travelled but with the various data available it is possible to

calculate a feasible range.
(3) These figures are difficult to interpret because of the differences in definition and practice concerning the

recording of accidents.
(4) The indicator cannot be calculated since only serious accidents are registered.

4. DATA RELATED TO ROAD NETWORKS AND TRAFFIC

4.1 Road Networks

(some figures have been rounded off)

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total
: _____________________ _________ R epublic

State manazed network

Motorways: length in 250 269 257 113 362 198 1,449

km

National roads: length 36,600 29,100 46,000 14,600 56,200 17,722 200,222

in km

Network managed by 59,000 112,100 300,000 138,400 70,000 20,300 699,800
territorial communities

Total length of public 95,850 141,469 346,257 153,113 126,562 38,220 901,471
roads in km

(1) Regions and towns
Nota Bene: Unsurfaced roads have been taken into account; however, private roads (mostly the property of

enterprises have been excluded (they do, however, represent a relatively large proportion of the road
network in certain countries).
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4.2 Traffic

The findings below are the result of a traffic census carried out in 1990; all the countries carry out a five-year
census, at least on the main part of the network.

The data supplied relates only to the national road network.

Indicators Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia Total
Republic

Length in km of the 14,260 20,370 23,920 11,240 10,190 6,660 86,640
national network with a (2) (2) (3) (4)
large traffic density (1) I_I I

% of the national road 39% 70% 52% 79% 48% (5) 37.5% 54%
network concerned (5) (5)

(1) We have taken as our criteria 1,500 vehicles per day for the main national network and 1,000 vehicle per day
for the secondary national network (unless indicated otherwise).

(2) The national network is not clearly classified and so we have taken as our criterion the length of roads bearing
more than 1,500 vehicles a day.

(3) Data are not available for the secondary national network. We have taken as our criterion the length or roads
bearing more than 1,500 vehicles per day on the main national network only (21,400 km, or 38 % of the length
of the total national network).

(4) Same remark as for (3) above; the main national network is about 6,000 km long or 35% of the length of the
total national road network.

(5) Only the length of the main national road network has been accounted for in the Czech Republic and Slovakia
which certainly underestimates the real percentages.
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APPENDIX 2: FUNDING ROAD SAFETY

1. MOTOR VEJUCLE INSURANCE SYSTEM

1.1 The Car Insurance Market

In 1991 or 1992 all the countries of Central Europe started to question totally or partially the monopoly of car
insurance which, a State company usually enjoyed: privatization with, when necessary, the possibility of using
foreign capital, is an objective for all the countries but the progress made towards this transition varied from country
to country.

The situation at the beginning of 1993 can be summarized as follows:

Country Number and nature of companies Remarks

Bulgaria - a State company - affiliation of foreign companies is
prohibited

- an insurer's association has been
- several private and semi-public companies founded

- an insurance Bill is being compiled

Hungary - a State company (30% of contracts) - all private companies have foreign
- Six private companies (one of which shareholders

administers 60 to 65% of all contracts)

Poland - several private companies (three of which
predominate)

Romania - three State companies - joint ventures with foreign companies
- Seven private companies are allowed

- a State company has the monopoly of
___ ~~compulsory insurance

Czech - one State company - one State company has the monopoly of
Republic - Several private companies compulsory insurance (in principle until

1995)
- 13 or 14 foreign companies are

endeavoring to participate in the market

Slovakia - one preponderant State company - participation of foreign capital is
permitted

- the State company has the monopoly of
compulsory insurance (in principle until

.__,_,_____ ____________________________________ _ 1994)
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1.2 The Financial Situation of the Insurance System

The table below recapitulates the data which the group of experts was able to collect (or estimate), as well
as the consequences of its recommendations concerning adjusting tariff and creating a road accident prevention fund.

COUNTRY Total amount of premium Proportion Recommendation of experts Amount
(1) 3rd Party Ins. of

Annual Premium preventio
_ monthly salary n fund

3rd Party Comprehensiv
Ins. e Ins. (2)

Bulgaria 100 (3) 10% 5% of total premium for 5
prevent fund

Poland 265 500 25% 8% of 3rd party premiums 28
for prevent fund (4)

Hungary 190 250 40% 8% of 3rd Party premiums 20
for prevention fund (5)

Romania 18 2 1.8% (6) Multiply by 10 3rd Party 1.6
premiums (7)
8% of revalorized 3rd Party
premiums of 8% of total
premiums for prevention
fund

Czech 60 (8) 30 5% Multiply by 5 3rd Party 12
Republic premiums. 8% of

revalorized 3rd Party
premiums for prevention
fund (9)

Slovakia 34 17 5% Multiply by 5 3rd Party 7
premiums. 8% of
revalorized 3rd Party
premiums for prevention
fund (10)

TOTAL 1,466 (11) 73.6

1) In present tariff conditions.
2) Insurance complementary to compulsory insurance coverage (Third Party).
3) In Bulgaria compulsory insurance comprises Third Party Insurance and part of Comprehensive insurance.
4) The law authorizes (but does not compel) insurance companies to allocate up to 0.75 % of the amount of Third Party insurance premiums

to accident prevention.
5) The law authorizes (but does not compel) insurance companies to allocate up to 0.70% of the amount of Third Party insurance premiums

to accident prevention.
6) A project to revalorize (+80%) Third Party insurance premiums has been set up.
7) At the same time compensation conditions need to be reviewed (at present limited to 180 dollars for material damage).
8) Estimate - the data have not been published.
9) The law allows for a maximum of 4% (no minimum has been set) of Third Party insurance premiums to be invested in prevention activities.
10) There is a prevention fund made up of a compulsory contribution of 2 % of the total amount of premiums (equivalent to 6% of Third Party

insurance premiums).
11) As an example, in France it is 31%.
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2. ROAD FUNDS

Struggling to cope with very serious budgetary difficulties at both State and local community level, most
countries in Central Europe, in order to finance road works (construction, rehabilitation and maintenance) have
established "road funds" or are studying the possibility of doing so, which are made up of proceeds from special
taxes levied on cars and traffic and are directly allocated to road works.

The Table below summarizes the situation (although this subject has not been studied in depth by the group of
experts).

Country Level of Development of the Road Fund Source of Income

Bulgaria Studies have been undertaken but have now - Transit tax on heavy foreign vehicles
ceased - Tax on fuel (10%)

- Tax on spare parts and imported vehicles
- Tax on vehicle owners (allocated to local

budget)

Hungary There exists a road fund of 450 million - 75 % of resources comes from tax on fuel
dollars a year

Poland There is no road fund nor precise project in
this respect

Romania A Bill is being drawn up - Tax on fuel (20%)
- Purchase tax on new vehicles
- Tax on imported vehicles
- Part of the taxes on vehicle owners

Czech The road fund has been established legally - Tax on fuel (5 to 6 %)
Republic but is in the process of being formed - Transit tax on heavy foreign vehicles

- Infrastructure duty on heavy vehicles

Slovakia This problem is not on the agenda but is
being discussed.
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APPENDIX 3: DRIVING TRAINING

1. Minimum Permissible Ape to Drive Motor Vehicles

Vehicles Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
________ _________ _________ Republic

Motorcycles of 50cc and less 18 14 16 16 15 15

Motorcycles of more than 50cc 18 16 16 (1) 18 17 17 (2)

Private cars 18 17 17 18 18 18

Heavy vehicles (more than 3.5t) 18 17 18 18 18 18

Buses 21 20 21 21 21 21

(1) 17 years for motorcycles of over 125cc.
(2) It is proposed to set 18 years old as the minimum age requirement to drive motorcycles over 250cc.

2. Number of Driving Licenses Issued in 1991

(round figures)

Driving Licenses Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
l __________________________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ ________ _________ R epublic _____Re u l

Number of car licenses issued 66,740 186,600 593,000 206,200 150,540 69,000

|Test failure rate (%) 60% (1) 30 to 35% 20% (3) 16% 33% 33%

(1) Only 10% of learner drivers obtain their license the first time around.
(2) The 1992 reform made the driving test more difficult and the number of licenses issued since then has

decreased.
(3) For the theory test; the 1992 reform has doubled the failure rate (40%).

3. Length of training before takins the drivins test (for Drivate cars)

(in hours)

Driving Lessons Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
l _________________ __________________ ___________ ___________ __________ R ep u b lic
Theory 66 2/3 - 83 1/3 39 50 50 34 1/2 34 1/2

Practice 20 5/6 25 20 25 21 21

Total 87 1/2 - 104 1/6 64 70 75 55 1/2 55 1/2

None of the countries has made it compulsory to use special restraining devices for children, mainly for
economic reasons; however, children under 10 years of age (in Bulgaria and in Poland) or under 12 years of age
(in Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovakia) are not allowed to travel in the front of motor vehicles.
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2. Checks

2.1 The Resources of the Road TraMc Police

All the countries in Central Europe have a specialized road traffic police; the table below recapitulates the
main resources available in each country to carry out road checks.

Category of Resources Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
____ ____ ___ ____ ___ Republic _ _ _ _ _

Personnel

Number of officers 3,400 2,000-2,500 7,000 3,300-4,500 3,000 (1) 1,000

Number of officers per 1.5 0.8 - 1 1 2 - 2.7 1 0.6
1000 road vehicles

Number of officers per 30.7 21.5 - 27 22.4 13.9 - 19 38 20.4
1000 km2

Equipment (Quantity)

Breath testing machines 680 (3) 1,000 (4) (5) (6) (7)
(2)

Speed check radars 520 (8) 35 (9) 980 (10) 45 (11) 183 (12) 42

Automatic devices for 2 5 - - - -

checking compliance
with traffic lights =-____ _

(1) Personnel has decreased by 30% compared with 1970.
(2) And other modem apparatus for breath alcohol analysis.
(3) There are no modem checking apparatus; the Hungarian police has about 150,000 breathalysers.
(4) Including 600 portable apparatus
(5) There are only breathalysers (200,000 checks per year)
(6) 420 breathalysers
(7) 600,000 testing tubes are used each year; there is also some obsolete electronic equipment which has not

been used.
(8) Manual radars of the "pistol" type.
(9) 22 of which were made in 1973.
(10) Only 200 are of modern design and in good condition.
(11) Most came into use before 1975
(12) 130 of which are very obsolete in design and practically useless.

Nota Bene: It should not be forgotten that the traffic police in all the countries has insufficient liaison vehicles,
accident warning apparatus, microcomputers, etc.
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2.2 Frequencv of Checks

The table below recapitulates the data which the group of experts was able to collect on the number of
checks and offenses in 1991.

Type of Check Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
_______ ___ ___ ______ __ ____ ______ R epublic _ _ _ _ _ _

Speed 94,100 42,000 1,000,000 387,000 158,000 unknown
offenses offenses offenses offenses offenses (1)

Alcohol Level 13,400 530,000 187,500 200,000 100,000 unknown
offenses (2) checks offenses spot checks checks (1)

53,000 20,000
offenses (3) offenses (4)

Percentage of 0 to 5% (6) 40% in open 90% (8) wearing not 90% (9) unknown
people wearing seat country (7) compulsory
belts (estimate) (5) _ _ _ _ _ _

(1) The number of checks and offenses in Slovakia is only known for each district, there is no national record.
(2) 25% with an alcohol level of over 1.2 g/l.
(3) In 90% of the alcohol checks with positive results made after accidents the level was over 0.8 g/l.
(4) 71,000 offenses including the (compulsory) checks made after accidents.
(5) In none of the countries is the wearing of seat belts severely controlled; the figure given is an estimate of

the percentage of people who wear them calculated by the road brigade in each country.
(6) Before 1990 it was 70%.
(7) Before 1990 it was 80%; seat belts are worn less in built-up areas.
(8) Figure to be treated with caution: it is, in particular, reported that 50% of the occupants of cars involved

in accidents were not wearing their belts (likewise 30% of drivers involved in fatal accidents).
(9) Figure to be treated with caution; the real level is doubtlessly much lower.
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2.3 Level and Tvpe of Penalty

The Table below recapitulates, in simplified form, the data which it has been possible to collect about
penalties for the main traffic offenses (speeding, drunken driving, not wearing seat belt). This table is not exhaustive
and its aim is to provide some examples of penalties as well as an idea of the relationship between the seriousness
of the offense and the penalty paid in each country.

Country Fine Withdrawal of Driving License Imprisonment

Bulgaria - Speeding - Alcohol level of over 1.2 g/l - Alcohol level of over 1.2
- Not wearing seat belt (I to 3 months) g/l (15 days) (2)

(8$)
- Alcohol level of 0.2 -

1.2 g/l (progressive fine)

Hungary - Speeding (6 or 125$) (3) - Excess speeding (3) - Alcohol level of over 0.8
- Not wearing seat belt - Alcohol level of over 0.3 g/l g/l (5)

(4 )__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Poland - Speeding (50$; 20 to 25$ - Alcohol level of 0.2 - I g/l (6 - Alcohol level of over I g/l
on average) to 12 months)

- Not wearing seat belt (5 - Alcohol level of more than I
to 50$) g/l (more than I year) (6)

Romania - Speeding (1.8 to 5.5$) - Alcohol level of 0.5 - 1.2 g/l - Alcohol level of over 1.2
- Alcohol level of more (I to 3 months) g/l (more than 6 months)

than 0.0 g/l (5.5 to 72$) - Alcohol level of more than 1.2 (9)
(7) g/l (total disqualification) (8) - Speeding 40 km/h over the

limit (draft new highway
code)

Czech - Speeding (3.7 to 37$) - Alcohol level of 0.3 - I g/l (I - Alcohol level of over I gil
Republic according to seriousness years)
and - Alcohol level of over 0.3 - Alcohol level of more than I
Slovakia g/l (18.5 to 370$) g/l (2 years) (11)

- Not wearing seat belt
(18.5$) (10)

(1) The draft new highway code proposes to set the permissible alcohol level at 0.5 g/l.
(2) The draft new highway code proposes at least one year's night imprisonment.
(3) Hungary makes a distinction between 'small" speeding offenses and "large" ones (more than 25% of the

permissible speed in open country and more than 30% in built-up areas).
(4) 30,000 disqualifications (for all types of offenses) in 1991.
(5) 2,026 sentences to prison (all traffic offenses included) were pronounced in 1991 (1,371 with a suspended

sentence).
(6) 200,000 driving licenses withdrawn in 1991. It should be noted the Poland proposes to introduce a point

system driving license.
(7) The draft new highway code proposes to set the permissible alcohol limit at 0.3 g/l.
(8) The driving test has to be taken again with a set time limit.
(9) The draft new highway code proposes to lower this level from 1.2 g/l to 0.8 g/l.
(10) Penalty not imposed in practice.
(11) Up to ten years in the event of an injury accident.
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APPENDIX 4: REGULATIONS, CHECKS AND PENALTIES

1. The Major Enforcement Measures

1.1 Speed Limits

The following Table shows the maximum permissible speeds for private cars in the six countries of Central
Europe only, as it was in 1991.

Road Network Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
Republic

Motorways 120 120 110 60-90 (1) 110 (2) 110 (2)

Open country roads 80 80 90 60-90 (1) 90 90

Urban areas 60 60 60 60 60 60

(1) The maximum speed (identical on motorways and country roads) varies according to the type of car (mainly
cubic capacity).

(2) 80 km/h when it rains.

1.2 Alcohol Level

Permissible level in g/l Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
Republic

Legal level 0.0 (1) 0.0 0.2 0.0 (2) 0.0 0.0

Level tolerated 0.2 0.3 - 0.3 0.3

(I) A proposal to raise the permissible level to 0.5 g/l is under review.
(2) A proposal to raise the permissible level to 0.3 g/l is under review.

1.3 Seat Belts

Criteria Bulgaria Hungary Poland Romania Czech Slovakia
l__________ ____________ ___ R epublic

Legal obligation front seats front seats front seats none (2) all seats, all networks (3)
all networks all networks all networks

Fitting vehicles with front seats front seats all seats as none all seats since 1990
seat belts I of 01/01/94

(1) Since 1991 for rear seats
(2) The new draft highway code makes it compulsory to wear seat belts in the front.
(3) Since 1990 for rear seats; taxi drivers (in built-up areas only) are exempt, as are the police.

In addition, it is compulsory for drivers of motorcycles to wear helmets but helmets as a whole are not type-
approved.
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APPENDIX 5: ROAD INFRASTRUCTURES AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT

The Tables below summarize in simplified form the main information of significance which the group of
experts was able to collect, but does not provide an exhaustive assessment of the situation.

1. The Global Promrammes

Country The Main Thrusts of Road Policy

Bulgaria The long term national road programme of 1986 was discontinued in 1990 because of
lack of resources. It comprised: motorway construction; urban planning; improving
equipment; special road safety projects; urban traffic management.

Hungary Proeramme to modernize the national network 1992-2000: capacity related
improvements (widening roads); construction of bypasses; changing semi-motorways
into motorways; construction of bridges and new roads.

Poland No global programme but two long term pro*ects for which international loans are
being requested: motorway construction and modernization of national roads.

Romania Strategic plan for the modernization and development of the road network 1992-2005:
construction of express roads and motorways; renovation and improvement of national
roads; equipment for roads; repairing roads and engineering structures.

Czech Republic Pro2ramme of construction and improvement (1992-1996) and construction plan (1992-
2000) drawn up for the ex Federative Republic: renovation of bridges; eradicating or
improving rail-road crossings; reconstruction of roads; eradication of black spots;
capacity planning

Slovakia
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2. Road Safety Proarammes

All road works have a direct or indirect impact on road safety; the following Table lists the main road
programmes which have a strong "safety" component (even though their main objective is to modernize the network)
or which explicitly aim at enhancing road safety. It also indicates that major problems of infrastructure in each
country.

Country Road Safety Programmes and Programmes Major Problems Arising
which have a Strong Impact on Road Safety

Bulgaria - 3 % of the national road budget is allocated to - Renovation of highways
road safety operations (this rule is no longer - Motorway construction
in fact applied) - General problem of maintenance and of

- Programme for the eradication of black spots the effective application of the road safety
(well perfected methodology) provisions adopted several years ago

- High priority give to renovation of markings (institutional and financial problems)
- Urban transportation plans
- Urban traffic management

Hungary - Renovation of level junctions - Renovation and maintenance of roads
- Construction of cycling facilities - Signposts and guidance equipment
- Rail-road split levelling - Traffic management action
- Widening roads - Establishment of specific safety

programmes (black spots, etc.)

Poland - Activities related to the eradication of black - Renovation and maintenance of roads
spots (no systematic programme) - Renovation of markings and signposts on

- Studies and research related to traffic calming the major roads
in towns (no planning programme) - Elimination of obstacles on the edges of

roads
- Management of approaches to roads
- Adaptation of plane junctions
- Special pedestrian facilities
- Establishment of special road safety

programmes

Romania - Inventory of black spots and local eradication - Renovation and maintenance of roads
programmes (no national programme) - Renovation of signposts and markings

- Some traffic management activities in some - Establishment of specific road safety
large towns programmes (black spots, etc.)

Czech - Programme to renovate road surfaces (ERBD - Renovation of roads
Republic funding) - Equipping and working out ways of

- There are no special road safety programmes cordoning off road works
for infrastructure - Establishment of specific road safety

programmes (black spots, etc.)
- Knowledge of methods and achievements

in countries of Western Europe

Slovakia - Programme for the identification and - Equipping and working out methods to
eradication of black spots cordon off work sites

- Some activities with regard to traffic calming - Good level of road maintenance
in towns (but there is no national - Establishment of specific safety
programme) programmes (consistent with action

already undertaken)
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APPENDIX 6: TECHNICAL INSPECTION OF VEHICLES

1. FREOUENCY OF INSPECTION

Vehicle Private cars Heavy vehicles Buses
categories

Bulgaria at 3 years, 5 years, and twice a year twice a year (1)
afterwards every yearl

Hungary at 3 years, 6 years, and at 2 years then every year every year (1)
afterwards every 2 years l

Poland at 3 years, 5 years, and every year twice a yearl
_afterwards every year

Romania every two years every year after I year then twice a
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ y e a r

| Czech at 6 years, then every 3 after 1 year then every year after 6 months then twice
Republic years (2) a year (3)

Slovakia at 6 years, then every 3 after 1 year then every year (4) after 6 months then twice
years a year (1)

(1) Including taxis.
(2) A proposal to carry out inspections at 2 years and then every year has been formulated. Cars used for

business purposes are inspected at 3 years then every two years.
(3) Including taxis and driving schools.
(4) Including cars used for business purposes.
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2. INSPECTION PROCEDURE

Country Inspection Procedure

Bulgaria - 42 stations managed by the road brigade (70% of the market)
- 356 private accredited stations (120 are managed by the Automobile Club). Management

rules (tariffs, taxes) and the consequences of the inspection for users are different for each
of the networks. Private stations have the right to do repair work.

Hungary - Stations managed by the General Transport Inspection Office (53% of the market)
- Private stations accredited by the General Transport Inspection Office (47% of the market)

Poland - There are only private stations accredited by the local authorities but supervision is not strict
and the system is being reorganized.

Romania - 600 accredited stations, 10% of which are private and strictly controlled by the Romanian
Automobile Registry

- The objective is to privatize all of them except 42 Road Registry stations which also carry
out type approval

Czech - 102 stations accredited by the Ministry of Industry,most of them private or in the process of
Republic privatization (80% of motorists and 60% of owners of heavy vehicles have an inspection

station less than 30 km from their place of residence.
- The stations are often associated with a car repair centre
- The Institute for Traffic and Transport Research (USMD) exercises a strict control

(systematic inspection of the station every 6 months).

Slovakia - The Institute for road and transport management manages seven stations (its objective is to
acquire 40) and accredits private stations.

- 15 private car repair centres are authorized to inspect vehicles (15 others will soon be added
to this list).
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APPENDIX 7: THE DATA SYSTEM

1. DATA RELATED TO ROAD ACCIDENTS

All the countries have a national computerized compartmentalized register (i.e., which describes individually
each accident) for injury accidents, with the exception of Romania which only has registers of this kind at county
level (42 of them).

The Table below recapitulates the main qualitative features of these registers.

Country Level of Accessibility (1) Processing Software Special Remarks
l_________ Computerization (2)

Bulgaria region fairly good exists but is not - production of an annual
widespread booklet and various documents

Hungary national good being developed - production of an annual
booklet

Poland regional (in the insufficient non existent - production of an annual
process) booklet

- problems of reliability (locating
accidents)

Romania regional insufficient non existent - no national register

Czech national (3) fairly good non existent - production of annual booklet
Republic and district listing

- problems of locating accidents

Slovakia national (4) fairly good being developed - production of annual booklet
and special topic documents

- problems of locating accidents

(1) Direct access to register by computer for several users (including study and research services)
(2) This means query software with the exception of the systematic query programmes of the national register.
(3) A regional computerization project is being designed.
(4) At the end of 1992 there was one single register for the Czech Republic and Slovakia.
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2. TRAFFIC DATA

Traffic counting is undertaken systematically on the national network in each country. The following Table
give details of the general conditions for this work.

Country Counting frequency Number of automatic Average length (km) of counting
counters section

Motorways Main Secondary
Network Network

Bulgaria - five year census 115 (fixed posts) 42 7.5 132

Hungary - five year census (spread 200 (100 of them 4,000 counting points for 30,000 km
out over 3 years) fixed posts) All the of roads

- annual inspection counters are automatic
covering 400 points (1)
(10%)

- five year census of
foreign vehicles

Poland - five year census 30 3,973 counting points for 42,000 km

Romania - five year census 420 11 12 19

Czech - five year census (annual 25 (2) 8 5 35
Republic on motorway) l

Slovakia - (five year census annual 50 10 4 14
on motorways)

(1) Except for identification of different vehicles categories (manual counting).
(2) Three of which can differentiate between vehicle types.
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APPENDIX 8:

ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY SYSTEMS

Based on the information it was possible to gather, the experts of the study of road safety in Central and
Eastern European countries have established a qualitative analysis grid for the whole system of the road accident
prevention. Thirteen key functions have been identified and rated. About 80 elementary activities were evaluated
for each country before determining the rating of each of these 13 key functions. Each country received its own table
in the country report, highlighting relative priorities for action for this country. A confidential table, for the region
as a whole, compares the efficiency of the different countries in each function; it helps an international institution
optimize the effectiveness of its action plan and identify possible cross-fertilization. The summary table below
presents only the lowest, highest and average rating for the whole regions, and helps identify regional priorities and
homogeneity. Figures should not be rigidly interpreted; they are designed to help decision makers by giving them
a well-balanced and analytical view.

Rating Scale:
1: currently non-existent or has no effectiveness
2: results currently obtained are not clearly positive
3: carried out quite effectively but improvement would be useful
4: carried out effectively and results are useful and positive
5: results comparable with those from the best countries in the world

Country Lowest Highest Average

A. GENERAL DESIGN OF ROAD SAFETY POLICY

I. Set up national structure for coordination and a strategic plan 1 3 1.75

2. Identify the problems: data system and studies or risks 2 3 2.5

3. Identify and maintain necessary competencies 2 3 2.25

4. Obtain necessary financial resources 1 2 1.75

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF ROAD SAFETY POLICY

1. Set up general regulations relating to behavior and protection of users 3 4 3.75

2. Improve safety level of infrastructures 1 3 2

3. Train and educate drivers 2 4 3

4. Control and penalize 2 3 2

5. Ensure good condition of both new vehicles and those in use 3 5 3.5

6. Inform and make aware 1 2 1.75

7. Set up an effective emergency service for accidents victims 2 4 3

8. Assess efficiency of road safety measures & programs 2 3 2.25

TOTALS OF LOWEST/HIGHEST COUNTRIES = 26/34

TOTAL AVERAGES (min. 12 - max 60) 30
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COMMENTS ON THE WORLD BANK EXPERT GROUP ON
ROAD SAFETY REPORT, PREPARED DURING THE

VISIT OF FORMER CZECHOSLOVAKIA IN 1992

Prepared by
the Secretariat of the Czech Governmental Council for Road Safety (BESIP)

Prague
September 1994

The report, which was prepared by the World - in comparison to the report, technical equipment
Bank expert group during one week visit in the and number of staff of the Traffic Police in the
Czechoslovakia in 1992, is trying to touch all the Czech Republic has been increased. Police got
aspects and bod new vehicles and especially new equipment for
ies involved in the field of road safety work in the fighting against the most dangerous offenses in
Czechoslovak Federation, or in both Czech and traffic.
Slovak Republic respectively. It means:

- speeding (radars, video cameras, etc.). But all
- the structure and tasks of governmental bodies and all, the number of the police staff and
- structure and tasks of non-governmental bodies equipment, is not satisfactory yet.
- laws and regulations in force and under

preparation - as far as legislation is concern, the Czech Republic
- road accidents statistics nowadays follows main EEC and ECE directives
- state of motorway and road network and regulations in traffic and in technical approval
- insurance system. of motor vehicles.

Unfortunately, since 1992 some fundamental - as far as the law concerning insurance is concern,
changes in the Czechoslovakia have been occur and it is still the same it was in the former
that is the reason why, that the report lost some of its Czechoslovakia, but some changes are in
validity. The main changes, which are not included preparation nowadays. It means that it is not
in the final report are as follows: possible now to follow the conclusions and

recommendations of the expert group now.
- dividing of Czechoslovakia to two independent

states - Czech Republic and Slovak Republic in - lack of money for prevention held the secretariat
1993. it brought fundamental changes in of the Czech Governmental Council for Road
responsibility of governmental bodies in both Safety to establish new policy as far as campaign
independent countries. Mainly establishing of the are concern. It was decided to launch instead of
Ministry of Transport, which is through the various campaigns the only one, flexible campaign,
Department of Traffic and Department of Roads aimed with the most dangerous aspect of behavior
responsible for technical aspects of road safety. of road users. This campaign, prepared as one of
Ministry of the Interior is responsible for the road parts of ECE UN II. Road Safety Week, is called
safety aspect regarding the human factor in traffic. "The Butterfly on Bonnet" and its aim is to
Dividing of responsibilities between the ministries improve the behavior of all road users through
mentioned above brought some changes in family life. More detailed information is included
responsibility for preparational works on new in the report of Mr. Vaclav Spicka, Secretary-
legislation regarding road traffic safety. It means General of the Czech Governmental Council for
that the Ministry of the Interior is guarantee for Road Safety.
the Traffic Law and the Highway Code and the
Ministry of Transport is guarantee for the Law on
Roads and for all laws and regulations regarding to
technical state of vehicles.
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CZECH GOVERNMENTAL COUNCIL FOR ROAD SAFETY SECRETARIAT
ACTIVITY REPORT 1993

Member of La Prevention Routi&re Internationale

1. INTRODUCTION supporting and preparational works for the Council
and last but not least for prevention, information and

The responsibility for road safety work in the education in the field of road safety. For more
Czech Republic is divided between two ministries - detailed information see annex 1 of this report.
the Ministry of Transport and the Ministry of the
Interior. The Czech Governmental Council for Road 2. ROAD ACCIDENTS IN THE CZECH
Safety has been established to coordinate road safety REPUBLIC
work on national level and to advice the Czech
Government in questions related to road safety. The Following tables show the main figures concerning
Secretariat of the Czech Governmental Council for road accidents and consequences in the Czech
Road Safety (BESIP) is the body responsible for Republic in 1993.

Table 1: Number of Accidents and Consequences in 1993

1992 1993 -

Number of Accidents 125,559 152,157 + 26 558

Killed 1,395 1,355 - 40

Seriously Injured 5,429 5,629 + 200

Slightly Injured 26,708 28,821 + 2,113

Table 2: Main Causes of Accident in 1993L Wrong Way of Driving 68,609

Speeding 38,478

Not Giving the Way 25,501
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Table 3: Fatalities per Hundred Thousand Inhabitants
(selected countries)

25
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GB PL GR CH F E CZ

(10,0) (20,6) (17,7) (14,0) (16,4) (14,5) (13,95)

Note: Except for the Czech Republic, the data for selected countries is as of 1991. The data for the Czech
Republic is for 1993. Fatalities for the Czech Republic are up to 24 hours

3. MAIN ACTIVITIES OF THE CZECH 4. MAIN ACTIVITIES OF THE SECRETARIAT
GOVERNMENTAL COUNCIL FOR ROAD OF THE CZECH GOVERNMENTAL
SAFETY IN 1993 COUNCIL FOR ROAD SAFETY (BESIP) IN

1993
During 1993 the Czech Governmental Council for

Road Safety had two sessions during which the According to the road accident statistics in 1992
following topics were on the agenda: and according to activities of intemational road safety

bodies the secretariat of the Czech Governmental
o road accident situation in the Czech Republic Council for Road Safety (BESIP) introduced
o discussion on problems with traffic on Czech following four main publicity campaigns in all mass

border crossings media for 1993:
o discussion on preparatory works on Traffic Law
o campaigns held by the Secretariat 0 Young Drivers
o traffic education on elementary and secondary 0 Dangerous Speed

schools 0 Alcohol and Drugs
o state of motorway and highway network in the 0 Seat Belts

Czech Republic
o emergency systems Except above mentioned campaigns the secretariat
o conception of traffic broadcasting BESIP introduced three competitions on mass media
o information on preparatory work of the (radio, TV) addressed to children as pedestrians and

International Congress of Driving Schools SAFEX cyclists. Every day road safety broadcasting was
95 - Prague established on the Czech Radio. For the Czech TV

o information on future work of the Secretariat - special series of short illustrated spots was created
campaign "The Butterfly on Bonnet' (named "The stories of Mr. Pechacek").

o giving of prizes of road safety and for the best
teacher on the field of traffic education. The secretariat continued in this work on regional

level in form of organizing of activities and voluntary
road safety bodies in regions and municipalities of the
Czech Republic. In cooperation with these bodies the
secretariat continued in organization of "graduate"
schools of motoring for truck drivers and in
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organization of courses of driving under extreme 0 Traffic Education Course Textbook
conditions for policemen, firemen and drivers of 0 Young Cyclists Road Safety Competition - The
ambulances. Propositions

0 Traffic is not Multiplication Table
As far as road safety education of children is

concern the secretariat BESIP organized the final of As was mentioned above, the secretariat BESIP
the AIT International Contest for Young Cyclists in prepared special series of videospots for the Czech
Benesov near Prague, it organized in cooperation TV, mainly aimed with dangerous behaviors of road
with road safety activities, voluntary bodies and users.
elementary schools the Young Cyclist Road Safety
Competition on local, regional and national level and The secretariat BESIP continued in its work as the
assured the Czech team for the international final representative of the Czech Republic in the Working
which was held in Bulgaria. The children drawing Party on Road Traffic Safety of ECE Un, joined the
contest on road safety matters "Children, be careful- Central European Group of the International Road
the Red in On!" was organized in 1993 too. Safety (La Prevention Routiere Internationale - PRI)

in 1993. The bilateral contacts among road safety
The secretariat BESIP ordered works on the field organizations and bodies, especially with Nordic

of road safety research especially the Czech part of Countries, have continued.
SARTRE.

5. ACTIVITIES OF THE SECRETARIAT BESIP
During 1993 following publications were issued by PLANNED FOR 1994

the secretariat BESIP:
Except of activities which has continued since 1990

o Alcohol, Drugs and Your Children (especially on the field of traffic education and work
o Secret Report from the Planet X - 11 on local and regional levels) the secretariat BESIP
o Guide on Motorway Dl will organize in connection with the International
o Guide on Highways E50, 26, E53 Year of the Family UN and last but not least as a
o Methodology for Traffic Education Lessons at event connected with II. ECE UN Road Safety Week

Elementary Schools in 1995 the National Campaign on Road Safety in the
o Traffic Education Textbook / Cyclist Czech Republic. The aim of this campaign, named

'The Butterfly on Bonnet" is to promote safety
behaviors of all road users through the family, using
various forms of influencing the target group.

ANNEX 1
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Chairman: Minister of the Interior
Vice - chairman: Deputy Minister of the Interior

Secretary: Head of BESIP

Ministries Local Authorities Others

- Interior - Municipial Authority of Prague - Trade Unions

- Transport - Municipial Authority of Brno - Czech Autoclub

- Education - Central Automotoclub
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- Environment - Czech Red Cross Organization

- Public Health
- Defence
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General Body of Prosecutors
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Answers to the Program of the Road Safety

Mr. Peter ONDROUgEK
Director-General

Ministry of Transport, Communications
and Public Works

SLOVAKIA

4.0 Data Information System and Safety Evaluation control activities is concentrated to the periods
preceding the summer tourist season and before

4.1 Data on road accidents and traffic: winter.

They are recorded by the S.R. Ministry of Interior 5.2 Continued research for low-cost improvements
- Traffic Police Department and made available to of road safety (traffic engineering measures):
other organizations.

Traffic engineering documentation is prepared on
4.2 Software applications: the hazard locations, targeted to operative measures,

mainly traffic signs and standard road safety
These are available in all districts, at the District equipment. Road transport safety is also

Road Administrations and the Motorway Maintenance implemented within standardization activities and
Administrations. Hazard spots are evaluated by the technical regulations. Traffic speed was reduced to
Institute for Roads and Road Traffic Management 50 km/h in urban areas.
centrally, and by the District Road Administrations
regionally. 5.3 Inclusion of safety aspects in general work

programs:
4.3 Methodology for in-depth safety analysis (one
spot or road section): These aspects are included in the realization

schedules of District Road Administrations, Road
The "Methodical instructions for increased traffic Investment Units and Managements of Motorways

safety in the S.R. road and motorway network" are organizations. Since their implementation depends on
used, defining the procedure of evaluation of traffic the availability of means, the sequence of priorities
accidents, hazard spots, classification of all maintenance - repair - construction is applied.
influencing factors, etc.

5.4 Comparison of national practices to determine
4.4 On-site studies of accident occurrences: the costs of accidents:

Major traffic accidents are recorded by the traffic A costs valuation method that had been applicable
police and the District Road Administrator (in urban for the CSFR was adjusted to apply to the Slovak
areas by the Traffic Police Department of the Republic. Accidents with casualties are valued
Ministry of Interior). depending on the gravity of injury - mortal, grave

and light. Accidents involving material damage are
5.0 Implementation of Road Safety Pronrams either valued with a fixed lump sum of SK9,700 or as

specified by the traffic police.
5.1 Road infrastructure safety audits; control of
safety standards in road construction projects and 5.5 Forecasting reduction of traffic accident
inspection safety levels in existing infrastructures: incidence from remedial measures:

The conditions of road marking and of hazard This parameter is not generally evaluated. Only
spots are controlled in regular periods. Safety audits financially demanding major measures (e.g.
are executed after acceptance of remedial measures in Donovaly) are followed and evaluated.
the road network. Implementation of measures and
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5.6 Assessment of costs of accident and reduction of 11. Organization of Road Safety at the National
benefits: Level

Such assessments are carried out in link with new 11.1 Political and administrative coordination
investment projects or before major repairs.

S.R. Ministry of Interior:
5.7 Setting accident reduction targets and allocating
resources: 0 Presidium of the Constabulary - Traffic Police

Department - District Commands,
This is ensured through investing activities of the

District Road Administration, Road Investment Units 0 S.R. Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications
and the Management of Motorways organization, and Public Works:
primarilytargeted toelimination ofhigh-risksections, Department of Road Administration - Advisory
reconstruction of roads and crossroads and to the council for road marking and road safety - Winter
construction of urban-bypassing sections. road service headquarters

Department of Road and Urban Transportation

6. Implementation of Road Safety Programs in 0 Country and District Offices:
Urban Areas Road marking and road safety control committees

Rescue system (Slovakia)
6.1 Methods and techniques to slow traffic:

11.2 Respective roles of partner institutions in
The methods include establishment of slow-traffic road safety, including associations:

zones, changes in the traffic organization, cyclist and
pedestrian routes and central parking lots within the The Central Road Safety Committee of the S.R.
jurisdictions of municipal self-government bodies. Ministry of Interior includes representatives of the

Ministry of Public Health, the Ministry of Education,
6.2 Program implementations: the Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications and

Public Works, and the Ministry of Environment.
9. Information on, and Promotion of Road Safety The Committee has a broad spectrum of activities,

from preventive education and road safety promotion
9.1 Goals, principles and strategies for national to legislative and repressive measures.
safety campaigns:

11.3 Strengthening safety coordination, police and
These are provided by the Ministry of Interior, drivers' education components:

Ministry of Education, Ministry of Public Health and
the Ministry of Transport, Telecommunications and
Public Works. They include preventive education of 12. Stratepic Tools for Implementing Road Safety
young people, publicizing of road safety principles, Policy
organization of contests on road safety themes,
cooperation with sponsors and insurance agencies. 12.1 Development and content of national strategic

plan to promote road safety:
9.2 Communication means:

- Tax policy: fuel sales tax, road tax
Information on road passability and closures, - State Road Management Fund

transport of oversize cargoes, etc. by radio - Road Act
broadcasts. - Law on paid use of motorways and expressways
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12.2 Performance contracts between state and 13.2 Contribution to insurance system for
local communities prevention of road accidents:

The law on municipalities specifies the respective No contribution is implemented.
jurisdictions.

13.3 International financing:
13. Financing Road Safety Activities

EBRD/EIB loans for renewal of road surfaces
13.1 Road budget and road fund. having European importance.

Within the Ministry of Transport: Means allocated 13.4 Case study: Victoria State, Australia.
from the State Road Management Fund pursuant to
the law on the S.R. state budget. The sum of
allocations fails to support the required road network
development.
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MODULE I

BEHAVIOR OF ROAD USERS: LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS, PENALTIES

A SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Legislation on speed limits, drinking and driving, and the use of restraint-systems are the most
important aspects of road safety legislation.

Speed limits in urban areas should not exceed 50 km/h and this internationally accepted measure
should be urgently adopted. The tolerated alcohol level should be as low as possible. Seatbelt use should be
obligatory for all seats. Special restraint systems for children should become mandatory in the future.
National road traffic legislation should be brought in line with international conventions and agreements.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

Legislation, control and penalties must be consistent and seen as related to these aspects of road
safety. All three aspects are necessary to influence and change road user behavior. Introducing new
regulations should be supported by campaigns to sensitize the public to the problem. Prevention,
enforcement and promotion are the essential actions to be undertaken. The main legal aspect in road safety
regulation is related to speed limits. In urban areas, a maximum speed of 50 kmlh is absolutely necessary.
To improve safety in residential areas, even lower limits -- 30 km/h, for example -- are desirable. This has
an especially positive impact on the safety of pedestrians and cyclists.

In rural areas, developing homogeneity of vehicle speeds is important for road safety. Rural speed
limits should be closely related to the quality and layout of the existing road systems, up to the maximum
speed limits.

On motorways, speed limits should be in accordance with the quality and design of the infrastructure
up to an overall maximum speed limit. When considering increasing speed limits, it is important to
recognize that an increase in the number of accidents will also occur so this is to be avoided as much as
possible.

A point system is a good method to enforce traffic regulations. Installing such a point system
requires centralized, computerized controlled facilities. Regarding drinking and driving, raising existing legal
alcohol limits should be treated very carefully. Where 0.0% g/l alcohol consumption laws exist, as far as
possible, they should not be changed; this does not preclude allowing a minimal tolerance level at
checkpoints. In no case should a 0.3% g/l alcohol limit be exceeded given the scientific evidence on the
resulting impairment of drivers' reactions.

The third important area in road safety regulations is restraint systems. The use of fines in Germany
and the loss of a point in the point penalty system in France have led to dramatic increases in seat belt use.
Seat belt use should be mandatory in all seat of private cars. Restraint systems for children of all ages
should also become mandatory as soon as possible.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Despite the existing Vienna Convention, legislation differs from country to country. This is even
more true of enforcement penalties. Therefore, there is a need for an exchange of information on these
topics, as well as taking into account national experiences with regulations and the way they are
implemented.
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MODULE 1

BEHAVIOR OF ROAD USERS:
LEGISLATION, REGULATIONS, PENALTIES

Bernard DURAND
Ministry of Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

France

Road traffic represents an important paradox: on refer in France to the "control-penalty chain"); the
the one hand, the automobile is above all an matter of enforcement will be dealt with in the next
individual means of transportation and a strong module of this seminar.
symbol of freedom of movement; on the other,
vehicle traffic is a mass social activity engaged in-- To properly define the importance of the various
for a variety of reasons--by nearly the entire road safety regulations, we must refer back briefly to
population. the "accident phenomenon" which should be

understood as a malfunctioning of the "man-vehicle-
In France, which has a population of about 56 environment" system, various elements of which are

million, there are nearly 32 million motor vehicles of permanently in interaction.
which 24 million are personal cars (i.e., today three
out of four families are motorized, 30% of them The in-depth survey of accidents that was
possessing two cars or more) thirty-three million conducted in France under a program known as
French citizens have a driver's license while, in "REAGIR" (the race to reduce the number of serious
addition, pedestrians and cyclists are also involved in accidents), results of which correspond to those
road safety. obtained in various other countries, has produced

clear evidence that:
It is clearly essential to define regulations for

sharing road space. While nobody denies the 0 in 95% of fatalities, in nearly all cases, there is at
necessity of such sharing, there is often resistance in least one factor linked to user behavior;
the name of "liberty", and economic interests need to
also be considered. Hence the difficulty, and 0 in 50% of fatalities, road layout or environment is
sometimes the reluctance, with which regulations a contributing factor; and
have been introduced, although their effectiveness in
reducing the number and gravity of road accidents 0 in 30% of fatalities, the vehicle, its design or its
has often been considerable. This also explains the maintenance, plays a role.
discrepancies between regulations in the various
countries, differences that frequently hinder the Clearly, road safety is primarily a matter of
credibility of the individual measures taken. behavior.

I do not intend to discuss all road safety The French studies, based on 25,000 detailed and
regulations. Instead, I shall limit myself to the three multidisciplinary enquiries, emphasize three dominant
regulations with the greatest impact on road safety, behavior-related factors (I believe these are important
namely: in all countries, although the extent of their impact

varies):
1. speed limits
2. drinking and driving 0 excessive speed (in relation to authorized limits)
3. use of safety equipment--belts and helmets. or inapuroRriate speed (with regard to traffic and

weather conditions) is a factor in 50% of fatalities;
Next I will address road regulations in general,

and how they can be brought to the attention of the 0 alcohol is a factor in 40% of fatalities; and
public.

0 non-use of safety ecuipment (belts or helmets) is
Finally, I shall speak about the penalties that can a factor in 20% of fatalities.

be imposed in the case of non-compliance with
regulations, without forgetting that the latter are In France, at least one of these three factors is
closely bound to enforcement of such violations (we present in three fatalities out of four.
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Regulations related to these three elements of user b. Effectiveness of speed limits
behavior, enforcement of such regulations, and
corresponding sanctions, are therefore of the utmost Numerous experiences have demonstrated the
importance. effectiveness of speed limits in improving road

safety. Their favorable impact results from two
1. Speed limits mechanisms: first a reduction in average speed, then

a narrowing of the range of speeds used., more
a) Statistical relationship between speed and accidents particularly noticeable in a reduction in highest

speeds.
Speed both causes and aggravates accidents.

Conceming the speed pattems of a cluster of The effect obtained makes compliance with speed
vehicles, two parameters come into play: average limits even more important. It is therefore essential
speeds at any moment in time, and the variance of that the chosen limits selected be credible, and
their distribution. The more the average speed controls frequent enough, to ensure compliance.
increases, the greater the rate of involvement in, and Penalties must also be imposed so as to constitute a
above all gravity of, accidents; the more the deterrent and these should be in proportion with the
heterogeneousness of the speeds increases, the greater amount by which the speed limit is exceeded. The
the frequency of accidents. greater the likelihood of monitoring, the weaker can

the penalty be for the least serious offences.
Nielson (1981, Sweden) provided proof of the

relationship between accident rates and average A few experiences are cited below:
speeds. He discovered that:

1. Introduction of speed limits on French motorways
- the frequency of accidents involving material

damage varies according to the square of average In 1973, under a plan involving (1) introduction of
speed; the first major road safety measures in France

following the establishment in 1972 of the
- the frequency of accidents involving casualties Interministerial Delegation for Road Safety, and (2)

varies according to the cube of average speed; and measures taken to cope with the energy crisis, a
generalized speed limit on motorways was adopted.

- the frequency of fatalities varies according to the At the end of 1973 a speed limit of 120 kmph was
fourth power of average speed. adopted. The fatality rate--previously 3.6 per 100

million km driven -- promptly dropped over 50% to
Evans (1991, USA) arrived at another scale of 1.5. Following controversy over this speed limit,

powers: and the loosening of energy restrictions, the limit was
raised in the Spring of 1974 to 140 kmph. The

- I for accidents involving material damage fatality rate then rose to 2.1 and at the end of 1974
- 2 for accidents resulting in casualties the Government reduced the limit once again, to 130
- 4 for fatalities. kmph, where it remains today. The fatality rate then

dropped back to 1.5, the same level as when the
The French studies (INRETS, 1994) seem to speed limit was 120 kmph.

confirm this last conclusion.
2. Raising of speed limits on motorways in the US

These studies do, however, all conclude that, other
things being egual. the rate of fatalities varies In 1987, the American Congress authorized the
according to the fourth power of average speed. various States to raise the speed limit on interstate

motorways to 65 mph (104 kmph), as compared to
It is this relationship that explains the the limit of 55 mph (88 kmph) introduced in 1974.

extraordinary sensitivity of the imnact of road
accidents to any variation -- even minor -- in speeds. Forty States adopted the higher speed limit, while

8 maintained the 55 mph limit. Two States were
unaffected. We can now use this actual study to
compare the respective evolution of accidents in those
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States having raised the speed limit with those that In Switzerland, an experiment conducted over a
did not. It is estimated that the higher speed limit two-year period beginning 1982 on a 50 kmph speed
resulted in an increase of 21 % in fatalities, as limit in certain pilot cities resulted in a drop of about
predicted by experts. This corresponds to the 10% in accidents and in numbers of victims.
reduction obtained when the 55 mph speed limit was
introduced in 1974. In the same period, those States In France, one year after the new regulation
which maintained the 55 mph speed limit did not entered into force, a 9% decrease in the number of
record any increase in the number of road fatalities. fatalities and an 11 % decrease in the number of

accidents were registered, for a 3 % decrease in
3. Lowering the speed limit in built-up areas to 50 average speeds. More favorable results were
kmph obtained in daytime than at night, and results were

more favorable for pedestrians, cyclists and moped
Following Denmark (1985) and Switzerland riders, as well as for children.

(1986), in December 1990 France lowered the speed
limit in built-up areas from 60 to 50 kmph. Belgium, 4. Speed limits within the European Union
Luxembourg and Spain then followed suit.

The tables below give the speed limits established
In Denmark, this measure is estimated to have in the member countries of the European Union and

resulted in a 9% drop in road accidents, and a 24% those in countries which are joining the Union.
drop in road fatalities.

MEMBER COUNTRIES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION

European Union built-up areas roads motorways

Germany 50 100 none'

Belgium 50 90 120

Denmark 50 80 100

Spain 50 90 120

France 50 902 1302

Greece 50 80 803

Ireland 484 975 973 & 5

Italy 50 90 130

Luxembourg 50 90 120

The Netherlands 50 80 120

Portugal 60 90 120

United Kingdom 484 975 1136

1/ recommended speed: 130 kmph
2/ respectively 80 and 110 kmph in rainy weather
3/ countries with practically no motorways
4/ 30 mph
5/ 60 mph
6/ 70 mph
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COUNTRIES HAVING DECIDED TO JOIN THE EUROPEAN UNION

Austria 50 100 130

Finland 50 80 120

Norway 50 80 90

Sweden 50 70 110

As we see, there is very little difference between As emphasized in the report of the group of
the various countries of the European Union; the only experts on road safety in Central Europe, for those
exception is Germany, which has no generalized countries in Central Europe which maintain a speed
speed limit on its motorways (the 130 kmph is only limit of 60 kmph in built-up areas, one of the most
a recommended speed limit). Germany has always cost-effective measures to improve road safety would
refused to publish comparative results of road safety be a shift to 50 kmph.
on the free-speed sections of its motorways, and on
those with speed limits in force. It should also be 2. Regulation of drinking and driving
noted that in those countries which have opted for
generalized speed limits, this partial non-limitation, a) Relationship between alcohol consumption and
motivated as it is by industrial competitiveness, is a accidents
subject for debate.

Alcohol consumption dramatically increases the
Another fact of note is that of the 12 countries risk of accidents. In France, as of July 1994, the

comprising the European Union, nine have a speed maximum B.A.C. (Blood Alcohol Count) compatible
limit of 90 kmph or less on secondary roads, and with driving was 0.8 grams of alcohol per liter of
nine a speed limit of 120 kmph or less on blood. Alcohol, second only to speed, is a factor in
motorways. 40% of fatal accidents. Traffic monitoring revealed

the following percentages of drivers exceeding the
In addition, these countries are almost unanimous legal B.A.C.

in agreeing on a 50 kmph limit in built-up areas, the
only exception being Portugal which maintains its
limit of 60 kmph. It is also Portugal which has the
worst traffic safety level in the European Union.
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% of drivers exceeding the legal B.A.C. level

40 %

35 %

30 %/a

25 0/0

20 %
20%

15 %/

10 %

10 0/0 

6 %_

5% 20/% -
in traffic in accidents in accidents in accidents in accidents

involving involving involving
material damage physical damage fatalities

French studies have established the relationship and the B.A.C. of the driver. Such results arn- hi !in,
between the risk of being involved in a fatal accident with those of the different international stutiec

carried out.
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It should be stressed that troubles with driving are b) Effectiveness of regulations concerning alcohol
clearly present at a level of 0.3 grams/liter, that from
0.5 grams/liter on, the risk of fatality is multiplied by In France the 1978 legislation authorizing
two, and that it is multiplied by 10 at 0.8 grams/liter preventive B.A.C. checking had a quite noticeable
which is the maximum rate most currently adopted and immediate impact: a 9% drop in fatalities during
within the European Union. the first six months. This impact then decreased

somewhat, the frequency of monitoring having been
These figures clearly show that from the strict insufficient to ensure the credibility of that regulation.

point of view of road safety, B.A.C. for driving
should not exceed 0.3 grams/liter. Reinforcement of information campaigns, and

more frequent preventive controls, are both priority
In looking at the problem of alcohol and road issues.

safety, we should not overlook pedestrians.
According to a British study, one-third of the c) Maximum B.A.C. in the countries of the European
pedestrians killed in traffic accidents were under the Union
influence of alcohol.

MAXIMUM LEGAL B.A.C. IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

Germany 0.80 grams/liter

Belgium 0.80 grams/liter

Denmark 0.80 gramns/liter

Spain 0.80 grams/liter

France 0.70 grams/liter

Greece 0.50 grams/liter

Ireland 1.0 grams/liter

Italy 0.80 grams/liter

Luxembourg 0.80 grams/liter

Netherlands 0.50 grams/liter

Portugal 0.50 grams/liter

United Kingdom 0.80 grams/liter

Countries having decided to join the European Union

Austria 0.80 grams/liter

Finland 0.50 grams/liter

Norway 0.50 grams/liter

Sweden 0.20 grams/liter
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The above tables reveal that the majority (seven 3. Use of safety equipment (safety belts and
out of 12) of the countries currently belonging to the helmets)
European Union have a maximum B.A.C. of 0.8
grams/liter; the Netherlands, Portugal and Greece a) Effectiveness of safety belts and helmets
stand at 0.5 grams/liter; Belgium decided to move to
0.5 grams/liter (a measure that will enter into effect An analysis of accidents shows that the use of
only when the police have been supplied with the helmets by motorcyclists and moped riders, and the
appropriate equipment); since July, France has been use of seat belts by automobile drivers and passengers
at 0.7 grams/liter; and Ireland -- at 1.0 gram/liter -- decreases the risk of being killed in a traffic accident
is currently considering lowering the level to 0.8. by one-half or one-third.

The European Commission has proposed a draft The following curve shows the proportion of
directive setting a maximum B.A.C. of 0.5 people killed among those involved in an accident,
grams/liter for its member States. However, this according to whether they were wearing safety belts,
proposal has not yet been accepted. and to the variation of speed at the time of impact.

Among the four countries scheduled to join the
Union, Austria is at 0.5, Finland and Norway at 0.5,
and Sweden stands at 0.2.

100 involved

90.

80-

70-

60-
no seat belt worn

50-

40-

20- /seat belts worm

0 (speed variation)

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 km/h

SPEED VARIATION = SPEED AT IMPACT - RESIDUAL SPEED
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b) Safety equipment requirement Now I would like to mention a few general
thoughts about traffic regulations.

In France, use of a helmet for both drivers and
passengers of motorcycles or mopeds, and safety The first remark I would like to make is related to
belts in cars and light trucks, is compulsory. Since the credibility of regulations and their acceptance by
December 1, 1990, this regulation has also applied to members of the public.
the rear seats of vehicles. Since January 1992,
children must also be restrained, by means of a Acknowledgement by the public that a regulation
device adapted to their age. is well founded is a condition for its adoption by the

Administration. It also means that the regulation will
In accordance with a European directive, from be complied with--more or less voluntarily--by users,

January 1993 the use of seat belts in both the front and that penalties will be accepted when offences are
and rear seats of vehicles has been compulsory committed. As has probably already been stated,
throughout the European Union. The same directive discrepancies between public opinion and scientific
establishes the principle that children riding in knowledge as to the causes of accidents result in
vehicles should be restrained by appropriate devices. delays, sometimes major, in adopting measures that

could significantly reduce the road death toll. To
Such requirements are necessary to achieve a high provide the public with objective data on road

level of compliance with safety regulations, accidents accidents is therefore a very primary task, and one
being fortunately too rare to persuade people to use can but regret that the amount of money allotted to
such equipment voluntarily, based on personal road safety information campaigns is generally
experience. But although such requirements are speaking not proportionate to the cost to society that
necessary, they are by no means sufficient. Once road accidents represent; it is certainly well below the
again, information, monitoring and penalties are sums spent by automobile manufacturers on their
essential. advertising campaigns. In France, public opinion on

the three major regulations I have discussed differs
c) Widely varying usage rates widely.

In France, while rates of helmet usage are With regard to alcohol, the public is now well
reasonably satisfactory for motorcyclists (97% in aware of the incompatibility between driving and
rural areas, 95 % in built-up areas) and moped riders drinking too much alcohol ("drink or drive, you must
(80%), as is the usage of seat belts by car drivers choose"). It is even recognized that drinking and
and front-seat passengers in rural areas (more than driving is the major cause of road fatalities, although
90%), the situation varies widely elsewhere: those according to our records it is in second position,
using seat belts in the rear seats of motor vehicles behind excess speed. The problem remaining
remain in the minority (from 30% to 50% on unsolved today is that the public feels that the
motorways, much less on other roads) as do those drinking and driving problem concerns only chronic
wearing front-seat belts when in town. There are drinkers, while we are well aware that it may
also major local discrepancies (more than 80% in the concern any driver in certain special circumstances.
cities of Eastern and Northern France; less a 50% in
the cities of Southern France). There is no longer any real opposition to using

seat belts or helmets, and the recent measure under
d) Effectiveness of information and monitoring which one point is subtracted from drivers' licenses
campaigns for the non-usage of belts or helmets is now generally

accepted without argument. This is why, in practice,
In May 1994, France decided to subtract one point once obtained any gain in the usage rate is

from drivers' licenses for each case of non-usage of maintained. The use of safety devices is primarily a
safety helmets or seat belts. This measure was matter of habit: a reflex to be acquired. The
accompanied by a vigorous information campaign and principal problem is to make people understand that
a strong presence of police to monitor the usage of seat belts and helmets must be used even when
seat belts. running small routine errands, at moderate speeds, in

built-up areas.
One month after this measure was introduced, seat

belt usage had increased dramatically (by one-third) Speed, however, is quite another matter. There is
where it was at its weakest: in built-up areas. a great deal of controversy, less as to the principle of
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speed limits than to the part played by speed in It seems that the public would draw a greater
accidents, to the level of speed limits established on lesson from low but certain sanctions than from
certain road infrastructure, to the way speed is higher but aleatory sanctions administered only after
monitored, and to the level of sanctions imposed. a lengthy period of time. The high level of
This, therefore, is where we need to act first. It is sanctions could appear disproportionate with the
particularly important to have a logical link between, seriousness of the violation if such violations are
on one side, the characteristics of the various committed only occasionally, but it would be
infrastructure and the way they are understood by indispensable if we are to achieve sufficient
users, and on the other, the level of authorized dissuasion. The judicial system, with its solemnity,
speeds. This is why it makes no sense to enforce a 50 its potential for contentious debate and deliberation of
kmph speed limit on a road that is not -- by its layout all the circumstances having led to the offence, and
and environment -- clearly urban. its resulting ponderousness and delays, should

probably be resorted to only in the most serious
The last general remark I would like to make is violations, or called in to settle disputed cases.

about regulation, and its extraordinary complexity,
resulting from an accumulation over time of many In this respect, the license points system in force
legislative texts of varying importance which can be in Germany and the United Kingdom, and adopted in
clearly understood only by specialists in the matter. France in July 1992, is of great interest, first because

it involves both pedagogical and deterrent aspects and
The British experience of documenting for the is principally directed toward repeat offenders, and

public in a simple, well-balanced format--the second because it serves as a warning and a call to
"highway code"--the principal rules of driving, merits order for the occasional offender.
consideration. In France, the long job of rewriting
our highway code in order to update and simplify it, In conclusion, I would like to emphasize the
has just begun. positive aspect of exchanges between countries, and

particularly between European countries, of their
I am going to conclude with the question of respective experiences with traffic regulations,

sanctions. It is difficult to make a precise conditions of implementation, enforcement, and
comparison of sanctions-related policies developed in compliance by members of the public. I believe that
the various countries of the European Union, as they such exchanges would be particularly useful in the
vary so much in procedures used and levels of field of control and sanctions. This is without doubt
sanctions imposed for a given offence. It should be the field in which the respective doctrines of the
emphasized that comparisons must not be limited to different countries are the least well known and
texts in force, but should include their conditions of probably the most removed from one another;
application. It is essential to consider the frequency however, it is a basic area for lasting improvements
of controls, since this determines the probability of a in road safety.
violator being caught.

I see two major positive aspects to developing such
Fundamental aspects of what might be termed exchanges:

"road delinquency" is its wholesale character, the
common and repetitive character of the offences - ensuring that everyone benefits from the results,
committed and the insignificant level of moral positive or negative, obtained in other countries,
censure that accompanies most of them. The thus accelerating the creation of efficient systems
monitoring and sanctions system must be adapted to which are vital given the urgency of the matter
this reality. (saving lives);

- bringing regulations and practices progressively
In the case of the most common offences, and as into line in order to avoid where possible the

we have already seen with regard to speeding, it is controversy that always arises over discrepancies
thus essential to aim chiefly for the strictest possible between national regulations and over their
monitoring, by means of an automated system respective merits.
requiring little human input, and timely, automated
processing to reduce as much as possible the period As exchanges are multiplying between European
between commission of the offence and a penalty countries, both for economical and professional
being imposed. reasons and for tourism, our objective must be the

establishment of a real European zone of road safety.
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ROAD USERS' BEHAVIOR:
LEGISLATION, REGULATION AND PENALTIES

Mr. Andres Grzegorczyk
Advisor to the Minister

Head of the Road Safety Office
Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy

POLAND

ROAD TRAFFIC RULES IN POLAND
CONCERNING ROAD SAFETY

* Speed limits
* Seat belts

-Wearing seat belts is obligatory for drivers
and passengers of cars

-There are a few exceptions: some categories of
drivers and children under 10 yrs. of age

-The rule concerns passengers of rear seats too
if rear seats are fitted with belts

-The rule was introduced on 1. 10. 1991

* Children on front seat

-It is forbidden to carry children under 10 yrs.
of age on front seat of a car without appropriate
child restraint

-The rule was introduced on January 1992
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SPEED LIMITS IN POLAND

RESIDENTIAL BUILT-UP RURAL MOTORWAYS
ZONE AREAS AREAS

Type of Vehicle km/h km/h km/h km/h

Cars, motorcycles, 20 60 90 110
vans

Cars, motorcycles, vans
towing trailers;
Good vehicles (including those 20 60 70 70
towing trailers), Articulated
vehicles,
Special vehicles;
Tramways

Buses and coaches without 20 60 70 90
trailer

Buses and coaches towing 20 60 70 70
trailer

Tractors (including tractors 20 30 30 30
towing trailers)

PENALTIES

*Safety helmets * Admonishment

Wearing safety helmets is obligatory for riders * Fine
and passengers of motorcycles, scooters and -Depending on the kind of offence, fine ranges
mopeds from 25 000 zl to 500 000 zl

The rule was introduced in 1971 * Body of citizens having jurisdiction over minor
offences

*Alcohol
-Depending on the kind of offence drivers can be

It is forbidden to drive after drinking alcohol sentenced as follows:

Legal blood alcohol concentration is 0,2% -reprimand;
-fine from 250 000 zi to 1 500 000 zl;

The rule was introduced on 26.10.1982 -arrest; and
-disqualification from driving.

*Penalty point system
* Court

Penalty point system for drivers was -Depending on the kind of offence drivers can be
introduced in May 1993 sentenced as follows:

-fine;
-prison for period 6 months to 10 years; and
-disqualification from driving.
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Killed and injured in alcohol-related accidents in Poland (1988-1993)

Year Pedestrians under the influence of alcohol Driver under the influence of alcohol

Accidents Killed Injured Accidents Killed Injured

1988 3 915 667 3 427 3 807 709 4 711

1989 4 496 798 3 938 4 826 1 055 6 120

1990 4 624 845 3 991 6 705 1 396 8 670

1991 4 620 793 4 051 7 091 1 398 9 314

1992 4 230 630 3 740 6 412 1 142 8 665

1993 4 015 662 3 517 6 129 1 087 8 058

Alcohol-related accidents in Poland (1988-1993)

Year Pedestrians under the Driver under the influence of Other causes %
influence of alcohol % alcohol %

1988 10 11 79

1989 10 10 80

1990 10 15 75

1991 8 13 79

1992 8 13 79

1993 8 13 79

Alcohol-related accidents in Poland in 1993

; Pedestrians under the influence of alcohol 8%

* Driver under the influence of alcohol 13%

* Other causes 79%
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Factors causing road traffMc accidents in Poland in 1993

Accidents % Killed % Injured %

Driver behavior 73 73 79

Wet or icy surface 25 28 26

Pedestrian behavior 27 27 21

Alcohol-related 21 28 20

Poor weather conditions 9 11 9

Improper traffic control, road 10 11 10
equipment

Technical conditions of 2 3 2
vehicle I

Year Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of Number of
accidents killed injured vehicles in passenger cars in killed per

thousand of thousand pieces 100 accidents
pieces

1980 40 373 6 002 46 245 5 496 2 383 15

1981 43 755 6 107 51 365 5853 2 634 14

1982 38 832 5 535 45 693 5 996 2 882 14

1983 40 454 5 561 47 463 6 417 3 179 14

1984 35 768 4 980 41 325 6 850 3 426 14

1985 36 100 4 688 42 290 7 089 3 671 13

1986 37 133 4 667 43 150 7 476 3 946 13

1987 36 433 4 625 42 272 7 795 4 232 13

1988 37 538 4 851 43 626 8214 4 519 13

1989 46 338 6 724 53 639 8 596 4 846 15

1990 50 532 7 333 59 611 9 041 5 261 15

1991 54 038 7 901 65 242 9 860 6 112 15

1992 50 989 6 949 61 046 10 207 6 505 14

1993 48 901 6 341 58 812 10 483 6 711 13
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LEGAL REGULATION OF ROAD TRAFIC SAFETY IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

The safety and fluency of road traffic are consideration recommendations on WP for road
influenced by a number of factors namely from the traffic in the European Economic Commission of
person, the vehicle and the roads. Legal regulations UN, but in addition, it incorporates experience and
concerning safety and fluent road traffic play an information obtained during the application of the
important role. Legal regulation has been until now previous legal regulations. Its objective is to increase
based on the governmental Decree No. 54/1953 Col. traffic safety and traffic fluency.
on road traffic and the wording of its subsequent
regulations. For implementation, a considerable The regulation on drinking and driving vehicles is
number of executive regulations have been issued, more precisely defined. The driver may not drink an
almost 20 of which are valid nowadays. alcoholic beverage during driving and may not drive

immediately after drinking an alcoholic beverage, or
The problems of surface communications are, as for such a period of time after drinking an alcoholic

a whole, regulated by Act No. 135/1961 Col., on beverage, when he could still be under the influence
surface communications (Road Act). of alcohol.

Conditions on operating road traffic and domestic On request of a member of the Czech Police
dispatch services, the rights and duties of legal and Corps, the driver is obliged to submit himself to an
natural persons connected with these, as well as the examination for the influence of alcohol or other
jurisdiction (competence) and executive role of addictive substances. The exam on alcohol is
governmental administration entities in this field are conducted by means of breath test and, if the result
regulated by Act No. 111/1994 Vol., on road is positive, it is also done by a medical test,
transport. specifically by taking a blood sample and testing it.

The condition of vehicle using the roads is To increase the protection of pedestrians on roads
regulated mainly by the Decree of the Federal with several traffic lanes, it is required that if a
Ministry of Transport No. 41/1984 Col., and the driver decreases his driving speed, or if he stops his
Decree No. 248/1991 Col. vehicle before the zebra crossing, the drivers of other

vehicles driving in the same direction are obliged to
The outline of legal regulations concerning road do the same, if the safety of the pedestrians who are

traffic appearing in the Highway Code, including crossing require this.
some new provisions, regarding legal requirements
for obtaining a driving license and new legal Where the allowable speed is higher than 40 km
provisions concerning responsibility for traffic per hour, the motorcycle drivers and their passengers
offences. are obliged to use properly fastened helmets, when

driving either in the municipality or out of it.
Several remarks on some arrangements of the

Decree of the Federal Ministry of Interior No. The obligation for any passengers sitting on a seat
9911989 Col., on road traffic on the roads for which a safety belt is mandatory to duly use the
(Highway Code) and the wording of subsequent belt is expanded to cover also driving in a
regulations. municipality. At the same time, the decree

establishes for what persons this obligation is not
Vehicle traffic on highways, motorways, local valid. For example, taxi drivers when transporting

roads and special roads is regulated by the Decree people in a municipality, persons smaller than 150
No. 99/1989 Col., which came into effect on 1st cm, etc.
January, 1990. The legal regulations of this decree
include earlier amendments of the Highway Code In municipalities, on roads with two or more
which has been valid almost 15 years. The Decree traffic lanes in one direction, the motor vehicle driver
takes into consideration the international agreement until now has been allowed to use whichever traffic
on road traffic and on traffic signs, it also takes into lane he wants. For higher fluency of traffic flow, it
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is newly required that if the driver driving his vehicle Traffic signs takes precedence over general traffic
in a left lane, prevent a faster vehicle in its drive, the regulations.
driver in the left hand side is obliged to make this
lane free as soon as possible. This is not true, Transportable vertical traffic signs takes
however, for the driver who uses this left hand side precedence over permanent vertical traffic signs. The
lane for turning to the left, or making a U-turn into term transportable traffic sign is understood to mean
opposite direction. a sign placed on a pole (stick), with red and white

stripes, or on a vehicle.
Speed limits for bus drivers, and drivers of motor

vehicles of a total weight not more than 3,500 kg, Special provisions on trafric in residential or
and motorcycle drivers, is 90 km per hour on most pedestrian areas form the legal preconditions for
roads, and 110 km per hour on the motorways and calming trafflc on some roads and for pedestrian
highways except for motorcycles. Other types preference.
vehicles may go at 80 km per hour, at the most, on
all roads. Pedestrians can use the whole width of the roads

in residential and pedestrian areas. In residential
In municipality (urban) areas, the driver may drive area, children may play games on the streets. Only

at 60 km per hour at the most, except motorways and cars travelling at reduced traffic speeds are allowed
highways where the limit is 80 km per hour. to drive in the pedestrian area.

Motor vehicles having a total weight higher than In residential and pedestrian areas, the driver may
7,500 kg and truck trailer combination are prohibited drive at 20 km per hour at the most. At the same
from driving on motorways, highways, on the first time he has to pay higher attention to pedestrians
class roads and on the roads for inernational whom he may not endanger.
transport at the following times:

a) on Sundays and other public holidays from 0.00 11.
hrs to 22.00 hrs.

Conditions for obtaining a driving license
b) on Saturdays during the period from Ist July

until 31st August, from 7.00 hrs to 20.00 hrs. Motor vehicles may only be driven by people who
have an appropriate license. Driving license can be

Highway Code establishes literally that: at least issued only to people who
one driving lane - 3 m wide - must remain free for
traffic in each direction whenever a vehicle is - have reached adequate (prescribed) age;
stopped, either parked or standing with someone
staying with the vehicle. - are physically and psychically able to drive a

motor vehicle;
The driver's obligation is to be very careful, at the

railways crossing, concerns all rails crossings, even - are reliable for driving a motor vehicle;
those where the flashing white light is on.

- have gone through the prescribed education and
If the car is not equipped with blinkers (direction training;

indicating lights), or when they are broken, the driver
signals he will change his direction by stretching his - have proved demonstrated ability to drive motor
arm and hand sideways. A new provision is that by vehicles; and
bending his arm upwards at the elbow, he gives a
sign on changing his direction to the right. - have fulfilled other conditions prescribed for

driving particular groups, or types of motor
Motorcycle drivers have to drive even when the vehicles.

visibility is not decreased with low beam lights.
Drivers' ages

A person younger than 12 years old or a person
smaller than 150 cm is not allowed to travel on the Driving license may, in general, be issued only to
seat (seats) next to the driver. persons older than 18 years. However, a driving
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license for driving motor vehicles of groups A and T - practical training in motor vehicle maintenance;
may be given to a person older than 17 years and a and
driving license for driving motor vehicles of group A - theoretical and practical training in providing first
(M) may be issued to a person who is older than 15 aid.
years.

The training is carried out according to the scope
Physical and psychical capability to drive motor and manner determined by a curriculum.

vehicles
If an applicant for a driving license for motor

Criteria for physical and psychical capability to vehicles groups AB or A (M) cannot take part in the
drive motor vehicles are regulated by directives of training at a training center - because of valid reasons
Ministry of Health, regarding judging health fitness - he may be trained individually, subject to approval
for driving motor vehicles, trolley busses and trans. of the district traffic inspectorate.

Determining the physical and psychical capability Tests of professional capability of the driving
of the driving-license applicants and the medical license applicants
examinations of motor vehicle drivers are carried out
by either an establishment (factory) doctor from the The capability of an applicant for a driving license
driver's working place, or in other cases a local is tested from knowledge of:
doctor according to the driver's permanent residence.

- the Highway Code (regulations of traffic),
Reliability for motor vehicle driving

- motor vehicles and their maintenance; and
A person is not reliable for driving a motor

vehicle who: - driving.

a) according to the determination of a court, town The tests of the capability to drive motor vehicles
hall or district traffic inspectorate has are usually carried out by a testing "commissioner"
committed a crime or an offence, from which of the traffic inspectorates.
it is clear that he does not have the discipline
necessary for road traffic safety, at the time of The result of each exam is scored either by
submitting the application; "passed" or "has not passed".

b) drinks alcohol too much and too often or uses The test on the Highway Code is a written test.
addictive items; and The tested person can score a maximum of 55 points.

To pass the exam the applicant has to score:
c) has been forbidden to drive a motor vehicle by

a court. - for groups A, B, A (M) and T, at least 50
points;

Driving license applicants
- for group C, at least 52 points; and

Any applicant for a driving license has to go
through training at a training center. Only - for group D, at least 53 points.
applications who will reach the age prescribed for
issuing a driving license, before the date of finishing The applicants are given 20 minutes to complete
the training, may be included in the training the test.
programs.

The test on knowledge of motor vehicles and their
The training program consists of: maintenance is usually carried out orally.

- teaching a theory; The test on motor vehicle driving takes at least 20
- practical training on motor vehicle driving, which minutes. The applicant for driving license has to be

is being carried out on a simulator, in a driving able to drive a motor vehicle in such a way that he is
car training area and in actual traffic; able to follow the traffic situation and to react on the

traffic situation in time and in a correct way.
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After passing the exam successfully, the district taken into consideration. It is also important whether
traffic inspectorate issues the applicant the driving and how the same offence appears in the disciplinary
license. or punishment proceedings of the law.

For more offences from the same offender, the
III. most strictly charged sanctions provided in the

resolution are imposed. Prohibition of activities
Executive responsibility for traffic offences (prohibition to drive motor vehicles) may be imposed

for any offence.
Consistent compliance with road traffic regulations

is one of the main pre-conditions for safe and fluent The maximum fine (penalty) which can be
traffic. Those who do not respect these regulations imposed is up to 1,000 Kc, if a special part of the
and do not act in compliance with the law (commit a Act on offences or if another act does not determine
legal offence), and have to count on legal a higher fine.
responsibility for such a behavior. The least offence
in traffic is an offence. In the "block" execution, it is possible to impose

a fine of up to 5,000 Kc, if the Act on offences or
According to § 2 par. 1, Act No. 200/1990 Col. another Act does not admit imposition of a higher

on offences, in the meaning of the subsequent fine. In the "injunction" case it is possible to impose
regulations, such any act that breaks or endangers the a fine up to 2,000 Kc.
society's interests, is a traffic offence, whether it is
explicitly stated in the cited act or in any other act, as Prohibition of activities can be imposed only for
long as it is not an executive offence, punishable offences listed in a special part of the Act on
according to another, special legal regulation. offences, or in another Act, and only for a period of

time allowed - two years at the longest. If the
A person who commits an offence only out of violation occurs on an activity being performed by

neglect, still bears the responsibility for the offence the offender as a job, or some similar status, it is
if it is not explicitly stated in the act, that intentional necessary to have the permission or an agreement of
cause is necessary. A person who has not reached the governmental body for its imposition, if he
the age of 15 years on the date of committing the commits such an offence during the activity or in
offence, is not considered responsible for it. connection with it. The time during which the

offender may not perform this activity as a result of
It is not admissible to try an offence or to execute the measures imposed, by the governmental

any sanctions, if more than one year has passed since administration body, in connection with the offence,
it was committed, or if any amnesty covers it. is included into the period of prohibition of activities.

The sanctions which may be imposed for traffic It is possible to drop the rest of the prohibition of
offences include: activities after half of the time of a sanction has

elapsed, if the offender has proves by his way of life,
a) rebukes, that it is not necessary to execute the rest of it.
b) fines (penalties), or
c) prohibition of activities An offence against safety and fluency of road

traffic, according to § 22 par. I letter a) of the Act
Sanctions may be imposed independently or jointly on offences may be committed by any person who, as

with other sanctions. However, it is impossible to a driver of a truck (lorry) does not respect the
impose rebuke together with a fine. It is sometimes limitations for driving this type of vehicle. The
possible to waive the imposition of a sanction for an driver may be fined up to 5,000 Kc for such an
offence, if only negotiation regarding the offence is offence.
enough for the offender to improve.

An offence, according to § 22 par. I letter b) of
When determining the kind of sanction and its the Act on offences, is committed by any person

terms, the seriousness of the offence, especially the who, by breaking generally biding legal regulation on
way it was committed and its consequences, the safety and fluency of road traffic has caused an
circumstances under which is was committed, the accident or a situation which may result in such an
motives, and the personality of the offender are all accident.
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For such an offence, a fine of 7,000 Kc and alcoholic beverage or using another addictive items,
prohibition of driving up to one year, can be imposed to work or carry out any other activity during which
in an executive hearing. In the "block" execution, it he could endanger the health of other people or
is possible to impose a fine of up to 2,000 Kc for destroy property.
such an offence.

When the alcohol level found in the driver's blood
For an offence which falls into the category of § is one per mille or more, he is considered to be in

22 par., 1 letter a) of Act on offences committed by state of "excluding capability" (unfit). For such an
a person whose behavior falls within the description offence a fine of up to 15,000 Kc and prohibition of
under letter b) such as a public transport driver or a driving up to two years can be imposed if it is not,
truck (lorry) driver transporting in the cargo space some form of behavior which is classified as a
more than six persons or a tractor driver transporting criminal offence.
people on the cargo space of a tractor trailer, the
offender can be fined in an "executive" hearing, up The driver who refuses to have his breath tested,
to 10,000 Kc and prohibition of activities up to one can be punished in the same way as if his breath test
year. In the "block" execution, it is possible to had been positive or if he refuses to have his blood
impose a fine up to only 2,000 Kc for such an sample tested for the presence of alcohol or other
offence. addictive items, when such a test is not a threat for

his health, he can also be punished in the same way.
Offences falling under § 22 par., I letter d) of Act

on offences are committed by people who break Currently, the majority of offences against traffic
generally binding regulations on traffic safety and safety and fluency are tried in a "block" execution.
fluency, by any other act than the one listed under This is a simplified form of trial for offences, which
letter a), b) and c). For such offences, the offender features an informal procedure. It is quick and has an
can be fined in an "executive" hearing up to 2,000 immediate effect. It is a type of trial for less serious
Kc and in the "block" execution up to 5,000. offences. Its substance is that the person who

commits an offence receives the fine in a "block"
In the Czech republic, driving a motor vehicle execution without further hearing and usually directly

after drinking the least volume of alcohol or taking on the spot.
other addictive items is absolutely prohibited.

The legal conditions for "block" executions are the
In the sphere of protection against alcoholism and following: reliable findings on the offence (complete

other addictions according to § 30 par. I letter g) of and exact), "only rebuke" is not sufficient
the Act on offences, the offence is committed by any punishment, the offender has to have explained why
person who, after drinking an alcoholic beverage or his behavior is against the law. The offender is
after using other addictive items performs his job or willing to pay the imposed fine, he agrees with the
any other work, where he could endanger the health findings of the action, with the legal classification of
of other people or destroy property. his behavior and with the legal consequences for the

offence - i.e. the size of the fine.
This offence is committed by any driver in whose

blood on alcohol level of up to one per mille is The offences committed by breaking generally
found. For such an offence, a fine of up to 10,000 binding legal regulations on safety and fluency of
Kc and prohibition of driving can be imposed. traffic, are handled mainly by the bodies of the Czech

police corps and offences committed because of not
It is also an offence, according to § 30 par., I respecting restrictions based on local traffic

letter h) of Act on offences, for a person who is in a regulations (for example: traffic signs "No Stopping",
state of "excluding capability", caused by drinking an "No Standing") are handled in the "block

executions", and also by the municipal (city) police.
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ENFORCEMENT OF TRAFFIC REGULATIONS AND THE ROLE OF ROAD POLICE

A SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

A specialized national road police force is an important asset. The system of controls and penalties is
key to accident prevention as it is a condition for the efficiency of any road safety policy. The number of
police personnel should be in relation to traffic. They should be provided with modern equipment which can
greatly increase enforcement efficiency and give a positive image of road policy strength. A control strategy
should be defined in relation to the system of penalties, a penalty point system being most efficient.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

Enforcing compliance with road legislation is an important element of a comprehensive road safety
policy and a specialized road police force is an important asset in enforcement. The number of members on
the police force as well as its organizational structure should depend primarily on the population, on the
length of the road network and must be in relation to the automobile fleet. Police forces must coordinate
their activities with other agencies such as the judicial system which applies sanctions, the emergency systems
which provide assistance to road accident victims, etc. Police must be trained appropriately in areas such as
traffic control techniques, accident studies, first aid, mechanics, human relations, etc. They must provide
their services in such a way that the population will consider them useful and supportive to society.

Police must have at their disposal sufficient control and surveillance equipment such as motorcycles,
cars, stationary and in-vehicle computer systems, radars with cameras - and electronic breath analyzers.
Equipment is an important investment and one must provide, from the beginning, sufficient funds not only
for their purchase but also for their maintenance. In some countries, the income from fines is used to
purchase and/or maintain equipment at least in part. This is required in order to make controls with
appropriate efficiency and give a positive image of its strength.

New technologies must be used to systematically deal with contested penalties until they are
resolved. The speed of the penalty process is a must to ensure the smooth functioning of a point system.
The implementation of a point system is highly desirable in countries where it does not already exist.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF ITERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

o Providing road police with appropriate modern equipment to meet the objectives of traffic regulation
enforcement is a priority of any defined road safety strategy.

o Studies have to be carried out to define activity and efficiency indicators for road police, in the area
of control, to make valid international comparisons. These might include the number of checks
regarding speed limits, alcohol breath analyzer tests, seat belt use, etc. in relation to the number of
vehicles, the traffic volume, the number of license holders, etc.;

0 The proposal, from Bulgaria and Hungary, to create an international information exchange for the
region, which would enable sharing road police experiences, organizational, equipment-related and
other issues, should be acted on.
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HIGHWAY PATROL OF THE GUARDIA CIVIL

Spain's Commander of the Guardia Civil's Highway Patrol
Brigadier-General Guillerno Ostos Mateos

General Organization of the Highway Patrol In 1958, after several years of preliminary study,
the pilot Unit of the Guardia Civil's Highway Patrol

A description of the salient features of the was set up consisting of 58 men, 7 vehicles and 30
organization as well as some functions of Spain's motorcycles.
Highway Patrol is presented as follows:

From that time on, its activity was expanded and
I. Number of police officers in relation to population gradually introduced in the whole country, until 1961
and number of vehicles; when the Patrol consisted of:

II. General organization of the Highway Patrol; Colonel 1
Lieutenant-colonels 2

III. Description of each post's hierarchy and Majors 5
principal tasks; Captains 25

Lieutenants 52
IV. Personnel recruitment practice; Non-commissioned officers 115

Corporals 535
V. Materials and budgets; Guardias 3,035

VI. Penalty system; A total of 3,770 personnel when the population
was nearly 30 million people and the total number of

VII. Efficiency of the penalty system; and vehicles was 1,463,710. At that time, there were
21,379 accidents and 1,335 fatalities.

VIII. Coordination of enforcement and National
Plans, including advertising campaigns. Since then, personnel has been increased up to the

present number (1993) when there were 46,304
I. Number of Police OMcers in Relation to accidents and 4,599 fatalities, while the number of

Population and Number of Vehicles vehicles amounted to 17,809,897.

Spain has an area of 504,750 km2 and a population General 1
of 39,5 millions. The total number of vehicles is Colonels 5
almost 18,000,000. Lieutenant-colonels 11

Majors 19
The road network is made up of 2,558 kms of Captains 64

motorways, 2,135 kms of dual carriageway roads, Lieutenants 66
20,700 kms of other national truck roads, 71,603 kms Non-commissioned officers 399
of regional roads and 64,479 kms of provincial roads Corporals 760
totalling, in all, 161,475 kms. Guardsmen/women 6,534

The cars boom, started in 1950, made it necessary Total 7,859
to have a greater number of better trained forces,
equipped with the most suitable means to fulfill their This number of personnel is not final, as we aim
duties. to have 11,000 policemen at the end of the next five

years, which would be considered as the right
number for the present population and number of
vehicles.
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II. General Organization of the Highway Patrol Services Department

Apart from the regional authorities' competence, This department which is commanded by a colonel
the Ministry of the Interior is the relevant authority of the Guardia Civil is in charge of the technical
concerning enforcement and traffic control in terms supervision and inspection of the services to be
of road safety. Furthermore its competence can be carried out by the Highway Patrol. Its duties are the
obtained on request. following:

The law provides that local police (municipal) and - Services
the Guardia Civil (state-wide) are in charge of - Computing
enforcement and traffic control in cities and non - Statistics
built-up areas respectively. - Cartography

- Information
Given its relevance and wider field of activity, we

will focus on the State Highway Patrol, that is to say, Material Department
the Guardia Civil.

This department is commanded by a colonel of the
The organization of the Highway Patrol and of its Guardia Civil and is responsible for the management,

operational units is composed of: maintenance and inspection of the Patrol's material
and equipment. Its duties are the following:

- Patrol Headquarters
- 6 patrol areas - Transmissions
- 13 sectors - Mobile material
- 49 subsectors - Fuel
- 233 detachments - Special equipment

- Uniforms and equipments
III. Description of Each Post's Hierarchy and - Photographic Laboratory

Principal Tasks
Coordinator with the Traffic Directorate

Patrol Headquarters
This function is carried out by a lieutenant-colonel

A Brigadier-General of the Guardia Civil is in of the Guardia Civil and it consists in managing all
command of the Highway Patrol assisted by the the Highway Patrol's needs and personal relationship
following auxiliary departments: with the steering committee of the Traffic

Directorate.
- Staff Department
- Services Department Liaison with the Road Transport Directorate
- Material Department
- Coordinator with the Traffic Directorate A colonel of the Guardia Civil carries out this
- Liaison with the Transport Directorate function which is very similar to the one developed

for the coordinator with the Traffic Directorate, but
Staff Department with the Road Transport Directorate, since these are

two separate institutions belonging to different
A colonel of the Guardia Civil commands the Staff ministries.

Department carrying out the following duties:
Operational Units

- Personnel
- Justice Highwav Patrol Areas
- Management and accounting
- Technical office These are commanded by a lieutenant-colonel of
- Records and archives the Guardia Civil in charge of:
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- coordinating the services related to the sectors nationwide problem involving everybody, should be
of his area; noted.

- advising and keeping the relevant General Presently, the Highway Patrol is developing a
informed on his specialty-related matters. blood test campaign, especially on weekends and in

places with higher accident rates due to their
Highway Patrol Sectors potentiality for accidents, as well as large

concentrations of young people.
These are commanded by a major of the Guardia

Civil in charge of: Speed controls are now more frequent on
expressways and consequently the number of

- coordinating each of the province-wide penalties is greater, thereby increasing the on-the-spot
subsectors; deterrence factor.

- studying regional and inter-regional problems. IV. Personnel Recruitment Practices

Subsectors The Highway Patrol Academy has been training
the different specialists who make up the Patrol. Two

These are the CENTRAL Service Units of the specialties are considered basic: Motorcyclists and
Highway Patrol on a provincial scale. There is a Reports.
subsector for each province commanded by a captain
of the Guardia Civil. The others specialists enable certain traffic

guardias to carry out specific services like the
Detachments following:

These are the BASIC Service Units and the - Radar and Photocontrol
smallest Highway Patrol groups. They can be - Laboratory
commanded by either an officer, a non-commissioned - Transport
officer or a corporal depending on the detachment's
importance. Furthermore, those officers who wish to join the

Highway Patrol are required to attend a course as
Reports on Accidents Rates. Speed. Blood Tests, lieutenants to be properly trained.
Seat Belts, and Crash Helmets

Entrance Conditions
Since 1980, the accidents rate increased steadily in

Spain. This made Spanish authorities take measures Motorcyclists
to curb such a development, so in 1989 the Road
Safety Act came into force whereby stiffer fines were - Rank of guardias and ONE YEAR of service
established, although still according to the country's - Maximum age of 33
living standard - a blood-test campaign was launched - Driving license B-1 and B-2 (military)
and speed controls were strengthened, following the
national dual carriageway roads development plan. Reports

Furthermore, a campaign on the compulsory The same requirements as for motorcyclists but
wearing of seat belts in cities and of crash helmets with the following additional possibility:
was launched.

- Corporals can apply for entrance
The Road Safety Act was fully regulamented by - Maximum age of 35 (if corporals)

the Traffic Regulations published in 1991, since when
the number of accidents started to decrease. The course consist of two phases:

Besides the above-mentioned measures, the road - correspondence
network improvement programmes and the increase - attendance
of information programme on road safety, aimed at
making drivers aware of the fact that road safety is a
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At the beginning of the ATTENDANCE phase, In the last TEN YEARS, 19,378 candidates
candidates are required to take an entrance test. applied for the Traffic specialty, out of which 9,263
Those candidates who pass the test are required to started the course, but only 67% joined the specialty,
attend a SIX-MONTH or TWO-MONTH (only for that is, 6,270 new policemen/women of the Guardia
officers) course. Civil Highway Patrol.

Motorcyclists and officers have to stay in such a V. Materials and Budgets
service for THREE YEARS as a minimum; FOUR
YEARS in the case of the reports specialty. Regarding the materials used by the Highway

Patrol members, we need to distinguish between
The teaching activity of the Highway Patrol uniforms, mobile equipment and the special

Academy is divided into three fields: equipment and devices used as aids in the Highway
Patrol's duties.

A. Legislation, comprising:
As far as clothing is concerned, the price of

Road Safety motorcyclists' uniforms are:
Transport
Service Motorcyclist's trousers 3000 pts

Motorcyclist's boots 9100 pts
B. Accidents research, consisting of: Motorcyclist's gloves 3000 pts

Motorcyclist's helmet 38,000 pts
Photography Motorcyclist's overcoat 12,400 pts
Sketches
Criminal and procedural law Provided that there are 5,800 motorcyclists, the
Legal medicine cost amounts to 250,000,000 pts (Two million
Police Techniques dollars).
Blood alcohol concentration tests

As for mobile equipment, we refer to the unit
C. Didatical subjects, consisting of: prices of the last purchase budget and today's total

number of vehicles of the Highway Patrol.
Driving
Traffic control
Transmissions
Police
Life saving
Physical education

SPECIALTY NBR. PRICE PER UNIT (in pts)

Commanding cars 79 2,700,000

Patrol cars 1028 2,500,000

Unmarked cars 187 2,560,000

Radar cars 125 2,300,000

Land rovers 159 3,700,000

Reporting cars 192 3,900,000

Motorcycles 2688 1,700,000
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In 1994, the budget for maintenance is as follows: Expirv of fines

Mobile equipment repairs 283,500,000 If no resolution is made within 30 days after the
Purchase of parts 500,000,000 six-month deadline, the proceedings expire.
Fuel and grease 1,440,000,000
Repairs of alcoholmeters 4,000,000 Appeals
Transport 6,300,000
Vehicles insurance 102,336,496 Appeals against a provincial governors' resolution

can be made within 30 days to the Minister of the
VI. Penalty system Interior who can delegate final resolution to the

Director General of Traffic.
Traffic offence reports

Appeals against final resolutions can be made to
Once the offence is reported either to the Local administrative courts.

Traffic Office or to the Town Council (depending on
whose competence it is), the offence is graded and a Limnitation
fine is determined or sometimes the offence grade
and fine, already included in the police report, are Actions to punish traffic offences can only be
just verified. taken within TWO MONTHS after the events

occurrence.
Offence notice

Payment of fines
As a general rule, traffic offenders are notified on

the spot about mandatory offence reports made by the Fines must be paid to the relevant authority either
police forces in charge of traffic enforcement. directly or by deposit within 15 workdays after the
Alleged offenders are given a 15-day term to appeal. date of the confirmed resolution. If a fine is not paid

within such a term, the Treasury issues a demand of
Those offences reported by the police, where compulsory payment.

alleged offenders were not stopped, are valid only if
the reasons why they were not stopped are specified. If there are signs of criminality in a traffic

offence, the police officers should make the
Proceedings appropriate arrangements for the courts to apply the

Penal Code. If the case is stopped and there is a
The relevant authorities of the local traffic offices potential administrative liability, the court should

included in the traffic Directorate, and those of the send the case to the relevant local traffic office to
municipalities, start the proceedings and send out establish a penalty. The most usual case regarding
offence notices, if still necessary. criminal traffic offence has to do with the blood-level

of alcohol which cannot exceed 0.8 gr/liter according
Appeals, produced by alleged offenders, are sent to the Road Safety Act. However, courts usually

to the reporting authorities so that in a 15-day term make a decision depending on symptoms rather than
they either accept or reject them. on levels.

Presumption of truthful police reports Vll. Efficiency of the Penalty System

Police reports should be considered as a proof of The efficiency of this system is highly debatable,
the reported events. although a significant improvement is expected thanks

to the new Regulations of the Penalty Procedure
Resolution regarding motor vehicle traffic and road safety. The

excessive number of safeguards for offenders results
Provincial governors and mayors should take a in cases being resolved very slowly, especially as far

formal decision within SIX MONTHS after the as notices of offence are concerned, given that
procedure started. offences not notified on-the-spot rarely catch up with

the offender.
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The main problem lies in the fact that offenders Advertising and Awareness Activity:
are not so easy to be found and to be sent notices in
big cities, as in smaller towns. Permanent Road Safety Campaign through:

- Television
Last year, 2,292,813 offence against Traffic - Press and magazines

Regulations were reported.
aimed at continuously spreading safety-related

Efficiency reached 65 % in smaller towns, whereas messages whose contents are focused on the
it fell down to 30% in large urban centres. following subjects:

VIII. Coordination of Enforcement and - Speed
National Plans, including Advertising - Seat belts
Campaigns - Crash helmets

- Drinking and driving in young people
Every year the HIGH COUNCIL OF ROAD

TRAFFIC SAFETY makes a Road Safety National Such Road Safety Plan measures are enhanced by
Plan which must be passed in a senatorial plenary the Guardia Civil Highway Patrol through:
session and subsequently submitted to the Cabinet.

- Top priority actions:
The Traffic Council is chaired by the Minister of

Justice and the Minister of Interior and one of the Increase of speed control (radar)
Council members is the BRIGADIER-GENERAL OF Increase of blood tests (weekends)
THE GUARDIA CIVIL HIGHWAY PATROL. Permanent enforcement of seat belt and helmet

wearing
This Council aims to ensure the coordination of

the different authorities' functions concerning - Special actions in connection with:
planning and proposals of joint actions, either to
comply with the guidelines previously established by Long journeys
the Government or to be submitted to the Cabinet. Local and national days off

Weekends
Besides, the Council had to coordinate and

promote the actions of the different bodies, To finish with, I would like to say that after many
institutions and associations developing activities years of study, planning and thorough dedication to
related to road safety. road traffic safety, we believe that Spain is on the

right course, thanks to:
The 1994 National Plan Comprises the Followinp:

A better road network
Traffic Education and Training: Renewal of the country's vehicles

Advertising campaigns
School education Increase of the Highway Patrol staff
School contests New traffic regulations
Driving park for children
Local campaigns and programmes This is evidenced by the fact that the number of

accidents has been steadily decreasing since 1989,
Drivers' Training and Improvement: when the new Road Safety Act came into force, and

especially in 1994 when this tendency has become
Teaching improvement more evident.
Driving teachers' improvement

Special Training Programmes:

Armed Forces programme
Information programme for elderly people
Programmes for deaf children
Training and improvement for local police
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YEAR 1993

STAFF 7,859

POPULATION 39,500,000

VEHICLES 17,809,897

ACCIDENTS 46,304

FATALITIES 4,599
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TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES
& HIGHWAY PATROL PERSONNEL

TOTAL NUMBER PRESENT RATIO 1000
Y E A R S OF VEHICLES PERSONNEL VEH. / H. PATROL

1.970 4.392.214 4.757 1'08

1.971 4.831.365 5.158 1'07

1.972 5.334.633 5.528 1'04

1.973 5.936.819 5.942 1'00

1.974 6.487.113 6.247 0'96

1.975 7.018.906 6.423 0'92

1.976 7.600.532 6.518 0'86

1.977 8.269.311 6.621 0'80

1.978 8.952.628 6.688 0'75

1.979 9.586.802 6.638 0'69

1.980 10.192.748 6.679 0'66

1.981 10.666.714 6.604 0'62

1.982 11.170.404 6.512 0'58

1.983 11.628.151 6.259 0'54

1.984 11.190.564 6.038 0'54

1.985 11.716.339 6.032 0'51

1.986 12.284.080 6.268 0'51

1.987 13.068.840 6.537 0'50

1.988 13.881.323 6.689 0'48

1.989 34.870.484 6.784 0'46

1.990 15.696.715 6.582 0'42

1.991 16.528.396 6.489 0'39

1.992 17.347.203 6.682 0'39

1.993 17.809.89' 7.142 0'40

INCREASE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF VEHICLES DURING 1970- 1993

YEAR 1.970 ................ 4.392.214 VEHICLES

YEAR 1.993 ................ 17.809.897 VEHICLES

INCREASE OF % ....... .......... 305'49

JUNIO -1.994
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DISTRIUTION OF THE HIGHWAY PATROL UNITS
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART (1)
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ACCIDENT RATES
In 1991, 1992 and 1993
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FATALITIES CAUSED BY TRAFFIC ACCIIDENTS
in 1991, 1992 and 1993
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TYPES OF ROADS

MR: MAIN ROAD
SI: SECUNDARY ROAD
LR: LOCAL ROAD
M: MOITORWAYS
EH: EXPRESS HIGHWAYS
OT: OTHERS
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ACCIDENTS ON WEEK DAYS
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ACCIDENT HOURS
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FATALITIES
1993-1994
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ACCIDENTS
1993-1994
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BLOOD TESTS

| YEAR 1992 TOTAL 20.958 YEAR 1993 TOTAL 29.473
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NUMBER OF VEHICLES AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

NUMBER OF VEHICLES AND SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

Motorcycles 2544
Training motorcycles 244

Light patrol cars 962
Land rovers 91
tour-wheel drive cars 66
Unmarked cars 98
Reports vans 184
Radar & Photocontrol cars 124
Commanding cars 85

surveillance cars 64
Special cars 59
Escort cars 17
Snow-tankeites 6
Lorries 4
Vans 3
Coaches 2
Ambulances 2

TOTAL NUMBER OF FOUR-WHEELED VEHICLES 1767

Radar & Photocontrol units 124
Radar & Photocontrol cameras 150
Headlight control devices 113

Smoke-meters
Tachographs 113
So,,nd-meters 2
Disc-diagram interpreters 120
Disc-diagram analyzer 1460
Hydraulic cutter 276
Digital alcohol sensors 4316
Intrared alcohol sensors 325
Reports photograohy cameras 425
Dactyloscopic kits 100
Sign gantries 1058

Flashlights 8028
Flashlight chargers 1223
Folding panels for unmnarked cars 160
Framed tratfic signs 20.802
Pan-lux 5178
Tetrapods 8612
Photogram readers 312
Magnenic sirens 75
Sirens 312
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ROAD POLICE AND ROAD SAFETY MEASURES

Mr. Dimitar GANEV
Vice Chairman of the Commission

National Road Safety Commission at the Council of Ministers

The Traffic Law, The National Police Law and hands of the Director of the National Police.
the corresponding by-laws, in Bulgaria specify the Management is accomplished on three levels:
organizational and controlling functions of the Police.

1. National - National Police Bureau
The direct control over traffic participants is 2. District - the country is divided into 28 districts

performed by uniformed police, who are classified in including the capital. There is a police station
two types: Traffic Police and guards. Both types in each district. Each station has a Police
patrol on the roads and have the authority to act Office which is subordinated to the Director of
against criminal offences, as is provided in the the National Police.
regulations. 3. Regional - there are several regional police

stations in each district which are directly
A priority for the Traffic Police is to control road subordinated to the territorial heads of the

traffic while the guards are situated in public places Police Offices.
and guard objects of importance. It is possible that
these forces be regrouped and redirected with respect The Traffic Police is included in this structure.
to any specific situation. The difference between the The Traffic Police Department, in the National Police
two, however, is in their specific functions related to Bureau, has organizational and methodological
the traffic management, the technical control and the functions relating to the stations all over the country
organization of work. and is subordinated to the Director of the National

Police. The Traffic Police sectors, in the district
The Traffic Police has basic functions which are Police Offices, fulfill all functions whereas the

directly related to the problems of roads safety; they regional police have a more limited sphere of action
are as follows: (functions 1,2,5,6 and 7).

1. Control on traffic code observance and road The form of investigation of road accidents
accidents investigation; depends on the injuries of the casualties. In cases of

2. Operative organization and traffic management; medium or heavy injuries or death, the investigation
identification of shortcomings in the road is carried out by an operative group of three: a
conditions which negatively influence road detective, a Traffic Police officer and an expert. In
safety and of the places with road accidents cases of such injuries the culpable person is charged
concentrations; with a criminal offence according to the Criminal

3. Car registration as well as reports and control Code. All other road accidents are investigated by
on their technical condition; the Traffic Police alone. In both of these two forms

4. Drivers' test organization and reports; the Traffic Police prepare the entire report and
5. Road accident reports and analysis; analysis of road accidents and present the final results
6. Organization and implementation of and conclusions to the National Committee on Road

administrative activities; Safety, the ministries, the local authorities, non-
7. Organization of prevention activities on road governmental organizations and the mass media.

safety; and Each road accident is rated according to 56 point
8. Administration of databases. system. The system is automated and functions

regionally and nationally. We think it is effective but
The organization structure and hierarchy of the there are some minor improvements needed in

Bulgarian Police belongs to the centralized police connection with data processing for it to become
models. The National Police is a part of the Ministry compatible with Western European standards.
of Domestic Affairs and subordinated to the Minister.
The immediate professional management is in the
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The Traffic Police places great attention on the education for drivers. However, if a driver causes
identification of places with road accident three of the most common offences in the course of
concentrations. We have more than 20 years of 2 years, he/she should be temporarily prohibited from
practical experience in this matter. Annually, 120 to driving until he/she successfully passes a new drivers'
140, sometimes 200, such places are defined. It is test. We know from experience that this measure has
then recommended to the road administration that proven quite effective, especially in a situation of
they take measures for making them safer. growing inflation.

Over the last 2 or 3 years, only 16 to 20 percent According to the Bulgarian legislature, every
of those places have been made safer, due to lack of policeman can fine a driver 50 Bulgarian levs on the
finances. Efficiency in this activity contributes to an spot (on the road). In cases of bigger offences, the
optimal improvement in the infrastructure, to an officer draws up a statement; authorized police
economy in spending, to an objective control on the officers fix the amount of the penal measures, and the
part of the Police over traffic projects concerning driver can appeal in the ordinary way before a court.
road safety and to the rational distribution of traffic
patrols over the traffic system. The technical equipment available is very

important for the efficiency of the control. There are
All road safety activities of the Traffic Police are about 520 radars available for speed checks. In

based on the analysis of the casualty cases and of the practice, every Traffic Police car is equipped with
offences. one. The devices that have been in use to take

pictures in cases of exceeding the speed limit are
Over the last 3 or 4 years we witnessed an quite old now. The alcometers also pose a serious

increase in road accidents and their consequences. problem. A lot of investments will be needed for the
This is due to a general change for the worse in the purchase and service of imported devices such as
traffic situation. Drivers are to blame for about 80 Dreggers for example; the Bulgarian produced ones
percent of the accidents. The most common offences (RA 86) are insufficient and less efficient. The same
are driving at improper speeds (39%), drunk driving is the case with the technical check equipment in the
(14%), and non-observance of priority (10%). Also Traffic Police road control points. In 1993, the oldest
characteristic is that the fatal accidents involving stop stands were replaced and new exhaust gas meters
pedestrians are too many (35-38% of the total were bought for most of the road control points;
casualty list). nevertheless we consider it of primary importance

that the control and diagnosis should be renewed.
For the first half of this year the Police have

registered a total of 596,000 traffic offences. For The period of organization instability is now gone
June alone there were 32,5000 cases of exceeding the and the Police have an established structure and
speed limit. The efficiency in the control on drunk regular staff. The National Police Law and the
driving is decreasing as a whole. corresponding by-laws have strengthened the internal

organization and we are undergoing a period of
Since June 1, 1994, the Police have been planning of future activities. In this sense, the Police

organizing mass checks for seat belt use preceded by are making plans for their work for the next couple
a mass media campaign. The use of seat belts at the of years. The primary task of the road patrols is to
moment is about 80-85 %. At the beginning of March exercise a more active control on traffic participants
1994, the new regulations of the Traffic Law came concerning exceeding of speed limits, drunken
into force, which correspond to the changes in the driving, seat belt use, and observance of priorities,
country as a result of the market economy especially in populated areas. We are exploring the
development. The fines increased ten to twelve fold possibilities of each police patrol being equipped with
and inspire respect for the time being. The lower a reliable alcometer. A special emphasis is put on
limit of alcohol concentration is 0.5 gr/liter. Research the establishment of databases in the Traffic Police
is being carried out on all death cases due to alcohol, system, as a sub-branch of the integrated police
so that in the future the regulations can encompassed system.
the results. It is stipulated that people who have
driven with a concentration of more than 1.2 gr/liter, A project has been developed that makes
should be imprisoned for a period of up to 3 months. provisions for an increase in the fees for checks of
The new regulations in the Traffic Law make no technical condition of cars, carried out by the Police,
provisions for the requirement for obligatory primary which has still to be approved by the Government.
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The revenues that will be collected will be used for For this reason, we find the visit of the World
improving the equipment. Bank experts to the country very useful. It helped us

update our information about the European and world
The research on the efficiency of the control is experience in traffic organization and control. By

extremely limited at the moment. This gap can be drawing a parallel to our work, we listed some
filled by a more rational exchange of information measures to improve our activity in order to reach the
with Western countries, as well as among the European standards and criteria.
countries of Central and Eastern Europe, where there
are similar traffic and socio-economic conditions. The ideas of special interest to us are those about

how to find financial sources and organize the activity
of the Traffic Police in a developing market
economy. We propose the creation of a system of a
regular exchange of information and experience on
general and specialized road safety problems.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DRIVERS' LICENSING

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Road safety education should begin at pre-school age and should continue throughout compulsory
schooling. Drivers' training and licensing should focus first on safety. Education, training and retraining
has to be supervised and controlled by the government even if private organizations are in charge of
education and training. The introduction of progressivity in the licensing process and of special rules for new
drivers should be considered. Programs should be developed for special target groups including elderly
people.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

The main target groups of road safety education and training are:

o children at pre-school age;
o children and juveniles at school;
o driving license applicants;
o new drivers;
o traffic offenders; and
o elderly people

As practical experience is an important factor, education on traffic playgrounds for children should
be supported, but should be supplemented by traffic education in real traffic. One way to introduce it at
school successfully may be to incorporate it in different subjects; environment, ethics, physics and technical
fields are especially applicable for this purpose. One of the major obstacles in road safety education is often
a lack of teacher motivation due to the low status the topic is given. One way to improve the status of road
safety education could be the introduction of national road safety tests such as those which exist in France
where all pupils pass a first theoretical test at 12 years and a second one at age fourteen. The way to get a
driver's license varies among countries. There exist several approaches such as a 'probationary license"
(Germany) or training by accompanied driving (United Kingdom and France). In France, this training takes
place after completion of an accredited driving instruction course by professional driving instructors.

During the probationary period which may occur after getting a license, special regulations, for
example, a complete ban of alcohol and reduced speed limits for beginners should be implemented.
Independent of how driving instruction is organized, traffic safety should be a central objective in the
curriculum. There should be qualified specialized education for instructors, which includes pedagogy,
didactics and traffic psychology. Retraining of traffic offenders should be based on a diagnosis of their
traffic education deficiencies and should take into account psychological aspects (as undertaken in 1992 in
Hungary).

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATrENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Education at school and driver training are of a high standard in many Central and Eastern European
countries. To ensure that this high standard continues, the level of outcomes of private institutions (for
example, private driving schools) should be strictly controlled by the state. Efforts should be made and
supported to develop integrated educational curricula covering children from pre-school age to driving-license
applicants. Research should continue about the best ways of training people and licensing them to drive.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING AND DRIVERS' LICENSING

Hans Ch. Heinrich
Federal Highway Research Institute (BASt)

Germany

32 QUESTIONS HOW?

The scope of the theme and the available time do By which methods (including the media) should
not permit a long introduction. Therefore I will behavior be influenced?
come to the point directly. Measures to influence the
behavior of children, juveniles and adults to attain FOR HOW LONG?
safe participation in traffic are the topic of this
presentation. These measures can be considered What should be the time span of a measure?
based on the target groups they address. The
following breakdown seems suitable, although others BY WHOM?
could be imagined as well:

Which group of people should carry out the
o children at preschool age measure?
o children and juveniles at school
O driving license applicants QUALIFICATION?
O motoring offenders

What kind of qualification should people have who
As long as we deal with children and juveniles, organize and carry out such measures? How should

influencing behavior is considered to be a form of qualification be acquired?
education; in the case of adults, we call it education,
training, driver improvement or rehabilitation. ORGANIZATION?

Various questions could be asked for each target How should the measure be organized? How
group depending on the influencing measure under should it be carried out? Who should be responsible
consideration. for it? How should it be financed?

WHEN? SUCCESS?

At which time, age or under which conditions How should one monitor the success of a
should target group members be subjected to an measure?
education or training measure?

If these questions are posed for all the above target
WHAT? groups, the following matrix will result:

What should be the contents and aims of a
measure?
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Question Children at Children and Diving Monitoring
Preschool Age Juveniles License Offenders

at School Applicants l

When? 1 9 17 25

What? 10 18 26

How? 3 11 19 27

For How Long? 4 12 20 28

By Whom? 13 21 29

Qualification? 6 14 22 30

Organization? 7 15 23 31

Success? 8 16 24 32

Each of the 32 cells of this matrix characterizes a Some of the solutions described have not yet been
question and, if possible, also at least one or several tried out, only efforts in that direction have been
answer(s). These answers - and especially their made. The answers, of course, must be very brief so
substantiation - can go into great detail, filling whole substantiation is not possible.
books, since a host of considerations and findings
have to be taken into account. Being fully conscious Every answer involves uncertainties and is
of the difficulties of the task, 1, nevertheless, will try therefore problematical. My presentation thus
to present the answers to the questions above found concludes with a brief summary of the problems that
in Germany and (as far as I know) in Western may be associated with the solutions found.
Europe.
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ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

The answers and solutions to the questions asked are presented using the same matrix as before, although
showing only one column in each case.

Children at Preschool Age

When?
1. As soon as children start using the road; a) as passengers when leaving the

hospital (carry-cot); b) as pedestrians when they are able to walk; c) as cyclists
when a bicycle is available to them.

What?
2. a) As passengers: always in a child safety chair; b) as pedestrians: walking

close to the house fronts, stopping at the curb (even when distracted), stopping at
the line of sight, stopping at traffic lights, "drivers cannot be depended on to
stop whenever they should"; c) as cyclist: bicycle handling, traffic regulations;
knowing where cycling is permitted and where not.

How?
3. On the traffic scene (games serve only as support); by explanation, by

demonstration, by letting children try things out by themselves, by supervision,
praise and also by prohibiting certain actions.

For How Long?
4. Again and again over several months; behavior should be rechecked after some

time has passed.

By Whom?
5. Parents (especially mothers) or the person to whom children relate most closely.

Qualification?
6. Specially trained moderators or nursery-school teachers should introduce parents

to this job; brochures as memory aid; TV.

Organization?
7. Central program development and supervision (quality surveillance); area-wide

offer to kindergartens or other preschool facilities.

Success?
8. Parents must be encouraged and urged to check again and again whether their

children actually behave as they should.
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Children and Juveniles at School

When?
9. As soon as children enter school.

What?
10. School route training; pedestrian behavior; bicycle training program; how to

identify risks; learning that adults, too, sometimes behave as they should not;
finding the safe test route; getting an insight into conflicts of interest in road
traffic; environmental questions; choice of the safest / environmentally most
acceptable means of transport; learning that one's emotions can influence
safety. At vocational school: accepting road safety as part of occupational
safety.

How?
11. Classroom lessons; executions on the traffic scene, visits to authorities, the

police; project weeks; training programs (bicycling, mofa riding).

For How Long?
12. Depending on the focal point of training; longer training periods when starting

to use roads in unfamiliar surroundings (e.g., 1st year at school, transfer to
secondary school or vocational school).

By Whom?
13. Teachers in cooperation with the police, parents and other road safety

organizations.

Qualification?
14. Training and, especially, retraining of teachers; special training programs for

police officials.

Organization?
15. T'raffic education subjects should be dealt with as part of (almost) all school

subjects; a teacher responsible for traffic education should coordinate
activities at each school.

Success?
16. Checking teaching goals in the cognitive area (knowledge, insight,

comprehension); cycling test.
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l_________________ Driving License Applicants

When?
17. Depending on the driver instruction regulations of the various countries; in

these regulations the development-related state of maturity of juveniles and
young adults should be considered.

What? 18. Theory: rules of conduct in road traffic; vehicle operation; risks in road
traffic; traffic offenses and their consequences; environmentally considerate
and energy-saving style of driving.
Practice: handling a motor vehicle, driving behavior conforming to
regulations, defensive style of driving with a low degree of risk acceptance,
considerate style of driving, responsible style of driving (with due regard to
life, health, environment and property).

How?
19. Theory: presentation of subject matter by driving instructor discussion; of

modern media: slides, overheads, film, video, relating what has been taught
to every day situations.
Practice: step-by-step instruction, first the simple and easy tasks, then
gradually the more difficult and complex ones, slowly refraining from
instruction; showing how to do things, giving explanations, letting learner
drivers try out things for themselves, correcting operations or actions,
praising; helping learner drivers to feel at ease, being aware of fears and
other emotions and of how to cope with them.

For How Long?
20. Theory: depending on the class of driving license desired between 12 and 28

double lessons of 90 minutes each.
Practice: no fixed number of training hours; training continues until a
learner driver is ready to take the test.

By Whom?
21. Driving instructors.

Qualification?
22. Training and examination of future driving instructors at state-controlled

training facilities; contents; pedagogy and didactic, legislation, automotive
engineering and driving physics, environmental protection and traffic
psychology.

Organization?
23. Area-wide availability of (state-regulated) driving schools.

Success?
24. Theoretical and practical driving test.
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Monitoring Offenders

When?
25. a) When beginners commit one grave or several less grave traffic offenses within

a specific time period; b) when drivers commit a large number of traffic
offenses within a specific time period; c) when drivers commit DWI offense.

What?
26. a) and b); Being aware of one's driving motives and emotions; instruction in

how to control or change one's behavior; c) information about the effects of
alcohol, typical drinking and driving situations and conflicts; being aware of
one's drinking motives; lifestyle analyses; instruction in how to control or
change one's behavior.

How?
27. Group discussions; role play; information; keeping a diary; "homework";

driving test.

For How Long?
28. a) about 4-6 sessions of 120-180 minutes each and a driving test; b) about 8-10

sessions of 180 minutes each and a driving test; c) about 8-10 sessions of 180
minutes in each case.

By Whom?
29. a) Driving instructors with additional training in mediation techniques and the

contents of improvement/rehabilitation programs; b) driving instructors with
additional training in mediation techniques and the contents of
improvement/rehabilitation programs or psychologists with additional training; c)
psychologists with additional training.

Qualification?
30. a) and b): The required additional training for driving instructors is acquired

through training programs taking one or two weeks; regular retraining for
driving instructors conducting such programs is required (exchange of
experience); c) psychologists need experience in driver aptitude testing and
therapy methods as well as additional training in improvement/rehabilitation
programs. Quality assurance is a must. All program leaders have to submit to
supervision and retraining at regular intervals.

Organization?
31. Drivers with motoring offenses are assigned to such programs by authorities or

courts; programs run for fixed time periods; number of participants: 8-12; in
the case of DWI offenders and drivers with several previous motoring offenses,
prior tests are required to ensure that the drivers' lack of competence could be
corrected by such programs.

Success?
32. Certificate (based on formal criteria) testifying to regular participation in sober

condition, active cooperation; no final test since, due to the highly emotional
content, successful program participation is difficult to test.
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PROBLEMS

As already mentioned, the problems that might be connected with each solution are listed following the same
matrix scheme as used before.

Children at Preschool Age

When?
1. Parents failing to comprehend the need for traffic education at such an early age;

purchase of sometimes expensive child safety chairs needed for a short time
only; paying for traffic education programs.

What?
2. a) Child safety chairs: children can't sit still; b) and c) pedestrians and cyclists;

prohibited activities not respected, learned subjects forgotten.

How?
3. Lack of suitable practice areas; parents cannot spare the time; certain

educational styles in conflict with traffic education; the difficulty of
accompanying cycling children.

For How Long?
4. Parents believe that what children have already learned is mastered and can be

put into practice; consequence; practice sessions and checking behavior are
terminated too early.

By Whom?
5. Working parents; middle-class parents are more likely to practice with their

children than working-class parents; in certain religions, e.g. Islam, the freedom
of movement of women is restricted because of a different role perception.

Qualification?
6. Occasionally insufficient qualified institutions.

Organization?
7. Insufficient offer of kindergartens or the lack of possibilities of instructing

parents; danger of high-handedness on the part of instructors at parents'
evenings: loss of control on the part of organizing institutions; funding
problems.

Success?
8. Parents believe to have done their part after a few practice sessions with their

children.
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Children and Juveniles at School

When?
9. For some children certain subjects (e.g. cycling) are taken up too late at

school, namely at a time when they already have faced the problem and
"devised" their own solutions.

What?
10. Dominance of cognitive contents (knowledge, comprehension) compared with

psychomotor contents; neglect of affective contents.

How?
11. Large groups (classes) rarely permit practicing in traffic or only with great

limitations; therefore focus is on subjects that can be taught in the classroom
or off-road areas (schoolyard, traffic garden).

For How Long?
12. Difficulty of dealing individually with pupils or students that need more time

to master a subject.

By Whom?
13. Lack of motivation on the part of instructors; tendency on the part of

instructors to shift the major part of the responsibility to the police; the
police on the other hand not always has sufficient officers with the necessary
pedagogical abilities.

Qualification?
14. Relative importance of traffic education too low, contents not comprehensive

enough, therefore traffic education is not an examination subject in teacher
training; lack of qualified teachers (professors) committed to the cause of
teacher-training colleges.

Organization?
15. Due to the coordination problems between teachers, method and contents of

instruction programs often remain unrelated; consequently, student fail to
grasp the connection.

Success?
16. Having passed an examination, children (and parents) mistakenly believe the

children to be safe in traffic and that further precautionary measures are not
needed.

Failing a test is generally not followed by intensive training aimed at
eliminating deficiencies.
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Driving License Applicants

When?
17. Age limits of all countries are based on the assumption that young people are

only allowed the less powerful machines (motorcycles). Only when becoming
older increasingly more powerful machines are to be permitted.
Consequence: the risk exposure of the youngest is highest since they lack the
protection of the passenger compartment.

What?
18. The (basically correct) demand for educational components in driver

instruction is difficult to realize because of the shortness of the programs and
the impatience of learner drivers.

How?
19. Successful integration of theory and practice is seldom accomplished. Since

traffic situations cannot be "constructed" at will, a systematic course of
instruction -- one subject building upon the one before -- is difficult to
achieve.

For How Long?
20. Experience can hardly be expected from the short time at driving school.

By Whom?
21. Laymen generally have no educational concept or the competence enabling

them to judge learning progress or to quickly detect undesirable learning
processes in order to use corrective measures. In addition there is the danger
that wrong behavior is practiced at the beginning which is very difficult to
correct at a later stage.

Qualification?
22. An insufficient educational level (schooling) can be a problem for driving

instructors when high-level instruction is required.

Organization?
23. Only program systems with a defined beginning and end enable systematic

didactic procedures to be followed. Differentiated instruction needs to be
considered in order to take the varying progress of students into account.

Success?
24. The quality of the examination reflects the quality of instruction. Only

examination subjects are taught with care. The driving test should therefore
be regarded as an integral part of the instruction program. At present, this is
not yet quite the case.
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Monitoring Offenders

When?
25. For some groups of drivers (especially DWI offenders and those with several

previous offenses) driver improvement programs occasionally come too late,
namely only when inappropriate behavior is already so firnly established that
it is difficult to correct.

What?
26. Traffic offenses have their roots in complex personal problems. These have

to be addressed by the programns.

How?
27. Since (mostly) only talk is used in these programs (and hardly any driving),

some decision-makers find it difficult to see their use; however, it is through
the confrontation with different normative patterns that changes in attitudes
and behavior can be brought about.

For How Long?
28. Programs are too short for some participants; objections to costlier long-term

programs can be overcome.

By Whom?
29. People with the necessary qualifications are sometimes hard to find. In view

of the demand for nation-wide programs this may be a problem.

Qualification?
30. In some regions there is little demand for such programs. Chances of

acquiring experience from such programs are thus limited for driving
instructors (or psychologists).

Organization?
31. Drivers officially assigned to a program need it within easy reach (area-wide

offer); in some regions it can take some time to have the required number of
program applicants together; regional licensing restrictions (in order to limit
competition) for agencies offering such programs are therefore required.

Success?
32. Certificate based on formal criteria: regular participation in sober condition,

active participation; no final test since, due to the highly emotional contents,
success is difficult to measure on an individual basis.

Final Remarks
complex subject of influencing the behavior of road

The 32 questions presented, the replies and the users. The following discussion will show where
problems stated can only give a rough picture of the more detailed information will be necessary.
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Peter Ondrovsek
General Director

Ministry of Transport, Communications and Public Works
Slovak Republic

Traffic education for children and follow-up training and equipment of the driver schools. It also
training of drivers determines number of hours of education for different

classes and combinations of drivers' licenses.
The Slovak Republic belongs among countries

which have a long-term tradition of traffic education Teaching of theory involves subjects on operation
for all age groups. Practical application of traffic in traffic, construction and maintenance of the car,
education and training has been established at three driving theory, safety driving principles and first aid
basic levels. preparation. Practical teaching involves vehicle

driving training (training machine), car maintenance
Traffic education and awareness in schools and providing of first aid. Practical training is

continuous and is conducted according to the
This is conducted mainly in the form of a applicants capability.

theoretical subject, in the third year of Primary
school - traffic education. Supplementary and Re-training of drivers
additional practical training is conducted on 27
specialized traffic playgrounds for children, which is This is a traditional and long-term manner of
covered from different financial sources. In this way further improving professional drivers. It is a
children and youths are obtaining both a theoretical compulsory form of drivers education (according to
and practical foundation of required traffic behavior, the notice of the Federal Ministry of Transport No.
in road and urban traffic situations. It should be 55/1991) and consists of at least 16 hours a year for
noted that in comparison with the recent state traffic lorry and bus drivers and of at least 8 hours for
education of children and youths training has been drivers of other motor vehicles and wheeled tractors.
decreased. There is another requirement, for drivers operating

international traffic vehicles, to take an 8 hours
Drivers education and training course on the differences and working regime of

drivers in international traffic operations.
Theoretical education and practical training of

applicants for drivers' licenses are carried out The compulsory drivers' education forprofessional
exclusively at 500 private schools, based on the drivers constitutes permanent and continuing
Notice of Federal Ministry of Transport No. education. Its content is covered by the "Thematic
55/1991. These schools educate and prepare drivers plan of improving capability of the motor vehicles
for all types of motor vehicles and for all classes of drivers" which was issued by a competent authority
driving licenses, i.e. A/MI, A, B, C, D, E, T. of the state administration. This plan and its

curriculum determines the content and scope of the
Training of drivers, once requirements for certain individual subjects. These are framed in such a way

age, physical and psychological capability have been as to bring new knowledge and experience. The
met, involves theoretical education and practical education and training is completed by examination
training. The curriculum in Annex to the above on the Rules of Traffic operation, every two years.
Notice, determines the contents of subjects, individual
kinds of
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GATHERING ACCIDENT DATA AND SAFETY STUDIES

A SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Safety studies and adequate recording of accident data are essential since they provide the basis for
decision making. The accident data and safety studies needed includes: monthly returns; 3-4 month trend
analyses; detailed annual situation data; statistical analyses to develop correlations between accident factors;
on site analyses of accident causes. Support for the provision of accident data bases which are accessible to
experts in all disciplines and are decentralized is required. These systems must be capable of linking accident
data bases to road and traffic information. Studies and research, including in depth accident studies, must
also be supported, as these are used to identify the issues and to develop solutions. It is also necessary to
carefully evaluate actions taken and to explain accident trends. For this purpose, periodic surveys have to be
carried out conceming average speeds, drinking and driving, seat belt and helmet use.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

Central European countries have desegregated national road accident data systems similar to those in the
West. However, a comnmon problem is that records are not readily available nor in a suitable format. There
would be advantages in adopting a system, in each country, of a central database linked to regional databases,
which would provide ready access to the system and encourage local ownership and use of data, leading to
improved quality of information and prompt data entry. Such systems can be accommodated on micro-
computers which include mapping facilities. There is a need for common road accident definitions and the
use of international standards.

Linking road accident data to road information systems is highly desirable. In undertaking studies and
research into road accidents, the information in accident databases must be supported by in-depth accident
studies, traffic and road data, and also complementary behavioral studies of factors such as speeding, seat
belt and helmet use and drinking and driving. Evaluation of counter-measures is essential to assess benefits
and to guide and support decision making. These studies must also consider side effects and other
consequences of the measures. The importance of road accident data and safety studies in supporting public
education and road safety promotions is also clear.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

o Funding the provision of computers and software for road accident database systems and their use;

o Provision of training programs and study tours for specialists engaged in road safety studies and
research; and

o Funding road safety studies and research activities.
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ACCIDENT DATA COLLECTION AND STUDIES

Jean-Baptiste BOUZIQUES
Ministere FranCais de I'Equipement, des Transports et du Tourisme

The purpose of this paper is to examine the tools 1.4 Statistical analyses. These, in particular, should
needed to monitor trends in road safety and to permit:
conduct accident analysis studies. The aim is not to
provide an exhaustive account or a detailed 0 Identification of the major safety elements at
description of data collection and processing systems stake: which user categories, which sites,
and existing accident surveys in the European Union, which road systems, etc. account for a
but rather to stress certain key issues and attempt to significant share of accidents and justify
arrive at specific recommendations. taking priority action?

1. The needs 0 Correlation of parameters: accidents,
traffic, weather conditions, road system

Before defining the nature and features of the features, driver characteristics, etc.
tools required, we must first identify the needs.

These analyses, which are crucial to an understanding
For the purpose of implementing, monitoring and of road safety problems, may be based on either
evaluating a road safety policy, we can distinguish detailed annual data or chronological data series.
among five categories of needs:

1.5 Analysis of accident mechanisms. Statistical
1.1 Monthly tallies. It is particularly important, for analyses performed on accident data files, though

political and public information reasons, to useful, are of limited use in spelling out concrete
publish overall safety indicators monthly with the actions to improve safety for a particular
least possible delay (e.g., the number of itinerary or section of road. Although the files,
accidents, injuries and fatalities recorded for when sufficiently reliable, enable one to detect
each category of road system). At the same blackspots - i.e. sites where many accidents
time, the results of the months in question may occur - they do not allow for a reconstruction
be compared with those of the same months in of the dynamic process that led up to the
prior years, and a moving average may be accident. Only an in-depth analysis on site,
published of the number of fatalities reported in conducted under controlled conditions, will allow
the previous 12 months. relationships of cause and effect to be established

among the various factors that always come into
1.2 Analysis of short-term trends. It is advisable, play, though to varying degrees, in road

every three or four months, to take a preliminary accidents: driver, infrastructure, vehicle.
look at road safety pattems and identify trends
for the future. In addition to overall indicators These needs are not met, or at least not
from the monthly tally, this requires behavior completely, in all the countries of the European
indicators (particularly for the "golden triangle' Union, and are therefore still objectives to be
of road safety: speed, safety belt use, alcohol achieved. They are however, of consequence in
consumption) and a typology of accidents (i.e., regard to the data required and the nature and
user categories and types of collisions). characteristics of the tools needed, as will be

detailed below.
1.3 Detailed annual report. All of the countries

distribute yearly a detailed document on physical
accidents and their consequences. This report is
sometimes accompanied by comments and
statistical studies relating trends in accidents with
traffic trends or particular indicators of behavior.
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2. Gathering and processing data In France, the file is set up centrally but the
service that manages it sends monthly, to each of

2.1 Accident data. All the European Union member its 100 departments, a file on diskette relating to
countries have a computerized national file on their respective territory.
physical accidents that is desegregated, i.e. the
accidents are described individually. Clearly, it is advisable to automate procedures as

much as possible to ensure file reliability.
Despite differences in definitions. which make it Accordingly, first-level data entry (by police
impossible to draw reliable international officers gathering information in the field) is
comparisons of the number of physical accidents undoubtedly the way of the future, on the
or the number of injuries, files are similarly condition, however, that this does not lead to
structured and include a certain amount of delays in setting up the national file.
common information, although it is not always
expressed identically. Standard items, for We would point out that there is a software
example, are a description of the accident site program, widely used in France, that permits
(type of road, location, etc.), information on the first-level data entry (by police units) of accident
parties involved (age, sex, seriousness of forms in urban areas, as well as the production
injuries, etc.), and vehicle data (type, accident of statistics and charts. Another type of
circumstances, etc.). software, now successfully completing the

experimentation stage, simultaneously generates
In all cases, data are gathered in the field by the accident ticket and the form for the file,
police officers on a form that is specially using a microcomputer. Transferring data from
designed for computer entry. The information one to the other, which is almost always done
generally consists of a subset of the information manually, involves a delay and introduces
included in the accident report drawn up for transcription errors (estimated at 20% in Greece,
decision-making by the legal authorities. for instance).

However, there are different practices in use as
far as setting up and managing the accident file. Several matters concerning accident data need to

be considered
Which is to say:

(i) File accessibility: The existence of a
- Responsibility for managing the national file may national file containing data on accidents is

rest with the Ministry of the Interior (Spain, a basic requirement for framing road safety
Greece), the Ministry of Transport (France, policy. Without it, most of the needs listed
Netherlands, United Kingdom), or a national above cannot be met.
statistics authority, most often within the
Ministry of Economic Affairs (Belgium). In However, the file data must be accessible to
Denmark, responsibility is assigned to both the a multitude of users, possibly in various
Ministry of Transport (roads directorate) and the different forms.
statistics authority, each having a specific
operational purview: i.e., relationships between Among the principal users are local road
accidents and infrastructure (blackspots), and administrators, local road safety officials, as
relationships between accidents and user well as studies and research services.
behavior.

There are several procedures in existence, at
It will be noted that the agency responsible for the present time, which are not mutually
managing the accident file is not always the one exclusive:
in charge of road safety.

- Forwarding a copy of the national
- In most cases, data is entered into the file at the file: In the Netherlands, copies of the

central level from forms filled out by hand by file, which is managed by the Ministry
the police. Local services sometimes set up files of Transport, is also sent to the national
for their own areas and publish the information. statistics authority and to the road safety

research authority (SVOW).
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- A specific file is made available to computers. The aim is to have a consistent
users, excerpted from the national file range of programs that will meet the identified
(e.g. France, United Kingdom). needs.

- Data are made available, in the form (ii) File reliability: There are many factors,
of either a narrative document or a list which we will not detail here, that can affect
(e.g. in Belgium, a list of accidents is the reliability of accident data. One, in
sent to local communities each year). particular, is a problem that is acutely felt in

all the countries: identifying -the exact
Two conclusions which may be drawn from the above location of accidents, which is often
are: insufficiently precise to conduct serious

accident studies (such as identifying
- It is necessary to design a general architecture blackspots, for example) based on the file

for the data collection and storage system which data.
will link the local and central levels, that satisfies
three major objectives: each management level Progress has been made in recent years in
(and more specifically, each user category) must most of the countries. An attempt has been
have access to a file that is suitable for meeting made to come up with a common
its respective needs; the time spent in setting up designation for all information (traffic,
files must be as short as possible (speed in characteristics of infrastructure, accidents,
creating the national file, inter alia, has a etc.) which occur on roads, either by using
bearing on the regular publication of monthly reference points when the distance between
tallies); and the reliability and quality of them is known or by coding nodes (junctions
information must be assured. or landmarks) within the system. Maps

have generally been furnished to police
To be sure, there are several possible forces. Despite these efforts, there are
procedures, but it would seem preferable to opt frequent location errors in the files,
for first-level data entry, even if a country does particularly in urban areas where
not yet have a fully automated system. This is establishing reference points is a more
possible thanks to advances in microcomputing, complex undertaking, and on secondary
the only difficulty being the need for greater networks where local communities do not
organizational discipline. always follow the same rules.

We would add that the existence of a specialized Clearly, only a virtually automatic system
road police force is an asset in achieving this will enable this problem to be solved, and
objective. the Global Positioning System (GPS) -

which has been tried out in Canada (Quebec)
- The use of the files by multiple users for and is currently being tested in France in

different purposes is an essential requirement. It open country - appears particularly
must be possible to make queries on demand, at promising. It involves establishing position
any time, with an almost immediate response, to by satellite; the police car reporting the
sort and obtain cross-referenced charts, to accident being equipped with a receiver that
perform statistical analyses (calculate allows for a direct reading of coordinates (or
correlations, detect blackspots and accident-prone other reference system). This universal
areas, etc.). system, aparticularly economical one, offers

remarkable accuracy, on the order of 50
Since the aim is to ensure that the accident file is meters; or even 15 meters if it is
no longer simply a source of information but an complemented by ground stations (six would
aid in defining and implementing a road safety be needed to cover France's territory).
policy, a "configured" approach (i.e. one that is
based on an inflexible, pre-established program), (iii) Definition of fatalities: There is an
is no longer sufficient. Several countries have international rule that requires posting
therefore developed leading-edge software, for the number of fatalities occurring within
making queries by microcomputer, that is user- 30 days as a result of an accident, for
friendly, even for users who are not expert with two reasons: first, studies show that
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97% of fatalities caused by road centralized the system for gathering data (a small
accidents occur within a 30 day period; number of agents involved) and the more
and second, a common definition is specialized the police, the easier and more
needed for purposes of international effective this method becomes.
comparison. This reporting system,
however, introduces formidable - Accurate monitoring for a shorter period of
constraints in that accident victims must time using an overall correction coefficient, or
be monitored for a relatively long better yet, a grid of coefficients, resulting from
period of time, through both the hospital an in-depth study on a sample and updated
system and the police force. Few periodically.
countries are able to fully meet this
requirement. A methodology could be defined at the European

level for conducting such studies and defining
The table below shows the five countries in the correction coefficients.

European Union that use a different definition,
together with the correction coefficient to use for (iv) International accident data banks
conversion to "30-day fatalities".

Two initiatives are worth mentioning:
The United Kingdom, which adheres to the

international definition, considers victim monitoring - The OECD makes available to its members
to be conducted properly in certain counties where the data bank BICAR, managed by BAST, a
cooperation between the police and the hospitals is Germany laboratory. It provides aggregate
good, but this is not universally the case. information on accidents and traffic, broken

down by network and user categories.
In some countries, grids of correction (currently 30 or 40 countries including

coefficients have been drawn up on the basis of in- Hungary) and organizations are using this
depth studies. This is the case in Spain: 10,000 information.
seriously injured persons were monitored in 1990 and
coefficients were established by user category, age The BICAR information allows for
and sex. international comparisons but cannot be used

for accident studies because of its global
It may be concluded that the imperative of nature.

supplying data on "30-day" fatalities, may be met by
two methods for doing so, and each country, - The European Commnission is conducting an
according to the particular features of its own ambitious project, known as the CARE
situation, should opt for the one that is likely to project, to set up a desegregated community
provide the most accurate results, (namely): file based on a hard core of common

information (with definitions standardized in
- Effective and exhaustive monitoring of all advance).

victims for 30 days. The smaller the country
(relatively small number of fatalities), the more

Country Definition of fatality "30-day" correction
coefficient

Italy 7 days 1.07
France 6 days 1.09 M
Greece 3 days 1.12
Spain, Portugal 24 hours 1.30

"; A 1993 study showed that the multiplier coefficient is now 1.06. The reduction is attributable mainly
to improvements in first aid and medical care.
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The project is now at the study stage. A (ii) Drinking and driving
decision by the Council of Ministers on
November 24, 1993, requires national data Drinking and driving is undoubtedly a
files to be transmitted to the Community's phenomenon that is more stable in time than
statistical office. The idea is that each speed, but which is difficult to record in a
member state guarantees the quality of the simple and statistically representative
data furnished, and the Commission is fashion.
responsible for processing and publishing the
data. Most of the countries use an annual

indicator, namely the percentage of positive
2.2 Behavior indicators. Indicators of behavior findings among random tests for alcohol

(e.g. driving speed, drinking and driving, the levels in the blood (excluding tests
wearing of safety belts and helmets) are, on the administered at the scene of an accident).
one hand, parameters that are needed to explain The Netherlands has put in place an original
short-term variations in road safety, and on the and interesting initiative: a plan to survey a
other, criteria for evaluating policy (the sample of 30 sites a year has been
percentage of people wearing safety belts, for undertaken jointly by the Ministry of
instance, could be made a road safety policy Transport and the police, using blood
objective). alcohol level tests and a questionnaire to be

filled out by the drivers tested (the tests are
The overall level of knowledge in this regard is performed from September to November).
insufficient, although some countries have put in
place surveys or polls that furnish valuable (iii) Wearing of safety belts and helmets
information.

In the United Kingdom, the Transport
(i) Speeds Research Laboratory (TRL) conducts

periodic surveys at the request of the
In the United Kingdom, the transport Ministry of Transport.
ministry conducts a yearly survey on major
roads and highways in the open country. In the Netherlands, the safety research

council (SWOV) conducts a survey annually
In the Netherlands, the public works (for four days in October) in six districts, in
directorate has a 40 stationary checkpoint the country, and in cities.
sample to measure speed on the highways.

In France, a sample survey is done every
In France, a sample survey is conducted on four months by type of road system, which
super-highways (70 points), major roads in also provides vehicle occupancy rates.
the countryside (98 points), and in cities (49
points). This provides information on The importance of surveys on the wearing of
average speed during the day by vehicle safety belts and helmets must be
category, every two months (a sub-sample emphasized. These practices must be
provides night speeds every four months). promoted in the framework of road safety

policy.
Speed monitoring is now being installed at
fixed stations that will also provide vehicle 2.3 Traffic and other data. In accordance with
counts. international directives, all the countries

produce five-year traffic censuses, at least
It would appear advisable to recommend on major roads, distinguishing between
installing speed checks to permit various vehicle categories.
monitoring at least of variations in average
speed, preferably at regular intervals of less The basic principle is identical everywhere,
than one year (every three or four months at with continuous counting points and
the most). secondary points for periodic counts (during

certain days of the year).
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Currently observable trends are as follows: To conclude this chapter on data collection and
processing, it would be desirable to connect the

- Further automation: There are traffic counters different databases (accidents, traffic, road data
in existence today that can continuously record bank, etc.), each set up according to its own logic,
traffic volumes, for different vehicle categories, with specific procedures and methods. Certainly, it
as well as speeds. is important to proceed with caution to avoid total

integration, which sometimes produces "monsters"
This automation notation provides counts at a that are difficult to manage, but it is crucial to give
lower cost than manual methods, but also greater careful thought to the interactions, the compatibilities
reliability and a continuous picture of road and the opportunities for access to all existing
traffic, that is particularly useful for safety databases. In particular, a major issue is the
correlation studies for any particular itinerary or referencing of information, which should be
section of road. standardized to allow cross-referencing of data. This

is the conclusion reached by most of the countries
- Streamlining of exhaustive surveys and that have begun tackling the problem.

introduction of sampling plans, with a smaller
number of counting points which are, however, 3. Accident investigations: in-depth analysis on
statistically significant. site

One basic rule to keep in mind is that a good 3.1 Overall features of detailed accident
sample is preferable to a poor survey. investigations. Starting from the recognition

that road safety is a system involving three
- Expanding counts to networks where traffic elements (driver, vehicle, infrastructure) in

variations are often not yet well known, as in which complex interactions prevail, an effort is
secondary road systems, (where road length made to put into effect - especially in
makes it necessary to proceed by sampling), and connection with infrastructure - measures
urban systems, which pose difficult closely adapted to the actual situation found in
methodological problems. the field. For instance, one may proceed from

a policy to eliminate blackspots to systematically
In addition to traffic data, information on seeking low-cost infrastructure modifications that

weather conditions is sometimes collected to be taken can be made to an itinerary or in a geographical
into account in studies on accident trends. Such area. In this, the United Kingdom is excellent.
information may be collected at automatic traffic
counting stations, since the speed-weather relationship Against this backdrop, an analysis based on
is an element of significance to road safety. In accident files, regardless of their quality, is not
France, in what is no doubt a "first", a file has been sufficient to produce a genuine diagnosis that
created that will produce accident data (number of would lead to the most suitable safety
accidents, injuries, and fatalities by system category) countermeasures. Other methods must be used,
corrected for seasonal variations. It includes daily specifically involving field investigation.
data (dating back to January 1, 1985) on safety,
weather conditions and speed, and also reflects so- This is the main reason for doing in-depth
called "calendar" influences (of weekends, holidays, analyses of accidents on site. These exist in
etc.). various forms and with various aims (they may

be done for statistical reasons or simply to
This provides a tool for use in study and research determine cause) in certain countries. The

which, through the use of classical statistical United States has been a pioneer in this area.
methods, makes it possible to effect comparisons over
time, establish trends, and predict changes. It is also A 1988 OECD report on the subject identified
an explanatory model of road safety that can be used five member countries that regularly perform
to assess the impact of measures taken and to grasp studies based on detailed accident investigations:
what might be called "structural" changes in safety, Australia, Finland, France, Germany and
as it quantifies the effects of the different variables in Sweden.
play.
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In spite of the differences in approach and ii) Become more familiar with the accident
spheres of application, the following common phenomenon (a goal common to all field
features can be identified: investigations).

- The aim is first of all to identify and analyze the iii) Promote actions for prevention: For each
factors involved in the accidents; detailed clearly identified cause, the principle is to
investigations have confirmed the fact that there come up with an action to be implemented
is never a single cause of an accident, and have locally. In practice, however, surveys have
improved knowledge, particularly concerning not alvays resulted in conclusions that could
relationships between infrastructure features and be implemented.
safety conditions.

iv) Promote and develop true consensus-
- The investigations are sometimes designed to building: Teams are multidisciplinary, and

assess safety standards and propose operational all their members are involved. Over time,
road safety measures. however, the multidisciplinary approach has

lost some of its momentum, although it has
- Investigations are performed by multidisciplinary been largely maintained.

teams (engineers, psychologists, doctors,
policemen, etc.) and consist of an analysis of the v) Inform the public and raise awareness:
various stages of the accident (before, during and This was the almost exclusive aim assigned
after the collision) to the program when it was launched. It is

important for all members of society to be
3.2 Specific features of the REAGIR program kept abreast of the information generated by

(France). France has a specific program of on- the surveys.
site accident investigations which has been in
widespread use since May 1, 1983; the REAGIR After approximately 10 years of operation, the
program (Reagir par des enquetes sur les REAGIR program has analyzed over 25,000 serious
accidents graves et par des initiatives pour y accidents (most of them fatal), and the results have
remndier) [Reacting through investigations on been recorded in a computer file; more than 6,000
serious accidents and initiatives to remedy them]. experts have received special related training

throughout France.
Given the originality of these objectives - it is
above all a plan to mobilize social action to Although the initial objectives of the REAGIR
remedy problems of road safety - in addition to program have changed very little (mobilizing opinion
the program's scope and remarkable and partners in preserving safety), it has become an
effectiveness, certain comments are in order: indispensable tool for use in diagnostic assessments of

road safety.
Five major aims were assigned to the
investigations:

i) Combat the acceptance of road accidents:
The occurrence of accidents over time and
space generates a resignation on the part of
society, and their familiarity encourages
tolerance. The requirement of conducting a
technical investigation of all accidents
resulting in fatalities or serious injuries is
intended to combat this latent fatalism.
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ACCIDENT DATA COLLECTION AND SAFETY STUDIES

Dr. Rezso ROSA
Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water Management

Budapest, Hungary

Introduction The flow of accident data is, typically, the following
(see Figure 2): police - Local Office of Statistics -

The length of the Hungarian road network comprising central Office of Statistics - the public. In order to
public and private roads is about 150,000 km. improve the site identification, the records are first

sent to the local Road Directorates and subsequently
The number of inhabitants is 10.3 million. The to the local Office of Statistics. The relevant data
number of motorcars is some 2.5 millions of which becomes available to road management about 160
more than 2 millions are passenger cars. days after the date of the accident.

Every year more than 10 million motorcars enter Last year, a procedure was initiated, on an
Hungary from abroad. experimental basis, whereby 12 Road Directorates,

register all accident data records, when these are
The national public roads, about 30,000 km, carry submitted to them for site identification, (see Figure
two-third of the total traffic. The average daily 3). This allows summary accident data to become
traffic on the main roads, about 6,500 km, is 6,234 available to road management 80 days after the dates
pcu/day while that on the secondary roads is 1,414 of accidents. However, it should be noted that this
pcu/day. The majority of the road network has two advantage may be lost because the police, in view of
traffic lanes. Beside the motorways (total length: 269 the requirements for the protection of personal
kim) and semi-motorways (total length: 82 km), there information, hesitate to furnish accident records even
are 297 km main roads with four traffic lanes. 3,000 though they use extracted data for their own
km of roads have less than 5.0 m pavement width. purposes. It seems that the Ministry of Interior, the

Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
1. Accident data collection Management and the central Office of Statistics need

to jointly revise and adjust the content and the routing
A lot of factors affect the road users. Some of them of accident records.
already exist before the start of a journey (e.g.
training, operational condition of the car, etc). Some In order to improve the utilization of the accident
others are encountered during the drive (e.g. traffic data, it has proved necessary to couple accident data
and road condition), while the rest only influence with the corresponding road condition data and traffic
emergencies (i.e. emergency assistance or aid calls in information fortheir eventual combined investigation.
case of an accident). The combination of these This can only be ensured by a computerized data
elements constitute the traffic safety of a road. The bank system.
"components" of any road accident are shown in
Figure 1. Of these, primarily the accident statistics This need, although still at various levels of
and, partly, the relevant road condition characteristics development, has been provided for in Hungary since
will be subsequently dealt with. the early 80s. The current data bank system

supported by PC's (see Figure 4) consists of a main
The data collection on accidents involving personal system and several sub-systems. The sub-systems
injuries takes rather a long time. can be operated individually as well as jointly with

the main system.
The accident records, taken by the police on the spot,
cover the details corresponding to international Figure 4 shows that accident data play an important -
practice. These include the number of injured central - role and can be investigated in relationship
persons, severity of injuries, actual weather with the road condition and traffic flow information.
conditions, causes of the accident, etc.

The idea of expanding the utilization of accident data
has emerged recently (though the protection of
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personal data should need also be considered), It cannot be stated that the modifications were
namely, to relate the data to that of vehicle designed and implemented exclusively on the basis of
inspection, and driver training or suitability tests. Hungarian traffic safety studies. Greater emphasis
The data-bases of the latter are generated at the was put on favorable foreign experiences, although
regional Transport Inspection Offices in each county. the limited surveys and analyses carried out in

Hungary concerning traffic safety also underlined the
In summary, it can be stated that the methods of road need for the measures adopted. Some examples are
accident data collection and storage as well as the given below.
possibility or relating this with road condition and
traffic data has been provided for. However, the - On urban sections, almost twice as many
manner of site recording and storing accident data accidents occur as on rural roads in terms of
needs to be revised and updated. road length. Among these, at night time or

under poor visibility, even when the traffic
2. Main measures on traffic safety. Data volume is relatively lower, the accidents tend to
utilization areas be more serious. It was also found out that more

than half of the street lighting did not meet the
Motorization only started in Hungary in the mid/late relevant standards. The measures taken were
60s. Figure 5 shows the relations between the two-fold: as an on the spot measure, at least the
"supply" (available road surface) and "demand" pedestrian crossings were to be illuminated (this
(number of vehicles, traffic volume) of the road requirement has been almost entirely fulfilled by
transport, over the 1973-1993 period. now) and, more generally, the allowable speed

limits have been reduced (by the modification of
Unfortunately, accident statistics in Hungary reflect the Traffic Code). In addition, as a new type of
poor traffic safety, which is attributable in part to late measure, slowing of traffic on urban sections by
motorization and related irregularities, (cars with physical means has become more and more
large quality and capacity variations, aggressive widespread.
driver behavior and old learner drivers, etc.) and in
part to the poor "supply" of roads as compared to the - The most vulnerable participants in traffic are the
actual demands. The annual number of road accident pedestrians and cyclists. Annually 3,000-3,500
is 20,000-25,000 in Hungary, of which 1,500-2.500 cyclists and 4,000-4,500 pedestrians are hit by
are fatal. These figures far exceed the European automobiles. Seventy percent of such accidents
averages when compared to the traffic volumes, the happen on urban sections, the rest on rural
number of the automobiles or the total length of roads. However, the accidents on rural roads
roads. are generally more serious. Traffic safety for

the cyclists, and partly, for pedestrians, has been
There have been certain efforts to improve traffic increased by constructing 500 km of cycle routes
safety but these were rather isolated, e.g. minor during the period 1986-92. A further 243 km of
interventions on particular main roads, such as cycle routes will be constructed by the end of
reconstruction of junctions, construction of bus bays, this year, in the framework of a cycle route
localized geometric corrections, etc. The National construction program. Since 1992 financial
program for the Traffic Safety, as a comprehensive provisions have been earmarked for this purpose
package of measures, was only elaborated and from the Road Fund established in 1989. The
approved last year. It covers not only road transport advantages of this program are obvious.
measures but also those of related areas.

- The survey on rural sections has shown that on
Some of the provisions of the modified Traffic Code, roads of low traffic volume, typically, the
effective since March 1, 1993, have also been aimed accidents were caused by drifting, while on the
at the improvement of traffic safety, by specifying a roads of 3,000-8,000 pcu/day they occurred
50 km/h speed limit for urban sections, the during overtaking. The danger of this latter type
compulsory use of subdued lights in rural areas, etc. accident can probably be reduced by the
As a result, the accident data of the first ten months, compulsory use of low-beam lights.
subsequent to the introduction of the modified Traffic
Code (see Figure 6) are much better than they were - The majority of the Class 11. main roads have
in the preceding ten months. traffic volumes of 4,000-8,000 pcu/day.

Primarily in order to improve the technical
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parameters (alignment, width, bearing capacity, dangerous crossing. But, at the same time, they are
unevenness, etc.) rather than to increase the a nuisance for the nearby inhabitants: several of them
traffic safety, a so-called road rehabilitation complained about the noise generated by these strips.
program has been initiated, which aims at the This raises a problem that can be generalized as: a
uniform and overall improvement of certain class measure aiming at the improvement of the traffic
II. main roads. Among other aspects of design system may be disadvantageous from other aspects
and construction, considerations of traffic safety and vice versa. This fact reflects some of the
can also be found, especially at the locations complexities of the traffic safety.
having the worst accident statistics. The
implementation of this program has already Another source of contradictions concerns road
commenced on several Class II. roads. pavement width. A survey has been conducted

covering 26,000 km of the national roads (out of the
- Since 1991, pavement rut depth has been total 30,000 km). All accident data over three years

regularly measured on the entire national road involving injuries (21,000), excluding those at
network. Luckily, the rutting is still not a junctions, were analyzed. The relations between
typical pavement defect on the Hungarian road accidents, traffic volume and pavement width were
network. The critical limit of 17 mm has been also studied. The second phase of the study focussed
exceeded only on less than 300 km of roads. On on the most frequent types of accidents (connected
the initiative of the Ministry, road sections with with drifting and overtaking). The outcome can not
already dangerous rutting were repaired by the be summarized briefly. However, one of the findings
local Road Directorates in 1992. was that, characteristically, accidents occurred below

a traffic volume of 3,000 pcu/day due to drifting, and
3. Detailed accident analyses with 3,000 and 8,000 pcu/day, during overtaking.

When, also taking into account the severity of
As it was mentioned before, all of the preconditions accidents, the widening of pavements up to 7 meters
for detailed analyses (accident data, quality inventory, resulted in the relative increase of unit accident costs.
and traffic data) are available. Thus, analyses can be A further widening of up to 14 meters resulted only
carried out at both network level (statistical purpose) in a slight reduction. Though widening of pavements
and local level (using detailed, particular and specific is required by the need for improving riding comfort
data). In general, black spot analyses are not carried and reducing the vehicle operating costs, on the one
out on regular basis. If at all, they are the result of hand, and by the demand for increasing the capacity
certain experts' personal initiatives. However, some on the other, adverse effects were also experienced
analyses and surveys are made at the national level on both rural and some urban road sections.
for statistical purposes. Of these, those concerning
road-railway level crossings are of "black spot" Pavement width evidently has also a negative impact
type, since they evaluate the accidents at certain on traffic safety (i.e. a wider carriageway encourages
facilities with special characteristics. increased speed which raises the risk and severity of

accidents). Similar effects were observed in the case
Only 0.3% of the accidents on national public roads of certain marker posts: though they improve the
happen at level crossings. This does not seem a high comfort of driving on the one hand they also produce
proportion. However, these accidents which the false impression of increased safety on the other.
generally affect many people and involve injuries As a consequence, the drivers increase the vehicle
which are very serious (see Figure 7), horrify the speed resulting in greater accident risk.
public. The level crossings and their surroundings
were studied several times and afterwards appropriate Summary
measures were taken (e.g. clearing up the sight
triangle and upgrading signalization). Subsequent to Accident data collection has a history of a number of
the mass accidents of the previous years, optical years in Hungary and conforms to European practice.
warnings, paints, transversal prism rows or pavement It would be useful to shorten the route (and delay) of
rumble strips have been placed at the crossings. data flow however, it is necessary to find a solution
These draw the drivers' attention not only in an for compatibilizing the interest in protecting personal
optical but also in an acoustic way. data. The multipurpose use of data is promoted by

the Road Data Bank, comprising traffic, inventory
These rumble strips undoubtedly do a good job in and quality data. In practice, data are used rather for
"shaking" the driver and directing his attention to the the purposes of network level studies than for local
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analyses. These studies have shown that, in several network level analyses justified many aspects of the
cases, there are conflicts between the considerations National traffic Safety Program and of the
of traffic safety and other road user interests. The modification of the Traffic Code, effective since last

year.
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FLOW OF ACCIDENT DATA: DESIRED FUTURE STATE
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THE IMPACT OF MODIFYING ROAD TRAFFIC RULES (January 3, 1993)
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RELATIONS BETWEEN SUPPLY (PAVEMENT) AND DEMAND (CAR STOCK, TRAFFIC)
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENT IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC IN 1993

According to the data of the Traffic Accident Most of the accidents were caused by car drivers
Computer Evidence, kept by the Police Presiding (73,2%), followed by pedestrians (13,6%), non-car
Committee of the Czech Republic, 25,150 accidents drivers (10,7%), technical vehicle defects (0,8%).
occurred in 1993 in which 32,281 persons were The main causes of accidents caused by car drivers
injured. The death toll was 1,524. Furthermore, are stated in thLe table below.
127,007 accidents that only resulted in material
damage were recorded. Compared to 1992, the 4,010 accidents, in which 245 people lost their
number of accidental deaths is lower by 1,4% (i.e. lives and a further 5,442 were injured, were caused
by 21 persons) but both the number of accidents and by road traffic participants under the influence of
the number of injured are higher, namely: alcohol. Records from accidents reported to the

police have shown that 3,019 car drivers, 807
o number of accidents, up by 214, i.e. by 0,9%; pedestrians, 447 cyclists, 172 motorcyclists and 179
O number of injured, up by 144, i.e. by 0,9%; "under-50-ccm" motorcyclists were under the
O accidents resulting in material damage, up by influence of alcohol.

26,344,
i.e. by 21,2%. From the overall figure of 1,524 people killed in

traffic accidents or who died as a result of sustained
There has been an unfavorable trend in both the injuries:

number of accidents and their consequences in recent
years. With the exception of a moderate drop in 0 452 were car drivers;
1991, there has been a steady increase in the number 0 351 car passengers;
of accidents and the number of injured, although 0 64 motorcyclists;
there was a certain stabilization in the number 0 32 "under-50-ccm' motorcyclists
ofserious accidents and their consequences in 1993. 0 28 truck drivers;
Nevertheless, the absolute figures remain very high. 0 401 pedestrians;

0 152 cyclists;
Most of the accidents in 1993 were recorded in 0 18 co-truck drivers.

August and July (2,712 and 2,491 respectively), the
fewest in February (1,368). October had the highest From the overall figure of 1,524 victims, 65
death toll (166) while February the lowest (81). were children among which 21 were pedestrians and
Most of the accidents occur on Fridays (4,393) and 11 cyclists. From the overall figure of 1,524 people,
Saturdays (3,605). Almost 30% of the accidents 1,355 (that is 88,9%) died within 24 hours after the
happened during the night and these account for accident.
nearly 40% of accidental deaths.

MAIN CAUSES OF ACCIDENTS CAUSED BY CAR DRIVERS

Main Cause Number of Total %
accidents

Speeding 7,202 39,1
Incorrect way of driving 5,703 31,0
Not giving right of way 4,581 24,9
Incorrect overtaking 853 4,6
Technical defect 86 0,5

1/ The number of accidents and people killed and injured, stated in this piece of information, is in line with the recommendation of the United
Nation's European Economic Board SecretAriat, i.e. the number of killed and injured corresponds to the state determined up to 30 days
after the accident and the number of accidents only includes accidents where people lost their lives or sustained an injury.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF TNFRASTRUCTURE SAFETY
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

A number of countries which have adopted road safety targets expect that approximately half of
casualty reductions will be achieved in the medium and long term through infrastructure improvements.
Some of these infrastructure improvements will be costly investments like motorways, but much will be
achieved from targeted low-cost improvements at frequent accident locations. It is important that these low
cost treatments be prioritized on the basis of cost-benefit analysis to optimize the road safety returns.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

In the cost-benefit analysis for new roads and new roadworks a count of accident costs and savings
should be taken fully into consideration. In addition, safety auditing of new designs by specialized safety
auditors is a requirement to enable safety to be taken fully into account along with other considerations. The
objective is not only to check that designs are in compliance with existing standards but also to input in the
design state-of-the art road safety best practices. The necessary knowledge will come through accident
investigation experience by accident investigators and will be gradually passed on to the designer.
Organizational changes are required to establish the authority and independence of safety auditors. Safety
audits could also be performed, not only for new projects but also for the existing network, for instance in
connection with ordinary rehabilitation or maintenance works.

Investment in comprehensive accident analysis and low cost improvements can be very cost-effective.
Rates of return on such treatment should be calculated to ensure the best use of scarce resources. The most
useful types of treatments and the most appropriate sites to treat must be assessed, taking account of the
statistical problems. Investment in training investigators and auditors, as well as in treatment of the chosen
sites is therefore necessary.

Appropriate coordination between the road authority and the traffic police is important, especially with
regard to traffic signs in CEEC.

Treatments should not focus only on simple "black spots' but should aim to treat routes consistently
along their whole length or to identify general types of sites for similar treatment. Ways of modifying driver
speed, particularly where main roads pass through small urban areas, should be sought as a priority.

The above points should be integrated with the large scale maintenance and rehabilitation programs now
in process in many CEE countries. It is possible that a process could be developed which combines safety
audits of the proposed improvements with a more general safety assessment, to cope with expected changes
in traffic volumes elsewhere.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

o Training accident investigators and safety auditors, including cost-benefit analysis of treatments
proposed, taking advantage of collaboration with Western engineers through twinning or short-term job
placements and other means;

O Directing funds to this activity; the main basis of the justification should be cost benefit assessment;
o Developing safety audit procedures that are consistent with the present rehabilitation or reconstruction

program within CEE countries and which fit the organizational needs of these countries.
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lMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING OF INFRASTRUCTURE
SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

Mr. D.A. Lynam
Transport Research Laboratory, UK

This paper summarizes key points in assessing and Care is needed when comparing accident rates on
improving the safety of road infrastructure under the individual links because although the relation between
following nine headings: accidents and traffic flow may be linear over much of

the operation range, this relation often does not start
Quality of infrastructure and accident rates at the origin and therefore comparison of rates can be

o Road design spurious.
Safety audit

o Accident analysis and prevention Accident rates vary with quality of
o Traffic calming and the effect of speed infrastructure
o Methodological problems in evaluation
a Accident costs Roads which are designed for different functions

Safety at road works have characteristics leading to different levels of
o National programs safety. For example, restricted access roads reduce

accident occurrence of one of the most frequent
It focusses on safety on inter-urban roads as there accident sites - the junction. At the same time they

is a separate session on urban safety. Where encourage higher traffic speeds so that accidents, both
appropriate, references are provided to current on the links and at the smaller number of junctions,
experience and recommended good practice in are likely to result in more severe injuries.
Western European countries.

For inter-urban links, the designer has the choice
QUALITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND of motorways (with no crossover movements), dual
ACCIDENT RATES carriageways, grade separated junctions, single

carriageways with roundabout or traffic signal
The first requirement is to assess what control, or simple priority junctions. Different

infrastructure is available and how adequately it choices can give rise to very different accident rates,
serves traffic needs. Accident rates provide a simple but construction costs and travel delays are also
measure of safety performance but care is needed in important factors and sometimes conflict with the
making comparisons on this basis. optimum safety choice. For urban roads, the

presence of vulnerable road users requires even more
Accident numbers are closely related to traffic balancing of competing objectives. Choices which
volumes maximize car driver safety may still result in large

numbers of pedestrian and cyclist casualties.
In all countries changes in accident numbers are

closely related to changes in traffic volumes. This Predictive relationships are being developed in UK
results in a high rate of increase of accidents as between accidents, traffic flow and road geometry for
countries undergo rapid increases in motorization, but a range of link and junction types. An alternative
in Western Europe there is evidence that road safety approach in attempting to relate accidents to traffic
policies act against this to the extent of holding speeds.
accident numbers constant if traffic growth is no
higher than about 4% per year. In most Western ROAD DESIGN
European countries traffic growth is now lower than
4% and thus most countries are experiencing The second requirement is to decide if new roads
reductions in accident numbers over time. are needed and, if so, to what standard they should

be built.
Koornstra has used accident models based on these

principles to estimate likely trends in accident
numbers in Eastern European countries which are
now experiencing more rapid growth in motorization.
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A procedure is needed to decide the case for Proper road design is crucial to prevent human errors
investment in new roads in traffic

All proposals for new roads in UK need to be Three principles should be to:
accompanied by an analysis of the costs and benefits,
and the consequent rate of return on the money * prevent unintended use of roads (once their
invested. Acceptable standards for the design of each function has been decided);
component are documented, but the designer can 0 prevent large discrepancies in speed between road
choose which type of component is the most cost users; and.
effective for each site. Benefits arise through * prevent uncertainty among road users.
reduced time costs and lower accident numbers.
These calculations are dependent on the estimates of The SWOV study concludes that road safety
traffic use over the life (30 years) of the road. There justification for road design standards is rarely based
has been much discussion recently as to whether new on accident analyses. Areas where more research is
roads cater only for traffic diverted from existing, recommended include:
poorer quality roads and under what circumstances
additional traffic may be generated by the road. This D whether wider roads are always safer;
has particular relevance to calculations of benefits on o design of an obstacle free zone at the edge of
the relieved roads. It will often be economic to roads;
modify these roads to more safely serve a lower level a signing and control of motorway entries of roads;
of traffic than to allow traffic flows to grow back to 0 curves in two-lane roads; and
existing levels on these roads. This will be 0 bicycle facilities at intersections.
particularly important where rapid increase in
motorization is occurring. Design can be optimized further through better

understandine of driver behavior
Principles of good road safety design are documented
in a report recently presented to EU by the Dutch Current research in UK aims to optimize the
Road Safety Institute (SWOV). This suggests safety design of roads further by better understanding the
can be considered at four different levels: effect of design features on driver behavior. There

is scope not only to reduce some negative features
* through specific attention paid to the detailed which might lead to higher accident rates but also to

design process; re-assess some of the standards for sight distance and
acceleration lengths which might have overly cautious

* through adherence to norms and standards of road safety margins. Different performance needs (e.g
design; maximum speed levels) may also allow design and

construction cost savings without jeopardizing safety.
* through road classification; and

SAFETY AUDIT
* through considering the safety of the overall

transport system when satisfying mobility needs. Road designs should be audited to make sure that
safety is optimized alongside with other requirements

Roads provide main flow, distributor or access of the network.
functions but in general most EU member states
group standards into rural and urban only. Virtually The orinciples for safety audit should be soundly
all these countries have mandatory standards for rural based in accident investigation experience
roads but only a minority have standards for urban
roads and most of these are non-mandatory. But the All road schemes should be examined during the
standards for the rural roads apply to urban roads as design stages to check whether their safety
far as these form part of the national, state-owned, characteristics can be improved.
network. In two countries (UK and Portugal)
controlled relaxation of some of these standards is This is not a check to see whether the correct
allowed providing certain conditions are met. standards have been applied for the design of the road

components; this should be done as a matter of
course. The main benefit from safety audit will be
from looking at the implications of the designs from
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the view point of the different road users, particularly ACCIDENT ANALYSIS AND PREVENTION
the more vulnerable ones, to see whether they are
likely to be confused or misled or to be presented Investment in a comprehensive accident
with difficulties by the design. A knowledge of investigation program can be a very cost-effective
accident investigation is very useful for this, but in means of reducing accidents on the existing network.
this case directed toward accident prevention. General advice on the organization of such a program

is given in the International Guidelines produced by
Safety audit is indicative of a broader safety culture the UK Institution of Highways and Transportation.

Formal guidelines need to be laid for safety audit Size of Dotential benefits
and design teams organized to implement it. In UK
this has been done by the Institution of Highways and Estimates, based on operation experience in both
Transportation (for local roads) and the Department UK and New Zealand, suggest that an overall target
of Transport (for strategic roads). for accident reduction by low cost highway

engineering of the order of 15% of the total accident
The role of the auditor is formally defined and toll is feasible. This target could realistically be

auditors trained. The auditor is independent of the achieved within 10 years, provided sufficient
designer. Audits are made at four defined stages manpower and cash resources are put into systematic
during design and construction, starting with the accident investigation procedures and treatments.
initial feasibility study and ending with a walk
through before opening. The IHT guidelines suggest Staff resources and Rrocedures
that one engineer is required to cover safety audit
tasks over an area with about 2000 injury accidents All highway authorities should have either a
per year. Although a few good examples exist of the specialist Accident Investigation unit or access to
direct benefits of audit, it is generally accepted as such a unit in an advisory capacity. The unit should
indicative of good practice rather than yielding include staff experienced in data processing, accident
immediate benefits. investigation, remedial scheme design, accident

research and scheme monitoring.
Audits should cover all aspects of desin which can
influence accident occurrence Staffing levels recommended for such a unit are

one engineer or technician for every 400-1000 injury
In addition to the basic geometric design, these accidents reported annually in the area in which the

will include road surface characteristics, road unit operates. These staff require specialist expertise
markings and delineation, signs and roadside of a high order; specialist training courses should be
furniture, traffic management, and provision for road developed if not already available. In the early years
works and maintenance. Detailed checklists of of a safety program, overall staff costs for
questions to be considered are included in the UK investigation and scheme design can equal overall
guidelines, and sharing of experience is encouraged cost of the site works.
to make these more comprehensive and relevant to
problems identified. An essential requirement is a good accident

database which can be interrogated in a way suitable
Audits can be applied to existing roads as well as for these investigations. TRL have developed a
new designs microcomputer based system (MAAP) designed

specifically as a low cost system capable of being
Auditing of existing roads has the same main used by staff who are not computer specialists. It

objective, and aims to identify those features of incorporates vector maps and also allows scanned
existing roads which are not compatible with the maps to be generated. More complex systems based
function of the road and commensurate with its place on Geographical Information Systems are available in
in the network hierarchy. Often the use of a road many UK local authorities, but the simpler system is
will have changed since its construction but the road particularly useful while an accident investigation
will not have been redesigned to that new use. This capability is being developed.
type of audit is likely to form part of some of the
route actions described in the next section. The basis of the UK structured accident

investigation system is the use of four main
approaches:
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* single sites - treatment of sites at which accidents Equivalent objectives for route action plans are:
cluster;

* mass action - application of known treatment to i) to achieve an average accident reduction of
locations having common accident factors; 15% on treated route sections;

* route action - application of remedies to a road ii) to obtain a first year economic rate of return of
having above average accident rate for that type of not less than 40%.
road; and

* area action - aggregation of remedial measures The estimates of accident reduction need to take
over an area with accident rate above a chosen account of the confounding factors described below.
level, particularly aimed at scattered accidents
and, usually, application to urban areas. There still remains scope for low cost

improvements in most Western European countries
Choice of treatments despite many years of accident investigation and

remedial treatment. A recent review of accident
A review of UK experience in 1987 showed two occurrence on rural single carriageway roads in UK

thirds of the sites treated on rural roads to be bends (Taylor et al) suggested the majority of the remaining
or priority junctions. Only about 12% at that time accidents occurred away from junctions, in daylight
were route treatments. Two thirds of the measures and in fine weather. Most accident involved vehicles
used various combinations of road markings and that did not leave the carriageway, but were in
signs. Road layouts were altered significantly in 16% collision with another vehicle. Speed and young male
of the treatments. The average cost of signing and drivers were involved in many of these. There is
marking treatments was less than £2,000 per site continued traffic growth on these roads. Improved
whereas the cost of surfacing treatment or layout signing and marking together with interactive
modifications was about £15,000. message signs and automatic enforcement of speeds

may help to further modify driver behavior.
A study of treatments on major inter-urban roads

showed evidence of accident reductions at treated TRAFFIC CALMING AND THE EFFECT OF
sites being partially offset by increases in accident SPEED
downstream of these sites. This emphasizes the
importance of creating a consistent level of risk along The environmental and safety impact of increasing
a route so that drivers do not meet unexpected traffic growth can be mitigated by encouraging all
hazards. In this case, investigation and treatment of traffic to use the road system as non-aggressively as
the whole route is worthwhile. Action may need to possible.
be taken at both accident and non-accident sites to
ensure the desired consistency of driver response. Towns on inter-urban routes

Monitoring and evaluation Towns on inter-urban routes present a problem
because through traffic is in conflict with the access

Monitoring and evaluation are both required at two traffic. The most extreme solution is to bypass the
levels. Firstly, over the whole area of the highway town. Where there are high flows this is justified
authority's responsibility, to assess the effectiveness primarily by the time savings to traffic, but UK
of the authority's program, and secondly, for studies have shown that 25% reductions in accident
individual sites and schemes, to measure the success numbers may also be achieved; greater reductions are
of applied remedies. possible if the relieved route is also modified to better

suit the town needs. An alternative approach of
Appropriate objectives for single site treatment Environmentally Adapted Through Routes has been

are: developed, particularly in Denmark. Substantial
changes in the layout of the through roads can result

i) to achieve an accident reduction of 33%; in speed reductions of up to 10 km/h and accident
ii) to obtain a first year economic rate of return of reductions of 50-67 %. Initial trials were restricted to

not less than 50% at each site. roads with annual average daily flows of 4,000
vehicles but roads with up to 20,000 vehicles per day
have since been successfully treated (Herrstedt).
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Cheaper measures for smaller towns The ability to match drivers' speed choices more
closely to safe driving speeds could have considerable

However, even the cost of adapting routes in this potential to influence accident numbers on rural,
way can require major investment if a large number single carriageway roads.
of towns and villages need to be treated. Recent
trials in UK have investigated to what extent more METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN
limited treatments can influence driver behavior. The EVALUATION
basis features required from modification are:

Assessing safety benefits is a fundamental part of
- a gateway effect to highlight the entrance to the the efficient use of scarce resources, but accurate

area; and predictions are not straightforward.
- sufficient continuing modification within the area

to remind drivers of the need to drive carefully at Standard evaluation methodologv
low speeds.

The simplest estimates of accident reduction
Measures can include conspicuous signing, variety benefits are obtained from comparison of accident

of road markings, road surface treatments, road numbers for 3 year periods before and after
narrowing, central islands or hatching, and rumble treatment. These differences should be compared
devices. with untreated controls to enable allowance to be

made for other factors affecting accident frequency,
Monitoring problems but it is often very difficult to identify suitable

controls that are sufficiently similar to the treated
The primary aim of monitoring is to demonstrate sites but can be left untreated. Little attempt is

that lower speeds have been achieved. Automatic usually made to estimate the life of the benefits as the
recorders detect speeds at several sites within the first year rate of return on the investment is usually
town before and after the measures are installed; high enough to justify the expenditure.
changes in the 85th percentile speed were used for
comparison. Results from the UK study suggested Problems arise because of the small numbers of
that schemes with only gateway measures produce accidents involved at individual sites, the uncertainty
reductions in 85th percentile inbound speeds of 10 in estimating the true underlying expected accident
km/h at the gateways but only 7 km/h within the frequency at the treated site, the presence of other
village. Schemes also including measures within the confounding factors affecting accident occurrence,
village and physical restrictions at the gateway and often the uncertainty in understanding how the
produced reductions of up to 20 km/h in the 85th treatment is affecting road user behavior.
percentile speed.

Bias by selection
The demand for measures often arise from public

concern in the village. Opinion surveys show that the One of the important problems is that of bias in
public are often satisfied even if speed reductions the selection of sites to be treated. It has been shown
cannot be measured. This difference between public clearly that random variation in accident occurrence
perception and reality can lead to excessive demand can result in the sites with the highest observed
for treatment that is not cost effective. number of accidents in one three year period not

being the sites of highest risk in the subsequent
Role of sveed in accidents period. If picked at their highest accident frequency,

then there is a strong probability of lower accident
There is clear evidence that lower vehicle speeds frequency in the next period regardless of treatment.

lead to less injury if an accident does occur, but there
is also evidence accumulating that relatively small Methods proposed to allow for this include
changes in mean speeds can also lead to significant correcting "before" estimates by a factor that reflects
reduction in accident numbers. Studies in Sweden general variability in accident distribution among
have suggested this link for some time; work in UK similar sites. This typically suggests that observed
is also showing that in many situations a 5 km/h changes may overestimate actual effect by 33 to 50%.
reduction in mean speeds can produce a 15% Use of longer "before' periods can also give better
reduction in accident numbers. estimates of true underlying accident rates, but only

if stable conditions have existed over a long period.
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Treatment effects can also be better understood by A recent summary of methodology and values used
looking at the type of accidents expected to be in different countries is provided in the report of the
affected at the site and comparing with the effect on EC COST 313 Group.
other accident types, but this disaggregation implies
even smaller accident numbers for comparison. What type of costing is needed?

Selection of most cost-effective sites to treat In all countries, the calculation of the socio-
economic costs of road accidents is usually simplified

Sites will often have high accident numbers due to by determining average unit costs for the categories
high traffic flows. Although these present the of accident and casualty types used in the national
opportunity forlarger potential benefits the treatments accident statistics, (i.e. generally fatalities, serious
are likely to be more expensive. Therefore selection injuries, and heavy and slight damage accidents).
procedures should not be based solely on numbers of
accidents but also on flow. Direct costs include medical cost, non-medical

rehabilitation, property damage, and administrative
Estimating program effects costs. The imputed effects on society of loss of

welfare include lost productive capacitv, and human
Although individual changes can be identified costs.

more clearly by monitoring treated sites, the objective
of the program is to make a significant effect on total What methods of valuation are used?
accidents over part of all of the road network.
Monitoring at this level shows whether the program The three main methods used are:
is helping to reach overall casualty reduction targets.
It is also easier at this level to see the changes in the - cost of restitution - based on the resources
context of overall accident trends, probably resulting required to restore the victim and family to the
from a variety of measures, and against the effect of situation before the accident; values developed
traffic growth, which will tend to result in increased through expert opinion, court judgements, and
casualty numbers unless safety programs offset this. compensation payments by insurance companies;

Claims are often made that risk compensation and - human capital - based on loss to society of the
accident migration over an area remove most or all of value of the productive capacity of the victim;
the benefit from reductions at specific sites. It is true calculations can be based on gross loss of
that drivers and other road users will adapt their production, net loss of production or value of lost
behavior to a new road situation and this may result lifetime years; and
in lower benefits than expected from some measures
but there is little evidence of direct compensation of - willingness to pay or accept - based on the direct
risk as a result of road engineering measures. preferences shown by individuals or society of the
Similarly, we have noted above that improving one sums they are willing to pay to avoid accidents;
road section can result in drivers arriving at a values are obtained either through stated
downstream junction at high speed, which may preference methods using questionnaires to obtain
increase the risk at this site, but good route direct contingent valuation or contingent ranking
investigations will design changes to allow for this. of options, or from revealed preference methods
Program evaluation will take into account any of using actual expenditure incurred for accident
these effects which do occur, and may allow them to prevention or hedonic wage studies.
be identified through changes in accident type or
distribution across an area. How are these methods applied in different countries?

ACCIDENT COSTS Lost productive capacity is based on gross average
earnings in most countries, but discount rates

Quantification of safety benefits requires a value to assumed vary between 3% and 7%.
be autached to reducing the number and severity of
accidents. Human cost estimates are based on compensation

payments in Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg and
France, on welfare payments in Finland, and on
willingness to pay surveys in GB and Sweden.
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Why are the values used by difference countries? In UK, speed limits of 50 mph are imposed at
these sites compared with the usual limit of 70 mph.

In the COST report, the country using the highest Studies of the use of speed enforcement cameras at
unit cost for a fatality had a value more than twenty these sites have shown average speeds to be reduced
times higher than the lowest one. For fatalities by 5 mph.
almost all the costs result from two elements: lost
productive capacity and human costs. Nearly nine Accident rates at motorway and dual carriagewav
tenths of the variation in the estimates of lost sites
productive capacity can be explained by the combined
effect of differences in standard of living, discount Accident rates are typically quoted in terms of the
rates assumed, growth rates and age structure. comparison with a similar length of the same road

without roadworks. Several studies have shown
The inclusion of human costs in a country's cost accident rates to be 50 to 100% higher at roadwork

model increases the unit costs considerably. sites on motorways. Daily flows at these sites varied
Countries using the willingness to pay approach have from 20,000 to 60,000 vehicles, but these roads can
much higher values for the unit costs. carry up to 100,000 vehicles per day. The increase

in personal injury accident rates as a result of
SAFETY AT ROAD WORKS roadworks on all-purpose dual carriageway roads has

been found to be less than the equivalent values for
At sites of road improvement or maintenance, roadwork sites at motorways. Dual carriageway sites

traffic needs to be carefully managed to minimize the investigated had daily traffic flows ranging from less
additional risk likely to occur. than 7,000 up to 70,000.

Management technigues on motorwavs and dual Accident rates at single carriagewav sites
carriagewavs

Data have also been collected across a range of
At these sites the intention is to keep the flow of major and minor single carriageway sites, with and

traffic moving in both directions but the capacity of without roadworks. Average daily flows at these
the roadway will be reduced. This will involve a sites varies from 900 vehicles for the most minor
merging manoeuvre prior to the site, probably a group to 4,700 vehicles for the major roads.
change of lane direction within the site, and possibly Numbers of personal injury accidents per vehicle km
narrower lane widths with the site. Cones and at roadwork sites on these roads were found to be
colored studs are used to delineate the revised lanes. between 2 and 3 times the rates without roadworks.
Lighting is usually installed. Contraflow systems and These results apply for lengths of road which include
tidal operation have also been incorporated into the works zone and up to 1200 meters either side.
management systems to maximize capacity under
unbalanced flows.

Selected values of cost of a road traffic fatality (1990)
(ECU Million)

NL F D UK S CH

Lost production - 0.22 0.67 0.27 0.44 0.82
Human costs - 0.02 - 0.66 0.52 1.34
Total Cost 0.11 0.23 0.67 0.93 0.96 2.16
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NATIONAL PROGRAMS tendency of increasing traffic growth to lead to higher
accident numbers. The potential rapid motorization

Engineering improvement can be used to provide in eastern and central Europe will result in rapid
a major influence on national accident totals. increases in accident numbers unless there is

investment in programs to improve network safety to
Most countries that have set national targets for offset this.
casualty reduction expect to achieve a substantial part
of that target (typically at least 50%) through Infrastructure improvements, if properly co-
infrastructure related improvements. The figures ordinated with education and enforcement initiatives
quoted earlier on a 15% reduction in national can provide even higher benefits, but a clear analysis
casualties over a ten year period is not unrealistic for of which problems and sites are best treated by which
a western European country which already has an measures, is needed to make the most cost effective
established program. Countries starting with less use of the combined policies. Policies combining
well maintained networks can expect much higher better attitudes to driver behavior with automatic
benefits from the same level of investment. But such enforcement and infrastructure improvement would
percentages have to be set against the continuing appear to provide the best potential.
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ROAD SAFETY AUDIT

ITS PROGRESS IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

Phillip Jordan' and Ian Appleton2

1. INTRODUCTION passenger transport. AUSTROADS is the national
association of road transport and traffic authorities in

Safety has always been a component of the Australia.
highway designers' and traffic engineers' repertoire.
They have developed standards and guidelines for This paper draws on all these publications to
good practice. Many of these have a high road safety promote the cause of road safety audit.
content. But the strict adherence to standards is not
always good enough. This is not meant to imply that 2. ROAD SAFETY AUDIT
engineers work to standards only. Engineers need a There is nothing really new in road safety audit.
high level of skill to ensure that the application of In the past engineers have done the same sort of
standards and guidelines is appropriate and effective. activity under the guise of a technical check,
It is here that road safety audit has a role to play. sometimes it was done informally but rarely would

safety have been given a specific focus. Safety
There are several definitions of road safety audit. would be only one of a variety of factors to be

In Australia, the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) checked.
of New South Wales (NSW) defines it as "a means of
checking the design, implementation and operation of Road safety audit formalizes a process; ensures
roads projects against a set of safety principles as a there is a consistency of approach and application. It
means of accident prevention and treatment." is a process to assist in building safety into the road

network from the start.
During 1993 and 1994 there have been or will be

published, four significant documents on road safety The objectives of road safety audit are to identify
audit. These are: potential safety problems for all road users and others

affected by a road project and to ensure that measures
* UK Department of Transport (DTp) (revised) to eliminate or reduce the problems are fullv

Road Safety Audit Standard and Advice Note considered.
(1994);

* Transit New Zealand (TNZ) Safety Audit Policy In the past, road projects have tended to consider
and Procedures (1993); the motor vehicles, but may have ignored other users

* AUSTROADS Roads Safety Audit Guidelines (in of the roads, especially pedestrians. Road safety
press 1994); and audit tries to redress the balance by paying equal

* Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Road attention to all road users.
Safety Audits Informational Report (in press
1994). The main purpose of the safety audit is to

identify problems. The safety audit does not
Transit New Zealand is New Zealand's Crown necessarily identify solutions, but any
Agency for the control of state highways and recommendations it does make must be practical. The
providing financial assistance for local roads and auditor should not redesign the project, and in most

applications safety audit does not make decisions
about adopting or rejecting recommendations or
solutions.

1/ Senior Traffic Engineer. VICROADS, Melbourne, Australia; Project Manager. AUSTROADS Road Safety Audit Project; Member. ITE
International Committee on Roads Safety Audits.

2/ Safety Audit Manager, Transit New Zealand, Wellington, New Zealand; Chairman, TNZ Safety Audit Working Party: Member,
AUSTROADS Road Safety Audit Working Party; Member, ITE International Committee on Road Safety Audits.
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Other objectives of safety audit are: 3. INTERNATIONAL REVIEW

* to minimize the risk and severity of road crashes 3.1 United Kingdom
that may be affected by the road project, at the
site and on the nearby network; In 1988 legislation placed a responsibility on

road controlling authorities to take action to reduce
* to minimize the need for remedial works after the road death toll. In response to this the Institution

construction; of Highways and Transportation (IHT) produced their
"Guidelines for the Safety Audit of Highways'. It

* to reduce the "whole of life" costs of the project; was published in 1990.
and

The UK DTp made safety audit mandatory for all
* to improve the awareness of safe design practices national trunk roads and motorways from April 1991.

by all of those involved in the planning, design, They published their Standard and Advice Note in
construction and maintenance of roads. 1990. These have been updated this year (HD 19/94

and HA 42/94 respectively).
"On the nearby network" is an important point.

Sometimes a safety improvement has the effect of Somc County councils have implemented safety
shifting the crashes to another location. This is audit procedures: some adopting the DTp standard,
called "Accident Migration" and serves no useful while others have developed their own policy and
purpose. Safety audits should minimize the procedures.
possibility of accident migration.

3.2 Australia
What are the "whole of life" costs that will sell

safety audit? How often does a relatively new The states of NSW, Victoria and Queensland
construction have to be reworked because it has not have published road safety audit guidelines.
worked? And how professionally embarrassing is it?
Also, "whole of life" costs are reduced if total The development of road safety audit manual for
crashes are reduced. NSW began in 1990 and was published in July 1991.

The RTA (NSW) carried out its first safety audit in
The main improvement in the performance will 1990 of the Pacific Highway using specially prepared

be achieved through the increased awareness safety checklists. This audit followed a series of truck
audit will bring. Not only will designers be crashes and two horrendous bus crashes in 1988 and
confronted with the safety issues, they will ensure 1989.
that they get a "clean" audit report by using the same
methods as those used by the auditors i.e a self-audit. The RTA require that each of its regional offices

complete a minimum of 20 safety audits of new work
So what is new about safety audit? It is a proposals each year plus safety audits on the existing

defined procedure adopted by a road controlling road system. It is envisaged that the complete state
authority, which requires a project to undergo audits road network will be subject to systematic safety
at discrete phases of development, and these audits audit over a period of 5 years.
are independent of the designer. Safety audit can be
incorporated into an authority's Quality Management In Victoria, road safety audit is known as safety
processes. review. The state road authority, VICROADS

produced its safety review manual in 1993. The
In this paper the words "safety audit" are used to implementation of safety review is seen as an integral

mean the audit of road projects and the infrastructure. part of Quality Management process. All major
In fact, safety audit is a much more general concept. projects undergo a safety review. A 20% sample of
One can do a safety audit of a vehicle testing station, other construction projects and a 10% sample of
or the issuing of driver licenses or of a community maintenance work are selected for review. The
safety programme. facility to conduct safety reviews of the existing

network appears in the VICROADS procedures for
investigating hazardous locations.
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Queensland has interim road safety audit The authors initiated and conducted a series of
guidelines and has actively promoted safety audit workshops and short courses throughout the country
through local government. The other Australian and in Australia. A longer traffic engineering safety
states are considering the way in which safety audit course is being developed which will include ongoing
can best be implemented. training in safety audit and accident investigation for

practitioners.
AUSTROADS set up a working party to develop

safety audit guidelines, with representatives from 3.4 United States
state and local government as well as TNZ. The
guidelines aim to provide a national approach to Road safety audit has not been adopted as a
safety auditing and will be especially useful to local formal procedure in the USA. In 1991 the Federal
government. The guidelines are expected to be Highway Administration (FHA) published a report
published in late 1994. "Management Approach to Highway Safety: A

Compilation of Good Practice". This report
Training in Safety Audit is seen as a vital recognizes the need for processes to consider safety

ingredient. Courses have been developed and series needs in the development and construction of
of workshops have been completed in several states. highways, but does not translate the need into specific
The University of New South Wales and Monash recommendations. Road safety audit is such a
University (Victoria) now include safety audit as a process.
component of their traffic safety courses.

The ITE, in response to FHA proposed rule on
3.3 New Zealand safety management systems, suggested that road

safety audit be introduced into such systems. It set
Safety Audit commenced in New Zealand with a up a committee whose task was to review

series of post-construction safety audits in 1990. international practice and experience with road safety
These identified features of the project development audit and describe its potential for use in safety
or the final construction which could be improved. management systems. Their report, expected to be
The need for a comprehensive policy for pre- published this year, will be an ITE Informational
construction safety audits was identified. Report.

With the help of experienced safety auditors from 3.5 Europe
the UK and Australia, a series of pilot audits on state
highway projects was conducted in 1992/93. A To date only Britain has adopted road safety
safety audit working party was set up with audit. Some European countries have shown interest
representatives of all sectors. Using the experience but none have yet adopted safety audit as a formal
of the pilot state highway audits the working party procedure. The IHT Guidelines are being translated
developed safety audit policy and procedures. These into French.
were adopted by the TNZ Authority and published in
1993. 4. APPLICATION OF ROAD SAFETY AUDIT

The policy has been implemented on a 20% It is not the intention of this paper to describe
sample of state highway projects in 1993/94. The road safety audit in detail. The documents referenced
policy will be reviewed in the light of the experience in the previous section do that. Some of the policies
on state highways. Two local authorities have or guidelines are quite prescriptive; some are more
implemented their own procedures, and at the time of general. While there is a consensus of the 5 stages
this writing, several more are considering doing so. at which safety audit may be applied, not every

country, state or county has adopted all five stages.
The policy at present does not include the safety

audit of the existing network. A review of current These stages are:
practice is being undertaken to see if the present
policy should be expanded to include the safety audit * Stage 1: Feasibility: As an input to the
of existing roads. feasibility stage of a project.
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* Stage 2: Layout or Preliminary Design: consideration. The safety auditor generally will not
Undertaken on completion of draft plans or a make decisions. He/she makes recommendations.
preliminary design. The project manager or the "client" has to balance

the audit recommendations against other pieces of
* Stage 3: Detailed Design: On completion of the advice - e.g. environmental and financial - and come

detailed design but before the preparation of to a conclusion.
contract documents.

5.3 Organization
* Stage 4: Pre-opening: Immediately prior to the

opening of a project to traffic - but for many There are a variety of organizational
projects this happens after the traffic has begun arrangements outlined in some of the guidelines. The
to use the newly constructed road or layout. most important elements are independence, skills and

reporting.
* Stage 5: In-Service: Systematic inspection of the

existing network to assess its adequacy from a Ideally the auditor or audit team is completely
safety viewpoint. independent of the project; independent of the client,

independent of the designer. In this way, the auditor
Stages 1-4 are applied to specific projects during will not have any preconceived ideas and can view

their design and construction. All stages of audit are the project with "fresh" eyes.
not applied to every road project. All stages may be
justified on the largest projects, but fewer stages need An audit requires a number of skills and it is not
be applied to smaller ones. Also, the nature of the often that these skills can be found in one person. A
project may determine the stages of audit needed. team is recommended to harness the necessary skills.

Predominantly, these are: accident investigation,
5. SAFETY AUDIT PROCESS highway design, safety engineering and construction

processes.
Some of the guidelines mentioned above include

a variety of ways in which the safety audit process As in quality management, the keeping of proper
may be adopted. (See for example the IHT records is paramount. The reporting process and
Guidelines). How an authority chooses to implement responsibilities must be clearly defined, reports and
the process is its own decision. But there are some decisions documented.
important features which are common to all modes of
operation. Feedback to the auditors helps them improve

their performance. It also helps to ensure
5.1 Management Commitment accountability for the decisions made on the audit

recommendations. Without the accountability the
This is self evident. Without the support and safety audit process may not have any effect.

resources from top managemem, safety audit will
fail. It must be seen as an integral part of an 5.4 Checklists
authority's road safety programme, and an integral
part of a quality programme. The old cliche "Get it There is a temptation to use a checklist as a
right first time" applies. substitute for thinking: to simply scan down the

checklist ticking the boxes. However, their
5.2 Procedure advantage is that they act as a prompt, to ensure that

no item is forgotten.
The important point is that there be a

documented procedure and that it is agreed what the Another advantage of the checklist is that the
process shall be. Safety audit should try to take an designer knows what the design is going to be audited
overall view of the safety features of a project. It against. The designer is likely to do a self audit
should not be simply a test for compliance with before the real audit, leading to an increase in
standards. awareness and emphasis on safety issues.

B,', making a special audit of safety, the aim is to
increase the awareness of everyone to the safety
issues. This will ensure that safety is given due
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6. LIABILITY way is to compare the cost of conducting audits with
the costs of the crashes which might be prevented.

At an early stage in the development of safety In that light, the cost of safety audit appears to be
audit in both Australia and New Zealand, there was relatively small.
considerable concern of the legal liability issues.
Could the auditor, the designer or the client be held Early experience in Australia and New Zealand
legally liable for anything found or not found during shows that, on average, the cost of each stage of
the course of an audit? audit costs about NZ$5,000 while on smaller

schemes, about NZ$1,000.
There is no general answer to this question. The

variation in laws between countries means that the Another way to answer this question is to look at
answers will be specific to each country. the results of some recent audits and to examine the

positive outcomes from them. These examples are
The AUSTROADS Guidelines has a chapter from the UK, Australia and New Zealand where

devoted to legal liability, which suggests that highway driving is on the left.
authorities are likely to be better placed to
successfully defend legal actions if they have a road 8.1 Box Hill, Victoria
safety audit process in place. In New Zealand it is
not such an issue because of the Accident Informal stage 3 audit of a traffic signal
Compensation legislation which operates a "fault remodel/intersection reconstruction scheme found a
free" system of compensation for personal injury. pedestrian crossing proposed across a left-turn slip
The public cannot sue for personal injury. lane less than 10 metres beyond a set of pedestrian

operated signals (POS). While there were sound
7. SAFETY AUDIT OF EXISTING ROADS operational reasons for this design, there were safety

concerns that a driver responding to the green signal
The foregoing discussion relates almost of the POS might fail to see a pedestrian on the

exclusively to the safety audit of new road projects. crossing.
However, far more expenditure goes into maintaining
the infrastructure than to enhancing it. Therefore, The design was amended so as to position the
why not apply safety audit principles to the existing POS beside the left-turn island, in a more
network? conventional layout that overcame the need to

vehicles to go through both the signals and the
The beginning of safety audit in NSW was from pedestrian crossing. The increased cost was $3,000,

this perspective. The NSW manual includes compared with more than $10,000 if the problem had
checklists of existing roads in rural and urban areas. been addressed after construction, and compared with
Some guidelines do allow for the safety audit of $80,000 for a pedestrian casualty.
existing roads, for example, the VICROADS and the
AUSTROADS ones. The TNZ policy does not. 8.2 Camaru, New Zealand

The reason for this apparent lack of action may A stage 4 audit of an accident remedial scheme
be because the investigation of hazardous locations found a number of safety concerns on a length of
(Blackspots) could be envisaged as a form of safety state highway, including:
audit of the existing network. The difference is that
blackspot work is reactive not pro-active. But it is an 0 poorly located and non-reflective direction signs
effective way to "audit" the existing network, because had been left in place in the new scheme rather
sites treated have a proven crash history. than being renewed and repositioned;

0 pedestrian crossing poles were obscured by trees
8. EFFECTIVENESS OF ROAD SAFETY AUDIT in the centre-of-roadway parking area, and were

not painted in the standard black and white
It is very difficult to determine the effectiveness markings; and

of safety audit. How can one tell how many crashes 0 a pedestrian crossing had been installed just 40m
are prevented by a safety audit? around a left-hand bend for one direction of

travel; and about 50m beyond a crest for the
Instead of a scientific evaluation of effectiveness, other direction. These sight distances were

more subjective assessments have to be made. One
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inadequate for the operating speeds on the * the skills of the auditors;
highway. 0 the reporting procedure for the audit report; and

0 the procedure for reaching decisions on audit
The audit report recommended new direction signs, recommendations.
together with the relocation of the pedestrian crossing
beacons and painting the poles in the accepted Only three countries have adopted a formal road

markings. It is also recommended a slight relocation safety audit policy and procedure. In both New
of the second crossing to a point further from the Zealand and Australia it is likely that the coverage of
crest and closer to the bend where visibility was safety audit will widen. Workshops and training

much better. If the scheme had been subjected to an courses have been held and are continuing. Feedback
audit at an earlier stage, these important safety points from practitioners in both countries shows an

could have been addressed and the cost of the enthusiasm based on a belief that safety audit is the

pedestrian crossing relocation saved. right and professional way to go.
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IMPLEMENTING ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS IN URBAN AREAS

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Considering that a great number of fatalities and injuries occur in cities and towns, it is necessary to
find a well balanced solution between the traffic functions and the living functions in urban areas. The
leading principle is to establish a hierarchical classification of the road network, for instance in four functions
(flow, distributor, access and residential) and then to ensure that each classified road fulfills only its allocated
functions and no others and to treat it accordingly. More attention must be paid to cyclists' and pedestrians'
needs. There are now well established traffic calming techniques which slow down the speed of vehicles and
sharply decrease the number and severity of accidents. One objective is to build "low-cost 30 kmJh zones"
in areas where the interests of vulnerable residents is the governing principle. The leading design principle
in urban areas should be to establish an infrastructure adapted to human limitations and to try to adapt human
behavior to traffic requirements.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

In the past, the principle was to give priority to automobile users but the leading principle is now to
obtain a better balance between the different road users. The methodology concerning traffic calming is the
following:

o Every road is appointed a specific function and designed in such a way that it meets the functional
requirements. It is necessary to distinguish between the residential functions and traffic functions (with
three sub-functions: flow, distributor, and access);

o Ensure that each classified road fulfills its function and only its functions; it is largely the speed options
which imply hazards on the network.

The main categories of solutions are:

o General treatment of the entire road network. In addition to lowering the general maximum speed in
towns to 50 km/h (which is a prerequisite) there are a lot of technical solutions at hand to reduce the
speed of drivers and improve their behavior. One such solution is the new style roundabout which give
priority to the traffic which is on the roundabout; but many others are described in Western national
handbooks;

o "30 km/h zones" consist of lowering the speed of motorized traffic and discouraging through traffic;
the cost of such improvements is generally low; and

o In some dense residential areas, named "Woonerf" in the Netherlands and which could be called
"Cocoon" areas, motorized traffic loses its predominant role and the speed is in fact reduced to 5-8
km/hr; the major priority is the well being of cyclists, pedestrians, playing children, etc. but this
requires high cost works.

In the future, the concept of "sustainable safety" is also to be put in force. This means a concept in
which safety is one of the key criteria in all decisions concerning infrastructure, vehicles, and road users.
The possibility of accidents should be reduced in advance by prevention of traffic conflicts and a reduction of
speed.
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PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

O It would be helpful to establish a more systematic international exchange of information cOncerning traffic
calming (experiments, guidelines, techniques used);

O The organization of study tours is also to be promoted as well as fellowships for Central and Eastern
European countries representatives;

O The organization of training courses concerning the different aspects of traffic calming in urban areas.
would be a useful subject for engineers, architects, sociologists, etc. of Central and Eastern European;
countries; and

O Experimental traffic calming areas should be set up as soon as possible, in some cities in each Central
and Eastern European country, in order to develop national expertise.
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URBAN TRAFFIC SAFETY STRATEGIES IN THE NETHERLANDS

Mr. P. flamelynck
Head, Road Safety Department

Dutch Transport Research Center

1. Background

The increasingly dominant role of motorized traffic 2. Trafric safety problems inside residential
in urban areas poses a growing threat to vulnerable areas, an outline
road users like pedestrians, particularly the elderly,
children and the handicapped among others. The Netherlands is a small country, which is
Moreover, it also affects the quality of life by densely populated: 15 million inhabitants, 350
restricting social and residential activities, as well as, inhabitants/km2 . Dutch citizens own more than 5.7
through environmental pollution. On the other hand, million passenger cars, 12 million bicycles, almost
transport and traffic are requirements inherent to the 500,000 mopeds and 180,000 motorcycles. The total
urban society. Hence, in urban areas a conflict of network is 103,000 kilometers of road, of which
interest arises between the desired accessibility for 47,500 km are streets and roads inside built-up areas.
motorized traffic and upholding the quality of life. In
this conflict between the "traffic' functions and the Since an all time peak in 1972 - almost 3,300 road
living functions of the urban area, a well-balanced deaths - the yearly number of fatalities have been
solution has to be found. reduced to less than 1,300 in 1992, despite the fact

that, over the same period, the degree of mobility
Since 1970s, the Netherlands have tried to tackle almost doubled. The number of traffic accident

this problem by adopting the principle that the urban casualties per 100,000 inhabitants in the Netherlands
area should functionally be divided into traffic areas is 8.5, which makes the Netherlands, together with
and residential areas. In the first, the flow and countries such as the United Kingdom, Sweden and
circulation of traffic remain the elementary function, Norway, relatively safe. However, in recent years
and safety is mainly sought for by segregation of the the annual number of road fatalities has ceased to
incompatible traffic modes: the motorized traffic and drop sharply, and now seems to hover around some
the other, highly vulnerable, road users. In the 1,300 fatalities a year.
second, the intention is to focus on residential
activities such as walking, shopping and playing, Of the total number of fatalities plus hospitalized
while access is only allowed to destination traffic. injuries in 1992, 54 % (or 7003) occurred inside built-
Here, the leading principle for ensuring safety is up areas. Among these, most serious casualties
integrating the different traffic modes. inside built-up areas, 32% (or 2233) were cyclists

and 15% (or 1046) pedestrians. A majority of traffic
Starting from this principle, various types of accident casualties inside built-up areas occur on

solutions have been developed, and applied in traffic arteries: those streets or roads where traffic
practice. The effects of most of them on traffic or flow function dominates. About 20%-40% of the
safety have been evaluated by now. The experience accidents occur in streets with a residential function.
contributes in evolving the new concept of a It is an exception rather than a rule to find black
"sustainable urban traffic safety system" in urban spots in residential areas. Accidents are scattered
areas. over the entire area. Therefore, an area-wide

approach to solve traffic problems in residential areas
After first having described the traffic safety is most appropriate.

problems inside residential areas, this paper presents
the principles underlying a functional, safety-oriented Mainly children, elderly people, pedestrians and
road categorization of the urban infrastructure. cyclists, are casualties of traffic accidents in
Then, various applications in practice will be residential areas. These road user groups belong to
discussed as well as some results of evaluation studies the most intensive users of these areas. Older areas
on their safety impact. Finally, the concept of seem to be less safe than newly built ones. No
.sustainable urban traffic safety" will be addressed. simple explanation can be found for this, but a

combination of various factors play a part. For
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instance, more mixed functions on streets in older The urban area is covered with a road network.
areas, more (through) traffic and parking problems, On one hand, the network is intended for the
less space for children to play, etc. transportation of people and goods, generally by

means of vehicles. On the other hand, people live,
An early literature study of SWOV (Kraay & work, and spend their leisure time in its adjacent

Mathijsen, 1980) provided already a survey of residential (and working) areas. It is largely the
criteria, which have a positive or negative effect on speed options which create hazards on this network
traffic safety: and affect the quality of life in the adjoining

residential areas. Roads are indeed intended for
- Residential areas with closely built houses, old driving on, but not all roads are constructed to allow

residential areas and areas which are not very far fast driving. For example, some roads provide
from the town center, display a relatively low access to properties, other roads open up districts and
traffic safety level. Areas with many shops and towns, link up regions, and so on. Although,
schools, with little playing space for children are vehicles are allowed to enter residential areas, their
relatively unsafe; speed should not be excessive.

- In densely populated residential areas, with many
young pedestrians in the streets, the traffic safety In the following paragraphs, the function of the
is relatively low. Undifferentiated road systems, road network and its elements the roads and streets,
poor segregation of traffic categories, long will be discussed, as well as, the relation of that
straight streets involving complex traffic function to its design and actual use. Three functions
situations, much (through) traffic, all have an of the road network will be distinguished.
unfavorable effect on traffic safety. Busy streets
with relatively heavy traffic and many parked 3.1 Function, design and use.
cars also affect traffic safety negatively; and

- On the other hand, the segregation of traffic The function, or the purpose, of the road refers to
categories, culs-de-sac with sufficient space at the tasks to be fulfilled by the section of the road
their end to turn a car around, and loop streets infrastructure. The function should explicitly be
have an undoubtedly positive effect on traffic defined in the traffic policy plan of local (and higher)
safety. authority, usually as a result of the local policy and

decision-making process (OECD, 1990). Once the
3. Functions of the road infrastructure function has been stated, it is the task of the road

designer to give "shape" to the functional
One of the main problems of the road transport requirements. Hence, the design has to translate the

system today is that roads and streets are expected to requirements for traffic facilities into road
fulfill incompatible functions at the same time, where infrastructure and traffic measures.
the road user generally has to guess what to expect
from the road traffic situation, and is presumed to Lastly, traffic rules and regulations are necessary to
guess what others expect from him: a thousand times assure a proper use of those traffic facilities by the
it goes smoothly, until the one time he makes an road users.
error.

This relation between "function", "design", and
The principle for a safe infrastructure is that every "use" is depicted in the triangle below:

road is appointed a specific function and is designed
in such a way that the road or street in question
meets the specific functional requirements as
optimally as possible; most of all that it guarantees
optimal safety.

9I8NCON
/ t m~~~~iitinded tasks \

actual funiction |realistic infrasirutr |
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The use, or the actual functioning, of the traffic emphasis is to be placed on the possibility of multiple
facilities can be compared with the envisaged exchange of traffic, to and from other roads, at
function. The difference between objective and intersections. On residential access roads, traffic to
reality might be measured through the signals or from its final destination must be taken into
received about undesirable traffic obstructions, account along the full length of the road.
accidents, noise pollution and other forms of traffic
inadequacies. Using a hierarchical classification of When we divide roads into one of these categories,
the road network, many aspects of traffic can be we must ensure that each classified road actually
directed, thus improving the quality of the traffic in fulfills only that one function, thus avoiding that
terms of flow, safety, comfort, the environment and roads and streets accomplish several - incompatible -
cost. functions at the same time. With the exception of

motorways (suitable as flow roads), existing roads
Road users should have an understanding, and streets tend to be unsuitable for fulfilling one of

conscious or otherwise, of the functional relationship the three cited functions without any adaptation of
between parts of the road network. Consequently, their design. Design is seen here also in its broad
the function of the road and its surroundings will sense, including traffic rules and regulations.
have to be communicated to them, as well as to the
persons residing along that road. The three functions will be elaborated below.

3.2 Residential Functions. Flow function. The quality of traffic flow and
circulation increases with the greater continuity of the

In urban areas, roads and streets currently tend to traffic stream and higher vehicle speeds (within
have a more or less dominant residential function, in stipulated lirnits, of course). At larger traffic
addition to a traffic function. Here activities take volumes, the same quality can be achieved by
place like shopping, walking and playing, mostly as widening the road. Thus, assigning the flow function
a consequence of buildings and other structures close to a road is, in principle, independent on the traffic
to the site. Accordingly, the residential or "habitat" volume. Flow continuity and speed are benefitted by
function can be associated with a prevailing presence a steady flow: without traffic turning off, crossing or
of pedestrians. entering. Usually, the desired quality requirements

for flow will be set at a higher level as the volume of
Residential and traffic functions do not tolerate each "through' traffic increases. A distinction between

other well. Only when the traffic function is very "through" traffic and "destination" traffic on a stretch
much subsidiary, it can be combined with a of road can easily be made in theory: "through"
residential function. This notion underlies the traffic does not have its origin nor its destination
"woonerf" and the "pedestrian shopping zone" along that stretch of road. The physical road
concepts. In other cases, each function needs its characteristics which accentuate a flow function are
separate domain: driving lanes, cycle paths, etc. for recognized by the cross section (for example broad,
the traffic and pavements for the pedestrians. dual carriageways), by conflict-free crossings, by the

design and by the longitudinal profile (for example,
3.3 TraMc Functions. due to the lack of tight horizontal and vertical

curves). The more dynamic characteristics of the
Certain parts of the road infrastructure can be flow function are determined by the traffic itself: for

assigned distinct traffic functions: example, high and homogeneous speeds by motor
vehicles only, driving in one direction without being

- the flow function: rapid processing of through hindered by intersecting traffic.
traffic;

- the distributor function: rapid accessibility of Distributor function. The distributor function is
residential areas, districts and other areas; and determined by the available means for access and for

- the access function: accessibility of destinations leaving the road. The quantity of "distribution"
along a street, while making the street as safe as increases as the number of discontinuities rises
a meeting place. (intersections, connections and parking possibilities).

Additionally, the distributor function increases when
On flow roads, traffic should be able to circulate as greater use of the intersections etc. is envisaged.

efficiently as possible, with minimal disruption in The distributor function will perform better if the
particular at junctions. On distributor roads, vehicles on the road move at a lower speed. Road
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characteristics indicating the distributor function, can type of solution is in use, for either a newly built
be found at all intersections, connections and parking town or urban district.
facilities along the road. The frequency and density
of such connections determine in part the flexibility With respect to traffic areas, attention was initially
of distribution. Dynamic characteristics determine focused on the management of the motorized traffic
the distributor function as well. Speeds, for instance, inside the built-up area. It mostly gave rise to
vary markedly over the length of the road as a result "traffic circulation plans", at least regarding the
of a relatively large number of vehicles intersecting, major arterial roads of the municipality. Much
turning off, parking or moving on. The design of the attention was paid to separate bicycle paths alongside
connections and the permitted volume of through and these roads, "conflict-free" crossings and also to
local traffic - the use should be derived from the special bicycle routes, for bicycling is an important
function and the envisaged task of the road. transport mode in the Netherlands and bicyclists

belong to the most vulnerable road users.
Access function. The access function can

indirectly be derived from the envisaged function of In a more recent period, measures with regard to
the area in the vicinity of that road. An important the infrastructure of residential, working and
section of the public road, i.e. the pavement, serves shopping areas were often incorporated in such plans.
to harbor people. People can also be found on the In that way, they evolved into "area-wide plans" or
road itself, for example, who to reach the other side, "city/town plans". In this approach, safety and other
get off a bus or alight from a parked vehicle. objectives of local policies were finally integrated

(OECD, 1990). A contemporary development
The static characteristics of the access function are concerning a specific measure is the much wider use

of course determined by the structures and of a "new style" roundabout, which turned out to
surroundings alongside the road. This environment have a favorable effect on traffic safety.
is enormously diversified, due to the many different
human activities. Recognizing the nature of these In the following paragraphs, background and
activities, despite the many variables, should not be experiences relating to the subjects just mentioned
a problem for the road user. However, the intensity will be discussed.
of the activities is often wrongly assessed. In traffic,
it is mainly the pedestrians - who are seen on the 4.1 Experiences with the "woonerf"
pavement and on the road -who sometimes, too late,
make the access or residential function of the road On a "woonerf", the "living" aspect, and as a
recognizable. consequence the interests of the vulnerable residents,

is the governing principle. This concept received
4. Current practice in town planning and its legal status in the Netherlands in 1976.

effects
Motorized through traffic is discouraged. Only

In the Netherlands, the principle of functionally destination traffic is admitted, but this then has a
dividing the urban area into traffic and residential second-rate role with respect to the other road users.
areas has induced several "real world" experiments, The permitted speed is described as walking pace (or
leading to numerous applications in practice. approximately 5-8 km/h). No sidewalks for

pedestrians are necessary or allowed. At junctions,
With regard to residential areas, especially the all traffic from the right has priority. In other words,

"woonerf" and the 30 km/h zone have been adopted on a "woonerf" the motorized traffic has lost its
as measures to ensure traffic safety. Here, predominant role and has now to play "second fiddle"
integration of incompatible traffic modes is the to the safety and well-being of cyclists, pedestrians,
objective. These types of measures have been playing children, and so forth.
thoroughly evaluated in the meantime.

In Dutch cities and villages, about 4,000 residential
Segregation of incompatible modes is also applied areas were newly built or reconstructed and

in residential areas. It mainly concerns the creation reclassified on the basis of this concept.
of a "traffic free city/town center" or a "pedestrian
shopping zone" (often in combination with a "traffic The "woonerf" led, indeed, to a substantial
circulation plan"). In few cases the "new town" reduction in the number of injury accidents. This

was shown in the case of the so-called "demonstration
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projects" in Rijswijk and Eindhoven. In 1977, two application of the "woonerf" often remains restricted
urban districts were selected in these municipalities, to relative small areas.
each covering an area of about 100 hectares. The
measures used in reconstructing both districts were 4.2 Experiences with "30 km/h zones"
divided into three options. This varied from
relatively cheap and simple to expensive and It was generally acknowledged that, with regard to
complex: traffic safety in residential areas, two features were

essential: reducing speed of motorized traffic and
- Option 1: to reduce the volumes of motorized reducing through traffic. Accident studies showed

traffic (cars, motorcycles and mopeds) by that collision speeds should be kept below 30 km/h,
directing traffic away from areas where it does because then the probability of a serious injury would
not "belong" (mainly through the introduction of be minimal. From this finding, the legal speed limits
one-way systems); in residential areas were set at 30 km/h.

- Option 2: to reduce traffic and to restrict driving Since 1983, Dutch municipal authorities may
speeds of motorized traffic by redirection of institute a maximum speed limit of 30 km/h on roads
through traffic, together with speed controls for or in zones within built-up areas.
motorized traffic travelling to these areas (mainly
by constructing ramps); So, in fact, the concept of the 30 km/h zone has

been deduced from the "woonerf" concept. It
- Option 3: to reduce traffic, to restrict driving attempts to improve traffic safety and living quality

speeds and create a pleasant "habitat" by in areas which predominantly serve as residential
redirection of through traffic, speed controls for functions. However, it seeks to offer safety to a
motorized traffic and measures which make the wider residential area at a less cost, thus avoiding
environment more attractive (by redesigning it as major drawbacks of the "woonerf" approach.
a residential zone).

Over the years many municipalities have decided to
To assess the effects of the distinct options, two implement "30 km/h zones". Based on a recent

periods were compared: a six-year period prior to survey we estimate that 300 out of almost 700
introduction and a five-year period in which the municipalities have established one or more "30 km/h
measures were fully effective. Controls areas were zones
selected to establish the trends of impacts.

The concept has been further developed over the
Some of the main outcomes of the assessment were years. Design elements have been conceptualized,

that in all options, the number of injury accidents had undergone further refinement and have been applied
been reduced at least 70% per year. An overall to various locations. Speed restricting engineering
effect of 25% fewer casualties and of about 50% measures represent an essential element in the
fewer accidents per year was also realized, when the reorganization of residential areas, where a speed
data of both the residential zones and the traffic zones limit of 30 km/h is intended. The following
of the two districts were taken together. The traffic objectives were aimed for:
safety problem has not been "exported" to the
surrounding area. On the contrary, the "safety - to lower the speed of motorized traffic;
radiation" to the surroundings turned out to be - to discourage through traffic;
positive. Interestingly, the more simple options were - to improve traffic safety, both in terms of
shown to perform at least as effectively as the other accident reduction and diminishing the threat
ones. (Janssen, 1991). posed by traffic;

- to reduce traffic nuisance, such as parking
However, there are also disadvantages associated congestion, noise and other pollution; and

with the approach. These concern the legal design - to promote the mobility of cyclists and
requirements, the additional engineering measures, pedestrians.
the space needed for implementation and, last but not
least, the high construction costs, especially in cases To guide Dutch municipalities in selecting effective
where a 'woonerf" has to be formed by adapting an speed restricting measures, a 'Handbook for 30 km/h
existing residential area. Consequently, the measures" was developed. Nowadays, these

measures can be found in a publication called the
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ASVV-Recommendations for urban traffic time-table. At the time of the trip to some
engineering. destination, the lateral position on the road, the speed

etc. have to be chosen and during encounters with
In an evaluation of the effects of "30 km/h zones", other road users, these variables have to be adapted

changes in traffic flows, opinions of residents, in order to avoid traffic incidents and accidents.
conflicts, and accidents were extensively studied in
15 cases (Vis & Dijkstra, 1992). In short, the model explains the distinct phases

which - even prior to traffic participation - predispose
Recently, the effect on the number of injury circumstances which finally may cause accidents on

accidents was studied in 151 of such "30 km/h the road, hence, circumstances which have to be
zones" (Vis & Kaal. 1994). In order to correct for prevented for the sake of traffic safety. In order to
effects which were not associated with the measures do so, traffic safety policies have to address other
realized, all injury accidents inside built-up areas fields of local policies such as town planning,
were collected, for the same municipalities, over transport and traffic management, enforcement,
similar periods (control areas). related education and information, as well as rescue

services, etc. In this way, traffic safety constitutes
Following correction based on the trends shown in an integrated part of local policies, whether being

the control areas, it was determined that the number embedded in these policies or being a priority issue
of injury accidents had dropped by 22% (± 13%). It related to them (OECD 1990).
has been shown as well, that these areas tend to carry
a lower volume of motorized (through) traffic, while The approach of integrated traffic safety
the number of cars taking shortcuts through these management for the whole territory of a town or city
zones has also diminished to a significant degree. has been adopted and developed by several

municipalities from the mid-1970s. Maastricht, a
It is evident that the safety effect is susceptible to town with a population of about 120,000 inhabitants,

a large variation. Probably this has to do with the provides an example of such a municipality preparing
magnitude of the traffic safety problems in the before a traffic safety plan on its own initiative. Already in
period and the quality of the measures taken. Taking 1976, its traffic department made the first long-term
into consideration the (average) results, however, the plan for a "livable" town, in which residential and
measure can certainly be considered as very traffic areas were defined and treated separately for
successful. Comparisons of the effect on accidents of traffic safety. It resulted in an extensive set of
"woonerfs" and "30 km/h zones" shows that their measures for the reconstruction of residential areas,
effectiveness is about the same. Intensive promotion for the design and structure of arteries, secondary
to foster implementation of "30 km/h zones" on a roads, cycle tracks and school trip routes, as well as
broader scale, particularly for existing residential for education and enforcement.
areas, is therefore recommended. At the same time
it is advisable to check if the quality of the different Another example is Groningen, a town with a
applied countermeasures are functioning as planned population of about 170,000 inhabitants. It closed,
and, if this is not the case, to find out why, in order for example, its entire town center to all motorized
to avoid this in the future, traffic, except some forms of public transport, thus

coping with the problem of international heavy
4.3 Experiences with "area-wide" or "city/towns" traffic.

plans
Area-wide traffic safety plans were promoted

A road accident can be considered as being the among the municipalities by the Dutch Government,
product of a process: the transport and traffic (safety) making these a requirement for participating in an
process, as specified in the so called Phase-Model incentive program, the so-called "minus 25% action
(OECD, 1984). The model clarifies that transport plan". This action had the objective of achieving
and traffic are generated by social activities and 25% fewer accidents in the year 2000 compared to
resulting economic needs. In order to meet the the number in 1985 (see Section 5, below). In such
proposed travel needs, one has to determine the plans, traffic safety goals, policy tasks, as well as the
purpose of travel, the travel mode, the route and the financial and other investments etc. have to be clearly

stated. As a result, virtually all municipalities have
at the moment a traffic safety plan at their disposal.
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4.4 Experiences with the "new style" roundabout The various categories of road users did not all
profit to the same degree. The largest reduction in
road accident victims was noted amongst occupants of

A "new style" roundabout is understood to mean a passenger cars and pedestrians: 95% and 89%
more or less circular plaza with a central area which respectively. The reduction among cyclists scored
cannot be traversed, and at least three connecting 30%.
roads, where all traffic on the roundabout may only
drive in a prescribed direction (in the Netherlands The improvement in safety proved to be partly
counterclockwise). They tend to be small plazas with attributable tc the change in the traffic situation,
a single lane both circling the center and on the which made certain conflicts impossible (such as
access and exit roads. This ensures speed is limited, head-on collisions), while pedestrian crossings were
withoutexcessively restricting maneuvering potential. also simplified. But to a significant extent, the gain
The most important characteristic of the "modern" in safety was also due to the drop in speed by
roundabout is that, in contrast to the traditional motorized traffic.
roundabout, entering traffic must give way to traffic
on the roundabout. With regard to the different engineering facilities

provided for cycles, no major difference in accident
The first accident study into these "new style" statistics could be demonstrated. Based on the

roundabouts (Van Minnen, 1990) related to 46 registered number of casualties, however, it was
roundabouts. At that time it was already found that determined that at a daily traffic intensity of over
they were considerably safer than intersections. 8,000 motor vehicles, a separate cycle path clearly
Compared to the traditional intersection, whether or scored more favorably than both other options. At
not subject to priority rule, a reduction of about 50 % lower car and cycle intensities, it was not possible to
in the number of accidents was demonstrated. The determine which of the three types was preferable for
number of road accident victims was reduced by cyclists. Therefore, it is recommended to base the
more than 75%. Although emphasis was placed on selection on the design of the connecting roads.
traffic safety, the study also considered the effects on
traffic flow. Despite their limited dimensions, the 5. Towards sustainable urban traffic safety
capacity of a roundabout, with no more than a single
lane on the connecting roads and on the plaza itself, In 1987 the Dutch Govermnent launched a "Long
proved to be relatively high. Term Plan for Traffic Safety". The plan formulated

a concrete target for policy: 25 % fewer road
Since about 300 more roundabouts have been built accidents in the year 2000 with respect to the number

in the meantime, a second study into the safety in 1985 (1385). A plan drafted by the Dutch
aspects has been carried out (Schoon & Van Minnen, Government, in which the desired mobility
1994). This study examined 201 roundabouts which developments in the future and the investment in the
were put into service prior to January 1, 1991. Two infrastructure are outlined (SVV-I1, 1990), also
main subjects were investigated: includes the targets for the year 2010: 50% fewer

fatalities and 40 % fewer hospital admissions resulting
- the safety level after conversion of an intersection from traffic accidents. However, in recent years the

to a roundabout; and annual number of road fatalities has ceased to drop as
- the differences in safety between various sharply as during the period 1972-1992, as previously

roundabout designs. mentioned. During that period a reduction of more
than 60% was achieved. In the SVV-II plan a

The latter point devoted particular attention to the controlled growth in mobility of 35 % was considered
three possible engineering facilities which catered to acceptable. Therefore, meeting these safety
cyclists and moped riders: separate cycle paths, objectives implies a greater challenge.
bicycle tracks on the roundabout or no specific
bicycle facility. The SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research, in

close cooperation with a number of other research
It was established that substitution of an intersection institutes, was asked by the Dutch Government to

by a roundabout has a particularly favorable effect on develop a scientifically supported long-term concept
traffic safety: a reduction of 47% in the number of of a considerably safer road system. Inspired by the
accidents and 71% in the number of victims (after concept of "sustainable development", as
trend correction). recommended by the UN Brundtland Commission in
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"Our common future", a new vision on traffic safety The key to arriving at sustainable safety lies in the
measures is being developed: the concept of systematic and consistent application of three safety
"sustainable safety". principles:

The starting point of the concept is, that we should - prevent unintended use, (i.e. use that is
try to drastically reduce the probability of accidents inappropriate to the function of that road or street);
in advance, by means of the infrastructure design - prevent large discrepancies in speed, direction and
and, where accidents still occur, the process which mass, at moderate and high speeds, (i. e. reduce the
determines the severity of these accidents should be possibility of serious conflicts in advance); and
influenced so that serious injury is virtually excluded. - prevent uncertainty amongst road uses, (i.e.
Another essential element of the concept is the enhance the predictability of the course of the road
principle that man is the reference standard. Hence, or street and people's behavior on the road or
a sustainable, safe traffic system has an infrastructure street).
that is adapted to the limitations of human capacity
through proper design, has vehicles fitted with ways Within this interpretation, the concept of a
to simplify the tasks of man and constructed to sustainable, safe traffic system is not something
protect the vulnerable human being as effectively as futuristic, nor a completely overhauled road transport
possible, and has a road user who is adequately system, but nevertheless, a system that does differ
educated, informed and, where necessary, controlled. considerably from the current one.
Moreover, the concept adopts the approach of
precisely assigning a specific function to every road
or street in the way discussed in Section 3, thus
avoiding improper use of the road infrastructure.
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IMPLEMENTING ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS IN URBAN AREAS

Ir. Paul HAMELYNCK

It is an honor for me to be invited to share some of inhabitants in 'he Netherlands is 8.2 in 1992, which
the Dutch experiences in the field of road safety, with makes the Netherlands, together with countries such
this audience of road safety experts from central and as the United Kingdom, Sweden and Norway,
eastern Europe. relatively safe.

The increasingly dominant role of motorized traffic However, in recent years the annual number of
in urban areas forms a growing threat to vulnerable road fatalities has ceased to drop sharply, which is a
road users like pedestrians, particularly the elderly, subject of concern for my government.
cyclists, children and the handicapped. It also affects
the quality of life by restricting social and residential In my country, road safety is an official policy of
activities, and by polluting the environment. On the the government, directly under the responsibility of
other hand, transport and traffic are necessities, the Minister of Transport. The minister is supported
inherent to the urban society. by a well equipped administrative body and a budget,

which 1, as Director of this administrative body, of
Since the 1970s, the Netherlands have tried to course find too low.

tackle this problem through its road safety policy. In
my speech about our measures to improve road safety 2. I would now like to draw your attention to the
in built-up areas I shall highlight the following subject of my speech, the Traffic safety problems
subjects: inside residential areas.

1. the main facts about Dutch road safety and road Of the total number of fatalities plus hospitalized
safety policy; injuries in 1992 in my country, 54% occurred inside

2. road safety problems in built up areas; built-up areas. This means that a lot can and should
3. principles of Dutch solutions for road safety be done to improve this situation.

problems in built-up areas;
4. some concrete measures of improvement; Among the casualties inside built-up areas, 32%
5. costs of solutions; and were cyclists and 15% pedestrians.
6. a view into future road safety strategy in the

Netherlands. A majority of traffic accident casualties inside built-
up areas take place on traffic arteries: those streets or

1. So first some remarks about Dutch road safety roads where traffic dominates.
and road safety policy in general.

About 20-40% of the accidents occur in streets with
The Netherlands is a small country, which is a residential function.

densely populated: almost 16 million inhabitants, that
is more than 350 inhabitants per square kilometer. It is an exception rather than a rule to find "black

spots" in residential areas. Accidents are scattered
Dutch citizens own about 9 million passenger cars, over the entire area. Therefore, an area-wide

12 million bicycles, almost 500,000 mopeds and approach to solve traffic safety problems in
180,000 motorcycles. We have about 47,000 km of residential areas seems most appropriate.
streets and roads inside built-up areas.

Mainly children, elderly people, pedestrians and
Since an all time peak in 1972 - almost 3,300 road cyclists are casualties of traffic accidents in

deaths - the yearly number of fatalities decreased to residential areas. These road users belong to the
1,252 in 1993, despite the fact that, over the same most intensive users of built-up areas.
period, the degree of mobility almost doubled. The
number of traffic accident casualties per 100,000
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Older areas seem to be less safe than newly built transportation of people and goods, generally by
ones. No simple explanation can be found for this, means of vehicles, on the other hand, people live,
but a combination of various factors play a role. For work and spend their leisure time in the same
instance more mixed functions of streets, more environment.
through traffic and more parking cars, long, narrow
streets, shops and a dense population. It is largely the speed options which cause the

hazards on this network, and the quality of life in the
3. I now come to the principles behind solving road adjoining residential areas. Roads are indeed
safety problems in built-up areas in the Netherlands. intended for driving on, but not all roads are

constructed to allow fast driving. In many cases the
One of the main problems of the road transport conflict of interest between the road users in built-up

system today is that roads and streets are expected to areas does not allow fast driving at all. Some roads
fulfill incompatible functions at the same time, in provide access to houses and shops, other roads open
consequence the road user generally has to guess up districts and towns, link up regions, and so on.
what to expect from the road traffic situation. On Although vehicles are allowed to enter residential
this guess basis he has to make his decisions about areas, their speed should not be excessive.
crossing a street, overtaking or not, choosing the
appropriate speed, etc. A thousand times it goes In the following paragraphs, I shall shortly explain
smoothly, until the moment he makes an error. how segregation of the functions and proper design of

the road network and its elements - the roads and
There are two ways to improve this situation. The streets - can contribute to improvement of the road

first is to try to improve the behavior of the various safety situation in built-up areas.
road users; the second way would be to improve the
infrastructure. Different functions of public space should be

distinguished:
Though human behavior is said to be the main

cause in about 80% of traffic accidents, it has proved 1. the residential function
to be very difficult to improve human behavior. 2. the traffic functions

- the flow function
However, it is important that we try to improve the - the distributor function

mentality of the road users: they should be taught to - the access function
behave socially and respectfully in all conditions and
they should know about the dangers, the risks and Using this classification of the road network
how to avoid them. function, many aspects of traffic can be directed, thus

improving the quality of the traffic in terms of flow,
An easy solution for this problem have not yet been safety, comfort, the environment and cost.

found and experts of many organizations, like the
European Union, the Economic Commission for Road users should be aware of the specific function
Europe of the United Nations (ECE), and The of the road they are using, to avoid the mistakes in
Conference of European Ministers of Transport behavior that cause accidents. Consequently, the
(CEMT) are discussing this problem. Important function of the road and its surroundings should be
questions are how mentality can be taught and how it clear to them as well as to the persons residing along
can be tested, for instance in the driving examination. the road.

Here I shall concentrate on the possibilities for The key to a considerably safer traffic in built-up
improvement by adapting the infrastructure. areas lies in the concept of creating an infrastructure

that is adapted to the limitations and possibilities of
The principle for a safe infrastructure is that every human capacity through proper road design. Proper

road be assigned a specific function and be designed road design is crucial to prevent human errors.
in such a way that the road or street in question
meets the specific functional requirements, as Together with the segregation of functions, three
optimally as possible, together with optimal safety. safety principles have to be applied in a systematic

and consistent manner to prevent human errors:
The urban area is covered with a road network.

On the one hand, the network is intended for the
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- prevent unintended use of roads and streets after taken in the Netherlands to improve urban traffic
defining the function of a street; safety.

- prevent large discrepancies in speed, direction and
mass of vehicles to diminish the chance of conflicts In the Netherlands, the principle of functionally
in advance; and dividing the urban area into traffic and residential

- prevent the uncertainty amongst the road users areas has led to the evolution of several concepts
about the function of the street, by improving the which are generally accepted and applied in practice.
predictability of the course of the road and the
behavior of the people on the road. With regards to residential areas especially, the

concepts of the "woonerf" and the "30 km/h zone"
3.1 Some brief details about the function of roads. have been adopted as measures to ensure traffic

safety.
In urban areas, roads and streets currently tend to

have a more or less dominant residential function, in Here, integration of incompatible traffic modes is
addition to a traffic function. Here activities take the objective. These types of measures have been
place like shopping, walking and playing, mostly as thoroughly evaluated in recent years.
a consequence of buildings and other structures close
to the site. Accordingly, the residential or "habitat" "Woonerf" is a word from the Dutch language. It
function can be associated with a prevailing presence means a part of the public space that should primarily
of pedestrians. be reserved for the "living" function. It offers

protection against traffic dangers. This Dutch word
Residential and traffic functions do not tolerate each has become rather well known amongst traffic experts

other well. Only when the traffic function is very and it is difficult to find an appropriate translation in
much subsidiary, can it be combined with a English, so I propose to use the word "Woonerf"
residential function. This notion underlies the here.
"woonerf" and the "pedestrian shopping zone"
concepts about which I will speak in a moment. Segregation of incompatible modes is also applied

in residential areas. It mainly concerns the creation
Certain other parts of the road infrastructure within of a "traffic free city/town center" or a "pedestrian

the built-up areas can be assigned distinct traffic shopping zone" (often in combination with a "traffic
functions: circulation plan"). In a few cases, the "new town"
- the flow function: rapid processing of through solution is in use for a newly built town or urban

traffic; district.
- the distributor function: rapid accessibility of

residential areas, districts and other areas; and With respect to traffic areas, the attention in
- the access function: accessibility of destinations Holland was initially focussed on the management of

along a street, while making a street as safe as a motorized traffic inside the built-up area. It mostly
meeting place. gave rise to "traffic circulation plans", at least in

regards to the major arterial roads of the
When we place roads into one of these categories, municipality. Much attention was paid to separate

we must theoretically ensure that each classified road bicycle paths alongside these roads, "conflict-free"
actually fulfills only that one function, thus avoiding crossings for pedestrians and motor traffic as well as
that roads and streets accomplish several - to special bicycle routes, for cycling is an important
incompatible - functions at the same time. transport mode in the Netherlands and cyclists belong

to the most vulnerable road users.
This means that, in theory, the design of most

existing roads within built-up areas have to be In a more recent period, measures with regards to
adapted to the one function which is given them. Of the infrastructure of residential, working and
course cost, amongst other things, limits the shopping areas were often incorporated in such traffic
possibilities of bringing all these changes within a circulation plans. In that way, they evolved into
short period of time. "area-wide plans" or "city/town plans". In this

approach, safety and other, like environmental,
4. Now let us deal with the fourth subject of my objectives of local policies were finally integrated.
lecture, some concrete measures that have been
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A contemporary development is the much wider use The idea is to offer safety to a wider residential
of a 'new style" roundabout, which has turned out to area at far less cost, thus avoiding the major
have a favorable effect on traffic safety. drawbacks of the "woonerf" approach.

In the following paragraphs, I shall give some Over the years many municipalities have decided to
details relating to background and experiences on implement "30 km/h zones". Based on a recent
subjects just mentioned. survey we estimated that 300 out of almost 700

municipalities in Holland have established one or
4.1 Experiences with the "woonerf" are very more "30 km/h zone".
positive. On a "woonerf" the "living" aspect, and
as a consequence, the interest of the vulnerable The concept has been further developed over the
residents is the governing principle. This concept years. Design elements have been conceptualized,
received legal status in the Netherlands in 1976. undergoing further refinement, and have been applied

to various locations. Speed restricting engineering
Motorized through-traffic is discouraged. Only measures represent an essential element in the

destination traffic is admitted, but this then has a reorganization of residential areas, where a speed
second-rate role with respect to the other road users. limit of "30 km/h" is intended.
The permitted speed is described as walking pace (or
approximately 5-8 km/h). No sidewalks for To guide Dutch municipalities to select effective
pedestrians are necessary or allowed. At junctions, speed restricting measures a "Handbook for 30 km/h
all traffic from the right has priority. In other words, measures" was developed by the ministry of
on a "woonerf" motorized traffic has lost its Transport.
predominant role and has now to play "second fiddle"
to the safety and well-being of cyclists, pedestrians, Recently, the effect on the number of injury
playing children, and so on. accidents was studied in 151 of such "30 km/h

zones". It was determined that the number of injury
In Dutch towns and villages, about 4,000 residential accidents had dropped by 22 %. It has been shown as

areas were reconstructed or in some cases even newly well, that these areas tend to carry a lower volume of
built and reclassified on the basis of this concept. motorized (through) traffic, while the number of cars

taking shortcuts through these zones has also
An evaluation-study showed that in all options, the diminished significantly.

number of injury accidents had been reduced by at
least 70%. An overall effect of 25% fewer casualties It would be interesting to have an know of the
and of about 50% fewer accidents was also realized, possible reduction of accidents with victims if
the data of both the residential zones and the traffic "woonerfs" and "30 km/h areas" were to be used in
zones were taken together. all possible places. I cannot give you more than an

estimate, based on the experienced with those
However, there are also disadvantages associated solutions until now.

with the approach. These concern mainly the
necessity of legal design requirements, the additional This estimate is that large scale application would
engineering measures and, last but not least, the high save between 15% and 20% of the accidents with
construction costs. Consequently, the application of victims. At this time research is going on in my
the "woonerf" often remains restricted to relatively country about general application of these solutions,
small areas. exactly because of the estimated possible positive

results. We are investigating the public support of
4.2 With regard to "30 km/h zones", it was such a measure, the effects on the existing
generally acknowledged that two features were infrastructure and the possibility that road users will
essential: reducing speed of motorized traffic and try to find new routes, which could diminish the
reducing through traffic. effects or even create new problems.

Accident studies showed that collision speeds Over the last 10 years the number of injury
should be kept below 30 km/h, because then the accidents in the Netherlands has been reduced by
probability of a serious injury would be minimal. about 1.5% per year. About 8% of the population,
From this finding the legal speed limits in residential live in "woonerfs" and "30 km zones", or about 1,3
areas were set at 30 km per hour. million inhabitants.
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4.3 Because of time limitations, and to try to hold ratio. As can be deduced from experience in the
your interest, I shall only very briefly touch upon the Netherlands, a highly effective and relatively
Dutch Experiences with "area-wide" or "city/town" economical way of improving urban road safety
plans and new-style roundabouts. would be the introduction of "30 km/h zones". The

costs of these are far less than those of introducing a
The approach of integrated traffic safety "woonerf" system on a large scale.

management for the whole territory of a town or city
has been adopted and developed by several As to the costs of roundabouts, they vary between
municipalities since the mid-1970s. 100,000 dollars for a small roundabout to 1,000.000

for a large one.
Area-wide traffic safety plans were promoted

among the municipalities by the Dutch Government, 7. Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to finish
making these a requirement for participating in an with an offer of assistance to the road safety
incentive program, the so-called "minus 25% action- authorities in the Central and Eastern European
plan". This was an action-plan with the objective of countries and with a very short look into the future
achieving 25% fewer accidents in the year 2000 plans for the road safety policy in the Netherlands.
compared to the number in 1985. In such plans,
traffic safety goals, and policy tasks, as well as the In my country a lot of knowledge about the design
financial and other investments, etc. have to be of urban traffic safety is ready at hand. To those of
clearly stated. you who are interested I would say: let me know

what your wishes are and I shall do my best to assist
As a result, virtually all municipalities now have a you.

traffic safety plan at their disposal. Good cooperation
between central, regional and local governments has As to our future plans, most important is the
made this possible. development, in recent times, of the concept of

sustainable safety. As I stated in this lecture road
5. A "new style" roundabout is a more or less safety in the Netherlands is on a relatively high level,
circular plaza with a central area which cannot be but still we are not content. We think it remains
traveled, and at least three connecting roads, where necessary to further diminish the number of accidents
all traffic on the roundabout may only drive in a and victims. The problem is that with classical
prescribed direction (in the Netherlands counter- measures, further improvement seems to be very
clockwise). The most important characteristic of the difficult, if not impossible.
"modern" roundabout is that, in contrast to the
traditional roundabout, entering traffic must give way An integrated plan was drafted by the Dutch
to traffic on the roundabout. Government, in which the desired mobility

developments in the future and the investment in the
It was found that these were considerably safer than infrastructure are outlined. It also includes road

intersections. Compared to traditional intersections safety targets for the year 2010: 50% fewer fatalities
a reduction of about 50% in the number of accidents and 40% fewer hospital admissions resulting from
was demonstrated. The number of road accident traffic accidents.
victims was reduced by more than 75%.

The SWOV, Institute for Road Safety Research in
Despite their limited dimensions, the capacity of Leidschendam, the Netherlands, in close cooperation

roundabouts, with no more than a single lane on the with a number of other research institutes in Holland,
connecting roads and on the plaza itself, proved to be was asked by the Dutch Government to develop a
relatively high. About 300 roundabouts have been scientifically supported, long-term concept of a
built in recent years. considerably safer transportation system.

6. A short word about the costs. It is clear that This plan contains a new vision on safety measures:
total revision of urban infrastructure would be very the concept of "sustainable safety". The starting
costly. In a situation where public finance is already point of the concept is that we should try to
very limited and road safety is not the only field drastically reduce the probability of accidents in
where investments have to be made, it is unavoidable advance, by all possible means.
that priorities have to be established. Priority could
be given to measures which have a high cost benefit
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Not only by infrastructure improvement measures, as effectively as possible, and a road user who is
but also by influencing peoples' conduct and by adequately educated, informed and, where necessary,
improving vehicles. Where accidents still occur, the controlled.
process which determines the severity of these
accidents should be influenced in such a way that Only in this way would we feel able to further
serious injury is virtually excluded. reduce the number of accidents and victims and to

reach the targets which have been set.
So, in future a sustainable, safe traffic system

would have an infrastructure that is adapted to the Fifty percent fewer fatalities and 40% fewer
limitations of human capacity through proper design, hospital admissions in 2010 in the Netherlands.
vehicles fitted with ways to simplify the tasks of man
and constructed to protect the vulnerable human being
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IMPLEMENTING ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IN URBAN AREAS

Paul Hamelynck
Head, Road Safety Department

Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Water Management

Road fatalities per 100.000
inhabitants in 1992 Incompatibility of

Great Britain 7.5
Norway 7.6 traffic and
Netherlands 8.2
Sweden 8.6
Denmark 11.7 residential functions.
Germany 13.3

Functions of the public space Functions of the road system

- the flow function: rapid processing of through
1. the residential function traffic;

2. traffic functions - the distributor function: rapid accessibility of
residential areas, districts and other areas; and

-the flow function
-the distributor function
-the access function - the access function: accessibility of destinations

along a street, while making a street safe as a
meeting place.

Miniroundabout
Infrastructure adapted to

human limitations - 50% accident reduction

- 75% fewer victims
Proper design to avoid

human errors
- condition: change of the right of way necessary;

give way to traffic on the roundabout.
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Sustainable safety in the MAN

future:
IS THE

- make safety the criterium in all decisions MEASURE
concerning

* infrastructure OF ALL THINGS
* vehicles
* road users
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* 1 IMPLEMENTING ROAD SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS IN URBAN AREAS
RECENT EXPERIENCES IN POLAND AND PRIORITY NEEDS

Mr. Tadeusz BLONSKI
Chief, Traffic Research Team

Generalna Dyrekcja Drog Publicznych, Poland

2 THE MAIN POINTS OF WORLD BANK PROGRAM
IN SCOPE OF INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

o Road signs and marketing
o Road accesses

0 Black spots
o Traffic calming

* 3 DISTRIBUTION OF URBAN AREAS IN POLAND

o Conurbation (3)
O Towns having population of 200,000 or more (20)

o Towns of 5,000 to 200,000 (558)
o Towns having population of less than 5,000 (255)

4 ^1 PUBLIC ROADS 365,400 kins

O National Roads: 45,600
o Voivodship Roads: 128,700
o Communal Roads: 172,600

o Included in Urban Areas: 52,200

* 5 PROGRAM OF TRAFFIC CALMING IN SMALL TOWNS

O Problems with traffic and accidents
o Ranking list

o Implementation of program
0 Program phases (publicity, pilot studies, evaluation, guidelines)

O Expected programs benefits
0 Sources of program realization

.6 COMPACT ROUNDABOUT

O Examples of realizations
o Evaluation

o Future Implementation

.7 PRIORITY NEEDS

0 Fellowships of Polish engineers in developed countries
in the Local Authority Accident Investigation Units

O Expert visits

O Realization of safety projects as a join venture of
Western country specialists and Polish specialists

o Elaboration of Safety Audit Procedure
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SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR NEW AND USED VEEHCLES

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Vehicle control standards and procedures in CEE countries often compare favorably with those of
Westemrn Europear countries. However, there is a need to move towards harmonization with European
standards and procedures for vehicle type approval and safety inspections of vehicles in operation. These
activities should be self-funding but financial assistance and technical cooperation may be required in some
circmstances. National legislation should be provided for the application of European standards for
domestic transport of dangerous goods. Because of the aging vehicle fleet, more frequent and intense
inspection of older vehicles should be adopted.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

A top priority is the type approval of vehicles newly introduced on the market in CEE countries and the
periodic, inspection of vehicles in service. The end result is the need to ensure the compatibility of the
different. national regulations with harmonized European requirements. Compliance with these regulations
should be achieved through the use of impartial entities which are highly qualified and adequately equipped.
lhese-entitics ihould self-finance thir services while maldng use of the cooperation and the financial and
technical :assistanej from odter institutions. Regarding pollution emssions, sound levels, vehicles designed
for the transport of dangerous goods, and the nandatory equipment of safety belts or other restraining
systems, special care must be given to both the initial type approval and periodic inspection.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

o The development of links with counterpart organizations in Western Europe for the exchange of
technical information and staff exchanges is worthwhile.

o Cooperation with specialist laboratories and institutes involved in vehicle research should be
sought out.

O There is a need to improve the supply of spare parts, meeting approved standards, to. reduce
downtime of an aging vehicle fleet.

O The funding of these activities should be considered in the general framework of road safety cost
effectiveness studies and take into acoount the West/East differences of equipment/salary ratios.
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SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR NEW AND USED VEHICLES

Jean MARTIN
Societe National de Contr6le Technique

Head of the Luxembourg Vehicle Type Approval Department
Head of the Luxembourg Vehicle Inspection Department

The problem of technical regulations for New and Based on the Frame-Directive 70/156/EEC,
Used vehicles implies two specific scopes which need modified and completed by the recent Directive
to be handled separately: 92/53/EEC, the "Whole Vehicle Type Approval"

concerns, in a first step, only small passenger cars of
- the approval of new tvpes of vehicles which are the category Ml and is to be extended later on to

intended to be commercialized in Western Europe, other categories of motor vehicles and their trailers.
known as "Whole Vehicle Type Approval", and

To obtain a European Approval, a passenger car
- the periodical inspections of vehicles in service, type must meet the application requirements of 44

known as "Roadworthiness tests". separate Directives regarding its various
characteristics, systems, components and technical

In almost all Western European countries, the units.
Ministry of Transport is the competent authority for
both tasks. Usually, within this Ministry, type In this context, masses and dimensions are specific
approval procedures and periodical inspections are characteristics of a type of vehicle; a system means
each handled by specialized departments. Every an installation such as brakes, emission control
department is operated independently from each other equipment, inner and outer fittings; a component is
and has its own procedures and prescriptions to defined as being a device intended to be a part of a
ensure fulfillment of safety and environmental vehicle; components, such as safety belts, tires,
requirements. lamps, couplings and speed limiters, may be type-

approved independently of a vehicle type; a technical
Hereafter, I will explain the regulations and unit means a device which may be type-approved

methods applied in these matters by the Member separately, but only in relation to one or several types
States of the European Union on the basis on of vehicle, such as safety glass or rear protective
harmonized requirements. devices.

VEHICLE TYPE APPROVAL All these, (for the time being 51) items must be
built according to highly complicated and

What is European Community Whole Vehicle sophisticated prescriptions and must comply to the
Type Approval (ECWVTA)? value-requirements of the above-mentioned 44

separate directives. The conformity of these different
The central objective of the Whole Vehicle Type parts of a vehicle has to be stated and certified by the

Approval is to establish a system whereby a vehicle competent authority of one of the Member States.
type, once approved by one Member State, does not
need to undergo further testings and verifications In order to achieve type-approval of a whole
within the European Union. This means that no vehicle, it is possible to use international regulations,
Member State can impede free trade by issuing issued on the basis of the 1958 Aereement on mutual
additional national prescriptions. recognition of approvals of automotive parts and

components of the United Nations Economic
The new procedure enables manufacturers to get Commission for Europe (ECE), instead of the

an Approval Certificate for a type of vehicle, corresponding separate directives. Nevertheless,
including its variants and versions, which has to be these regulations have to be recognized by the EEC-
accepted for registration purposes in all Member Council as being equivalent. At the choice of the
States. Such a certificate supersedes the current manufacturer, the alternative ECE regulation
National Type Approval. certificates can be used instead of certificates based

on EEC directives.
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The Whole Vehicle Type Approval is obtained by the requirements of recently modified separate
compilation of all the required, separate directive directives.
approvals of the inherent systems, components and
technical units. The certificate referred to is Particular attention is paid to the responsibility for
delivered by the competent authority of one of the controlling the conformity of production. This
Member States, even if these separate approvals consists in an initial evaluation of the production
have been granted in different Member States. facilities before granting an approval, and of

conformity inspections during the production process.
A peculiarity of the new procedure is that a type Each authority involved in a "compiled" Whole

approval can be delivered to a "multi-stage" built Vehicle Type Approval has a defined responsibility
vehicle which is subjected to successive vehicle type- for assuring the production conformity of the
approvals. A typical example for such a vehicle is vehicles, systems, components and technical units.
the motor caravan where, in a first stage, the
combination of chassis/engine is type-approved, while It is not the task of the present type approval
the variants of body-work and additional equipment regulation to harmonize national vehicle registration
are approved at a later stage. procedures inside the European Union. Nevertheless,

the vehicle-type approval has to generate all the
However, as is the case with all regulations of information required by the different Member States

such amplitude, the Whole Vehicle Type Approval for identification of a defined vehicle type and for
process allows exemptions and alternative procedures. other purposes, as, for instance, taxation. This
The requirements of Directive 92/53/EEC do not information has to be mentioned in a "Certificate of
apply to: Conformity" which constitutes the appropriate

interface between the EEC-type approval and the
- single built vehicles which continue to be approved national registration systems.

by each Member State according to national
requirements. Member States granting such In summary, the main features of the new
approvals shall accept any valid EEC-approval of European Whole Vehicle Type Approval are the
systems, components and technical unit EEC- following:
approval granted by another Member State;

- The delivery of a complete approval for a vehicle-
- vehicles intended for public policy and non-civil type by collecting all systems', components' and

uses; technical units' approvals established according to
the provisions of separate directives;

- vehicles built for special purposes for which it is
impossible to meet all the requirements of the - the possibility for compilation of partial approvals
separate directives. Exemptions, from particular granted by different Member States;
prescriptions, exist for vehicles such as
Ambulances, Motor Caravans, Hearses and - the gradual substitution of national type-approval
Armored Vehicles; systems which, up to now, have co-existed as an

alternative option;
- vehicles featuring new technologies or concepts

for which there are no provisions in any of the - the processing by the authority of only one
separate directives; Member State, thus sparing the manufacturer from

applying for a multitude of national approvals;
- vehicles produced in small series, which are

approved according to the national procedures and - the possibility for the manufacturer to make its
requirements of each Member State, with the own arrangements about amount and kind of
condition that separate EEC-approvals are partial approvals; and, finally,
accepted. The volume of a small series is defined
for each vehicle category in a special appendix of - the free choice of the authority; an authority may
Directive 92/53/EEC. grant a Whole Vehicle Type Approval based on

separate directive approvals, without carrying out
- end of series vehicles which are covered by partial a single system, component or technical unit test.

approvals no longer valid and not complying with
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As already mentioned, the Whole Vehicle Type The figure is higher in those countries which do
Approval procedure applies, at present time, only to not yet practice regular technical inspection.
passenger cars of category Ml, which are defined as Therefore, it is in these States that the
motor vehicles having at least four wheels, used implementation of mandatory periodical inspection
exclusively for the carriage of passengers and would produce the greatest payback, by reducing
comprising no more than eight seats in addition to the accident frequency and the associated human
driver's seat. Meanwhile, working groups at the suffering and by improving environmental conditions.
E.U.- Commission have made good progress in
extending the new approval system to other categories Statistically, older vehicles have greater defect
of vehicles, mainly to buses and heavy-goods motor incidence and represent the greatest source of danger
vehicles and their trailers. and pollution. It is a fact that heavy vehicles,

working under extreme conditions, often overloaded,
With regards to two- or three-wheel light motor and with high annual mileage, represent a high risk.

vehicles, a Frame-Directive 92/61/EEC, concerning Therefore, there has to be a first inspection at most
type-approval has been adopted by the EEC-Council 4-years after the date of first registration for small
on June 30, 1992. This directive can be definitely passenger cars and at most 1-year after the first
applied as soon as a proposal for a European registration for buses and heavy-goods vehicles.
Parliament Directive, on certain components or Subsequent testing has to take place at least every two
characteristics, is accepted by the E.U.- Council. years for small passenger cars and at least each year
Directive 92/61/EEC covers type-approval for heavy vehicles.
procedures for motorcycles, mopeds, tricycles and
quadricycles with a maximum technically permissible In general, the main criteria for any periodical
speed of 45 km/h. inspection procedure are the following:

Finally, it should be mentioned that since 1989, - roadworthiness tests must be effective. simple.
the year of completion of the Whole Vehicle Type quick. cost effective and inexpensive;
Approval system for agricultural and forestry
tractors, several EEC-type approvals have been - it is essential that tests be as obiective as possible,
granted on the basis of the Frame-Directive although some will necessarily have to be
74/150/EEC for these kinds of vehicles. subjective - for instance: inspection of corrosion of

the body-structure and wear in suspension and
ROADWORTHINESS TESTS steering devices;

If "Type-Approval" is the appropriate procedure - as far as possible, special test installations have to
to ensure the production of safe and less polluting be used;
vehicles, "Roadworthiness-Testing" is the appropriate
way to preserve the technical conditions initially - roadworthiness tests must be done without
approved and assured by the vehicle manufacturers. dismantling any part of the vehicle;

If "Type-Approval" concerns authorities and - tests must be fair. imnartial and consistent. In this
vehicle manufacturers, "Roadworthiness-Testing" context, the use of government-owned or
concerns authorities and vehicle users. privately-owned but "licensed" stations, operating

under the supervision of the Government in an
It is a fact that the number of accidents attributed unbiased and conscientious way, are

to technical defects is low in countries prescribing recommended. Roadworthiness testing in garages
regular technical inspection. This number may vary and repair-shops has to be avoided;
from country to country, depending on inspection
systems and inspection frequencies applied. Overall, - recognizing that vehicles increasingly tend to pass
it is estimated that in these countries technical defects borders, comnarable or harmonized test standards
may be responsible for only 4 % of all road accidents, are needed in neighboring countries;
but that they contribute to the gravity of accidents on
a larger scale. - tests or testing standards which are unreasonably

stringent for vehicle users will lead to an increased
avoidance and evasion;
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- the mandatory presentation for periodic inspection of its first registration. Subsequent controls are
should be "policed"; and annual. Heavy vehicles with an authorized maximum

mass higher than 3.500 kg have to be submitted to a
- each test and each testing result should be semi-annual control after their first registration.

recorded.
The most important items which need to be

It is essential that these basic criteria are taken into verified during a Roadworthiness Tests and
consideration when any State intends to introduce a inspections are summarized below:
new Roadworthiness Testing system.

1. Braking systems including service, parking and,
Let us now look at the important subject of how where applicable, auxiliary brakes - the

verifications are done and what are the most sensitive verification of the braking systems implies visual
items which need to be inspected. control without dismantling of all accessible

components such as brake lines, pipes, cylinders,
In Luxembourg, where the benefits of drums and discs, linkages, cables and so on.

Roadworthiness Testing were recognized at a very Efficiency tests on dynamic brake analyzers have
early date, the mandatory periodical inspection of all to be performed.
kinds of road vehicles, excepted agricultural tractors
and mobile machines with a designed speed not 2. Steering system and steering wheel - control of
higher than 40 km/h, were introduced 36 years ago. existing or incipient damage or fractures and of

excessive free motion of the steering wheel.
Tests are done by a state-owned agency at three

specialized control-stations withatotal daily technical 3. Visibility - inspection of visual fields,
capacity of some 1,200 vehicles. glass-windows, inner and outer mirrors,

windscreen-wipers and windscreen-washers.
Vehicle owners are automatically invited to present

their vehicles to the periodical inspection on a given 4. Lighting equipment. reflectors and other electrical
date and hour, when the validity of the preceding systems - verification of condition and
control is going to expire. A fully integrated serviceability; measurement of optical efficiency
computer system is used for the administrative and setting.
proceedings of first registration, convocation to
technical inspection, inspection itself, and the other 5. Axles, wheels, tires and suspension - fractures,
procedures required for efficient management of the damage, wear, play or missing wheel-nuts,
whole national tleet of vehicles, such as taxation and insufficient tread depth of tires, wrong tire
policing. dimensions, measurement of tire geometry.

During each inspection procedure of a car, some 6. Chassis and body structure - fractures and heavily
100 technical items are ver;fied; defects are deformed parts, corrosion damages generating an
mentioned on a certificate and, in case of important important weakening, inexpert welding.
defects, the stated irregularities have to be repaired
and the vehicle has to be re-presented within 21 days. 7. Fuel tank and pipes - leakage, inappropriate

repair, badly mounted fuel pipes.
Most of the controls are objective and executed, if

possible, on special installations and with special 8. Rear protection device - insufficient size,
equipment. Some subjective controls, such as mounting is loose or deformed.
corrosion and wear, are performed by skilled, highly
qualified and trained experts. 9. Connecting devices for trailers - excessive play,

impaired function, insecure mounting.
All vehicles are submitted to a first technical

inspection on the date of their first registration. One 10. Doors and door locks - not operating or subject
of the main aims of this inspection is the to possible unintentional opening.
identification of the vehicle and the verification of its
conformity with the initially approved type. 11. Noise - exhaust system leaking, damaged,
Aftenvards, the first periodical control of a small modified or replaced without proven
passenger car will take place 31/2 years after the date conformity, as well as measurement of noise values.
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12. Exhaust gas and smoke emissions - pollutant While technical knowledge is important for the
concentrations measured at exhaust pipe correct execution of inspections, it is equally
extremity. important that staff are willing to provide good

service. Therefore, insvectors have to be service-
13. Identification of the vehicle - verification of the minded.

front and rear license plate and of the chassis
number. Correct and complete information and explanation

make it easier for vehicle owners to understand the
14. Other equipment to be inspected - safety belts, importance of inspections. Therefore, inspectors

speed limiter, radio interference suppression, should be able to explain the reason for any
driver's seat, heating and ventilation facilities, decisions.
fire extinguisher, first-aid kit, etc.

The character of inspection work, with the
Qualification, training and motivation of vehicle repetition of the same checks many times per day,

inspectors is another important point when give the inspectors a feeling of monotony and there
implementing a Roadworthiness Testing scheme. is a risk of decreasing motivation. Job rotation is an

adeauate means to counter-balance this feeling.
For most vehicle owners, the statutory periodic

inspection is felt as a troublesome imposition. The If increased motivation of the inspection staff has
time and cost, for the inspection itself and the positive effects on the results of the inspection work
necessary repairs in connection with it, produce and on the relationship between vehicle owner and
negative reactions. vehicle inspector, productivity must be considered as

equally important. Therefore, it is essential that an
The vehicle owners' attitudes will depend, to a inspector be cost-conscious.

large extent, on how the periodic vehicle inspection
is executed. It is very important that the vehicle Let us now proceed to the measures taken by the
owners have confidence in the inspection work. As EEC-Council in the matter of Roadworthiness
the benefits of a technical inspection system are not Testing.
directly measurable, this confidence has to be build
on a number of factors concerning essentially the On 29th December 1976, the EEC-Council
qualification and behavior of vehicle inspectors. adopted a first Directive 77/143/EEC prescribing

annual roadworthiness tests for coaches, heavy-goods
A fundamental factor for a well-functioning vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers with a maximum

inspection system is a skilled and well-trained authorized mass higher than 3.500 kg, ambulances
inspection staff. The decisions made by the and taxis. All the items which have to be inspected
inspectors mean permission or obligations for the on these vehicles are specified in Annex II to the
vehicle owners. Such decisions must be based on Directive.
facts and must be unaffected by subjective
evaluations. Therefore, it is necessary that a vehicle On 21st June 1991, the provisions of the base-
inspector has at least the same professional directive have been complemented by Directive
qualification as the person responsible for the repair 91/328/EEC prescribing statutory periodic inspection
of defects noted durine a vehicle inspection. for small passenger cars comprising no more than

eight seats in addition to the driver's seat. Vehicles
The increasing use of electronics and new of this category have to be submitted to a first

technologies in modern vehicles is one reason why periodic test at most 4 years after the date of their
requirements of an initial qualification and theoretical first registration and subsequently at least every two
knowledge alone are insufficient. Therefore, the years.
knowledge of inspectors has to be uidated by
specialized trainine and periodical refresher courses. Two further Directives 92/54/EEC and 92/55/EEC

modifying Directive 77/143/EEC and specifying, in
a more detailed way, the testing of brake devices and
exhaust emissions were accepted on 22nd June 1992.
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SAFETY REGULATIONS FOR NEW AND USED VEHICLES
RECENT EXPERIENCES IN ROMANIA AND PRIORITY NEEDS

Dr. Ing. Cornel-Armand Wadu
Romanian Automobile Registration

Introduction - buses and minibuses increased from 1.5% to
2%.

The present study aims to contribute to complete
and update some of the chapters in the study entitled, From this data we conclude that the number of
"Road Safety in Romania," written by highly automobiles will double by the year 2000, increasing
qualified experts from the World Bank and the the ratio of the number of cars per 1,000 people from
Economic European Community followingtheirvisits 69% in 1990, to 90% in 1993, and finally to 180%
to Romania in 1992-93. Given the thoroughness of in 2000. Increased growth for minibuses and vans is
this report, whose conclusions and recommendations expected as this type of vehicle is important to small
were accepted by the Romanian institutions dealing businesses. The anticipated stagnation of the number
with roads and road safety, this document will only of mopeds and minimal growth in the number of
refer to new developments which may be of interest. motorcycles is a phenomenon which contradicts the
Aspects related to road safety regulations will be trends in other European countries. Comparison to
considered, especially those regulations which were other countries regarding mean automobile traffic is
enacted following the last visit of the road experts to not possible due to lack of data.
Romania. Reference will also be made to the general
evolution, during the last 3-4 years, of motorization Traffic Safety Data
with respect to its effect on road safety. This
document does not represent the official views of the The decrease in traffic fatalities and injuries from
Romanian government but only those of the author 1990-92 discontinued in 1993 and began to increase,
and the institution he represents. This document may as shown by Graph 3.
usefully contribute to the conclusions which will be
reached at the international conference on Road In the 1991-93 period, the number of automobile-
Safety Policies in Central and Eastern European automobile accidents declined 22%, the number of
Countries to be held in Budapest, Hungary, October automobile-pedestrian accidents declined 24 %, and
17-21, 1994. the number of vehicle - only accidents declined 13 %.

General Data Graph 4 demonstrates that although the number of
dead due to traffic fatalities is less than in other

The number of automobiles in Romania has been European countries with data reporting per million
constantly increasing in recent years. As shown in vehicles, the Romanian figure is over three times
Graph No. 1, during the period of 1990-93, the larger than that of the other countries.
number of automobiles increased at a rate of 9.5%.
Assuming that this rate of increase continues, (as we The number of accidents per thousand people is
expect) it is estimated that the number of cars will therefore larger than that of other European Union
increase about 90%, and perhaps double, during the countries and, given the increasing motorization in
period of 1994-2000, despite negligible demographic Romania, a critical situation will arise if serious
growth. measures are not taken. Increasing vehicle-pedestrian

accidents can be attributed to a lack of discipline on
This increased motorization is reflected in Graph the part of drivers and walkers. The increasing

No. 2, which demonstrates the following: number of accidents involving a single vehicle can be
attributed to the large number of older, foreign, more

- automobiles increased from 65 to 70%; powerful cars and non-observance of traffic
- two-wheeled vehicles decreased from 16 to regulations by drivers, particularly the younger

13%; drivers. The declining number of vehicle-vehicle
- commercial and heavy vehicles decreased from accidents can by attributed to increased regulations,

17 to 15%; and conformity to following their enactment, to the
establishment of the Romanian Automobile
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Registration as well as to better quality periodic - Compulsory use of seatbelts in all lateral seat
safety inspection. A contributing factor to the (from 1996 they must have a pretensioner), use
increase in accidents is the poor quality of roads and of large visibility angle mirrors and parking
insufficient traffic lights and signs. mirrors for trucks, and use of retro-

reflectorizant signalization for long and heavy
Regulations governing vehicle operation and safety vehicles;
standards

- Regulations governing registration of vehicles
Conformity to vehicle standards for new vehicles, with right hand steering wheels; and

produced in a series of more than 10 per year, for
individual vehicles, and for vehicle parts which can - Establishment of 18 categories of equipment
impact on road safety, are governed by the national and parts related to road safety and
legislation, "Technical Condition for Road Vehicles environmental protection which must be
with regard to their admission in traffic in Romania" conformed to separately.
(CTAC). This law first appeared in May 1992, was
revised in April 1994 and will become effective in Toensurecompliance withECE-ONUregulations,
September 1994. the Romanian Ministry of Transport and the Vehicle

Registration acts as the administrative authority to the
Principal changes to CTAC 1994 from CTAC UN.

1992 are:
The recruitment of specialized staff and purchasing

- Increased conformity to the United Nations of modern equipment is intended to ensure the fair
European Economic Commission Regulation application of technical standards by the Romanian
(ECE-ONU) and European Economic Vehicle Registration Service in Bucharest and in the
Community standards (EEC). As demonstrated provincial cities.
in Graph 5, CTAC 92 refers to Romanian
standards in 78% of cases and ECE-ONU In the last two years, significant progress has been
standards only 22%. CTAC 1994 refers to made toward compliance with national regulations for
Romanian standards in 47% of cases, 46% vehicle operation by enacting CTAC 1994, by
refers to ECE-ONU standards and 7% to ISO complying with 16 ECE-ONU regulations and by
international standards. Because 26% of ECE- conforming national standards to European standards.
ONU regulations are compatible with CEE Progress has also been made in applying the vehicle
regulations, this is an important step towards operating standards by the Romanian Vehicle
conformity with CEE regulations, which is a Registration Service. Currently, the rejection rate is
compulsory condition for joining the European 50% for type conformity, 55% for individual
Union. Cognizant of this fact, Romania conformity, and 74% for individual conformity for
recently decided to conform to an additional 16 high traffic vehicles. The technical equipment of the
ECE-ONU regulations (currently Romania Vehicle Registration Service is below European
complies with 68 of the 93 existing regulations) standards and a financial commitment will be needed
most of which regard road safety and to bring them up to standard.
environmental protection;

Periodic Technical/Safety Inspections
- The introduction of compliance with additional

technical regulations promulgated by ADR (The "Regulations concerning technical inspection for
European Agreement on Transport of vehicles and trailers" dated 1991 is being replaced by
Dangerous Materials) governing vehicles Revision No. I dated April 1994. This revision is
transporting dangerous materials. These more detailed concerning the accreditation and
regulations concern compulsory use of ABS organization of the technical and safety inspection
equipment, slowdown retarding breaks, speed stations which number 768 apart from the RAR and
limits, and function of charge; its provincial offices. The modifications result from

Romanian Vehicle Registration Service experience
- Detailed technical prescriptions for forestry and and studies and similar experience and regulations in

agricultural tractors as referred to in CEE France, Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland
Regulations for work and transportation conceming the operation of technical and safety
vehicles; inspection stations.
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Although there is no national network of technical - Increased conformity of national re,,
inspection stations, studies from 5 ITP stations' vehicle operation standards wit. I

RVRS laboratories indicate the following: regulations, complying with i.
regulations, and by introw ,c i, - l

o 17% of inspected vehicles are over 20 years is no longer associated t
old references to CEE regulations.

o 50% are over 14 years old
o vehicles admitted without observations: - Increased conformity of national regulations for

- 19% at RVRS vehicle technical and safety inspection with
- 81 % at all other stations European regulations. In order to place

o main parts which are rejected: increased importance on these inspections, we
- 68% of lights and signals suggest forming a group of experts, as part of
- the vehicles construction workgroup (WP29) in
- 45% of brakes Geneva.
- 32% of pollution emissions
- 13% of front axle and steering mechanisms - Improving ITP efficiency by reorganizing its
- networks so that only qualified stations

ITP stations are widespread with about one station equipped with the needed equipment remain.
per 3,000 vehicles. Most of the stations are not RVRS representatives should participate in the
properly equipped and most drivers prefer to use ITP inspections affecting Romania's largest
stations where the vehicle rejection rate is 19% transportation companies.
compared to 81 % for the RVRS stations. The large
number of 15-20 year old vehicles means that - RVRS should seek to acquire state of the art
improving the technical inspections are of great equipment through its own efforts and external
importance for road safety and environmental support.
protection. Allowing ITP conducted technical
inspections without a neutral observer, facilitates non- - In the context of the national program for
compliant heavy vehicles with violations, owned by reconstruction and road development, priority
the largest Romanian transport companies, passing should be given to installing correct road signs
the inspections. This adversely impacts on safety and on all national, regional, and local roads, use
environmental protection (i.e. air pollution). of high quality reflecting materials and

restoration of traffic lights.
Priority Needs

- Establishment of a National Council for Road
Among the road safety and financing options Safety to implement the national program, as

identified by the experts who prepared the Road identified by the study, within 5 years, using
Safety Study in Romania, the following items are both internal and external financing.
priorities:
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SAFETY IN THE ROAD TRANSPORT FOR CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

Peter Ondrovsek
Director General

Ministry of Transport, Communications and Public Works, Slovakia

In the Slovak Republic, only cars whose These provisions and the required approval of
construction and equipment are in compliance with roadworthiness, apply equally to second-hand cars,
special national provisions, derived from those of the equipment and spare parts.
Economic Commission for Europe, are permitted to
operate on the roads. According to the law on traffic Periodic vehicle inspections use criteria
operation, even newly purchased second hand cars comparable to those of Guideline 77143/CEE. These
have to meet standards and conditions established by are carried out by Vehicle Inspection stations of the
generally applying provisions of this law. The Ministry of Transport, Communications and Public
legislation embodies ECE-UN international Works. At present there are 30 Vehicle Inspection
provisions, derived from the Agreement on the Stations in the Slovak Republic. These stations check
Adoption of Uniform Conditions of Approval, and evaluate the compliance of vehicles to the
Reciprocal Recognition of Approval for Motor technical conditions.
Vehicles, Equipment and Parts, signed in Geneva in
1958 and adopted by the Slovak Republic, in Vienna, In addition, 158 stations are authorized to carry
in 1968. out emission checks of vehicle with spark ignition

engines, as well as removing and servicing broken
National laws governing roadworthiness are based down vehicles. Roadworthiness inspections are

on provisions of the ECE-UN and conform to the required as follows:
technical conditions of the Western European
countries, particularly in the fields of road safety and - the first after 8-years, then each 3-years
environmental protection. Fox example, since following, for M.1, N.1 vehicles, privately
October of last year, only those cars equipped with owned and not used for commercial purposes;
spark ignition or diesel engines which meet - the first after 4-years, then each 2-years
strengthened exhaust gas limits, may be placed into following, for M. 1, N. 1 vehicles which are
operation. These conditions can only be met by used for commercial purposes;
vehicles equipped with three-way catalyzers. - the first after 1-year after going into operation,

and each year following, for lorries, busses,
Drafts of new technical provisions provide for special vehicles and taxis, ambulances and

further strengthening noise and emission limits, vehicles of all classes equipped with gas
requirements for efficiency and condition of brakes, engines; and
as well as provisions for active and passive safety - the first six-months after going into operation,
devices. and each six-months following, for vehicles in

international traffic.
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INTRODUCTION TO MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION

International Motor Vehicle Inspection Committee

Since motor vehicles appeared it was clear that i) Informing its members concerning
they deteriorate by use and age, like all machines do. development and changes in technical
Only very few car owners are trained enough to inspection of vehicles;
detect technical defects in their cars, especially in
cases where the defects cannot be detected by a ii) Harmonization of inspection methods
simple visual check. Furthermore cars are becoming through recommendations, aimed at being
more and more complex. accepted on an international level;

So when it was proved that technical defects cause iii) Harmonization of criteria for the assessment
traffic accidents, or contribute to them, it soon of defects in vehicles;
seemed to be logical that motor vehicles should be
subject to compulsory and specialized technical iv) Improvement of the efficiency of the
inspections to ensure that they are regularly statutory inspections of in-service vehicles;
maintained.

v) Improvement of the professional training of
So vehicle inspection started (already in 1909 the personnel responsible for carrying out the

municipality of Berlin ordered taxis to undergo statutory inspections of in-service vehicles;
periodic technical surveillance) and the aim was to
check if the vehicles were properly maintained from vi) Cooperation on a consultative basis with
a traffic point of view. However, now environmental international organizations, who take an
aspects also influence the design of inspection active part in rule-making as regards
schemes. requirements for new vehicles and for the

inspection of in-service vehicle; and
The International Motor Vehicle Inspection
Committee vii) Informing all interested parties concerning

results and effects achieved by periodic
We are convinced, that the statutory technical inspection of vehicles.

inspection of in-service vehicles is necessary and
useful to the public. On the one hand, because it B. Organization
contributes to road safety improvement by simply
enforcing a minimum of vehicle maintenance while CITA is an international association consisting of
the simple fact of detecting defects makes it possible members, from almost all parts of the world, with an
to prohibit. the use of vehicles which would otherwise interest in vehicle safety and environmental problems
endanger traffic. On the other hand, because of the caused by road traffic.
role it can play in environmental protection.
Moreover it provides the vehicle manufacturers with The composition of the Committee, its objectives
objective data on the long-term behavior of their and the rules which govern the Committee were laid
products, and so gives them an interesting feed-back. down in statutes. (The statutes now in force were

approved in 1988.)
A. Objectives of CITA

The General Assembly is the highest authority of
Since its inception on the 24th of September 1969 the association. In accordance with the statutes, its

in Oostende (Belgium), the objective of the meetings are to be held at least every two years. The
International Motor Vehicles Inspection Committee is General Assembly is composed of CITA members
to maintain and promote quality and effectiveness in and elects the members of the "Bureau Permanent"
technical inspection of vehicles. and the president of the association. Other tasks of

the Assembly are to decide about the membership
Therefore, the aims of CITA are: fees and the budget of the association. Also,

amendments of the statutes, admittance of new
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members and other principal matters are within the CITA can provide information to its members
scope of the activities of the General Assembly. regularly or on their request.

The management of CITA is executed by the CITA can organize working groups among its
"Bureau Permanent", which has minimum five and members, with the aim to examine different issues
maximum seven members. One of the members is raised by any member or international organization.
appointed General Secretary by the "Bureau In the future the cooperation with other international
Permanent". The Bureau manages the association organizations will probably have an increasing
according to directives given by the General importance.
Assembly.

CITA already has a number of working groups.
CITA has also a secretariat under the leadership of New ones are established when they are needed. The

the General Secretary. The secretariat is located in growing interest CITA encounters worldwide, outside
Belgium. The General Secretary is responsible for the the circle of its members, is evident. Both the group
current business of CITA. of experts WP/29 at the United Nations in Geneva

and the Commissions of the European Community
The activities of CITA are financed by (DG VII) in Brussels have requested CITA's

membership fees, decided by the General Assembly. assistance, as an expert opinion on the statutory
inspection of in-service vehicles. It is also

C. What can CITA provide? worthwhile to mention that in May 1987, CITA was
granted the "Consultative Status, Category II" by the

CITA organizes a General Assembly at least every Economic and Social Council of the United Nations
two years but also other international conferences in New York.
where people come together for discussions and
exchange of information. Should there be any further questions, do not

hesitate to contact us.
The continuous development of the field of

statutory vehicle inspection makes it important for all In addition, you will find practical information
parties involved to be well informed about changes. about CITA membership.

We hope that we will have the pleasure in
counting you among our members shortly.
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INTERNATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE INSPECTION COMMITTEE

RESOLUTION OF STOCKHOLM
Approved on 14th September 1988 at the general meeting

At the end of the debates on the services of the statutory technical inspection, that were conducted at the general
meeting of CITA, the delegates summarized the substance of their work in a seven points resolution.

1. That the statutory technical inspection is one of the 5. That considering the rapid evolution in automotive
essential measures of every complete programme engineering there is an instant need to work out a
aiming at improving road safety. It alone can programme of researches and development, with
warrant that the features relevant to the safety of a view to undertake thorough studies on the
a new vehicle are maintained in a satisfactory way adaptation of the inspection devices and the
later on when the vehicle is in service. methods to that new techniques. The delegates of

CITA emphasize the importance of such a
2. That the economic effort that is done to achieve programme and the founding of a working group

low emission vehicles is only justified if by the aid in order to achieve that programme.
of the services of statutory technical inspections it
can be warranted that the concentration of 6. That, on the other hand, the introduction of those
polluting emissions is not too important and that new techniques will not be fully successful without
the efficiency of the catalyzers is maintained the participation and coordination of the authorities
throughout the whole service-life of the vehicle. of both the homologation authorities and the

statutory motor vehicle inspection. The delegates
3. That to ensure the efficiency of the technical of CITA emphasize the necessity to find a

inspection it is necessary to ensure the equivalence common strategy to achieve that harmonization
of the inspection results. That goal requires the between those two authorities.
standardization as much of the inspection devices
and methods as of the personnel training and the 7. At least, they make an urgent appeal to the
assessment criteria for technical defects. concerned politicians in Europe and throughout the

world to set up the adequate European directives
4. That considering those imperatives of efficiency, or to take the absolutely necessary steps to ensure

objectivity and uniformity it proves that only the development of the motor vehicle inspection in
agencies of public status, or officially agreed Europe and worldwide.
organizations of private status, both having the
best staff and equipment, are capable to realize
that goal at a reasonable price.
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RESOLUTION OF OSLO

Adopted on 19 September 1990 at the general assembly

At the genera! assembly the present delegates It was decided to establish an additional working
worked out this resolution to determine the prime group:
ntiddle and long-.ange objects to ensure the quality
.u)d the efficiency of the compulsory inspection of in- - working group on total quality
service vehicles.

.and to realize also the items d and f of the CITA
They stated being necessary. object.

- to ensure and develop the activities of the - to ensure the promotion of compulsory
CITA-working groups established in technical inspection in order to promote an
consequence of the Stockholm meeting to take acceptable safety for the road users in every
the mutations in the automotive engineering area of the world. To that aim it was decided
into account and to realize the items a, b, and to create:
c of the CITA object.

- a working group for the countries showing a
- to ensure the total quality of the compulsory rapid development in motorization

technical inspection by acting on the total
quality trainable: the service performances, the It was recognized that CITA must intensify its
costs and i.he delays, as no one must impede activities in future in order to provide the
the other both. It is proved that non-quality international governmental organizations with the
represents a loss of human lives and that is necessary recommendations to harmonize the national
absolutely necessary to define the Rules which legislation in order to ensure the steady flow of
should be met by every organization being international traffic, road safety and environment
entrusted with the compulsory technical protection throughout the countries of the world.
inspection of in-service vehicles to ensure that
total quality.
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CITA - MEMBERSIHP

Rue de la Technologie 21/25
B-1080 Bruxelles

Tel: 32-2-469-0670
Fax: 32-2-469-0795

The association's membership is composed of Corporate Members: can be any association or
"full" members, "associate" members, "corporate" organizations, important company providing products
members and "honorary" members. or services, private person or legal entity wishful of

expressing their interest in the object of CITA and
a) Who can become a member? contributing to its achievement.

Full Membership: can be granted to The admission of corporate members is subjected:
organizations of public status and to officially agreed
organizations of private status specializing in statutory - to submit a written application for membership to
inspection of motor vehicles and trailers. the Bureau Permanent or the secretary;

The admission of full members: - on the Bureau Permanent's proposal, being ratified
by the general meeting, to be authorized to be

- submit a written application for full membership to represented at the general meetings.
the Bureau Permanent of the secretariat;

Honorary Members: the general meeting may admit
- adhere to the clauses and conditions of the to honorary membership any individual who by his

statutes; work for and support of the association has made an
outstanding contribution towards furthering its object.

- on the Bureau Permanent's proposal, to be agreed
at a general meeting by a majority of two thirds of The admission of honorary members:
the votes.

- honorary membership must be offered and agreed
Only the representatives of full members are by the general meeting.
given the votes and can be voted in as a
member of the Bureau Permanent. b) The membership fees?

Associate Members: are organizations of public The general meeting has the ability to fix the
status and officially agreed organizations of private annual fees according to the terms and conditions
status specializing in statutory inspection of motor proposed by the Bureau Permanent and to introduce
vehicles and trailers who wish to attend the general certain enrolment fees.
meetings of CITA and who have not yet adhered to
all the clauses and conditions of the statutes. The annual fees are payable in Belgian Francs.

The admission of associate members: The annual fees are payable the first time when
submitting the application for membership and

- submit a written application for membership to the afterwards yearly on Ist March. The members are
Bureau Permanent of the secretariat; invited to pay their fees within this appropriated

delay.
- on the Bureau Permanent's proposal, being ratified

by the general meeting, to be authorized to attend By the payment of the appropriate fees the
the general meetings of CITA. members acquire the right to receive the documents

worked out by CITA such as reports,
recommendations, studies, results of inquiries, etc.
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REPORT ON ROAD SAFETY COUNCIL'S ACTIVITIES
IN THE FIRST HALF OF 1994

POLAND

1. Introduction World Bank and European Communities. Among the
most important conclusions of a 1992 report titled

The state of the road safety on Polish roads is "Road Safety in Poland", the need to prepare
alarming. This seriously differs from the situation in programs of the road safety improvement at the
most of the western European countries. central, voivodship and local levels, and to establish

a coordinated interministerial team at the
Regarding the number of people killed in road governmental level. It was one of the major

accidents, in Poland. According to 1980 -1990 data, conditions to be met in order for Poland to receive a
approximately 5,500 people were killed annually in World Bank loan for the realization of the Roads
road accidents - which constitutes 6% of the total Project.
number of accident fatalities every year. That
number, when related to mileage, is considerably Issuance of the Resolution of the Council of
bigger than in majority of the Western European Ministers' of the 21st of October 1993, and
countries. appointing, for the position of the Chairman of the

Road Safety Council - the Deputy Chairman of the
In spite of apparently intensive actions taken Council of Ministers' - was evidence of its high

individually and, in uncoordinated way, by involved political importance and proved that the Government
ministries and institutions the record shows had taken note of the problems of road safety. Only
systematical worsening road safety conditions from joint efforts in implementation of the program and in
1989 until 1990. For example - the number of fatal obtaining additional financing can improve the state
accidents increased from 4,851 in 1988 and 6,724 in of road safety on Polish roads.
1989 to 7,901 in 1991. In 1992-1993 a certain
improvement took place, which, however, will not be The scope of that improvement will be largely
sustained in 1994, because it is already known that determined by the implementation of actions at the
the state of the road safety has deteriorated in regional and local levels, which will be decisive in
comparison to 1993. determining the effectiveness of actions undertaken.

It shows that the actions and measures already 2. The state of the road safety from 1980 to 1993
undertaken are barely effective. In order to ensure
their higher effectiveness, it is necessary to change General Situation
the present method.

The condition of the road safety in Poland shows
The large number of persons killed and injured certain oscillations related to political and social

and big material losses overtax our budget as well as situation in our country.
our society. The amount of damage has been beyond
society's tolerance for years. Only the fact that In 1991, statistically the worst year the number of
people have become accustomed to considerable accidents reached 54,000, in which 7,091 persons
material and personal losses, has kept that any strong were killed and over 65,000 were injured. Over the
social dissatisfaction from occurring. period 1992-1993, in comparison with 1991, a certain

improvement was recorded - the number of road
The Ministry of Transport and Maritime accidents decreased and also the number of victims of

Economy, and the Ministry of Internal Affairs and these accidents. In the first half of 1994, an increase
especially the Road Police Headquarter have been in the number of accidents and their victims was
aware, for a very long time, that the present situation again recorded, when compared to 1992 and 1993.
requires prompt and more effective action based on Data connected with the number of accidents and the
acommon and coordinated, inter-ministerial program country's level of motorization from 1980 until 1993
of road safety improvement. are shown in Appendix 1.

The lack of an adequate program for road safety Statistical indicators of accident frequency are
improvement was noticed by the experts from the commonly used for comparisons, e.g. the number of
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accidents, persons killed and injured in relation to the trillion Polish zlotys), and if we utilize the above
number of cars or the population. The most valid is mentioned analytical pattern, the size of social losses
the relation between the number of victims and total in 1993 would be estimated at 50 trillion Polish
mileage travelled in vehicle kilometers. zlotys. This amount is very alarming. It shows the

serious overtaxing of both the State budget and
In Poland, comprehensive data are available until individual citizens' budget by the effects of road

1988, after which only estimates were made. accidents, which may influence actions undertaken for
According to these, the number of people killed per obtaining a better level of life in Poland.
million vehicle-kms amounted to 8.5 - 9.0 in 1990
and 11.2 in 1992, compared to the EEC average of Diagnosis
2.7. Another indicator is the number of killed per
100 road accidents. This reached 14.6 in 1991 and The very poor state of road safety in Poland is the
11.6 in 1992 in Poland, compared with the EEC consequence of the simultaneous effect of many
average of 3.5 and, for example, 2.8 in Holland. factors, of which the most important ones are listed

below:
The improvement in the road safety situation in

1992 and in 1993 resulted in part from the 1. Inappropriate and often dangerous behavior of
compulsory use of seat belt and use of head lights road users as the result of:
during daytime, in winter. There is also evidence
that on the one hand, it was the consequence of the - the lack of proper and efficient method of
decrease in mileage travelled (especially as far as educating and bringing up children;
passenger cars are concerned) and on the other, a
result of a number of organizational legislative and - unsatisfactory and often incorrect preventive
implementation actions, undertaken mainly by the information, including that provided by media;
Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy and the
Ministry of Internal Affairs. The most important of - the lack of knowledge and skills necessary for
these are: up-grading the standards of roads, modem safe driving;
road safety equipment and improved supervision of
introduction of the main roads by the Police. - unsatisfactory actions undertaken by traffic

control services;
We should also note that the difference between

the state of road safety in Poland and that in the EEC - relatively mild penalties and sanctions for
countries may increase, because the EEC countries violations; and
are introducing a lot of new laws and measures,
intensifying work on the implementation of - imperfection of the legal regulations.
"European Zone of Road Safety."

2. Road infrastructure and its environs not adjusted
At present, Poland lacks any uniform and effective to the current needs of road traffic, as shown by:

system of defining losses caused by road accidents.
That is why complex analysis concerning the losses - the state and quality of the road network;
sustained by the State and society, as a result of such
high level of road accidents, has not been made. - the quality of traffic organization;

In the Report on Road Safety in Poland, - the amount of funds for the maintenance and
international experts have estimated that the social modernization of roads;
costs of road accidents in 1991, according to their
own methodology, amounted to 15 trillion Polish - the quality of specifications and standards for
zlotys. According to calculations carried out by the designing, construction and maintaining roads;
General Directorate of Public Roads, these losses and
amounted to 20 trillion zlotys, excluding ethical
losses and indirect costs such as absences at work. - the quality and quantity of road safety

equipment.
If, as the basis for evaluation, we assume values

representing the amounts of insurance compensations
for road accidents (which in 1990 added up to 5
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3. Deficient car equipment and related technical In the same period, the Police recorded almost
condition as well as inadequate quality of technical 73,000 road collisions which resulted in only material
control and services. losses (an increase of 9,7%).

4. Technical and medical aid systems for accident In those cases brought to local courts by the
victims not adjusted to current needs. police:

5. Deficient traffic accident insurance system. - over 115,000 fines were imposed on drivers
under the influence of alcohol (an increase by

6. Dispersed responsibility for the road safety. 6,8%),

7. Insufficient number and inadequate effectiveness - approximately 82,000 were fined for other
of road-user control systems. traffic violations (an increase by 7,7%) and

almost 9,000 of fines were imposed on
It should also be noted that the funds, currently pedestrians, for breaking traffic regulations.

allocated to the improvement of the road safety
system, are managed in an uncoordinated way by the In total over I million fines were imposed on
various Ministries and institutions responsible for drivers for breaking the traffic regulations (an
road safety. increase by 9,2%) and over 100,000 on pedestrians

(an increase by 5,7%).
A negative impact on the scope and character of

actions undertaken by some authorities is the result of We should add that, among other sanctions, over
failure to adjust to the new methods, regulations, 436,000 drivers had licenses suspended and
guidelines and conditions connected with approximately 157,000 registration cards of vehicles
motorization. There are also significant differences were recorded.
among experts on the efficiency of particular
solutions and methods in achieving the improvement In the first half of 1994, foreigners in Poland
of road safety. participated in 771 road accidents (6,0% less than in

1993), and caused 525 road accidents (3,1 % less than
3. The state of the road safety in the first half of in 1993). These figures represent, respectively,

1994 3,3% and 2,2% of all accidents. Foreigners under
the influence of alcohol caused only 40 road accidents

In the first half of 1994, there have been over (34,4% less than the previous year).
23,000 road accidents on public roads, in which
1,868 persons were killed and 29,000 were injured. In accidents with foreigners Ill persons were

killed and 830 were injured, of which only 62 and
In comparison with 1993, this amounts to an 416 respectively were the foreigners themselves.

increase in road accidents of 7,9%, an increase in the
number of injured of 7,4% and in the number of The largest amount of accidents were caused by
persons killed of 3,8%. In comparison with 1991 -- citizens of Germany (229), Ukraine (49) and Russia
the worst year as far as the state of road safety was (34).
concerned -- there were 1,9% less accidents, in
which 16,3% less people were killed but 1,2% more In that period of time foreigners participated in
were injured. over 5,000 or road collisions, resulting in only

material damages, (2,4% more than in comparison
An increase in the number of road accidents was with the first half of 1993), over 3,000 of these

recorded in 37 voivodships, among others in Chelm - collisions were caused by them (a decrease by 3,3 %).
by 46,8%, Przemysl - by 33,5%, and Lublin - by

27,8%. A decrease in the number of roads The collisions were caused by the citizens of:
accidents, however, was recorded in 12 voivodships -
Wroclaw - by 17%, Torun - by 11,4%, and Soszalin Germany (approximately 1,4 thousand collisions,

- by 10,8%. or 45,1% of all collisions - 9% less than in 1993),
Ukraine (260 collisions, 8,2% of all collisions - an
increase of 36,7% in comparison with the previous
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year) and Russia (240 collisions or 7,6% of the total The Social Committee of Road Safety, appointed
- an increase of 15,8%). in April 1994, acts as a link with society and provide

pertinent opinions. Its members are: the
Summing up - the 1994 situation deteriorated in representatives of social organizations, units,

comparison with 1992 and 1993 - in spite of some foundations, mass-media, as well as other
elements changing for the better. More detailed organizations and institutions whose activities are
information concerning the state of the road safety in very important for road safety.
the first half of 1994 are given in Appendix 2.

Team composed of Council members and invited
4. Road Safety Organization - establishing the specialists from other units, will be created for

National Road Safety Council solving problems and elaborating proper documents.
The legislative team has already started its actions.

The Road Safety Council as an interministerial Establishing the Presidium of the Council, which will
coordinating body was established by Resolution No. meet more frequently than the Council and which will
92/93 of the Council of Ministers. Basic duties of undertake operational tasks of the Council, is also
the Council are: determining policies and foreseen.
coordinating interministerial activities for the
improvement of road safety, preparing the national In the near future, appointing the regional and
road safety program so as to make possible the local organizations is foreseen. In Poland's 49
coordination of activities undertaken by interested Voivodships, Social Committees and local authorities
ministries and institutions, the initiation of research, or city authorities will be appointed for the solution
the implementation and standardization of works, the of local problems.
determination of the scope of the education and
information campaigns connected with road safety, It is very important that our society pay special
and the evaluation of the effectiveness of actions attention to the problem connected with Voivodships
undertaken. and local authorities.

The Chairman of the Road Safety Council is Mr. Actions undertaken at different levels should be
Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz - Deputy Chairman of the based on objectives established in the Road Safety
Road Council of Ministers. Program and on local and regional programs.

His Deputies are: Under-secretary of State in the There is no doubt that the effectiveness of these
Ministry of Internal Affairs - Mr. Jerzy Zimowski measures will depend on the implementation of
and Under-secretary of State in the Ministry of activities and initiatives undertaken at local levels.
Transport and Maritime Economy - Mr. Stanislaw So far no programs developed at a macro scale,
Rybak - holding the function of the National proved effective, if it had not obtain the proper wide-
Coordinator of road Safety. Members of the Council interest and understanding of local administrations
are representatives of interested ministries, and of the basic implementation units. Also, of great
established in the Resolution. importance is a research done by researchers and the

project units and the teams of experts appointed at
The Road Safety Secretariat of the Ministry of different levels. The scope and character of these

Transport and Maritime Economy provides the works should be based on the program "Gambit",
technical and administrative services for the Council, which has already been prepared and should be
preparing materials, organization of meetings, derived from "Basis for the Road Safety
cooperation with the World Bank, etc. Improvement Program in Poland."

It is assisted by the cooperation of the Secretariat 5. Activities program of the Road Safety Council
representatives of interested ministries and entities,
called the Team of Experts. That team is of a The basis of activities of the Road Safety Council
working character. Its basic duties are: analysis and and its member institutions are the documents
appraisal of new measures and cooperation in approved in a plenary session of The Council of
implementation of detailed actions. Specialists from Ministers' held on May 11, 1994. These documents
other entities representing institutions which are not are:
members of the Council also participate in the works.
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- 'Basis for the Road Safety Improvement - the analysis and promotion of those forms of
Program in Poland"; activities, which have proved to be successful

with well developed motorization and which are
- "Detailed Action Plan of the Road Safety considered to be highly effective,

Council"; and
- determining and creating additional financing

- organizational schedule of "Second mechanisms.
International Safety Week in Poland", under
the auspices of the United Nations Economic In the "Basis for the Road Safety Improvement
Commission for Europe. Program in Poland" the following strategic goals have

been taken into consideration:
At the plenary session, "Gambit" was adopted as

the basis of Research Project as was the "Program of 1. Implementation of principles basic needs priority
road safety improvement in Poland". Also at that inroad safety over the convenience elements of the
meeting, equipment for the Police, estimated to cost society as a whole and locally.
3 million USD was approved. (Financed from the
World Bank loan.) 2. Implementation of information systems and multi-

directional teaching and training for road users
Program Composition (first of all drivers) on the principles of safe

participation in traffic using mainly mass-media
The activities of the Road safety Council will (e.g., TV, radio, cinemas, video tapes).

include:
3. Systematic planned searching for low-cost

- the choice of basic activity policy, connected solutions, specially effective for improvement of
with the improvement of road safety, and road safety.
concentration of effort on the most important
tasks - independently of administrative 4. Implementation of activities and measures for
conditions, changing the present drivers' attitudes about not

being punished for traffic offenses - through more
- to the greatest degree possible, during the intensive Police work.

preparation of plans - the use of measures and
work which have already been done by 5. Implementation of procedures for activating
different units - the state administration, sanctions, or administrative consequences, for
foundations, social organizations,etc., road accidents and other offenses.

- determining the basis of activity 6. Implementation of an educational system of road
implementation. Any programs created in safety principles at all levels of schools. It would
isolation by the administration will not be a be a part of a wide system of teaching road safety
success, because of the lack of financial assets principles in everyday life and at work. Such a
and of policy implementation by the system practically does not exist in our country.
participants of the program,

7. Preparing and starting to implement free, and for
- determining and introducing technical and particular groups compulsory, training for drivers

social measures needed for the improvement of of passenger cars and also systems of verification
road safety, and renewing of driving licenses.

- determining the strategic principles and policies 8. Initiating a system of eliminating from the roads
at different levels of the state administration; passenger cars which threaten road safety (due to
with the agreement of those levels, age or technical features which are not safe

enough) and modification of the technical
- dissemination of information and propaganda, conditions connected with periodical technical

connected with road safety to the mass-media, inspection.
the Seym Committee as well as, directors and
representatives of the ministries that take part
in the Council's works,
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9. Development of medical and technical first aid Research commissioned the development of a
systems through: Program of Traffic Safety Improvement in Poland,

named "Gambit". The program is run by the
- expanding the capabilities for providing Technical University of Gdansk and utilized with the

accident information rapidly, cooperation of both national and foreign entities
connected with these works. Cooperating national

- expanding medical and technical rescue units are: the Technical University of Cracow and
services, Warsaw, Police Headquarters, the Automotive

Transport Institute, and the General Directorate of
- expanding the capabilities of the Police and Public Roads. The foreign entities are the following

Fire Brigade in providing first-aid in accident institutes: BASt (Germany), SWOV (Holland),
emergency. SweRoad (Sweden) and others. The advisor to the

Minister of Transport and Maritime Economy
10. Implementation in technical practice, or the heading the Road safety Secretariat is the

principles of considering road safety needs plenipotentiary in all work connected with the
while constructing roads and vehicles. "Gambit" Project.

11. Implementation of road infrastructure The basic items of the "Gambit" Project are:
modernization so as to decrease the number of
streets and road sections on which large 1. Defining the system "Safe traffic in Poland",
numbers of accidents and collisions occur. evaluation of links between distinct - subsystems,

educating staff, preparing projects connected with
All these goals, activities and measures apply to changes of legal acts for ensuring proper

both rural and urban roads. In spite of some functioning of the system.
technically different solutions - the activities for
improvement of road safety must be made jointly. 2. Elaborating the system road accident data

collection which aims are:
The program of improvement of road safety

should include elements, related to the - creating a database with the data collected so
implementation of The National Health Program and far;
other programs related to road safety. In particular,
we refer to activities connected to the improvement of - clearly defining the scope of requirements and
conditions provision of first aid to victims of accident duties of the institutions responsible for traffic,
(accident information systems, provision of medical road, car, driver, and road accident data; and
help, etc.) and with dissemination of knowledge
concerning applying first aid to all traffic - preparing general and detailed reports on the
participants. database.

It is necessary (vide point 4) to appoint regional 3. Elaborating the methodology of road safety
and local special teams dealing with road safety, research so as to:
composed of representatives of entities responsible at
the local level for the road safety. Programs of - define the best methods of study the reasons for
improvements to road safety, elaborated and then road accidents;
realized by these local teams, will be the component
elements of The National Program of Improvement of - formulate the principles of creating the
Road Safety. These teams can use the Program and interministerial teams needed for investigating
its measures, in some case, - to help in their work. road accidents sites;
The implementation of programs prepared by these
teams could substantially improve the road safety - establish the principles of investigating trends
conditions in their field of activity. connected with road safety;

Research Program of Traffic Safety Improvement - define indicators for diagnosing the level of
road safety;

At the request of the Ministry of Transport and
Maritime Economy, the Polish Committee of Science
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- elaborate the methodologies of studies and activities program for the time before and during the
economical analyses; and framework of "Week" is presented in Appendix 3.

- confirm the procedures "ex ante and ex post" 6. Realization of the Road Safety Program in the
type researches. first half of 1994

This work is being performed systematically - the The Detailed Action Plan of the Road Safety
finish of the first phase is foreseen by October 1994, Council was accepted at the plenary session of Road
and the completion of all the works in June 1995. Safety Council on May 11, 1994. It was elaborated

to be executed in 1994 and 1995, but also contains
Second International Road Safety Week in Poland some ongoing actions. The Plan, including units

responsible for realizing tasks and the expected dates
International Road Safety Week is organized under of accomplishment are presented in Appendix 4.

the auspices of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe. Organizational preparations The following actions are expected to be
began in early 1994 while the full program of works completed:
is expected to last from 27 March (Monday ) until 2
April (Sunday) 1995. A. As far as organizational issues are concerned:

The aims of the Second International Road Safety - establishing multi-disciplinary Experts Teams
Week in Poland are: of the Road Safety Council to work alongside

the Road Safety Secretariat, - done by April
- development of more responsible individual as 1994,

well as general public behavior towards road
safety, - establishing the Social Road Safety Commission

- done by April; 1994,
- the greatest possible commitment on the part of

participants responsible for road safety at - addressing voivodship and municipal authorities
international, national and local levels, to stimulate active participation in road safety

improvement actions in their domain - is being
- to emphasize the international character of road prepared,

safety related problems,
- stimulating and supporting regional road safety

- to support the following measures: improvement programs (Pilot Program -

Cracow voivodship - only with the use of local
a) stressing more responsible behavior on the part means),

of young road users (car drivers, moped and
bicycle riders, pedestrians and passengers) and - assessing existing and establishing additional
the need for firm actions towards them, financial sources - to be completed by 1995.

b) greater awareness, by road users, and the - undertaking a scientific study program titled
general public, of the particular risk Road Safety Improvement Program in Poland -
encountered by young people in the road with work in stages, the end of the first phase
traffic, in October 1994, the end of all works in 1996.

c) initiating programs aimed at improving the B. As far as problems connected with legislative
safety of young road users, regulations are concerned:

d) greater commitment on the part of local and - preparing the list of necessary changes in
government, authorities towards finding existing legal instruments - in June 1994 basic
effective methods to improve road safety of acts were prepared,
young road users.

- regulating matters concerning enforcing
The Road Safety Council is the organizer of financial penalties given to foreigners, as well

'Second International Road Safety Week". The as adding the penalty of driving prohibition on
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the territory of Poland - the work is started, - preparing recommendations on the usage of
foreseen end in December 1994, slowing down thresholds,

-Establishing the possibility of penalization - preparing recommendations on the usage of
based on photographic registration of traffic road safety barriers,
violation - the work is started, foreseen end in
December 1994, - preparing technical specifications for road

signing and marking as well as the system of
-preparing schedule of charges for credit tickets their type-approval,

issued for traffic violations - simultaneously
abolishing tickets paid in cash - is being done, - harmonizing pedestrian traffic in small towns,

by construction of sidewalks along transit
-introducing new forms of documents: roads,

registration card, vehicles "book", driving
license, with the highest possible level of - modifying accident registration system -
protection against falsification and introducing introducing new road accident forms - almost
reflective plates for motor vehicles, motorbikes completed.
and trailers - which would service as
documents - prepared, but there is need for D. As far as Road Traffic Inspection is concerned.
change of Traffic regulations,

- intensifying and diversifying road traffic
-developing the concept of a social unit inspection, carried out by the police through:

responsible for calming traffic in front of zebra a) increasing mobility, b) improving reaction
crossings, among others in the school and time on road safety violations,
kindergartens areas, to provide for the safe
crossing of the street by children and old - further equipping road police with modem
people: training for volunteers, equipping with technical facilities as well as computer
reflective coats - this it is being done, hardware and software, the first stage, for the
completion was expected in September 1994, Police, is being acquired.
but will now be in March 1995,

E. As far as Prevention, Information Campaigns
-preparing the legal regulations for restrictive, and Training are concerned.

charged - car parking in cities - the
corresponding Resolution was passed in July - preparing the framework for broadcast
1994. programs for the systems of prevention and

training for road safety, to be introduced to
C. As far as problems connected with roads and public radio and television still being
their infrastructure are concerned: elaborated,

-analyzing existing speed limits: - preparing and organizing Road Safety Week II
- prepared, accepted and now being realized,

a) resulting from general regulations,
- designing and introducing road safety

b) imposed by road signs - including equipment, improving visibility on the road,
recommendations concerned with introducing especially for pedestrians and bicycle riders -
50 km/h speed limits in built-up areas - it has being realized,
been agreed that the change of speed limits
would be useful on the basis of national and - introducing applicable rules and requirements
foreign data. for children and youth, road maintenance

workers as well as for producers of vehicles,
- identifying and eradicating black spots, road equipment, sport and recreational clothing

- it will be taken into account in the Traffic
- elaborating pilot projects of traffic calming and Regulations and will be introduced in staged

harmonization in small towns, programs as far as children are concerned,
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- educating prosecutors and police officers on means for the realization of the actions both by the
accident site inspection as well as on legal Road Safety Council and by the proper ministries or
proceeding in the case of road safety violations units, which are the members of the Social Road
-being realized by the Court Expert's Institute Safety Committee.
in Cracow,

Realization of selected, important tasks in
- reforming the education and examination particular ministries

framework for drivers and applicants - it will
be taken into consideration in the Traffic A. In the competence of the Ministry of
Regulations, which is being evaluated, Internal Affairs:

- organizing Nationwide Competition on Road In compliance with the Road Safety Council's
Safety Knowledge - being realized, proposed operational organization - the Ministry of

Internal Affairs in general, and the Police
- promoting wide-spread use of bicycle licenses Headquarter in particular, exercise specific

for children and teenagers - this is being responsibility for actions directly referred to road
realized, involves some changes of legal safety improvement. The Fire Brigade Headquarter
regulations, are responsible for removal of road accident effects

as well as for road life-saving.
- elaborating propaganda materials for schools in

the framework of 'communication behavior" 1. The following actions were carried out within the
aimed at the improvement of road safety - this framework of the Police Headquarter activities in the
is being realized jointly by the Ministry of first half of 1994:
National Education and Police Headquarters in
connection with the improvement of road safety a) Concerned with road traffic supervision:
for children and teenagers from 1994 until
1995. - the side-effect of the "Zapora" ("Barrier") action

has been capitalized on (the action aimed at the
F. As far as Road Accident Assistance is disclosure of contraband and economic crimes).

concerned. This side effect was the technical control of heavy
vehicle condition. 48,500 police, customs and

- improving, nationwide, the accident assistance border officers, as well as National Trade
system and developing a unified communication Inspection and Standardization Control Office
system for coordinating assistance of fire officials, jointly participated in this event. Over
brigades, road police, emergency department 120,000 vehicles were inspected,
and road services - the bases are being
prepared. - on May 11, 12 and June 16, 1994, intensified

Police actions took place in order to disclose the
The above mentioned actions do not fulfill all violations committed by heavy vehicles and bus

the needs of improvement of road safety. They drivers. Among others, the action was aimed at
should be treated only as an example of the policies disciplining road traffic participants and removing
and scope of activity aimed at decreasing road safety vehicles, whose technical condition might have
risks resulting from road infrastructure and the caused a dangerous road situation, from the road
behavior of road users. traffic. Over 14,000 Police officers participated in

this action; over 109,000 vehicles were inspected;
Independently many initiatives and actions have 8,581 car registration cards were held; 1,153

been undertaken by the Police Headquarter, the drivers were found to be under the influence of
Ministry of Transport and the General Directorate of alcohol. In total, 56,000 road users' violations
Public Roads. Among others a working team was were disclosed,
appointed to prepare necessary changes in present
regulations. Other, principal activities are listed - from June 15 to 30, intensified control of
below. The delay in realization of some of the actions dangerous load transport took place. The action
was caused on one hand by the late term of beginning covered the territory of the 40 mostly highly
the work of the Road Safety Council (April/May) endangered voivodships. Over 6,000 officers,
and, on the other hand, by the lack of financial including almost 4,000 Policemen and 1,300
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firemen, participated in this action. The control - principles have been established authorizing people
covered 8,500 vehicles on roads and 525 vehicles to control road traffic at crossings in order to
in loading terminals. Half of the total number of enable safe street passage for children, as well as
controlled vehicles lacked necessary equipment elderly and disabled people. To implement this
or/and had technical defects. Among others the idea, the decrees of the Minister of Transport and
controllers held 766 car registration cards, refused Maritime Economy and of the Minister of Internal
licenses of 120 vehicles, imposed 2,325 financial Affairs, concerning traffic signs and signals, will
penalties. They brought 60 cases to Road Offenses need to be revised,
Councils of which, 15 were unsober drivers and
384 drivers with no authorization for driving - agreement has been reached with the Road Traffic
vehicles transporting dangerous materials, Administration Department in the Ministry of

Transport and Maritime Economy, on changing
In June 1994, the summer action "Bezpiecmy current procedures for issuing car registration
Weekend" (Safe Weekend) was started. It is cards and introducing a "vehicle book" as well as
aimed at ensuring road traffic safety, preventing on introducing new samples of registration plates,
traffic jams and informing road users regarding
current detours and traffic difficulties on the main - preliminary work has been undertaken, on
road network. preparing new "schedules of charges" for tickets

given for traffic violations. These need to be
b) Concerned with prevention, information and agreed upon by the Minister of Justice,

training:
- measures have been taken, aimed at clearing the

- On June 19, 1994, in Janki on the outskirts of situation concerning the legality of ticket
Warsaw, the road Traffic Office of the Police procedures based on photographic (or video)
Headquarters, together with Sweden's Embassy registration of traffic violations.
and the Swedish Road Safety Association,
organized an outdoor event "Bezpieczne drogi, d) Concerned with road life-saving:
bezpeiczne wakacje" (Safe roads, safe holidays).
During this event children cojld, among other - the training on pre-ambulance aid, started in 1993,
matters, pass the exams for a bicycle riding has been finished. It involved 2,400 Police
license and participate in numerous competitions officers. These were also equipped with 1,200
on road traffic rules and regulations, professional first-aid kits (cases).

- independently of actions undertaken by the 2. The following actions were carried out within the
Ministry of National Education aimed at framework of National Fire Brigade Headquarters
introducing the theme "Traffic Education" to activities:
school - the Road Traffic Office of the Police
Headquarters, under patronage of the Road Safety - the list of the most urgent equipment needs as well
Council, has initiated experimental education as a detailed, Fire Brigade Headquarters action
programs for children in schools that will confirm plan, have been prepared for the Road Safety
their participation in the experiment. Council,

c) Concerned with legislative measures: - work has been undertaken to increase the numbers
of modern, road accident assistance equipment for

- the draft version of the decree of the Minister of fire-brigades, including accident assistance
Internal Affairs, concerning organization and vehicles as well as machinery for removing road
principles for exercising road traffic control, has traffic obstacles (cranes, transport trolleys, etc),
been prepared and is ready for interministerial
coordination. Among other matters, it provides - within the structural framework of the National
authorization for more officials to help control Fire Brigade, systematic training has been
road traffic, by vesting the Border Control, provided, concerning technical assistance
Customs Control, Municipal Control officers and activities, including road assistance activities as
road services' employees, with several, specific, well as in operating special assistance equipment,
related powers,
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- fire brigade officers, independently of normal well as several other decrees concerned with road
activities, have participated in extra activities safety. A separate legislative unit has been
including, among others, a Police managed established by the Ministry of Transport and
program "Niebezpieczne Przeworzy" (Dangerous Maritime Economy for changing and amending
Transit). One thousand three hundred and twenty legal regulatory acts,
firemen participated in this program,

- a number of scientific research projects have been
- work has been started on defining the aid kit for commissioned and are being carried out, among

the crews of vehicles transporting toxic or others: "Instructions for usage of road safety
dangerous materials. Technical specifications have barriers"; "Technical conditions to be met by
also been prepared, for producing Polish-made materials for road signing and marking together
road rescue cars, with the system for their authorization for road

use"; " The program of traffic calming in towns";
- intensive training has been provided, on special "Instructions for road design"; "Instructions for

equipment and rescue action tactics, road maintenance standards"; "The improvement
in accident locating on selected roads"; "Locating

- draft legal acts concerning road safety have been the accident site with geodetic methods";
agreed upon, "Locating black spots"; and "Implementation of

computer software - impediments in road traffic".
- rescue plans for separate regions have been Additionally the road services of the Ministry of

prepared. Transport and Maritime Economy (General
Directorate of Public Roads) carried out various

In the competence of the Ministry of Transport works concerned with road safety improvement
and Maritime Economy: namely:

- Principles for a "Transport Policy" document have - eradication of black spots;
been prepared and approved. One of the sections - realization of road marking and signing
presents road safety improvement actions, works;

- construction of pedestrian side-walks;
"A set of research tasks resulting from strategic - installing of road safety barriers;
targets of the Ministry of Transport and Maritime - traffic calming;
Economy" have been prepared, - traffic light installation; and

- construction of bus stops.
- in close cooperation with the Road Safety Office

of the Police Headquarters, work has been The Minister of Transport and Maritime
undertaken on drafting the legal provision for road Economy, in a press appearance, addressed the
transport of dangerous loads, which would change managers of transport firms and enterprises regarding
the Road Traffic Law together with concerned improving passenger safety and better supervision
executive legal acts, over transport operators activities as well as

regarding better cooperation among institutions
- changes have been elaborated, to several decrees involved in road safety.

of the Minister of Transport and Maritime
Economy and of Minister of Internal Affairs, In the competence of the Ministry of Agriculture
including: introducing new speed limits in built-up and Food Economy:
areas (M.P. no 49 pos. 466); the decree of the
Minister of Transport and Maritime Economy on - obligatory training has been introduced, concerned
detailed regulations for road signs, signals and with driving licenses for cars and tractors. In
traffic safety equipment (M.P. no 16 pos. 120); secondary agricultural schools (in a conference,
approving vehicle driving trainers', lecturers', and which was held in June 1994) the schools'
examiners' qualifications, training and related principals in the competence of the Ministry of
testing (Dz. U. no 76 pas. 346); the decree of the Agriculture and Food Economy were obliged to
Council of Ministers on toll parking on public organize youth meetings with representatives of
roads; and the decree of the Minister of Transport institutions, mainly police, involved in road safety,
an(d Maritime Economy changing the decree on
technical specifications and vehicle inspections, as
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- a list of problems to be researched was prepared - within the framework of adaptation of Polish
by and for the subordinate Institute of Agricultural vehicles to the United Nations Economic
Construction, Mechanization and Electrification. Commission for Europe regulations, type approval

research has been pursued, concerned mainly with
In the competence of the Ministry of Justice: passive safety devices on vehicles,

- a seminar on "Legal and technical aspects of road - a set of construction and equipment modifications
accidents" has been organized by the Institute of has been initiated and introduced, concerned with
Judiciary Experts' Reports in Cracow. One road safety in "Autosan" buses, "Lublin 3352,
hundred and twenty prosecutors participated in the 3372 and 3392" trucks, as well as in "Polonez"
event that covered legal, criminology, selected cars. FIAT automaker, on its own initiative,
technical, judiciary, medical and other aspects of introduced such alterations in "Cinquecento" and
road accidents. Duration - 5 days (50 lecture "Fiat 126p".
hours) for 30 people groups.

- various research and pilot projects have been
In the competence of the Ministry of Finance: carried out, connected with equipping the vehicles

with components influencing car users' and road
- no direct action concerned with Road Safety users' safety,

Council activities are expected.
- analytical works have been started, on subjects

In the competence of the Ministry of National concerned with passive and active safety of
Defense: vehicles, through:

- on-going and periodical road safety analysis has - an Administrative Council for Type Approval
been made in the armed forces. It resulted in the of Goods and a Technical Committees for Type
elaboration and distribution of appropriate Approval of Goods (since March 15, 1994),
documents to military units,

- Problem Commission for Standardization No.
- supervision has been established, over the use of 17 for Vehicles and Road Transport established

warning plates on military heavy vehicles, by the Polish Standardization Committee on
April 28, 1994.

- within the framework of phase II of the program,
video films on accident prevention have been used In the competence of the Ministry of National
in drivers' training (38 films in each of 50 film Education:
libraries),

- there has been on-going cooperation with the Road
- campaign materials, publications, and video Traffic Office of the Police Headquarters, on

cassettes on road safety have been purchased and specifying the program of Traffic Education for
distributed to military units, children and youths,

- there has been on-going cooperation and exchange - a pilot program has been started, on introducing
of opinions with other institutions involved in road the subject of "Traffic Education" to the primary
safety. school in Wieliczka. Local authorities of

Wieliczka have financed the construction of a
According to the analysis made by the Ministry of mini-city communication model, road safety

National Defense - in the first half of 1994, the road laboratory, preparation of training materials,
safety conditions in military vehicles' traffic teachers' payrolls, etc.
improved by 6.6 % when compared to the first half of
1993. - beginning with January 1994, training methods on

road safety and traffic education have been
In the competence of the Ministry of Industry and published in the teachers' magazine "Technical
Trade (represented by the Industry Institute for Education at Schools",
Motorization - PIMOT):

- another edition of "Knowledge Tournament on
Road Safety" has been organized. Every year,
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500,000 pupils aged 10-14 throughout the whole safety accidents. Within the framework of these
country take part in this event, activities (since 1992) Assistance Wards have been

established, in Post secondary Medical Schools,
- a Nationwide Competition on Road Traffic

Regulations Knowledge has been organized, for - technical specifications have been defined for
foster-children from Youth Education Center, intensive care ambulances and their equipment,

- road safety subject matter has been included in the - life-saving schools, attached to ambulance service
training programs for children and youth tutors in stations, have been established, to carry out the
winter and summer holiday camps, training prograns for those who, in practice, can

participate in life-saving in various kinds of
- a draft version has been prepared, of the decree of accidents, including road,

the Minister of National Education on amendments
to the curricula framework, in public secondary - Procurement has been carried out, of intensive
and technical schools, concemed with introducing care ambulances and related equipment - among
road safety subject matter to kindergartens and others, the procurement of life-saving kits for road
primary schools within the subjects of 'Technic", Police (in 1993 - 1200 pcs.)
"Socio-Natural Environment" or "Gymnastics".

In the competence of the Ministry of
Independently of the above mentioned activities the Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and

Minister of National Education, together with the Forestry:
Chairman of the General Committee of Polish Motor
Association and the Police Headquarters addressed - representatives of the Ministry and National
the teachers and education employees to introduce Inspection for Environmental Protection
road safety related matters in schools, starting in participated in the activities of controls
September 1994 (mainly within the subject of "Niebezpieczne Przewozy" (Dangerous Transit)
"Technic" in primary schools). coordinated by the Police Headquarters,

In the competence of the Ministry of Construction - meteorological cover of road traffic has been
and Development Planning: provided, with distribution of the information to

involved organizations,
- no specific activities concerned with road safety

have been proposed, - after-accident expert analysis has been made an in-
house capacity.

- legislation actions have been undertaken concerned
with preparing executive acts for the newly-passed In the Central Planning Office:
laws: Construction Law and Physical Planning
Law. - the Central Planning Office does not engage in

activities directly connected to road safety.
These documents are not directly related to the Current actions concentrate on the idea of a

Road Safety Council field of activities but could national planning scheme, in compliance with
result in indirect links concerning, among other Physical Planning Law of May 27, 1994. This
matters, with the kinds and range of training required idea, however, provides for the inclusion of
for holding the independent position of executive infrastructure projects (including road
technician, the methods for approving this training, infrastructure).
together with samples of documents used in planning;
or with the procedures for the elaboration of Cooperation within the framework of the Social
programs and negotiation of the conditions for Committee of Road Safety
introducing the national planning schemes.

The first plenary session of the Social Committee
In the competence of the Ministry of Health and for the Road Safety Council was held in April this
Social Welfare: year, with the participation of numerous social

organizations, associations, foundations, unions,
- Wcrk has been conducted systematically regarding firms, joumalist organization and enterprises active in

rationalizing the system of providing aid in road
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the field of road safety. Media representatives also - conferences on road safety and road infrastructure
participated in the meeting. organized by the General Directorate of Public

Roads, In Pokrzywna - March 1994,
As the result of officially prior agreements, some

of the participants that assisted in the work of the - conferences on the realization of the National
Social Committee has sent in their action plans, Health Program,
together with the proposals, to be included when the
program of activities for the Council and the future - conferences concerned with the work of the
action plan is formed. Action plans were received, interministerial unit attached to the Ministry of
among others, from: The Communication Engineers Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and
and Technicians Association, the Serva Vitam Forestry, regarding dangerous load transport,
Foundation, the Road Traffic Safety Foundation, the
Polish Scouting Association, the Polish Motorist - meetings with the World Bank supervising
Association, Master Foods, the National Safety missions of the Roads Project that includes the
League, and some producers of road safety Road Safety Components,
equipment, etc. Apart from the above, more
organizations willing to cooperate, applied for - meeting of the Permanent International Association
participation in the Committee's works. However, of Road Congresses - June 1994 - Toledo,
their willingness to participate and contribution
depend largely on the possibilities of financing and - the Founding Conference of the World Network of
promotion of their products. Technology Exchange Centers on Roads and Road

Transport - June 1994 - Casablanca,
The Council representatives participated in several

meeting and conferences of selected foundations, - the International Conference on Motorway
firms and enterprises, which are the Committee Network Development in Central and Eastern
members. Europe - June 1994, Budapest,

Participation in seminars, conferences, meetings - the ministerial conferences on road safety,
and cooperation with mass-media

- the event organized by the Traffic Safety
Seminars, Conferences and Meetings: Foundation, in Bielsko-Biala, on the safety of

pedestrian and children on roads,
Members of the Road Safety Council participated

in various conferences, meetings, seminars, etc., - meetings with several foundations, firms,
concerned with road safety including, among others: associations and enterprises active in the field of

road safety improvement,
- a series of conferences organized, primarily by the

Industrial Institute for Measurement Automation, - the initiation of the pilot program of Traffic
regarding the organization and monitoring of Education in Public School in Wieliczka - June
dangerous load transit, 1994,

- the international seminar in Strasbourg (France) on - the Swedish-Polish road safety event for children,
"Children and Youth Road Safety Education" - organized in Janki on the outskirts or Warsaw -
March 1994, June 1994,

- organizing and conducting the Polish-Danish - various other working sessions at the ministerial
Seminar on Road Safety - May 1994, and interministerial levels.

- the OECD seminar in Ryga (Latvia), May 1994, Cooperation with mass-media
on accident database and multilateral cooperation
on regulations governing international conventions On-going, since the beginning of the work
regarding road traffic, dangerous load transport, concerned with establishing the Council, cooperation
international roads, and road signs and signals, of with mass-media has been intensified since the April
the United Nations Economic Commission for meeting of the Social Committee of Road Safety and
Europe, etc. after the comprehensive press conference organized
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in June, thisyear, by Mr. Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz, commissioned the team of research workers from the
Deputy Prime Minister. Gdansk Technical University to elaborate the paper

titled "Improvement of Road Safety in Poland" -
In view of many years of cooperation and their "Gambit".

large interest in the road safety problems, the Road
Safety Council representatives and particularly The financing obtained though the World Bank
representatives of the Road Traffic Office of the loan for the Roads Project will be useful in initiating
Police Headquarters and the Road Safety Secretariat the implementation program. One of the loan
participated in many radio and TV programs. Mr. components is Road Safety, financing for which is
Wlodzimierz Cimoszewicz himself took part in expected to be provided by: 5 MUSD from the
several television programs. Some of the most World Bank loan (including 3 MUSD for Police
important TV broadcasts included: "Tylko w equipment) and 2.6 MUSD from the Ministry of
Jedynce" (Only in One), "Automania", "Dziennik Transport and Maritime Economy's budget and, in
TV" (TV News Edition), "Otwarte Studio" (Open small part from the Ministry of Internal Affairs. This
Studio) and occasionally in the TV-accounts of some financing is not a part of the high-cost civil works,
road safety conferences and events. which will be included in the road/bridge construction

works carried out under the World Bank loan.
The most important radio broadcasts included: Expenditures for the activities characterized by low-

"Radio dia Kierowcow" (Radio for Drivers), "Radio costs and high rates of return, like signing and
Kolor", "Radio Zet", Sygnaly Dnia" (Signals of the marking as well as improvement of technical
Day) and in some regional radio broadcasts. infrastructure, will be included and financed under

each of the road/bridge construction components.
Several newspapers and magazines opened their Independently - the General Directorate of Public

columns to the road safety problems, among others, Roads, in its budget for 1994, has assigned 10% of
technical magazines such as: "Road Safety"quarterly; the road maintenance budget to carry out the road
monthly magazines "Roads", "Municipal Transport"; safety related activities.
weekly magazines "Motor", "Auto Motor" and
newspapers: "Sztandar, Mlodych", "Rzecspospolita", Other ministries carry out their road safety related
"Sycie Warsawy", "Slowo", Gazeta Wyborcza", tasks with their own statutory resources without the
"Express Wieczomy". formal assignment procedures.

Additionally, for the majority of conferences and Considering the level of economic losses in
meetings with the participation of the Council Poland, estimated at 15, 20 or even 50 trillion PLZ
representatives - the press prepared reports and yearly, and assuming that the total financial result of
addresses on the policies and activities of the Road accidents is often equivalent to the number of
Safety Council. insurance compensation paid during the year - it

should be noted that the expenditures connected with
Financing the program the road safety improvement are extremely efficient

(in economic analysis).
Expenditures connected with the realization of

statutory tasks are being, and will be covered with The amounts needed for financing the program,
the budgetary resources of the ministries involved, which would result in the decrease in the number and
central institutions and other units, including local consequences of accidents, can be comprehensively
ones. Some of these means may also come from non- estimated upon receiving the information on the
budgetary resources. financing needed for particular tasks from ministries

and from organizations involved. An analysis of
Each of the involved ministries and central tasks already carried out and their effects, is also

institutions settles the scope and costs of the activities necessary now as well as after each financial year.
to be realized each year. These plans will constitute Even now, it is estimated that only the most essential
the elements of the coordinated plan of activities. needs for next year will reach 2 trillion PLZ, while

the available financing for the next year will not be
In 1994, the financing for preparing the detailed, higher than 1 trillion PLZ.

nationwide program of the road safety improvement
was obtained from the Committee of Scientific There is therefore a need to balance the
Research which, through competitive bidding, requirements and coordinate the joint simultaneous
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action while pursing the principal of technical and 1. The establishment of the Road Safety Council is
economic priorities in the utilization of the available regarded to be effective; its existence and activities
financial means. Lists of tasks arranged according to introduced important and positive changes to actions
their economic and technical priorities, which are carried out to improve the road safety condition in
expected to be elaborated under the Gambit project, Poland.
will be useful in this matter.

2. The basic, positive result of the Council activities
To increase the effectiveness of the activities was the intensification of actions carried out in the

included in the program, it is necessary to find non- field of road safety by the ministries involved,
budgetary forms of financing, for example from especially the Ministry of Transport and Maritime
insurance companies or foundations. Such forms Economy, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the
include now and in the near future foreign institutions Ministry of National Education as well as the
and assistance organizations. It will be useful to coordination of these actions in particular areas. Of
utilize the potential financing emerging from particularly importance was the work on essential
cooperation with the World Bank (which, apart from changes in existing laws and technical regulations and
extending loans, participates in financing seminars on the safety improvement of pedestrians and children
and consultations), the OECD, the Permanent on roads.
International Associations of Road Congresses
(PIARC) as well as bilateral cooperation with, among 3. Establishment and the activities of the Council
others, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, which finance decisively improved the flow of information among
or co-finance the contacts with Polish experts and in the ministries, and other organizations, associations
particular, actions for road safety improvement in and foundations active in the field. This is of utmost
Poland. importance for the implementation of the road safety

improvement program.
However, as there is a need for fully carrying out

as many planned tasks as possible, in full range, the 4. Completion of some of the Council's projects,
lacking financing should be provided through a planned for the first half of 1994, was seriously
separate procedure and should be controlled by the delayed by organizational-formal problems, and
Council authority. Despite the existence of the currently by lack of sufficient financial means for
coordinating center, which is the Council, allowing their implementation. In particular, this affects,
the ministries involved to distribute their funds among others: the implementation of the pilot road
according to their own will, does not provide the safety program in Krakow voivodship; commissioning
opportunities of the Council undertaking priority certain scientific research programs; insufficient
actions by itself. The experiences so-far has proven volume of work in the field of technical
that the council should control certain financing. infrastructure; insufficient and excessively static road
Traffic safety is a separate problem. The possibilities traffic control, etc.
and the formula for providing the financing required
for the activities conducted or indicated by the 5. It has proved useful to take advantage of the
Council, including the non-budgetary resources, have opportunities for profiting from summary legislative
been initially discussed with the Ministry of Finance. procedures for passing laws connected with the road
It is considered necessary to create a Road Safety safety improvement. This refers especially to
fund consisting of financing coming from additional modifying existing laws.
sources, among others, through mechanisms which
increase income (for example through traffic ticket 6. It is important to reemphasize that the
receipts) while simultaneous assigning them for the implementation of programs for road safety
Road Safety Council activities. During the initial improvement need adequate financing. Despite the
discussions, with the Ministry of Finance, fiercely existence of the coordinating center (the Council)
objected to this financing procedure. leaving financial control only in the hands of the

ministries does not provide the opportunities for the
8. Conclusions Council to assure priority actions, especially

interventions. The practice so-far has proved that it's
So far from the activities of the Road safety necessary for the Council to administer certain

Council, and their results in the first half of 1994, the funding.
following conclusions can be drawn:
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7. It is regarded necessary to establish a Road Safety - assigning special priority to actions connected with
Fund consisting of additional financing obtained the road safety improvements,
through mechanisms which would increase budgetary - explicitly defining the scope and possibilities of
income (through the ticket procedure in cases of financing the Council activities with own
traffic violations for example) and allocating some budgetary resources, in order to elaborate the
amounts for Council works. Wider use of preventive financial plan of activities,
insurance funds could also be made. - developing information campaigns giving high

priority to communication education of the society,
8. In connection with the expanding scope of the - intensifying the alterations of existing laws,
activities of the Road Safety Council Secretariat and - improving the efficiency of Police and judiciary
with its insufficient staff resources, it is necessary to actions.
supplement the personnel through periodic delegation
of people dealing with the road safety problems in the 10. It is advisable to define and approve the
involved ministries, to assist the Council. personnel and the competencies of the

Presidium/Managers/Council. Its aim will be to
9. The worsening of the road safety condition in the undertake the operational tasks of the Council for the
first half of 1994 indicates that intensification of periods between plenary meetings.
improvement actions is necessary, through:

Elaboration:

- intensifying the forming of local road safety Road Safety Secretariat

councils, of The Road Safety Council

on the basis of materials involved ministries
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FIGURE I

ORGANIZATIONAL SCHEME OF THE COUNCIL OF ROAD SAFETY

The Chairman of the Council - Deputy Chairman of Council of Ministers

Council of Road Safety

MIA/MTME Under Secretary of State in MIA - Deputy Chairman of the Council
Under Secretary of State in MTME - Deputy Chairman of the Council
National Coordinator of RS

Members: Members Representatives of following Ministers

MTME I MIA I MNE I MIT I MF IMHSW I MND I MJ I MAFE MRPC MEPNRF CPN NCRT

ROAD SAFETY OFFICE (RS SECRETARIAT)

Director High level government Official - Ministry Advisor
MTME

The permnanent service of the Office

FOREIGN GROUP OF EXPERTS - Experts from particular Ministries and Subjects
EXPERTS

MTME MIA MNE MIT MF MHSW MND Mi MAFE MRPC MEPNRE I CPN NCRT I OTHERJ

E SOCIAL ATTE PSA PMA PRC MEDIA FOUNDATIONS OTHER

CRSOMMITrEE OF 11
[ Realization within MTME

[ DVTr DT DTP I GDPR I CRS T UNV OU

LE := Realization within oter Ministries

ATTE Association of Transport Technicians and Engineers MIA Ministry of Internal Affairs
CPO Central Planning Office MIT Ministry of Industry and Trade
CRS Center of Road Safety (Institute of Vehicle Transport) MND Minister of National Defence
DT Department of Technics MNE Ministry of National Education
DTP Department of Transport Policy MRPC Ministry of Regional Planning and Construction
DVT Department of Vehicle Transport MTME Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy
GDPR General Directorate of Public Roads NCRT National Council of Radio and Television
MAFE Ministry of Agriculture and Food Economy PMA Polish Motor Association
MEPNRF Ministry of Environmental Protection, Natural PRC Polish Red Cross

Resources and Forestry PSA Polish Science Academy
MF Ministry of Finance UNV Universities
MHSW Ministry of Health and Social Welfare OU Other Units
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FIGURE 2

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF

NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY COUNCIL

1.
NATIONAL ROAD
SAFETY COUNCIL

4.2.3
WORK GROUPS PRESIDIUM OF THE SECRETARIAT OF THE

5 7. 6.
PROVINCIAL BOARD SOCIAL COMMITTEE GROUP OF MINISTERS

OF RS EXPERTS

8. 9
SOCIAL COMMISSTIONS WORK GOUPS OF SC

10.
COMMUNE BOARD
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Appendix No. 1

ACCIDENTS STATISTICS, 1980-1993

Year Number Number Number of Number of Number of Number of
of of Killed Injured Vehicles in Passenger Cars in Killed per 100

Accidents thousand of pieces Thousand of Pieces Accidents

1980 40,373 6,002 46,245 5,469 2,383 15

1981 43,755 6,107 51,365 5,853 2,634 14

1982 38,832 5,535 45,693 5,996 2,882 14

1983 40,454 5,561 47,463 6,417 3,179 14

1984 35,768 4,980 41,325 6,850 3,426 14

1985 36,100 4,688 42,290 7,089 3,671 13

1986 37,133 4,667 43,150 7,476 3,946 13

1987 36,433 4,625 42,272 7,795 4,232 13

1988 37,538 4,851 43,626 8,214 4,519 13

1989 46,338 6,724 53,639 8,596 4,846 15

1990 50,532 7,333 59,611 9,041 5,261 15

1991 54,038 7,901 65,242 9,860 6,112 15

1992 50,989 6,949 61,046 10,207 6,505 14

1993 48,901 6,341 58,812 10,483 6,711 13

Warsaw, September 1994
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Appendix No. 2

Information on Road Safety Condition The analysis of all 23,274 road accidents proves
that their existence was caused by 28,753 incidents,

In the first half of 1994, 23,274 accidents were of which the most common were violations of the
recorded on public roads. In comparison with the traffic regulations by drivers and driving under the
similar period in 1993, this number increased by influence of alcohol (68.3% of all incidents), as well
7.4%. 2,784 people were killed (increase by 4.2% as by violations of traffic regulations by pedestrians
and 27,991 injured (increase by 7.2%)in these under the influence of the alcohol (28.9% of all
accidents. incidents).

The most common causes of the accidents The split of factors contributing to the occurrence
included: of road accidents in the first half of 1994 is shown in

Table 1 below.
- private cars drivers - 11,260 accidents (48.4% of

the total), increase by 9.1 % Table 2 shows the most common cause factors of
- bicycles and motorbikes riders - 1,731 accidents the accidents involving drivers which are:

(7.4% of the total), increase by 10%
- heavy vehicles drivers - 1,684 accidents (7.2% of - excessive speed - 4,497 accidents (19.3% of the

the total) increase by 2.5% total), increase by 3.4%
- motorcycles drivers - 1,126 accidents (4.8 % of the - violation of right of way - 2,889 accidents (12.4 %

total) decrease by 1.1% of the total), increase by 11.6%
- bus drivers - 225 accidents (1% of the total) - faulty overtaking, passing - 20,47 accidents (8,8%

increase by 2.3% of the total), increase by 5.4%
- pedestrians -6,182 accidents (26.6% of the total), - violating rules on pedestrian crossings - 1,271

increase by 7.7% accidents (5.5% of the total), increase by 19.1%
- distraction - 1,627 accidents (7.0% of the total),

increase by 11.4%

TABLE 1
FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO ACCIDENTS

The Causes of Road Accidents Number % 1993 =100

TOTAL 28,753 100 107.5

Violations By drivers 16,743 58.2 107.3

Violations by pedestrians 6,558 22.8 108.4

Influence of alcohol including: 4,737 16.5 108.3

drivers 2,883 10.0 109.0

pedestrians 1,755 6.1 107.7

passengers 99 0.3 100.0

Violations by passengers 78 0.3 118.2

Technical defects 393 1.4 98.0

Other 244 0.8 99.2
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TABLE 2
FACTORS CAUSING ACCIDENTS INVOLVING DRIVERS

Cause Factors Accidents Killed Injured

Total % 1993= 100 Total % 1993= Total % 1993 = 100
100

Total 16,743 100 107.3 2,037 100 103.1 21,936 100 106.8

Excessive Speed 4,497 26.9 103.4 782 38.4 101.2 6,335 28.9 100.8

Violation of right of way 2,889 17.3 11.6 203 10.0 114.7 3,862 17.6 112.8

Faulty overtaking 2,047 12.2 105.4 277 13.6 95.5 2,723 12.4 107.2

Distraction 1,627 9.7 111.4 181 8.9 107.1 1,916 8.7 109.8

Violating rules on 1,271 7.6 119.1 105 5.2 143.8 1,264 5.8 119.2
pedestrian crossings l

Barring the way 913 5.5 118.4 67 3.3 91.8 1,126 5.1 119.5

Skidding 639 3.8 75.8 78 3.8 63.4 951 4.3 80.8

Violation of one-way
traffic

Lack of safety distance 519 3.1 118.2 86 4.2 143.3 753 3.4 12.1

Faulty turning 472 2.8 122.3 19 0.9 126.7 627 2.9 113.8

Tiredness, falling asleep 331 2.0 107.8 21 1.0 140.0 376 1.7 107.1

Red light violation 263 1.6 97.8 72 3.5 104.3 386 1.8 95.5

Violation of other traffic 405 2.4 128.2 13 0.6 100.0 582 2.7 145.1
signs

Abrupt breaking

Faulty stopping 40 0.2 74.1 12 0.6 300.0 51 0.2 71.8

Dazzling with head lights 40 0.2 114.3 3 0.1 - 51 0.2 98.1

Others 18 0.1 128.6 2 0.1 100.0 24 0.1 104.3

14 0.1 116.7 4 0.2 - 13 0.1 68.4

758 4.5 101.5 112 5.5 94.1 896 4.1 104.6

On the other hand, Table 3 shows the most - careless road crossing - 3,399 accidents (14.6% of
common cause factors of accidents involving the total), increase by 11.8%
pedestrians which are: - incorrect road crossing - 1,469 accidents (6.3% of

the total), increase by 11.2%
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TABLE 3
FACTORS CAUSING ACCIDENTS INVOLVING PEDESTRIANS

Cause Factors Accidents Killed Injured

Total % 1993 Total % 1993 = Total % 1993
l 100 100

100

Total 6,558 100 108.4 716 100 106.4 6,038 100 108.3

Careless road crossing 3,339 51.8 111.8 348 48.6 108.4 3,160 52.3 112.0

Incorrect road 1,469 22.4 111.2 143 20.0 121.2 1,358 22.5 110.0
crossing

Lack of care - 736 11.2 89.6 28 3.9 84.8 717 11.9 89.1
children up to 7

Red light violation 306 4.7 115.9 18 2.5 75.0 293 4.9 118.6

Walking on the wrong 236 3.6 102.6 66 9.2 117.9 186 3.1 90.7
side

Standing on road 193 2.9 81.1 63 8.8 73.3 135 2.2 85.4

Others 219 3.3 164.7 50 7.0 142.9 189 3.1 180.0

The most frequent localization of the accident sites - cyclists and motorbikes - 258 killed (9.3 % of the
included: total), increase by 15.7% and 2,528 injured (9.0%

of the total), increase by 10.1 %
- straight road section - 12,562 accidents (54% of - motorcyclists and passengers - 177 killed (12.7%

the total), increase by 5.8% of the total), increase by 14.2% and 1,552 injured
- intersections - 4,487 accidents (38.5% of the (5.5% of the total) decrease by 6.7%

total), increase by 11.1% - drivers and passengers of heavy vehicles - 92
- curves - 2,432 accidents (10.4% of the total), killed (3.3% of the total), decrease by 20.0% and

increase by 4.7% 1,268 injured (9.1% of the total), decrease by
- pedestrian crossings - 1,723 accidents (7.4% of 5.8%.

the total), increase by 13.8%
Children and teenagers constitute considerable

In the first half of 1994, the highest numbers of percent of the road accidents victims. They took part
victims were noted among: in 5,830 accidents (25% of the total), increase by

5.0%, in which 223 were killed (8.0% of the total),
- drivers and passengers of private cars - 1,084 decrease by 14.9%, and 6,272 were injured (22.7%

killed (38.9% of the total), decrease by 2.3% and of the total), increase by 5.6%. These facts are
12,736 injured (45.5% of the total), increase by shown in Table 4.
8.8%

- pedestrians - 1,066 killed (38.3% of the total),
increase by 6.1 % and 9,125 injured (32.6% of the
total), increase by 7.0%
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TABLE 4
CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS ACCIDENTS

Age of Accidents Killed Injured
Victims

Total % 1993 = Total % 1993 = Total % 1993
100 100 = 100

Total 5,830 100 105.0 223 100 851 6,272 100 105.6

0-6 1,122 19.2 99.5 51 22.9 78.5 1,207 19.2 99.4

7-14 3,203 54.9 106.7 92 41.3 86.0 3,381 53.9 107.4

15-17 1,505 25.8 105.9 80 35.9 88.9 1,684 26.8 106.6

In the first half of 1994, these figures were - on international roads -720 accidents (3.1 % of the
recorded: total), decrease by 7%, in which 180 people were

killed on spot (6.5% of the total), increase by
- in cities - 13,026 accidents (56.0% of the total), 5.9% and 980 were injured (3.5% of the total),

increase by 7.9 %, in which 991 people were killed decrease by 9.1 %.
(35.6% of the total), increase by 4.8% and 14,983
were injured (53.5% of the total), increase by Road users under the influence of alcohol still
8.7% constitute a big threat to the safety on roads. They

- on rural roads - 10,248 accidents (44.0% of the caused 4,737 accidents (20.4% of the total), increase
total), increase by 6.8%, in which 1,793 people by 8.3 %, in which 792 people were killed (28.4% of
were killed (64.4% of the total), increase by 3.9% the total) increase by 4.8% and 5,512 were injured
and 13,008 were injured (46.5% of the total), (19.7% of the total) increase by 8.4%.
increase by 5.4%

A summary of accidents involving users under
influence of alcohol is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5
ACCIDENTS OF ROAD USERS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL

Accident Accidents Killed Injured
Cause

Total % 1993 Total % 1993 Total % 1993
=100 100

I ~~~~~~~~~~~100

Total 4,737 100 108.3 792 100 104.8 5,512 100 108.4

Private cars 2,883 60.9 109.0 501 63.3 108.4 3,829 69.5 109.1

Motorcycles 2,053 43.3 108.8 345 43.6 106.5 2,879 52.2 109.1

Bicycles 332 7.0 107.1 64 8.1 95.5 373 6.8 100.5

Heavy vehicles 160 3.4 100.0 23 2.9 255.6 150 2.7 92.0

Motorbikes 151 3.2 96.8 37 4.7 102.8 243 4.4 115.2

Tractors 91 1.9 142.2 9 1.1 150.0 90 1.6 132.4

Rural carts 64 1.4 114.3 15 1.9 88.2 60 1.1 136.4

Buses 16 0.3 800.0 3 0.4 - 16 0.3 800.0

Pedestrians 12 0.3 171.4 5 0.6 250.0 10 0.2 142.9

Passengers 1,755 37.0 107.7 267 33.7 96.7 1,532 27.8 108.3

99 2. 0.0 24 3.0 133.3 151 2.7 92.1

In comparison with the similar period of 1993, an As many as 67.1 % of the total road fatalities were
increase in the number of road accidents caused by killed on spot.
unsober road users was recorded. Among drivers by
9.0% and among pedestrians by 7.7%. The detailed data concerning the number of road

accidents and their casualties on the territory of each
In the first half of 1994, the increase in the voivodship are shown in the enclosed table.

number of road accidents was recorded in 37
voivodships, and a decrease in 12 voivodships. Elaboration:

The Road Traffic Office
of the Police Headquarter
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Appendix No. 3

International Road Safety Week
27 March (Monday) - 2 April (Sunday) 1995

International Road Safety Week is organized under Road Safety Week Objectives in Poland
auspices of the United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe. It intends to promote these objectives: Poland, in terms of road safety criteria, still

occupies one of the last places in Europe. So far
- development of more responsible individual as prevention measures undertaken have not been

well as general public behavior towards road effective enough due to various reasons. Therefore,
safety, every initiative aimed at improving road safety is

extremely appreciated in our situation, especially if it
- the greatest possible commitment on the part of is on international scale.

participants responsible for road safety at
international, national and local levels, The decrease in the numbers of road accidents and

injuries recorded in Poland during the last two years
- to emphasize international character of road safety still does not apply to young road users. Hence,

related problems, accomplishing a common international target -
improvement of road safety for young road users - is

- support for the following measures: a matter of great consequence in our country as well.
Simultaneously, one must not forget about other road

- stressing more responsible behavior on the part users. International Road Safety Week is also a
of young road users (car drivers, moped and legitimate opportunity to generate greater awareness
bicycle riders, pedestrians and passengers) and of every individual responsibility for the road safety
the need for firm actions toward them, condition in a particular country, as well as the fact

that improvement of general living standards results
- greater awareness, by road users and the from undertaken road safety actions.

general public, of the particular risks
encountered by young people in the road Road Safety Week organizers in Poland
traffic,

It is proposed that a group of 8 - 10 individual
- initiating programs aimed at improving the would be designated in order to direct the proposed

safety of young road users, program. The group should consist of officials from
the Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy

- greater commitment on the part of local and (MT&ME), the Road Safety Center in Road
government authorities toward finding effective Transport Institute, the Polish Motorist Association,
methods to improve the road safety of young the Road Traffic Bureau in Police Headquarters, the
road users. National Radio and Television Council and other

representatives of media, insurance companies, the
The above mentioned objectives can only be Polish Motorization Agency, etc.

accomplished through governmental and other
organization support for national campaigns. The This group would be held responsible for
international character of the campaign will be elaboration of detailed action plan and for its
expressed by: implementation. Remaining organizations and

institutions would cooperate in the implementation
- common target (improve the road safety of young phase. Organizers should establish communication

road users) with involved committees of the United Nations
- common slogan (Road safety save lives - safe Economic Commission for Europe in order to

young life) facilitate day to day information flow.
- common emblem
- the choice of one week as a common date for

several campaigns.
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Organizational Framework of Activities be connected to, or supplement, "the Road Safety
Improvement Program' set out by the Road Safety

In accordance with the United Nations Economic Council.
Commission for Europe recommendations, the Road
Safety Week in Poland will be a nation-wide Financial Resources
promoting campaign. Yet, from practice we know
that single actions in education were proved not to be Providing enough financial resources is essential
effective enough. Therefore, International Road condition to be fulfilled in order to organize and
Safety Week should work as reason for undertaking realize Road Safety Week action plan. Estimated
continuous, until collective actions are accomplished expenditures will be covered partly with statutory
by each involved organization until the proposed sources of government institutions and largely by
objectives are accomplished. sponsoring organizations such as: insurance

companies, participating organizations and institutions
The draft action plan for the period directly before (private funds), individuals, representatives of

International Road Safety Week together with Action motorists and road firms. The framework for
Plan for the week itself is attached in Annexes A and accumulation of funds and material means, their
B. Proposed actions for the Road Safety Week should appropriation and consumption should be subject to

separate arrangements.
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Annex A
Action Plan for the Period Before
International Road Safety Week

(1993-26 March, 1995)

Objective Method of Realization Responsible Agency Date of
Accomplishment

1 2 3 4

1. Elaboration of 1. Establishing a group of individuals Ministry of Transport and April 1994
nationwide action responsible for realization of Maritime Economy +
plan for the period proposed program - organizers Road Safety Secretariat,
directly before Police Headquarters,
Road Safety Week Ministry of National
and afterward Education, Road Safety

Center in Road Transport
Institute, Polish Motorist
Association, National
Radio and Television
Council as well as other
media representatives,
insurance companies and
involved firms.

2. Specification and assessment of Organizers + associations, April-May 1994
on-going actions and establishment social organizations,
of combined policy concerned with research and study
further undertakings. instituted, foundations.

3. Conference with the participation As above + local June 1994
of representatives from involved authorities
institutions.

4. Preparing information on Road Organizers May 1994
Safety Week idea and agenda for
media representatives.

5. Elaboration of detailed action Organizers June 1994
plan.

6. Designation of promoting Organizers Periodical information
methods for currently compulsory in media on
and planned legislative regulations legislation, technical
concerning road safety. recommendations etc.

2. Ensuring 1. Assuming the patronage over Organizers Third quarter of 1994
favorable International Road Safety Week -
circumstances for Deputy Prime Minister Mr.
action plan Wlodziamierz Cimoszewicz - Head
realization phase of Road Safety Council (to be

arranged)
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2. Elaboration of cost calculation Organizers Fourth quarter of
and financing methods for 1994
undertaken actions including
publications and promoting
materials.

3. Attraction of sponsoring Organizers Third quarter of 1994
institution in order to obtain funds
for Road Safety Week
implementation phase and other
necessary activities.

4. Coordination of actions Organizers Subsequently
concerned with Road Safety Week
as well as with implementing of
Road Safety Improvement Program
set out by Road Safety Council.

3. Influencing 1. Preparation of special, topical Organizers + National January 1995
individual and publications along with radio and Radio and Television
general public television broadcast programs. Council, media
responsibility for representatives
road safety 2. Dissemination of above Organizers + cooperating March 1995

mentioned materials in media with units
the help of Road Safety Week
emblem and slogan.

3. Promotion of safe road user All participants of Road Subsequently, starting
behavior particularly among Safety Week with fourth quarter of
children and young drivers; for 1994
example: traffic regulations and safe
behavior competitions for children
and youth ("safe holidays")

4. Promotion of safety active
equipment (particularly related to
visibility on the road) for
pedestrians and bicycle riders:
demonstrating possibilities and
examples of applications; promoting
facilities improving visibility on the
road for producers of clothing,
shoes, sport and recreation
equipment; organizing a competition
for designers of facilities improving
visibility with the possible
utilization of Road Safety Week
emblem.

4. Recapitulation 1. Elaboration of strategic action Organizers Starting with April
of Road Safety plan aimed at continuation of Road 1995.
Week Safety Week achievements.
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Annex B

International Road Safety Week Action Plan

(27 March - 2 April 1995)

Objective Method of Realization Responsible Agency Date of
Accomplishment

1 2 3 4

1. Influencing individual 1. Television address of the Organizers + public 27 March 1995
and general public Head of Road Safety Council, television and radio
responsibility for road the Minister of Transport and
safety. Maritime Economy and the

Minister of Internal Affairs -
informing on Road Safety Week
idea and agenda as well as on
road safety conditions in Poland
particularly regarding young
road users.

2. Attracting the largest 2. Broadcast of materials Television 27 March 1995
possible number of prepared on the occasion of Road
participants with various Safety Week by United Nation
responsibility levels. Economic Commission for

Europe.

3. Street distribution of School youth, fuel station 27 March 1995 -
promoting materials (for operators, training and test I April 1995
pedestrians, pupils, fuel station centers for drivers, etc.
users, driving courses
participants, etc.)

4. Elimination of advertisements Mass-media 27 March 1995 -
promoting dangerous road 2 April 1995
behavior from media broadcast.

5. Radio and television broadcast Television, radio, foreign and 28 March 1995
programs with the participation Polish specialists
of road safety specialists -
interactive television (with
questions from the audience and
viewers).

6. Local activities following Local authorities 28 March 1995 -
detailed action plan drawn up by I April 1995
organizers.

7. Nationwide distribution of Road Safety editorial staff 27 March 1995 -
Road Safety Quarterly - Special organizers I April 1995
Edition.

3. Realization phase of 1. Evaluation of the possibilities Ministry of Transport and 30 March 1995
Road Safety Improvement of introducing legislative Maritime Economy, Ministry
Program for young road measures facilitating of Internal Affairs, Ministry
users. establishment of the projects for of National Education

the improvement of road safety
for example: driving licenses to
try or other projects.
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4. Influencing more 1. Television broadcast programs Television, local authorities, I April 1995
responsible behavior of - public television together with various institutions and
young road users local television - presentation of organizations, etc.

actions aimed at road safety
among young road users -
viewers award the prize for the
best solution.

2. Television broadcast programs Television 31 March 1995
on road accidents and their
causes with particular attention
on mistakes (human errors)
participation of accident victims,
their families, specialists, road

l __________________________ police . .

International Road Safety Week Conclusion
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Appendix No. 4

Detailed Action Plan

of the Road Safety Council

No. 1 Subject-matter to be realized | Responsible 1 Date of 1 Costs in Polish | Notes

II Unit l Accomplishment l Zlotys

Organizational matters

l I Establishing the Road Safety MT&ME 28 June 1993
Secretariat in the Ministry of
Transport and Maritime Economy
headed by the Minister's Adviser

2 Establishing the Road Safety Council of 21 October 1993
Council together with the National Ministers
Road Safety Coordinator

3 Establishing multi-disciplinary RSC, RSS 7 April 1994
Experts Team of the Road Safety
Council to work alongside the
Road Safety Secretariat (selected
from the Government offices
concerned)

4 Establishing the Social Road RSC 28 June 1994
Safety Commission

5 Addressing voivodship and RSC 15 June 1994
municipal authorities to stimulate
active participation in road safety
improvement actions in their
domain.

6 Stimulating and supporting RSC and consequently
regional road safety improvement involved 1994/1995
programs ministries,
Pilot program - Cracow
voivodship Regional Unit 390 min

7 Assessing existing and establishing RSC, involved December 1994
additional financial sources ministries

institutions and
organizations

8 Undertaking scientific study MT&ME, I stage - 4 bin
program titled "Road Safety MIA, September 1994
Improvement Program in Poland" Technical final - April 1996

University in
Gdansk

Road Infrastructure

9 Analyzing existing speed limits: a) MT&ME, December 1994 300 min
resulting from general regulations, MIA, MJ
b) imposed by road signs -
including recommendations
concerned with introducing 50
km/h speed limit in built-up areas
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10 Identifying and eradicating black GDPR and December 1994 92 bIn 220 road
spots local authorities sections

11 Elaborating pilot projects of traffic GDPR October 1994 6 bin 2 towns
calming and harmonization in
small towns

12 Elaborating recommendations on GDPR May 1994 150 min
the usage of slowing down
thresholds

13 Elaborating recommendations on GDPR May 1994 50 min
the use of road safety barriers

14 Elaborating technical conditions GDPR June 1994 165 mln
for road signing and marking as
well as the system of their type-
approval

15 Harmonizing pedestrian traffic in GDPR October 1994 55 bin 100 km
small towns, construction of
sidewalks along transit roads

16 Modifying accident registration PH October 1994
system - introducing new road
accident form

Road Accident Assistance

17 Improving nationwide road MIA, 1994/1995
accident assistance system MT&ME,

MEP&F, MNE
and
interministerial
unit

18 Elaborating unified communication MC, MIA, 1994/1995
system for coordinating assistance MT&ME,
of fire brigades, road police, MH&SA
emergency department and road
service

Road Traffic Inspection

19 Intensifying and diversifying road PH consequently
traffic inspection carried by the
police through: a) increasing
mobility, b) improving reaction on
road safety violation

20 Further equipping road police with MIA, 1994/1995 approx. 65 bin World
modern technical facilities as well MT&ME, MF Bank loan
as computer hardware and
software (subject to separate
specification) l l_l_l_ l

21 Elaborating framework for MIA, MT&ME December 1994
1 motorway police L _ ___

Prevention, Information Campaigns, Training
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22 Elaborating framework for MT&ME, subsequently
broadcast programmes concerning MIA, MNE, starting with
systems of preventing and training MH&SA, September 1994
for road safety, to be introduced media represent
to public radio and television

23 Preparing and organizing Road RSS, Experts
Safety Week II under the auspices Unit and SRSC
of the United Nations (27 March -
2 April 1995) l

24 Designing and introducing road MT&ME, consequently
safety equipment, improving MIA, MNE,
visibility on the road, especially MI&T,
for pedestrians and bicycle riders producers, PSA
Introducing rules and requirements foundations
for children and youths, road
maintenance workers as well as
for producers of vehicles, road
equipment, sport and recreational
clothing l

25 Educating prosecutors and police MJ, MIA December 1994 500 min
officers on accident site inspection
as well as on legal proceeding in
the case of road safety violations

26 Reforming educational and MT&ME, MIA December 1994 300 min lack of
examinational framework for sources
drivers and applicants

27 Promoting wide-spread use of MNE, MIA, December 1994
bicycle license for children: RSS
Elaborating comprehensive
program of children and youth
education on road safety
regulations
Elaborating educational and
information materials

Legal Regulations

29 Preparing the list of necessary MI, MIA, May 1994
changes in existing legal MT&ME
instruments

30 Developing projects for changes in MJ, MIA, subsequently until
existing legal regulations MT&ME September 1994

31 Regulating matters concerning MJ, MIA, December 1994
enforcing financial penalties given MFA,
to foreigners as well as additional MT&ME
penalty of driving prohibition on
the territory of Poland

32 Establishing the possibility of MJ, MIA December 1994
penalization based on photographic
registration of traffic violation
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33 Preparing schedule of charges for MJ, MIA, MF December 1994
credit tickets issued for traffic
violations - with simultaneous
abolishing tickets paid in cash

34 Introducing new forms of MT&ME, MIA December 1994 Cost to be
documents: registration card, estimated
vehicle card, driving license; with
the highest possible level of
protection against falsification

35 Introducing reflective plates for MT&ME, MIA December 1994 Cost to be
motor vehicles, motorbikes and determined
trailers - serving as a documents

36 Elaborating the concept of social MT&ME, September 1994 Costs to be
unit responsible for calminig traffic MIA, MNE, determined
in front of zebra crossings among MH&SA, PSA
others in the school and
kindergarten areas to provide the
possibility of safe crossing the
street for children and old people:
Training for volunteers
Equipping with reflective coats

37 Elaborating legal regulation for MT&ME, MIA July 1994
restrictive, charged car parking in
cities

Elaboration: Road Safety Secretariat
Warsaw, 10 May 1994

Abbreviation in use:

GDPR General Directorate of Public Roads MIA Ministry of Internal Affairs
MC Ministry of Communication MNE Ministry of National Education
MEP&F Ministry of Environmental Protection and MT&ME Ministry of Transport and Maritime Economy

Forestry PH Police Headquarters
MF Ministry of Finance PMA Polish Motor Association
MFA Ministry of Foreign Affairs PSA Polish Scouting Association
MH&SA Ministry of Healthcare and Social Assistance RSC Road Safety Council
MI&T Ministry of Industry and Trade RSS Road Safety Secretariat

SRSC Social Road Safety Commission
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ASSISTANCE TO ROAD ACCIDENT VICTIMS

A SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Timely and effective assistance to road accident victims is an important topic. In addition, it should not
be forgotten that a large proportion of road accident victims are young and healthy people. Although it is an
expensive task, it pays back as cost-benefit analysis has demonstrated (as in Germany). Initiatives to
organize the rescue system framework should be undertaken by the state. One of the most important
measures is to set up standards for response time on emergency calls. In countries where economic
conditions permit, the target time should not exceed 20 minutes. The impact of this performance target on
the number of lives saved is significant.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF TBE MODULE

The assistance to road accident victims (trauma management systems) has to be seen as a process of at
least five steps:

1. Alarm. An adequate telephone infrastructure has to be available for the rescue call. A simple
(max. 3 numbers) nationwide or international telephone number should exist. The rescue calls
should go to rescue centers that know how to deal with them.

2. Quick access to the scene. Access to the scene may take place with ground or air vehicles. In
certain cases, it may be cheaper to have an air-based system. This is the case when only a few
medical centers are available and suitable for the patients.

3. Early diagnosis and therapy. This early diagnosis and therapy is best if undertaken by a doctor,
but could be undertaken by highly skilled medical crew members.

4. Transfer of the stabilized patient. If the patient has been stabilized, the risk of mortality during
transport is low. The patient should be brought to the best appropriate medical facilities.
However, these often are not the closest facilities.

5. Hospital treatment. Clinical treatment requires an inter-disciplinary team that has to be informed
in advance of patient arrival, while the patient is being transported to the clinic. To ensure at
least a minimum level of immediate care for accident victims, first-aid training, including, when
possible, refresher courses, should be a compulsory subject for the whole population (as in
Gerrnany). Motivation to help should be promoted to avoid fear. To improve emergency
services in rural areas, private practioners (family doctors) who are specially trained could be
integrated into the emergency system (as for example, in France and Germany, and as discussed
in Poland).

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

As the quality of an emergency system depends on modem and adequate equipment and well-trained
personnel, significant investments in both have to be envisaged. For equipment, this means investment in
vehicles, including helicopters (which need in-depth economic assessment, including their impact on the
structure of the trauma hospitals network), medical equipment, training equipment and communication
systems. Apart from this, it is necessary to support the exchange of information and experience. This may
take place in the forn of twinning and the creation of international working groups dealing with the subject to
produce guidelines.
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ASSISTANCE TO ROAD ACCIDENT VICTIMS
CURRENT CONCEPTS

Dr. Chr. K. LACKNER
Munich, Germany

Early care of the severely injured patient is always for EMS was 8.1 minutes, while for EMS-physicians
initiated in the pre-hospital setting. This system of to arrive at the scene it was 8.8 minutes.
life-saving trauma-management involves a strong
chain of care that includes: quick and proper access This in fact means, that the overall system is
to the EMS-System by nationwide, standardized, achieving early access to the patients, thus providing
emergency call-numbers; bystanders educated in a chance for aggressive and prophylactical treatment
proper first aid measures; well-integrated first- after initial (i), early stabilization, (ii) survey and
responder-programs; a specially trained, physician- (iii) rapid transport to designated hospitals. It is
staffed, EMS-System, providing rapidly and correctly obvious, that such a complex system encounters some
the whole range of advanced-trauma-life-support in difficulties during daily performance in meeting the
the pre-hospital setting; also specialized receiving 12 minutes-assistance criteria required by Law.
facilities capable of promptly and properly caring for
acute major injuries in their reception-units (shock- The effectiveness and efficiency of the overall
center), operating rooms, surgical intensive care units system depends heavily on coordination by a rescue
(SICUs) and later rehabilitation units. Each link of control center, which directs all emergency missions
this chain has to be intact, fully operational and ready within one region over a radius of 30 to 50 km. This
to fulfill its task to ensure the best possible outcome. control center receives all messages, gives the alarm,
In case of major trauma, all steps in that pre-hospital and controls and coordinates emergency measures.
setting are performed by a physician-staffed trauma-
team. Forty-eight air-rescue helicopters, more than 850

emergency-doctor-cars and about 7,500 ambulance-
In Germany, the nationwide EMS-program cars constitute a tremendous 'rescue-traffic"

performs an average of 2.1 million emergency- capability in West-Germany. These are coordinated
missions per year. Out of these 660,000 calls are by more than 300 rescue-control centers (RCC), as
due to traumatological reasons. As our main EMS- the main deployment centers for all rescue operations
philosophy is to bring the doctor to the scene, more in their particular areas. It goes without saying that
than one third of these motor-vehicle-accidents and the EMS programs operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a
occupational-accidents are responded to by EMS- week.
physicians.

In mission-control, the RCC serves also to
The latest results of trauma research shows coordinate between medical crews at the scene and

clearly, that the "Golden Hour of Acute Trauma" of the receiving hospitals. Already at the scene of
the eighties will be changed to the 'Golden Twenty emergency, radio-contact with the responsible rescue-
Minutes" in the nineties. control center is maintained and the age, sexes and

all pre-hospital medical information such as initial
The response time of qualified medical assistance diagnosis combined with the current status, is

will play a central role in pre-hospital quality transmitted. Immediately the rescue coordination
assurance. In 1991 a total number over 117,000 center chooses, together with the EMS doctor at the
motor-vehicle-accidents, with severe injuries, were scene, the most suitable specialized hospital with
responded to by a physician-staffed NAW (Rescue- competent medical facilities for each particular case,
Doctor-Car) or RTH (Rescue-Transport-Helicopter). while pre-advising the patient.
In all the medical response time, to the scene of more
than 60% of these accidents, was less than 7 minutes Ensuring the successful operation of a pre-hospital
after the emergency call. The average response time care system is closely linked to the capabilities and

effectiveness of the crew. The effectiveness in
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performance of pre-hospital care is associated with supervision of an experienced EMS-Physician,
the degree of clinical experience of this medical follows to serve as a cognitive apprenticeship.
personnel.

The daily performance of the trauma-management
Over the years, the diverse tasks required, has system in pre-hospital care is evaluated under the

given rise to an accurately defined experience profile principals of QA (quality-assurance) and TQM (total
for the medical helicopter crews and training. quality management) supervised by physicians
Physicians willing to perform emergency medicine in (preferably Trauma Surgeons).
our air-rescue program have to fulfill the following
profile: Standardized refresher training and algorithm-

settings are useful tools for continuous quality
Specialists, or at least doctors in their third year improvement to ensure effectiveness and cost
of specializing training, in surgery, anesthesia, or efficiency in the overall trauma-system.
internal medicine should preferable participate in
rescue-services. They should have worked for at Since we know how much the chances for survival
least 6 months in an interdisciplinary intensive of seriously injured patients decrease, if no qualified
care unit and possess a reliable knowledge of emergency treatment is administered within the first
medical diagnosis and treatment. The theoretical 20 minutes following the accident, the concept of a
knowledge is updated in periodical training EMS-doctor-cars and rescue helicopters bringing the
meetings which are obligatory to anybody doctor to help the patient to win his race against time,
participating in air-rescue. In these meetings, is the logical consequence.
actual topics and results of current research
(including their own results) are discussed. One of the basic medical tasks in pre-hospital care
Additionally, it is compulsory that a young of a trauma-victim is the reduction of the so-called
physician is accompanied by an experienced "therapy-free-interval", together with initial diagnosis
colleague during his first months in active service. and consequent life-saving advanced trauma life
This supervision, what we call "training at the support.
scene", is most efficient to reach a high standard
of skill in emergency medicine. Problems As we have already heard, the average scene
appearing during the performance of a mission can response takes place within 8 minutes after the call.
be solved in cooperation and are discussed after The first tasks of the EMS-physician and the
returning to the base. paramedics will be the performance of a correct

primary survey during the initial assessment.
The multitraumatized patient, especially, is one of the
major challenges to EMS and Trauma-Programs. This means in particular, clearance from
The average age of trauma victims is 27 years. obstruction of the respiratory system and breathing,
Statistically, these people would have 40 years of under spine control, including early and even
productive life left, if we could somehow prevent prophylactical endotracheal intubation with
these accidents or at least improve our treatment to consecutive mechanical ventilation with a F102 large
save their lives. than 0.85. This is followed by the control of

hemorrhage and stabilization of circulation by
The task does require a highly skilled, efficient aggressive substitution via 2 to 3 large peripheral i.v.

and aggressive continuum of coordinated medical lines. After this initial assessment a brief
care. Trauma-management of the severely injured neurological examination (Glasgow-Coma-Scale) and
patient is today a highly-integrated and well- the complete exposure of the patient is performed.
scrutinized system directed by physicians (preferable
Trauma Surgeons). The second survey requires the identification and

pre-hospital treatment of all significant and related
Before a new trauma-team member is permitted to injuries to the different parts of the body. Meanwhile

take responsibility in the pre-hospital care, a the paramedic gets in radio-contact with the RCC,
mandatory training program has to be passed transmitting the necessary data such as initial
including lectures, workshops, drill-for-skill training, diagnosis, age, sex, and current vital status, for
team-training and ATLS-Courses. After this choosing the most suitable hospital for the current
education in theory and skills for early-trauma- case.
management, training on the spot, under the
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Recent studies have proven that the lethality, due The clinical treatment of trauma victims proceeds
to hypovolemic shock caused by bleeding, has been with a graduated system for diagnosis and treatment.
reduced in our regions below 15%. Today, the This schedule is characterized by a current switch
limiting factors for survival are damage to the brain, from intensive care phases and surgical interventions.
the poor possibilities to coping with the problem of
cerebral edema and the complications of organ lesion, While the pre-hospital phase and the initial phase
which often leads later to Multi-Organsystem-Failure. in the trauma center are ruled by a "Maximal-
The tissue-trauma and the cascade of mediators are Therapy" a regimen of "Optimal-Therapy" is initiated
highly suspected to determine the prognosis of the in the consecutive period.
multitrauma patient.

Nevertheless, last year, 1991, exactly 7,515
After the monitoring devices are established, the mainly young people lost their lives in motor vehicle

stabilized patient is generally airlifted to the trauma- accidents in West Germany.
center.

In the last years it was always questioned whether
During the flight an intensive medical surveillance there is a need to send a specialized doctor to the

and therapy is continuously performed by the scene. While Anderson/Rose (Ann Emerg Med
emergency doctor with the help of his medical 1987) and Hamman/Cue (J Trauma 1991) tried to
attendant. Mortality during transport, nowadays is evaluate this fact within the States, an international
generally less than 1 %, because initial stabilization at study group of the Universities of Tennessee and
the scene is now a common standard. During the Hannover did a prospective study to evaluate and
transport period, the actual status of the patient is compare the American flight-nurse staffed and the
reported to the receiving hospital and the receiving German physician-staffed helicopter rescue systems.
medical team, waiting for arrival at the helipad or the
shock-room of the hospital. All specialists necessary The study was published in the Journal of Trauma
to handle the particular patient must be present and last year and showed that the on-scene experience and
should be guided by the responsible trauma-surgeon. judgement of a trauma surgeon, within the German
The reception unit team is directly informed orally aeromedical system, provided more aggressive pre-
and by protocol by the emergency doctor form the hospital resuscitation, particularly in the areas of
air-rescue helicopter, information-gaps in the case airway and ventilation management. The German
history can be avoided. system demonstrated an improved overall outcome as

measured by survivor-based TRISS Z statistics and
A reception team providing adequate care for much fewer earlier deaths than in the American

major trauma consists out of 10 persons: 3 surgeons, Trauma System.
2 anesthesiologists, 3 nurses and I radiographer. In
second line, specialists for neurosurgery, ENT, Modern major-trauma-management is a complex
maxofacialsurgery, ophthalmology and urology are on and expensive system to save lives and prevent
call and available within 30 minutes. remaining defects of mainly young victims. In other

terms, the reduction of mortality and morbidity of
The trauma-room should meet the following previously healthy people. The aeromedical program

therapeutical and diagnostical standards: besides does help provide one of the most important part in
ventilator, suction-device and monitors, already ensuring rapid access to the scene and transfer to
prepared kits for diagnostic peritoneal lavage, designated hospital.
emergency thoracotomy and laparotomy and
emergency trake as well as chest-tube sets must be
instantly available when needed. Without transferring
the patient, standard X-ray, sonography,
angiography, DSA should be possible to perform.
CT, lab and blood bank are required to operated 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.
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EMERGENCY SYSTEM IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

Mr. Jaroslav HORIN
Administrative Counselor

Ministry of the Interior of the Czech Republic
Member of staff of the Secretariat of the Czech

Governmental Council for Road Safety

Ladies and gentlemen, Another part of the ambulance system in the
Czech Republic is the Air Rescue Service. This

Allow me to inform you briefly about the system service is provided by helicopters of the Air Unit of
of assistance to road accident victims in the Czech the Czech Police Force, Czech Air Force and partly
Republic. According to the Czech legislation, every by helicopters of private companies. Air Rescue
inhabitant of the republic must give first aid, on the Service has 17 operational centers which cover all the
spot, in case of an accident. But I would like to Czech territory. Use of this service depends on
mention in my speech the professional bodies decision of the ground ambulance operational center,
involved and their organization and duties. which can decide, on the basis of the information

they have, either to send a motor vehicle or to send
The emergency services are provided by three a helicopter to the accident location. The crew of

basic entities, under supervision of the government: each helicopter consists of a pilot, a medical doctor
and secondary-school educated medical personnel.

0 ambulance 0 firemen 0 police The fleet of helicopters, in the Czech Republic are
mostly Bell Jet Rangers, BO 155 which were put into

Each one of these has its own emergency service instead of Russian MI 2. But few of MI 2
telephone number, which is well known by public are still in service. With regard to operations, it is
and the call is free of charge. The number is 150 for expected that an agreement between the Czech and
firemen, 155 for ambulance and 158 for police. Austrian governments will be signed very soon, so it
Because of the direct connection among these entities, will be possible to use both Czech and Austrian
the staff of each operational center can pass on helicopters for rescue duties in border regions,
information to the responsible entity immediately. without any administrative restrictions, after January

1, 1995.
The most important entity in this system is the
ground ambulance system, managed by the Ministry The main duty of firemen on the spot of the
of Public Health, as the central governmental accident, is technical assistance. This means to take
authority. In the regions, districts and in out injured persons from the car and if necessary to
municipalities, the ambulances are managed by local, give first aid. For this reason, firemen have to pass
district and regional authorities. There are special special training on first aid. The same is true for
operational centers, with personnel on duty 24 hours policemen. The main purpose of this training is not
a day, ready to send to the spot of any accident, a to give the first medical treatment but to preserve the
vehicle with necessary equipment and with a medical lives of victims until the ambulance comes.
doctor as a member of the crew. Since 1990, the
fleet of vehicles used by the ambulance service has This is a very short description of the emergency
been fundamentally changed in the Czech Republic. system in the Czech Republic, which can be called
The old SKODA 1203 cars were replaced by better, the basic first aid system. This system, to be
western-made cars, which are much more powerful successful, must be supported by activities, aimed at
and can better serve in first aid duties. To have increasing knowledge on first aid through education
better prepared ambulance drivers, the secretariat of at public schools, driving schools, etc. The Czech
the Czech Governmental Council for Road Safety governments have invested a lot of money to field
organizes courses of high level driving for those and manage the rescue system but, as surveys show,
drivers, using the warning blue light. The courses it pays back.
are held mainly on racing tracks in Brno, Moravia
and in Most and Ceska Lipa in North Bohemia.
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ROAD SAFETY COMMUNICATION

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

A change in social attitudes towards road accidents is key to bringing about significant improvements in
the field of road safety. Effective communications are a major issue. There is a fundamental need to carry
out widespread and well-targeted information campaigns on a regular basis, using modem means and
especially TV as part of a global strategy related to behavior on the road. A first necessary step is the
sensitization of public opinion; the use of realistic and even frightening television spots showing accidents and
accident victims should be seriously considered as it has produced remarkable results in reducing accidents in
countries like Spain, the United Kingdom, Australia and others. It is always valuable to link information
campaigns with the enactment of a new regulation and the tightening of police controls. It is necessary to
have a systematic post-evaluation of the influence of the campaigns. Generally speaking, it is important to
greatly increase the budget for road safety campaigns in CEE countries.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

The road safety communication aims to:
o strongly favor a change in social attitudes (increase the awareness of the road users);
o create sustainable positive behavior modification of the road users.

The campaigns should have a deep emotional impact on people's feelings; but, the content and style of
the messages should be different, depending on the local context and problems to be solved. In addition, it
could be useful to change the programs periodically.

Different methods have been used:

o spots which are not emotionally targeted;
o spots showing the accidents and their consequences in all the details, as a documentary; and
o campaigns aimed at causing public reflection, etc.

When a new regulation is enacted, it is always necessary to launch a specific campaign (and also, if
possible, to strengthen police enforcement). TV (despite its high cost), radio and the press must be used to
carry out campaigns. Three main points must be emphasized concerning road safety communication:

o a viable communication has to be based on a strategy relative to behavior on the roads;
o it is highly recommended that local authorities and the various associations (especially the

automobile clubs) dealing with road safety be involved in national campaigns; and
o the efficiency of each campaign, including its effect on road users' behavior, needs to be

evaluated.

Countries where TV spot time has not yet reached its market price, should take advantage of this opportunity
and develop large road safety TV campaigns before the prices greatly increase.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

It would be useful to create an international documentation center (this may be offered by an existing
organization) concerning the types and efficiency of road safety communications, for example, with videos of
road safety TV spots and other similar materials from the different countries.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT AND EDUCATION ON ROAD SAFETY

Mr. Miguel Maria Munoz Medina
Director General

Direccion General del Trafico

Road accidents and casualties in Spain, from --- A certain impunity to traffic offenses,
1960 to 1989, show a rising trend, slightly because of an inadequate penalty system.
interrupted during the period which would become
known later as the years of the "oil crisis". However, When I took on my responsibilities as General
we could not but react with a certain frustration to Director, in September 1988, I, together with my
evidence that, during the same period, in the whole team, aimed to change these trends as a first priority,
of Europe, or at least in the most developed and set two main targets.
countries, accident and casualties rates were lowering
down. --- To provide an efficient traffic penalty

system.
When, in September 1988, I was appointed

Traffic Director, after 20-years experience in this --- To change the Spanish attitude towards road
Institution, I tried to check out the Spanish accidents.
peculiarities, at time, as far as road safety was
concerned, which I could now summarize as follows: In order to understand Spain's traffic penalty

system, I must start by saying that two penalty
A deficient road network, even if at the time systems coexist: a court-of-law system, charged with

there was a positive improvement thanks to the major offenses committed while using a car (hit and
investments under the first "Plan General de run offenses resulting in death, injury or damages,
Carreteras" (Global Road Plan); driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol) and

the Administration Authorities' system, charged with
--- A significant proportion of old cars within what might be called formal contravention

the country's total; (overtaking, speeding, etc).

--- Poor driving education, which can be Simplistic as it may be, and not specialized,
attributed to the late involvement of Spain in the car perhaps, from a legal point of view, this difference
industry, a lag of about 20 years; describes the problem.

--- An unreasonable "worship" of cars, was The 1934 Highway Code established
another symptom of a poor driving education. Cars Administration penalties, but these became outdated,
were associated with a certain social standing rather as much from the legal-constitutional point of view,
than with a strict instrumental function. The seduction as from the technical aspects related to traffic
of driving dangerously, in spite of the real state of regulations.
the existing road network, betrayed the
disproportionate impact of "worship" of cars. Therefore, a bill was passed, the present "Road

Safety Act", enacted in April 1990.
--- Because of our late involvement in the car

industry, a large part of the Spanish drivers were As a consequence of the new Act, the number of
over forty when they were taught to drive, an age accidents registered monthly in 1990, compared to
undoubtedly good for driving, but not so good for 1989, shows a net reversion of the rising trend;
learning; starting precisely in April, when the Road Safety Act

came into force.
--- Complete social indifference towards traffic

and road safety, which led to permissiveness and But, how can we explain such a marked change?
unawareness of the increasing volume of accidents; Basically, because the Road Safety Act introduced a
and significant increase, on an average 500%, in the
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penalties imposed, while withdrawal of driving in many national and international advertising
licenses for a period of three months was introduced competitions) and the spots described below are a
for all infringements involving potential risk of good sample of it.
accident, no matter if this risk actually resulted in a
definite dangerous situation, as had been specified The dramatic quality of traffic accidents is only
previously in the earlier Highway Code. suggested in the spots, which deliberately try not to

offend the audience.
Though the Act came into force in 1990, the

draft of General Traffic Regulation (Reglamento We were cautiously looking for the best way to
General de Circulaci6n) still needed to be prepared appeal to the deepest feelings of society when we put
and approved by the Government. out for tender the 1992 Campaign. All of us who had

to pass a judgement on it were excited at the thought,
The Regulation came into force on 15 June borrowed from an Australian campaign, of showing

1992: after which a renewed and sharp fall in the rate the accident in all its details, in a style pretty similar
of accidents became ever more evident. to that of any T.V. documentary. As it happened, in

order to make the spots believable, we needed very
The enforcement of the new Regulation was also good, professional actors, in a field unknown in

accompanied by a strong information campaign. Its Spain, so that we engaged a cast of British actors for
unquestionable repercussions on accident trends are the Campaign films.
remarkable, given that no substantial modifications of
the penalty system were introduced by the new The style is truly dramatic and can deeply touch
Regulation, a right reserved to Acts voted in the people's feelings.
Parliament. However, it undoubtedly drew social
attention to the strengthened penalties, which the The Campaign was launched on 15 June 1992,
Road Safety Act had introduced. the same day, you may remember, as the General

Traffic Regulation came into force.
Sociological reports prepared by the Traffic

Directorate, highlight the correspondence between Therefore, three factors came into play at the
these effects and the social consideration of the same time:
penalty system. According to these reports, 80% of
public opinion imputed dangerous driving (other's of --- The entry into force of a new Regulation;
course) as the main reason for accidents and, as a
result, 60% supported a strengthening of the penalty --- The different style of the information
system in order to reduce the level of accidents. campaign, whose impact on the media was huge; and

In regards to attempts to modify social attitudes, --- The big concurrent information effort,
I would incidentally refer to a story from the 1988 namely that we distributed, among 14 million Spanish
Conference, organized in Hamburg by the European drivers, a brochure including the new Regulation's
Conference of Transport Ministers under the motto most important new features.
"Road Safety, a question of responsibility". During
the Conference, one of the Nordic delegates pointed In 1992, the number of casualties dropped
out on a transparency concerned with accident's 12,5% compared to the preceding year.
evolution in his country the break figures, and then
the first signs of a decline. "And then", he said, "the Taking into account the success of the 1992
country's attitude towards road accidents began to Campaign, we necessarily envisaged the 1993
change". Campaign as a sort of prolongation, showing the

personal sequels of the accidents portrayed in the
This statement I found rather shocking, but it 1992 Campaign. Therefore, we naturally relied on

remained strongly in my mind, as it implied the need the same actors, but tried to focus attention not on
to search for a communication and orientation the dramatic impact of the accident, but on the
channel which could really help to change social sequels after a short term.
attitudes.

The new Campaign's impact was very similar to
We have subsequently developed a widespread that of the previous year. Public recognition was

information campaign (we had even received awards huge. However, it came from different layers of
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society rather than from the advertising world. It was Other factors include, without neglecting the data on
number one in the polls of TV 1, the Channel with a reduction of accidents, data also available from a
biggest audience. It also received awards from the sociological enquiry whose aim was testing the
Spanish Association of TV viewers and to my special efficiency of the 1992-1993 campaign. These seem
satisfaction an award bestowed by the World relevant enough to me to warrant expounding, these
Federation of Neurosurgery Societies. two figures: 95% of the people interviewed

accurately remembered the campaign and 80%
In last year's campaign, a less dramatic considered that the influence of the Campaign on

approach was taken, still showing, however, the long their way of driving had been positive.
term and sometimes irreversible consequences of
traffic accidents. Therefore, the testimonies of These data clearly reveal the success of our
persons really involved in accidents are included but, information activities, and, we think, that under its
in order to reduce their intensity, only those were influence, jointly with the dissuasive effect of the
selected who had suffered the accident some time stiffer penalty legislation, even if not measurable in
ago, who had accepted the sequels and could speak in statistical terms, a change has taken place in the
a more detached way. social attitude, which is more aware of the effect of

traffic accidents than it was before. Therefore I think
By choosing a less intensive, but no less we can look hopefully to the future because, in the

dramatic content, the Campaign invites reflection as end, such a change in the social attitude is the only
no other previous Campaign had done. way to bring about significant improvements in

solving one of the most serious problems faced by
In order to achieve balance in these road developed societies: traffic accidents and their

education activities through the "media", not only the sequels.
reduction of accidents should be taken into account.
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ROAD SAFETY CAMPAIGN IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC

HOW WE PREPARED AND CARRIED OUT THE "A BU`ITERFLY ON YOUR HOOD" CAMPAIGN

Mr. Vaclav Spicka
Secretary-General

Czech Governmental Council for Road Safety

When planning any kind of campaign, it is In 1994 through the early part of 1995 a
important that the organizers keep certain points in campaign is being carried out in the Czech Republic
mind that answer a number of pertinent questions, for which focuses on mutual respect and consideration
example: for one another on the part of road users, using the

slogan "A butterfly on your hood."
- Is too much information being crammed in?
- Has the publicity for the campaign been properly Our aim was to strike a note that would be

prepared? effective on a more general level and also to really
- What kind of motivation should be selected to bring road safety to the attention of the public by

induce people to change their behavior making it front-page news without it being
completely or at least partially or, if nothing accompanied by sensational photographs of major
else, at least to think about it? accidents.

- Is it possible to achieve community cooperation
directly by means of the arguments used, and Such an approach can only be adopted if the
thereby to bring pressure to bear on individuals? public as a whole is prepared to face facts and to

- Are we capable of bringing about such trends, consider the issue and make it a priority. It is clearly
i.e. changes in individual behavior, no easy undertaking to catch the public's attention,
simultaneously in the population as a whole and but there is still a chance of doing so by applying
thus of creating good conditions for behavior carefully selected modem means of persuasion and
modification? appropriate incentives. This can only be done by

- The campaign must be complete in itself. using all the information media we have available.

Here in the Czech Republic as everywhere else We are told that 90% of all that is written in
in the world, great attention is being paid to safety. newspapers, and almost 94% of what appears in
The possibilities and real impact of this work may magazines, does not register with readers. In the
sometimes be overestimated but, more often than not, case of television programs, the figure for
they are underestimated. An independent study information that passes people by is 97%, while for
would be needed to deternine why people resist such radio it is 99%. From the consumer's point of view
educational efforts. Several attempts to change this this means that huge quantities of text are produced
situation, and to set human behavior on the right that have no impact. We have therefore concluded
track have proved fruitless for this very reason, that the only way to win people over to our way of
because they were not carried through to the end and thinking is to use some kind of conflict-free
therefore failed to produce any results. motivation, which can be grasped by all age groups,

besides having an educational effect on children.
Despite all the good intentions invested in such

individual educational projects, there is a significant This can be accomplished through one or all of
drawback to this kind of approach - it lacks the following:
completion. In today's information boom (politics,
advertising), which has already overstrained the - Stressing tolerance and consideration. In other
publicity market, these isolated attempts to change the words, "Do not do to others what you would not
behavior of road users become lost and are want then to do to you." (N.B. - everyone
submerged in an unmanageable mass of information considers him/herself a decent human being.)
without awakening any greater awareness.
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- Using an unusual symbol that creates a contrast Timeframe for the campaign
and arouses agreeable feelings. Hence the
campaign's title, "A butterfly on your hood". In order to ensure that the public is impacted for

- Using a song, as a theme tune. (It could also be the longest possible time, the campaign will be
a paraphrase of a song that is a "golden oldie" divided into two phases:
sung by a well-known artist (lyricist or singer).
The key message of the campaign must be 1) The first covers the entire 1994 season (which
linked to well-known personalities, who will runs from March 16, 1994 until October 19,
subsequently become its standard bearers. Such 1994) and will serve as a general try-out for
personalities will be more believable when they Road Safety Week, which OVN has announced
tell the public that tolerant and considerate for 1995, to run from the end of March to the
behavior would spur others to reciprocate and beginning of April (March 27 - April 2, 1995).
can, in this way, gradually become the norm for
society. 2) In preparation for that week, we plan to run a

- An imaginative competition (concluding with the competition from February onwards, with the
award of prizes, courtesy of sponsors). winners to be announced in Road Safety Week.

The impact on the "hearts and minds" of road Publicity media for the campaign
users must, to some extent, have generally acceptable
features. The choice of suitable publicity media and the

deployment of experienced people can help to keep
There is no easy solution to the problems of road campaign costs down.

safety, because the people and the human reactions
we see on the roads are no different from those we Television
encounter in everyday life.

Television is, unquestionably, the most effective
Considerate and thoughtful behavior on the road publicity medium. We know that when ten people

can only flow from a similar attitude to life in general watch a string of advertisements during a commercial
and one must be prepared to act correspondingly. break, three of them will not remember a single spot

and seven will have only a vague recollection of
In making this assertion we are intentionally some brand name or the other. Of 100 advertising

moving beyond the usual scope of educational spots viewers will remember a total of only three.
actions, which have until now simply focussed on
practical examples of non-compliance with traffic We have decided (partly for financial reasons)
regulations and violations of traffic rules. not to broadcast the spots during commercial breaks.

We are doing this intentionally because only in We have produced 50 thirty-three second spots,
this way can we determine wheth2r we are capable of comprising 25 features, one one-hour program for
changing ourselves and, thereby, also radically and youth, six features for children's broadcasts and two
permanently improving the situation on the roads. shows (one to kick off the campaign). The short

publicity spots have been broadcast during the
Our approach is aimed at relieving some of the morning broadcast program (Studio 6) and the

stress and avoiding the traps of present-day life in features during the television program for motorists
which modem man is caught up. Our approach (Automotrevue). The shows have been aired at
emphasizes personal qualities and individual night. (The entire set of spots has been shown three
responsibility and hence goes beyond mechanical or more times, always accompanied by the theme
approaches to road safety education. We believe that tune.)
the behavior of each individual road user reflects that
of the public at large. Radio

Unselfish and humanitarian efforts to enhance Although radio is often considered merely as
road safety are an important undertaking, since they secondary in this media, too, conversations with well-
represent a means and also a reason for people with known people, film stars, singers, psychologists,
difler,ng views and lifestyles to work together. lawyers have been broadcast during the morning

programming of the most popular stations. Three
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competitions have been organized during the The focus of the "A butterfly on your Hood"
children's program, which have dovetailed into campaign can be said to go beyond what are
previously aired radio series on the past and present considered the normal highway safety activities. It
history of highway safety. specifically seeks to change inconsiderate behavior,

not only on the roads but also in everyday life. The
On other radio stations we have participated in campaign has now reached its half-way point.

broadcasts for drivers and motorcyclists. The theme
song or tune for the entire campaign has, of course, We are, of course, aware that a complete
been played prior to each of these broadcasts and also turnaround of the situation will not come easily. This
by itself. is a long-range process, to which our campaign will

merely contribute.
The press

In conclusion
We have arranged with motorsport journalists to

regularly provide them with information, which they It is hard to judge where the happy medium
have then included in various articles. We were comes with publicity campaigns targeting public
unfortunately unable to prevent publication of behavior. People get wearied and lose interest if they
advertisements with the logo of our campaign. are continually bombarded with information, but at

the same time we want to guard against the public
Logo stickers being insufficiently informed. With this "A butterfly

on your Hood" campaign we have sought to have it
We have had one million small butterfly stickers featured at least once a day.

made which will be given to children in recognition
for their participation in educational road safety It is too early yet to tell whether the campaign is
competitions. We have also made 400,000 large a success. It is a fact, however, that compared with
butterflies. 1993, the death toll during the first few months of

1994, during which our campaign has been in
These stickers are to be affixed to the bumpers operation, has been considerably more encouraging.

of cars whose drivers support the campaign's central
theme of promoting tolerance and consideration on In concluding I would just like to note a couple
the road. (The large butterfly is also an entry ticket of points.
for the spring competition.)

Impacting the public with a campaign of this
No posters were printed because, in terms of nature is just one of the many activities that are

publicity impact, this method is regarded as outdated carried out by the organization I represent.
and not actually very effective.

The BESIP Department of the Ministry of the
Billboards Interior of the Czech Republic operates as the

Secretariat of the Governmental Council for Road
There is also some doubt about the effectiveness Safety. It organizes and coordinates all activities in

of this form of publicity and we have therefore made the Czech Republic that are aimed at fostering road
only limited use of this method. Cost was also a safety. It organizes and oversees the operation of
factor here. children road safety playgrounds, of which there are

over 100, the work of driver training centers, etc.,
In addition, two brochures were prepared for the and also organizes bicycle competitions for both

campaign: children and adults.

1) Information for the organizers of the "A The organization also represents the Czech
butterfly on your Hood" campaign (47 different Republic in the International Road Safety
campaign-related events have been staged in all Organization (PRI) and in road safety working
the regions); and groups.

2) Brochures targeting young people who will be
driving in the next century.
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ROAD SAFETY

ROADS CORPORATION OF VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

ROAD SAFETY SERVICES IN VICTORIA

Victoria is an international leader in the field of road safety.

Throughout the world, many road safety issues are similar, whether it be speeding vehicles, drink
drivers, bad roads or unsafe vehicles.

These safety problems have been addressed, in Victoria, by a completely integrated approach to
road safety which has led to a dramatic decrease in the road toll.

The challenge of reducing the road toll is made easier when all major partners contribute to the
result.

Economic Benefits from Road Safety Programs The Roads Corporation of Victoria has an all-
embracing role in managing roads and road-based
transport in the State. It is a unique organization in

The World Bank has directly quantified losses that it not only manages the planning, design,
from road accidents in developing countries construction and maintenance of Victoria's roads, but
amounting to about 1 % of their Gross National it also regulates the vehicles and the drivers that use
Product. In these countries, road accidents are the them. The Corporation is responsible for the
second main cause of death in the active age bracket. registration and roadworthiness inspection of

vehicles, the regulation and enforcement of
Management and Co-ordination of Road Safety commercial transport and the testing and licensing of

drivers.
There are a range of government and private

organizations which play an important role in road An Integrated Approach
safety in Victoria. Such organizations include the
Roads Corporation, Victoria Police, the Transport By coordinating the involvement of other
Accident Commission, hospitals, ambulance services, government departments (such as police and
national road research agencies, other research hospitals) and designing and developing systems to
organizations such as universities, and automobile identify road safety issues, a completely integrated
service organizations. It is vital to road safety that approach to tackling the road death toll can reduce
the actions of each of these organizations be co- the carnage.
ordinated in order to maximize the extent of the road
safety improvements achieved with the available Delivery
funds.

The Roads Corporation assists authorities to
The Roads Corporation of Victoria (VicRoads) develop and implement programs to reduce death,

injury and economic loss resulting from road related
The Corporation has a central role in addressing accidents.

Road Safety in Victoria. It is directly responsible for
statewide road safety policies and strategies, driver The Corporations Services
education and licensing, vehicle standards and
registration, as well as safety on the principal road These services include:
network. In addition, research and counter-measure
advice is provided to other organizations. * developing the institutional structures and

practices to properly manage road safety.
Often considerable benefits are achieved
through focusing responsibility for road
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safety into fewer agencies with better intersection or run-off-road crashes, and to
management; minimize the hazards of roadside obstacles;

* advice on effective counter-measures to * training in all areas of road safety
enhance the road safety benefits; program management;

* research studies into road crashes to give * education in programs targeting schools
a sound basis for safety programs; and the general public;

* development of road safety data collection * institutional strengthening of road safety
and storage systems, for identifying organizations;
problems, designing counter-measures and
measuring performance; * policy development and road safety

legislation;
* publicity campaigns to target road user
safety; * procedures for driver training and

licensing; and
* expert advice on road engineering
treatments to minimize the risk of * vehicle roadworthiness and registration.

Major Road Safety Achievements

Since 1970, the road toll in Victoria has decreased 63% despite a doubling of vehicles using the roads.

This reduction in road deaths had been remarkable when measured against the growth in travel.

The benefits since 1989 have been especially outstanding:

* a saving of over 800 lives and 9,000 serious injuries;

* a reduction in the cost of crashes of over $1,000 million;

* fewer accident injury compensation claims - reduced by 6,000 (30%);

* a reduction in vehicle damage crashes of more than 30%;

* driver fatalities down 57%;

* pedestrian fatalities down 50%; and

* bicyclist fatalities down 62%.

The 1992 rate of 1.3 fatalities per 10,000 registered vehicles made Victoria a world leader in road accident
prevention. This was achieved by having an integrated approach to road safety issues resulting in:

* safer road use;
* safer roads;
* safer vehicles; and
* better trauma management.
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Accident Data Systems Victoria has adopted the SCATS traffic signal
linking system which links intersections, gives safety

Systematic Accident Data Collection has been benefits, and saves time and fuel. The Corporation
developed to provide an enhanced and comprehensive also has produced a computer-based hazard
data base of all fatal and personal injury road perception test for novice drivers. This "world first"
accidents which occur in Victoria. It is required by aims to give novice drivers increased awareness of
a wide variety of users within the Corporation, the likely traffic hazards.
Police, Research Centres, other agencies and
municipalities. The data base provides a foundation Integrated Traffic Systems
for developing road safety strategies, and measuring
program effectiveness. The Corporation has developed an Integrated

Traffic System to continually monitor the operation of
The data enables: major roads or expressways. The system enables:

* prioritizing traffic management * immediate detection of, and reaction to, any
programs; potential or actual safety or congestion problems

* monitoring the effectiveness of road in the shortest possible time;
safety programs;

* identification of hazardous locations * collection of data on the use and operation of the
designed as black spots; network for longer term planning and

* gathering accurate information about management, thereby providing the users of the
various road user groups to better road network with the highest standard of travel
target public education campaigns; and service in the most efficient manner

* improved enforcement; and possible.
* accident analysis incorporating

advanced graphic techniques for Communication with Road Users
identifying accident concentrations on
road networks. The Corporation has a wealth of experience in

all aspects of communication with road users, ranging
The computerized data base can "stand alone' or from advice of regulatory changes to mass media

be linked to other government data systems. campaigns.

Adapting Technology Successful campaigns include:

New technology, contributing to road safety is * raising bicycle helmet use from less
continually being developed or sought out. Radar than 10% to more than 80%;
speed cameras have been acquired to strengthen
enforcement capability. Development in vehicle and * raising use of seat belts to the highest
road interaction and dynamic signing are being rates in the world;
assessed.

A Range of Skills

The Corporation has the relevant multi-disciplinary skills required to formulate integrated policies and
strategies.

The Corporation's teams of researchers, behavioral scientists, engineers, road safety teacher consultants and
other professionals liaise with overseas clients in providing strategies and programs to reduce road deaths
and casualties.
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* behavioral and attitudinal changes to drink * establishing Community Road Safety
driving and speeding; Councils;

* improved delivery of road safety education at all * a graduated system for driver licensing;
pre-school and school levels; and

- targeted road safety awareness campaigns; * road hazard perception testing for
novice drivers.

* promotion of higher safety performance
standards through improved driver licensing Safer Roads
systems;

Improvements to Victoria's road system using
* improved awareness of the vulnerability of proven safety treatments at hazardous location or

motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians; and black spots, such as intersection modifications, have
reduced accidents by up to 80%.

* clearer accountability of commercial vehicle
operators for the safe operation of their vehicles. As individual traffic engineering treatments are

relatively inexpensive, a large number of locations
Safer Road Use can be improved.

The public is encouraged to act responsibly on The Safer Roads program includes:
the roads through a variety of programs such as:

* intersection improvements by
* anti-drink driving enforcement - buses, channelization, new roundabouts or

conducting over one million annual traffic signals and regulatory signing;
random breath tests;

* improved access control;
* new automatic speed cameras; a

computerized system for identifying * safety auditing integrated into road
offending vehicles and issuing planning, design and construction;
infringement notices;

* roadside hazard management to remove
* compulsory bicycle helmet wearing; or protect from hazards;

* stronger penalties for speeding and * low-cost railway level crossing
drink driving; improvements;

* promotion of road safety and education * improved delineation (e.g., signing and
through the mass media which has edge lining);
changed drivers' behavior and attitudes
to problems such as drink driving and * improved street lighting;
speeding;

* pavement improvements;
* red light cameras;

* provision of bicycle paths and lanes;
* zero allowable blood alcohol level for and

truck and bus drivers;
* integrated traffic signal treatments to

* extensive road safety education give priority to trams and buses.
programs in all levels of the school
system; Safer Vehicles

* establishing motorcycle training centres; Victoria actively supports and promotes the
development of safer vehicles through research,
consumer information, promotion of awareness of
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safety issues, and active involvement in national * car crashworthiness ratings based on
design standards forums. crash and injury insurance records;

* vehicle safety research including crash
Ongoing Projects include: testing of new cars;

* construction and testing of rear under-
A significant campaign to improve vehicle safety run barriers for trucks;

and increase buyer preference towards safer vehicles * investigating car roof weaknesses in
---the Driver Protection Ratings give motorists advice roll-over crashes;
on the risk of a driver being killed or seriously * research into accidents with trucks and
injured in various commonly used vehicles. other road users;

* development of more stringent vehicle
* trials of improved restraint systems, safety inspection standards; and

e.g., webbing clamps and belt * promotion of airbag installation.
tensioning devices;

Better Trauma Management

Improvements in post crash management can significantly reduce road trauma (35% of those who die, do so
within two hours and is estimated that 10 to 15% of these could be saved).

The Roads Corporation is developing a strategy for major organizations concerned with emergency care,
including the Health Department, Ambulance Service, Victoria Police, College of Surgeons and Directors o
Casualty organizations.

A significant campaign to improve vehicle safety and Overseas Projects
increase buyer preference towards safer vehicles ---
the Driver Protection Ratings give motorists advice The Overseas Projects Corporation of Victoria Ltd
on the risk of a driver being killed or seriously is the Victorian Government agency responsible for
injured in various commonly used vehicles. marketing the services and products of the Roads

Corporation throughout the world to facilitate the
transfer overseas of Victoria's expertise in road
technology. Any overseas enquiries about the
provision of the Roads Corporation' services should
be directed to:

Overseas Projects Phone: +613 509 9333
Corporation of Victoria, Fax: +613 576 0899
3rd Floor, 590 Orrong Rd, Telex: AA 386 81
AGSYS
Armadale 3143
Victoria, Australia
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During Module 10, open discussions were held on the international lessons/experience from aid-fanded road
safety projects and programs.

REVIEW OF WORLD BANK EXPERIENCE IN ROAD SAFETY
LESSONS FOR OTHER COUNTRIES

Alan Ross and Michel Ray

Introduction first review of Bank road safety activities was
undertaken. These have broadened in scope over the

The main purpose of this paper is to review years but have usually constituted a relatively small
successes and failures of World Bank actions in portion of total project costs (1 percent to 5 percent).
assisting countries to implement road safety projects. In the past they have been ad hoc, rather than part of
These experiences offer insights for other countries any comprehensive strategy or plan, and have
into how best to design and monitor National Road generally been oriented towards the provision of
Safety Projects in order to maximize likelihood of equipment or infrastructure improvements.
successful implementation. We believe there are
lessons for CEE countries which are now beginning Previous Bank Experience
to experience some of the disbenefits of rapid
motorization. Up to 1989 the Bank had carried out 107

projects containing road safety related elements. Of
Background these, 36 included projects where improving road

safety was a specific objective. In the remainder,
Whereas in the past, road safety was where road safety was an indirect objective, road

considered to be of interest primarily to the road and safety impacts were achieved as part of traffic
transport sectors, it is now a serious public health engineering, traffic control and/or traffic management
issue in all countries. Worldwide, each year between components. In many of these projects, safety-
300,000 and 500,000 persons are killed and between related elements include physical engineering
10 million to 15 million are crippled or injured in measures such as improvements to signals and
road accidents. In developing countries, road intersections, or enforcement equipment such as axle-
accident deaths are commonly the second largest weighing machines. It is questionable whether all
cause of death for the economically active age groups such components should be automatically counted as
(5 years to 44 years). The problem is considered by road safety measures, but they can have an indirect
World Health Organization (WHO) to be of epidemic impact on road safety and were included because they
proportions. Road accidents cost most countries facilitated comparisons with the 1981 review.
between 1 percent and 2 percent of annual GNP, and
losses in developing countries alone each year are Projects with road safety elements have been
estimated to be between $14,000 million to $28,000 undertaken in 51 countries and have been fairly
million (much of this is in foreign exchange costs evenly distributed amongst World Bank regions. A
because vehicles, medicines, and spare parts, are considerable body of experience has now been built
very often, imported). Fatality rates in the up at the Bank and this experience is available to
developing world can often be 20 to 30 times higher other member countries now facing similar problems.
than in developed countries and the numbers of
accidents have steadily increased while they have While a number of Bank projects did
dropped in the more industrialized countries. encounter delays or problems some broad lessons can

be learned from recent World Bank performance and
A number of background studies, reviews experience in terms of implementing road safety

and internal papers have been produced since World elements. Remedial measures/infrastructure
Bank interest in road safety developed during the late improvements. These have been implemented
1970s. The number of road safety components in frequently, but there is little statistical information
World Bank projects increased since 1981, when the available on their effects in terms of safety. The data
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which is available suggests very high returns from Designing Sustainable Road Safety Projects
low cost countermeasures, which is consistent with
experiences of more developed countries. Increased Road safety components in Bank projects are
supervision and safety audit checks could contribute only likely to be effective where senior decision
significantly to improving long-term safety at a makers in a country are aware of the problem and
marginal cost. The purchase of vehicle inspection committed to its resolution. Four broad categories of
equipment has often appeared to have been included awareness can be identified. These are indicative of
as an isolated element. Where such capital purchases a country's willingness and ability to absorb a road
have not been accompanied by strengthening of safety component. The lower the awareness level,
institutional capability, these elements were often the lower the likelihood of government interest in
unsuccessful. Such purchases should be included tackling the problem.
only as part of a comprehensive project or as a
"pilot" project that could be upgraded if successful. Awareness Level 1. In these countries,
Road User Education and Highway Legislation are there is little safety awareness. Accident data may or
usually most successful when carried out by a may not be collected systematically and any data
coordinating body, such as a National Safety Council, system will be fairly basic. Little will be known
that can oversee activities and adapt ideas and about trends or road users at risk. General interest
materials to the local context. Enforcement efforts by government will be low, although there may be a
are generally successful, but more care must be taken few interested individuals (often doctors). There will
to ensure that recipient agencies have adequate be few traffic engineers and virtually no one working
resources to make effective use of support and specifically on safety matters.
equipment provided. Post Accident Assistance can
sometimes be provided, in the interim, by highway Awareness Level 2. The government is
patrols equipped with ambulances and tow/rescue aware of the road safety problem but has given it
trucks, until such coverage can be effectively little priority. Accident data are sparse but available.
provided through a national ambulance service. Data Occasionally, there may be road safety pressure
collection andanalysis is best provided using existing groups and there may even be a well meaning but
software, such as the TRL microcomputer accident ineffective national road safety council. A few
analysis system (MAAP). This has multilingual underfunded ministries with fragmented
capability and has been successfully tested and responsibilities may be interested in "doing
implemented in many countries. Safety Studies and something". The media may be beginning to press
InstitutionalStrengtheningComponentsshouldadopt for action. Some university research may be
an incremental approach to identify problems, underway.
establish a foundation for safety activities and,
finally, provide specific assistance. Awareness Level 3. Govemment will have

recognized the need for assistance. An improved
Positive aspects of the Bank's road safety accident data system will have been established and

involvement have included notable successes in staff will have been trained in safety operations.
initiating activities and stimulating governments to Analysis is undertaken of black spots and to identify
recognize the seriousness of the problem and to take the road user groups most at risk. A National Road
action. Lessons learned from earlier implementation Safety Council (NRSC) provides support to local
experiences are being used to design better projects safety committees, and coordinates a national road
in member countries including, recently, some in safety program. Road engineers and highway
CEE countries. A recurring problem in the past has authorities are skilled in basic accident black spot
been the level of awareness and commitment of improvement work. Efforts are made to improve
governments. This can markedly affect the success driving tests and vehicle examinations, to develop
of Bank interventions. Many officials often do not children's traffic education, and improve legislation.
realize the scale and magnitude of the road safety There is a core of professionals specialized in safety
problems facing their countries, or the huge annual who are keen to tackle the problem but lack
economic losses incurred. Initial Bank efforts should resources. Road safety research is being undertaken
be devoted, at least in part, to developing an and the media is active in pressing for action.
awareness of the problem and encouraging
governments to strengthen various road, transport and Awareness Level 4. This is basically level
safety institutions so they can fully implement road 3 but with resources allocated and specific
safety components. improvements being implemented which show
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reductions in accident casualty rates and in the individuals so that they can carry out subsequent
numbers of casualties. There will be effective phases independently. By the final phase all relevant
coordination of road safety activities and a responsibilities and techniques should be transferred
comprehensive Action Plan being implemented and to local personnel. Such an approach systematically
monitored. There will also be political commitment strengthens the capability of the key agencies in
and support for road safety activities and a borrowing countries to "absorb" assistance and make
recognition of the economic benefits resulting from effective use of it. Most interventions should be
such activity. implemented as part of one of the three types of

strategies listed below: road safety programs;
If sustainable advances are to be made in infrastructure improvements; and traffic system

resolving road safety problems in less motorized management initiatives.
countries, it is essential that an "enabling
environment" exists or is created. For Funding and Road Safety Action Plans and Programs.
Development Cooperation agencies to judge whether Such programs should cover all major elements of
there is likely to be scope for a successful road safety road safety and should seek to build up local
component, the awareness level of the country should capabilities systematically. A comprehensive
be determined and "Indicators of Commitment" program should normally consist of a mixture of
should be sought. Such indicators would normally technical cooperation, training, equipment purchases,
include evidence that the government is already etc. through all levels of awareness. On reaching
making efforts to tackle the road safety problem. Level 3, the country concerned should be tackling the
Suggested indicators of commitment are summarized problem independently (in the case of CEE countries
in Table 1. it is likely that this could occur even earlier).

Approximately 5-10 years should be allowed for this
In the borrowing countries, governments process of "institution building" based on rolling 3-

need to be aware of the high recurring economic and year Action Plans. Such Action Plans have been
social costs of road accidents. They also need to be successfully implemented in several World Bank
motivated to allocate sufficient resources to tackle the projects and have been proposed for a number of
problem and to recognize its multi-disciplinary CEE countries.
nature. Governments need to establish a high-level
inter-ministerial committee or a national road safety Infrastructure Improvements. Where
council with adequate technical and financial technical cooperation is provided, infrastructure
resources. In addition, accident information must be improvements can be incorporated at any level of
collected to enable systematic and thorough analysis awareness. Whereas in some countries these should
of the road safety situation. only be introduced as locally designed elements at

Level 2, this is not the case in CEE countries as it is
Typical project components that contribute to likely that there would be sufficient in-house expertise

sustainability include training, development of in CEE countries even at Level 1. In all countries,
procedures, provision of manuals and guidelines, and adequate provision must be made for the safety audit
the introduction of training courses and teaching of plans for new roads and for the revision of design
materials. Details of possible components and standards. This component should also include
possible Bank interventions are given in Table 1. accident black spot and safety infrastructure
The objective should be to establish, strengthen, and improvement programs (installation of guardrails,
develop capabilities of key individuals and local traffic signs, etc). This type of intervention should
institutions. be incorporated in all urban and rural road

rehabilitation projects and the Bank has successfully
Projects should be designed in phases based assisted several countries to implement such safety

on the level of awareness (see Table 2). In the initial infrastructure improvement programs.
phase, some of the work may need to be carried out
by specialist foreign consultants with extensive Traffic System Management. Road safety
experience of technology transfer and assisting should be included as an integral part of any Traffic
governments to develop and implement Road Safety System Management (TSM) or similar projects. This
Action Plans to develop local institutions and has been done successfully in several World Bank

funded Urban Transport projects.
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Table 1: Indicators of Government Commitment and Possible Donor Bank Intervention

INDICATORS OF DESIRABLE
COMMITMENT AS A

ITEM PRECONDITION FOR POSSIBLE DONOR/BANK INTERVENTIONS
INVESTMENT AND ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE.

(a) Road Safety 1. Interest in study 1. 4-6 week appraisal of safety
Studies 2. Request for TA 2. 30-40 man-month project to strengthen key sectors and review of safety

issues
3. In-country high level seminar for key personnel

(b) Coordination I. Designate Lead Ministry I. Establish/train Interministerial Road Safety Council (IRSC) and
of Road and establish IRSC its secretariat.
Safety 2. Funding Mechanisms 2. Provision of vehicles, training aids, equipment and materials to assist
Activities established IRSC and assistance to develop legislative framework.

3. Cabinet approval of Safety 3. Overseas visits, courses, study tours for key personnel.
Action Plan 4. Assistance in developing/implementing Action Plan and monitoring

systems

(c) Accident I. Recognize need for I. Install a microcomputer based accident recording system
Data data 2. Provision of computers (for Police HQ, IRSC and engineers) and
System 2. Willingness to create personnel training

accident unit 3. Overseas visits for selected accident unit staff
3. Willingness to collect 4. Funding of costs for pilot testing/introducing the new accident form

data

(d) Physical 1. Road Safety Unit established 1. Funding of black spot and safety infrastructure improvement programs
Engineering 2. Willingness to implement 2. Train Road Safety Unit; develop training courses; introduction of
Improve- black spot improvement prog. procedures for safety audits and low cost countermeasures
ments 3. Use of cost benefit analysis for 3. Establishment of economic evaluation procedures

ranking schemes

(e) Traffic I. Willingness to create I. Provision of patrol vehicles and enforcement equipment
Police Traffic Police Division 2. Train enforcement staff
Enforcement 2. Willingness to train 3. Establish a Traffic Police training school

police personnel

(f) Publicity/ 1. Systematic identification of 1. Items indicated under Item (b) as assistance to IRSC
Propaganda target groups. 2. Assist in developing manuals/procedures for evaluation

2. Campaigns monitored 3. Assist in developing campaigns.

(g) Driver 1. Willingness to improve 1. Develop driver tests and train driving examiners
Training/ driver testing 2. Provision of equipment and materials at driver testing stations (e.g. training
Testing 2. Willingness to regulate materials, manuals, etc.)

standards 3. Overseas training for driving examiner trainers

(h) Road Safety I. Establish NRSC sub- 1. Adaptation of overseas legislation so local specialists can prepare
Legislation committee legislation

(i) Traffic I . Willingness to include I . Review and adaptation of overseas teaching materials
Education in school curriculum 2. Funding of training materials
of Children

(j) Vehicle I. Willingness to test 1. Introduction of improved procedures and training of vehicle examiners
Testing/ vehicles 2. Funding and provision of equipment and training materials
Equipment 2. Provision of funds 3. Overseas training of vehicle-examiner trainers

(k) Post 1. Provide funds 1. Provision of fully equipped ambulances
Accident 2. Develop long term plan 2. Funds for staff training
Assistance

(I) Road Safety 1. Establish framework 1. Assistance to develop govemment road research institute
Research/ and budget 2. Provision of equipment, microcomputers, etc.
Monitoring
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Table 2: Possible World Bank Road Safety Interventions for Varying
Levels of Awareness

INTERVENTIONS PRECONDITIONS

Awareness Fact finding and raisin awareness: None
Level I - technical assistance

- in-country seminar
- study tour

Awareness Strengthening key agencies and supply of - Establishment of road safety agency
Level 2 equipment: - Existence of operating budget as well as

- technical assistance maintenance of vehicles and equipment
- training
- equipment
- demonstration projects

Awareness Strengthening key agencies and implementation of - Establishment of national road safety council
Level 3 programs: and executive unit

- technical assistance to develop Action Plan - Existing budgetary commitment to road
- training safety
- equipment - Budget provision for running and
- major infrastructure improvement programs ,naintenance of vehicles and equipment

Awareness Funding and Technical Support for Govemment - Strong multi-agency coordination
Level 4 programmes - Action Plan being implemented

- funds for Safety Action Plan implementation - Funding mechanisms established
- technical assistance in establishing effective - Recognition of need for effective monitoring

monitoring systems.

Implementation of National Road Safety Programs Safety Programs to be successful, it is necessary to
achieve both Horizontal integration and Vertical

World Bank and other Aid Agency experience of integration of road safety activities so that activities
implementing National Road Safety Improvement in the various govermment and non-government
Programs indicates that such programs are likely to agencies, both at central and local level, can be
be most successful, if they are phased over a number harmonized to achieve maximum impact on road
of years as follows: safety. Only if these disparate elements can be

satisfactorily integrated, will an effective "safety
Phase 1: Review of road safety activities, culture" be engendered in a country. The

establishment of priorities and development of a "safety culture" is an important
development of a prioritized Action mechanism to harness the energies and activities at
Plan. many different levels of society so that everyone

contributes to the improvement of the Country's road
Phase 2: Implementation of Prioritized 2-3 safety problems. The combined effect of this is that

year Action Plan to strengthen everyone is directed towards a common goal and
abilities of key local agencies, begins to pull in the same direction. This can lead to
institutions and individuals to tackle very significant improvements in road safety.
safety problems more effectively.

One of the ways which has proved successful in
Phase 3: Implementation of a wider ranging both developing and industrialized countries is to use

comprehensive road safety Disaggregated Effectiveness Evaluation (DEE)
improvement program with objectives-achievement-frameworks to develop a
implementation largely by the key systematic framework to provide this horizontal and
agencies strengthened under vertical integration in designing national road safety
Phase 2. programs. This permits consistency and synergy

between activities at both the National and Regional
Experience in many countries (both industrialized levels and at the local level and can incorporate

and developing) has shown that, for National Road
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elements to develop and enhance safety culture at operational problems/difficulties occurred in trying to
each of these levels. bring about consistency and compatibility between

road safety activities at national, regional and local
If used in designing such safety programs, DEE authority levels, and in developing "ownership"

objectives-achievement-frameworks also offer the within smaller communities where many of the road
additional advantage of permitting road safety safety initiatives were supposed to be implemented.
programs to be closely monitored during
implementation. This increases the likelihood of the To overcome these problems, DEE objectives-
stated objectives of the program being achieved. achievement-frameworks were devised (in workshops

with key members of the Officials Committee) which
These also offer managements the ability to identify provided a skeletal framework for the National Road

areas of the program which are behind schedule or Safety Plan and defined the "desired" condition which
not achieving the agreed objectives and to intervene would exist in each sector, if the Road Safety Plan
strategically so that action can be taken to bring the was to be successfully implemented. These "base"
program back on track. DEE frameworks were then able to be used to

develop individual, implementable and monitorable
This approach has proved successful on World Action Plans for individual National Agencies and

Bank and ADB funded projects for several their respective sub-offices, as well as for individual
governments around the world, and is being, or has regional and local authorities - all within the broad
been, used in monitoring implementation of National structure of the original National framework.
and Regional Road Safety Plans in several different
countries. The approach has also been used for This provided consistency between the different
similar applications on non-bank financed projects by vertical levels of central, regional and local
Governments and regional authorities of industrialized governments and between the National Agency HQs
countries (e.g. New Zealand Road Safety Plan and 5 and their regional offices (vertical integration) as well
UK County Road Safety Plans). It is particularly as providing consistency between agencies, councils
effective in bringing about horizontal and vertical and communities at each level (horizontal
integration. integration). Furthermore, the inclusion of a separate

sector on Safety Cultures ensured development of
The use of DEE objectives-achievement- appropriate mechanisms at each level, which ensure

frameworks in bringing about improved vertical and safety is considered in all relevant activities. The
horizontal integration and enhanced safety culture can New Zealand government is now about to extend the
perhaps best be illustrated by describing a couple of use of DEE objectives-achievement frameworks
applications at national level (New Zealand) and at a throughout 70 or so local authorities and all the
regional level (UK County Council Clwyd). The agencies on the National Interagency Officials
general approach is briefly outlined below and will be Committee.
described in more detail during the presentation.

This will enable the National Road Safety Plan to
A. NATIONAL EXAMPLE: NEW ZEALAND be implemented consistently across the country and

will provide a mechanism for monitoring its
In New Zealand, a National Road Safety Plan had implementation, both in technical terms (i.e. in each

been developed and published (in 1991) by an sector of activity) and in administrative terms (i.e. in
interagency road safety Officials Committee, covering terms of which Agencies or local authorities are not
all the key agencies with responsibilities or interest in achieving agreed targets and objectives), so that
Road Safety. The plan was comprehensive in strategic intervention can be undertaken to bring the
coverage and successful in getting commitment and Action Plan back on track.
coordination amongst key agencies and in getting
around NZ$ 110 millions/year released specifically B. REGIONAL EXAMPLE: CLWYD
for road safety activities and initiatives. COUNTY COUNCIL IN UK

A weakness of the plan, discovered during In the UK there is no National Road Safety Plan.
implementation, was that although the need for Instead, Central Government has just specified broad
monitoring and development of a "safety culture" was targets for casualty reduction and asked local
explicitly identified, no mechanisms had been authorities to develop Action Plans to achieve these.
specified for doing this. Furthermore, considerable The Local Authorities Association (LAA) have
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developed and distributed a "code of good practice" 1. Road accidents cost most countries between I %-
to help its members (regional, and municipal local 2% of their annual GDP (which is higher than
governments) to develop such road safety plans. annual road budgets in many countries) and much

of this is often in foreign exchange. No country
Clwyd County Council (one of the UK Regional can afford to lose these sorts of sums year after

Authorities) along with four other UK County year. Action can and should be taken to reduce
Authorities opted to use DEE objectives-achievement- the recurring costs and social consequences of
frameworks to first identify weaknesses in existing road accidents.
activities and to then develop road safety plans based
on the broad framework of the national guidance 2. The World Bank is interested in assisting member
provided by the LAA Code. countries to tackle their road safety problems and

can provide funding in a number of areas which
DEE frameworks were devised to cover all the can affect road safety.

main elements included in the LAA Code and were
based on the objectives to be achieved. These 3. Road Safety problems require a multi disciplinary
defined the objectives and "desired" conditions (in approach with activity in a wide range of sectors
terms of activities etc.) which would exist in a local and is best undertaken under the overall
authority which was fully active and successful in coordination of an effective National Road Safety
addressing its road safety problems, and provided a Council or similar entity (e.g. Interministerial
"blueprint" against which current activities in the Road Safety Council).
County could be compared. This identified major
weaknesses and deficiencies in present activity and 4. Comprehensive road safety improvements need to
enabled development (in workshops with relevant be undertaken in a number of phases which
staff) of revised DEE frameworks which reflected the gradually build up institutional capability and
needs, aspirations and resources of Clwyd County technical skills to tackle the problem.
Council.

5. Member country commitment is required if the
These frameworks summarized the County Road World Bank assistance is to be effective and

Safety Plan and provided the means to monitor sustainable in the longer term. CEE countries
progress in implementation at periodic intervals. need to demonstrate such commitment and

willingness to tackle the problem.
As with the New Zealand frameworks they

provided "horizontal" integration by bringing all key 6. Action Plans and Road Safety Programs should
parties into the framework and clearly defining be designed to engender horizontal and vertical
responsibilities and targets for each group whilst, at integration of road safety activity and should
the same time, enabling "vertical" integration by result in development of a "safety culture" in the
retaining consistency with the national targets and country.
LAA Code. The County Road Safety Action Plan is
being implemented and monitored regularly by 7. Effective mechanisms must be established to
County Council staff. enable monitoring during its implementation so

that strategic management can be undertaken of
Annex A briefly describes the DEE Technique and plan implementation. Bank experience indicate

its areas of application in a little more detail and that objectives-achievement-frameworks offer one
provides an example of a DEE frameworks from effective tool for accomplishing this.
Clwyd County Council.

8. In the earlier stages of motorization, road safety
Lessons for CEE Countries from World Bank problems increase with increasing motorization
Experience. and current CEE motorization levels indicate that

road safety problems will grow rapidly in CEE
There are a number of useful lessons which can be countries unless urgent action is taken, by CEE

drawn for CEE countries from recent experience and governments, to improve their institutional
activity, of the World Bank and others, in assisting capability to tackle the problem effectively.
governments around the world in tackling road safety
issues. These can be summarized as follows: 9. Experience shows that road safety problems can

be tackled if governments show sufficient
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commitment and willingness to invest in road Region (e.g. Hungary) showing just how much can
safety. be done if a determined effort is made.

10. Where there is government commitment, sound The World Bank stands ready to assist its
multiagency coordination and willingness to borrowing countries in tackling this serious problem
implement an Action Plan, the Bank is able to and, apart from making available the benefit of its
include significant funding to support member experience in assisting other countries, can provide
country efforts to improve safety. (In one recent both technical assistance and funding to reduce the
CEE country 15% of a total loan is allocated for very high social and economic consequences of road
road safety initiatives). accidents, being experienced in the CEE Region.

There is little doubt that, with appropriate
government commitment, very significant inroads can
be made into road safety problems of CEE countries.
There are already very good examples from the CEE
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ANNEX A

DEE FRAMEWORKS AND ROAD SAFETY PLANS

This annex contains a brief description of the DEE Technique which is based on developing objectives achievement
frameworks for use in monitoring implementation of Action Plans and projects.

It also includes a Summary of DEE frameworks developed for monitoring a UK local authority County Safety Plan
(CLWYD County). Figure I shows just the overview of frameworks. Each sector framework is then further broken
down into sub-sector, component, LAA requirement, Clwyd response, and performance indicators. Figure 2 shows
the framework for a single sector, Sector I "Comprehensive Planning". Similar frameworks were developed for each
of the other sectors.
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DEE TECHNIQUE

An objectives achievement methodology developed by Ross Silcock Partnership

The DEE Technique is an aid to the design, monitoring and evaluation of large-scale projects, programmes
and masterplans, and to valuation of the effectiveness of organisations - particularly those in the public sector.

The ideas behind the DEE Technique
were conceived nearly a decade ago
when a simple and easy-to-use
system was needed to monitor the
effectiveness of projects being
designed and managed by the Ross
Silcock Partnership. Although there
were several project management
systems commercially available, none
were felt to be suitable in dealing with
the less readily quantifiable issues
involved. Thus, DEE was developed.

Clients, including international banks _

and development agencies observed
its use on our projects and recognised
its flexibility and potential. In
conjunction with them, we have since 
successfully applied the DEE
Technique in areas as diverse as | 4P - :..

public health, forestry, agriculture and
road safety. Over the years the Typical DEE Framework Structure Shown on Laptop Computer
technique has been used by more and
more organisations, from County Council in the UK, to the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank.

DEE stands for 'Disaggregated Effectiveness Evaluation'. It is a technique which works by breaking down (or
'disaggregating') one complex project, plan or organisation into a number of sub-tasks (or elements). Each
element is then broken down further until it is readily specific by the achievement of a number of simple
pedormance indicators (or indicators for short). Through this hierarchial method it is only necessary to monitor
the individual indicators. The extent to which overall goals are achieved can be assessed by aggregating
performance with respect to the set of indicators. Since these are chosen and formulated to be easily
verifiable, monitoring is a relatively straight forward task.

The strength of the DEE Technique is that it is not restricted to any one area of application area. It provides a
powerful aid for managers, particularly in the pubiic or service sectors where performance and effectiveness
assessment is often difficult. It is flexible enough to be applied to sectors and situations where outputs are
difficult to define and measure through conventional monitoring techniques It can be applied in any situation
where the objectives can be stated and provides a measure of the degree of achievement attained towards
those objectives at any point in time.

Monitoring is carried out using the DEE Program which has been specifically designed by the Ross Silcock
Partnership to be as easy to use as possible. It not only provides a clear and simple graphical user interface,
but is very user-friendly, It can also be supplied in several languages and is directly supported by the
development team.
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:: >j-~ Z In a typical application, DEE frameworks are.;b k .. .- .g devised in consultation with the client organisation
_"rtnu,.,,>b- -- -, __ _ Z to cover all the tecnical sectors to be evaluated.

Each DEE framework constituted a skeleton
* framework which links outputs and indicators in a

very specific way with stated objectives. /this
J achieves more clarity in the definition of

. E C objectives, outputs and indicators at the project
=, _ - _J plan or design stage. It provides a systematic

means of monitoring, both during and after
implementation.

Progress and achievement of one section of an
organisation can be assessed independently of
others, even when several sections contribute to
achievement of the same indicators. Monitoring of

Data Entry Screen for the DEE Technique part of the project framework currently under
examination is also possible.

All this is possible by monitoring only the achievement of tne indicators, and without the need for collecting
vast amounts of detailed information. Even complex plans can be monitored in a relatively short time - hours
instead of days.

National road safety plan in New
Zealand - t

Public Health project in Egypt

Water supply project in Kenya

Bypass Demonstration Project for
UK Department of Transport

Road project in Peru

Water supply project in Nepal

Forestry project in Kenya

Forestry master plan in Nepal = =

National road safety projects in -
Kenya, Ghana, Fiji and Papua New
Guinea

Development of County road safety
plans in the UK

Planned and Actual Achievement Profiles for the Bypass
Demonstration Project using the DEE Technique to Monitor Progress
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Figure 1: County Council Road Safety Services - Partial Framework
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figure 2: Comprehensivc Planning - Sector ObjectivC
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MODULE 11

ROAD SAFETY ORGANIZATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

A SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

The growth of the number of accidents is not inevitable and not necessarily a consequence of growing
mobility and motorization. On the other hand, road safety does not develop by itself. As it is a multi-
dimensional social problem, it is above all the state which is responsible for the improvement of road safety.
One of the fundamental steps to be undertaken by the state is to create an organization dedicated to initiating
and coordinating road safety activities. Strong reductions in the fatality rate per vehicle per kilometer could
be targeted for CEE countries in the coming years. High targets are especially achievable for the corning 2
or-3 years for CEE countries with a sharp 1989-91 increase and no strong correlative decrease yet.

DETAILED) CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

The practical organization of road safety on a national level has to take into account at least four
aspects.:

1, Definition of Responsibility: This means designating a member of the govermment to be
responsible for overall road safety policy;

2. Assigning the task, to initiate and coordinate the state's actions, to a high-level civil servant with
the rank of director;

3. Setting up a permanent administrative body steering the actions, and
4. Planning and providing for the evaluation of the outcomes of these actions.

The latter have to be independent from those organizations/institutions that are responsible for the
action.

The coordination task has to respect at least two dimensions. Horizontally, all activities of the
Ministries involved in road safety (for example, the Ministries of Transport, Interior, Defense, Justice,
Education, Public Health, Finance, etc.) must be coordinated. A vertical coordination also has to be
developed with regional and local organizations. One has to be aware that political support on the regional
and local level is absolutely necessary for the success of road safety work. The coordinating function should
also take into account those activities undertaken by private institutions and organizations such as those
already existing in various countries (for example Hungary, Poland, Germany, and the Netherlands).

The administrative body steering road safety actions is preferably organized in a way that it is not
treated only as a department of a ministry but as a body that has direct access to all Ministries involved.

PRIORlTY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

There is an important demand for the exchange of experience and information. Several forms of
exchange therefore need to foreseen. Bilateral contacts are extremely useful, especially between neighbor
countries. Multinational exchanges and international conferences are also helpful. In addition, improved
clarity about the existing complementarily between international institutions would be useful, since it would
help CEE officials know where to address special questions.
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ROAD SAFETY ORGANIZATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

Mr. Jean-Michel BERARD
Director of Road Safety and Traffic

French Ministry of Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism

Unsafe driving behavior and unsafe road policies aimed at reducing the number of road
conditions are social tragedies; their impact on accidents, many others are still experiencing a rapid
society cannot be adequately conveyed by statistics. growth of their motorization.
Through government leadership it is possible to
combat public road safety hazards through a Many ministries, such as those of transport,
comprehensive and consistent policy. interior, defense, justice, education, public health,

economy, industry, etc. are involved in road safety.
This assertion, based on the collective experiences For example, in France, in 1970, 12 ministries

of Western European countries (and other countries shared responsibilities for road safety. Without
with a high degree of motorization), requires a few coordinated action, each ministry will act according
explanations. In a second step we will analyze, in to its own priorities, making any collective policy
broad terms, the institutional ways of organization put program difficult to implement.
in place, since the beginning of the seventies, in the
various countries of the European Union. If the Accidents result from the imperfect interaction of
principles were identical, they were developed a three-dimensional system: people, vehicles, and the
differently and were adapted to the administrative and environment. Their complex and little understood
political context of each country. This presentation interaction form the basis of accidents. Accidents are
will conclude by briefly mentioning the ways that also influenced by the regulatory, economic, social
lend themselves to a view of a better harmonized and cultural context. Clearly, all safety measures
road safety policy at the European level. have an impact on the social context and set in

motion an adaptation mechanism which needs to be
Reasons for Creating a Government Road Safety identified and understood by policy makers.
Organization

Road Safety can regress as happened in Western
A specific organization at the government level, Europe beginning in the 1970s. Through appropriate

dedicated to road safety, is a prerequisite for policy, the two basic laws which, although duly
implementing a policy to combat unsafe driving questioned, are nevertheless grounded on strong
behavior and road conditions, for three reasons. empirical foundations, can be broken. The SMEED

law, formulated as early as 1949, automatically
Road Safety is a Multi-dimensional Social Problem correlates the number of fatalities to the number of

vehicles and inhabitants. This law typifies the
Road safety impacts on public health and the experience of countries with rapid motorization which

general safety of citizens. As such, the responsibility have not yet established a road safety policy. The
for ensuring safe conditions rests with government. second law, the WILDE model, expresses the balance

of risk: Individuals usually have a relatively constant
Fifty thousand people are killed every year on the level of the perceived risk and they may take

roads of the 12 member countries of the European advantage of new equipment or road lay-outs, which
Union, nearly 120,000 in the 24 OECD countries, are intended to enhance safety, to increase their
and more than 500,000 throughout the world. This speed, and, in doing so, their new behavior negates
figure is equivalent to the population of a country, the safety gains which should have been achieved.
such as Denmark or Slovakia, being wiped off the The impact of this behavioral adjustment to safety
face of the map every ten years. measures means that all safety measures should be

accompanied by efforts to publicize and emphasize
Without sufficiently ample action, road safety the desired positive effects of the measures.

conditions will inevitably worsen. Although more
industrialized countries have implemented efficient
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Public Demand about Road Safety is Ambiguous Safety, depending on the method chosen for
coordinating at the political level, must be

Two points are worth noting: assisted by a pluri-disciplinary team composed
of high level staff.

Among younger drivers, rash, risk-taking behavior
is openly referred to by psychologists as the "death - Setting-up of a permanent administrative
instinct". Although it impacts on daily life, road commission comprising the principle civil
safety influences public opinion, and consequently servants in charge of the different parts of the
elected officials, only sporadically. Road accidents, policy agenda. Overseeing the administrative
recurrent and dispersed, are too often accepted as services is both a condition and a guarantee for
inevitable by the public which may only react to a successful implementation of policy measures.
particularly tragic accident causing a large number of It would effectively be prejudicial if important
fatalities and severe injuries, such as plane or train discrepancies would appear between intentions
accidents do. and practical realizations, or if some initiatives

would suffer from delays or defects of
In the past, road tragedies were viewed as the application simply because the practical

inevitable price to be paid for automobile use. The obstacles to be overcome were underestimated.
paradox inherent in road safety is that it is both a
permanent public policy issue and an issue impacted The organization in most of the countries of the
only periodically by public opinion. As such, European Union keeps these principles in mind.
government ownership of the function is necessary. Without going into excessive detail, we will describe
In the final analysis, road safety depends on the the French situation, and its evolution over time, and
extent to which drivers' behavior can be positively also briefly describe the particularities of the other
influenced since 95% of all accidents resulting in countries of the European Union.
injuries are linked to behavior. Individuals will often
resist measures aimed at modifying behavior such as The practical organization
traffic calming. This is why controlling road safety
always includes both voluntarism and some At the beginning of the 1970s, the priority for
militantism. This is also why a safety measure road safety was rather simple: halt the dramatic
typically has both a pedagogical and a repressive increase of road accidents. In that decade, two types
dimension, in the form of individual or collective of action predominated: the progressive enactment of
sanctions. regulations (principally speed limits, drinking and

driving, wearing of seat-belts and helmets) and
Practical Organization at the State Level launching a robust public awareness campaign.

Basic Principles In 1973, an intenninisterial road safety
committee, presided by the Prime Minister and

The above, confirmed by the thinking of numerous comprising all the ministers involved in transport,
countries, leads to three fundamental requirements was formed. Its missions were to establish the
when setting-up a state organization to combat unsafe general measures that aim at improving road safety,
road conditions. Implementation will vary according to examine the corresponding bills and regulating
to circumstances and national contexts. texts and to define policy on informing the public. In

parallel to this, an interministerial delegation for
Designation of a member of the Government road safety was appointed: its task was to make
responsible for the policy agenda and in charge proposals to the interministerial committee for
of coordinating the work of his colleagues. He coordinated measure and to see their follow-up, in
can be the Prime Minister, or the Minister of cooperation with the persons responsible within the
the Ministry most involved in road safety, who involved departments. In order to properly conduct
acts by authority of the Prime Minister. The such duties, the committee was assisted by a pluri-
later reserves the right to arbitrate when disciplinary team of experts from the major
necessary. administrations involved in road safety (Interior,

Defense, Education, Justice, Health and Transport).
Designation of a high level civil servant acting
as a leader and coordinator of the State's A similar interministerial organization, with
action. Such a Delegate or Director of Road decision-making authority and generally presided by
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the Minister in charge of the agenda, was also in road safety. It has at its disposal a well
created in The Netherlands (1974), Spain (1976), and equipped, technical network, dispersed
Italy (1985). In addition, a permanent parliamentary throughout the country and is active and
commission in charge of road safety (which oversees efficient in road safety matters.
other matters as well) exists in Germany, Denmark,
Luxembourg, The Netherlands, and the United - a Safety and Road Traffic Office, whose
Kingdom. executive head is also the Interministeria!

Delegate, was established in 1983. It aims at
The French road safety organization framework promoting road safety and defining the general

was completed in 1975 with the establishment of an conditions of traffic on the whole road network.
interininisterial permanent group for road safety. It is directly in charge of traffic management,
It comprises the civil servants responsible in the regulation of vehicles, driving licenses and
various ministries involved. It reviews new measures, information campaigns.
with a regulating or legal bearing, before they are
presented to the interministerial committee and later Other European countries have also considered
examines ways of implementing the committee's that the importance of road safety justified that it be
decisions. These monthly meetings are the best place administered by a special central authority:
for interministeriality. Germany, Denmark, Italy, Luxembourg, the United

Kingdom and the Netherlands.
The above organizations are supported by local

organizations. In all of the hundred districts - Finally, a safety national interministerial
("Departements) the Prefet, who represents the State, observatory was set-up to research the
presides over a departmental committee for road problems of road safety. It coordinates the
safety that comprises all administrations and their activity of regional observatories in all of the
main counterparts, and is involved in fact-finding and twenty-two regional offices of the Ministry of
action missions. At the municipal level, certain big Equipment. In 1993, an Interministerial
city teams specialize in road safety, whose members Management Committee and an Orientation
include, among others, the highway safety patrol. Council were appointed which includes

independent consultants and experts in its
The year 1982 marked a turning point, with a professional staff.

renewal of the orientation and reform of the
comnmittee's structures, which was due to the desire The road safety local organization
to move beyond the plateau of results obtained in
1978. It was felt necessary to sensitize the public to Road safety is above all a State responsibility. The
road safety issues by informing them of the safety promulgation and enactment of road safety policy is
lay-out of infrastructure and improving education and influenced by public opinion and is dependent on the
training of road users. local authorities for implementation, through

decentralized state offices or district associations.
Changes to the road safety organization were the

following: Such an orientation results from the fact that social
safety is the privileged place where economic

- the interministerial delegation, which is a pluri- interests, vested powers, individual or collective
disciplinary group, was moved within the value systems intersect. Issues are confronted and
Ministry of Transport and the road safety sometimes faced. The debate on speed and its
agenda was delegated to the Minister by the regulation is a good example of this situation.
Prime Minister. Other forms of reorganization Hence, a partnership between all actors -- political
could have been possible, as shown by the authorities, administrations, industries, press,
diversity of situations in other European associations, etc. -- is needed.
Countries: in Spain it is the Ministry of
Interior (with a specialized road police force), The main challenge is to maintain an appropriate
in Denmark, the Ministry of Justice has a road balance between central and local authorities so that
safety office and, in Ireland, it is the Ministry policy implementation is neither overly dispersed nor
of Environment (but road safety is integrated in overly centralized to the extent of preventing local
the activities of the Road Office). In France, initiatives from being enacted.
the Ministry of Transport is the most involved
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The European Conference of the Ministers of - The interministerial Committee of December
Transport (ECMT) recognized, in 1992, that local 17, 1993, took a new step by decentralizing, to
initiatives are important since they serve to adapt the level of the prefets as state representatives
government policy to local conditions. of the "departements" all funds for local

initiatives, the use of which must be planned
In several countries of the European Union, over a period of three years.

specific road safety organizations exist at two
administration levels: city and district (or town, The role of the Associations
province, county, or as the case may be). As a
general rule, central governmental authorities have no Non-profit associations play an essential role in
authority over such organizations but are in a road safety. They are very diversified, they engage
position, except Germany, to grant subsidies, mainly in dialogue, they produce specific services, and they
for actions of communication or lay-out equipment. assure that road safety has a permanent place in the

public eye. The role associations may play will vary
It is probably in France, that the closest according to country, but it should be noted that no

association between central and local levels was most lobby or special interest group has the ability to
fully achieved by enacting an actual policy of State- adequately ensure that the general public interests of
local authority agreements which improved as time road safety will be served.
passed.

Without hoping to be exhaustive, a few points that
Several specific programs achieved this are characteristic of the situation in the European

orientation: countries are worth mentioning:

- a program REAGIR (React through inquiries to - In several of these countries there is a national
serious accidents and initiatives to remedy road safety council that links administrations,
them) created in 1983/1984. REAGIR's teams road sector professionals (insurance, car
research the factors which played a part in industry, transport unions) and several non-
fatalities and propose corrective measures. profit associations. Such councils have either
Over 25,000 accidents have been investigated consulting power (for example, Denmark since
and more than 6,000 experts have been trained. 1935, the Netherlands since 1977) or decision-

making authority (Germany since 1969, Ireland
- a program which encourages districts and cities since 1973). Their scope of activity is

to pledge themselves to a contract, whereby relatively broad, and generally based on
they would reduce the number of fatalities by education, training and information to the
10% a year, with financial subsidies from the public.
State.

- In almost all countries, an automobile club, a
- an experimental program "safer towns, districts member of International Automobile Federation

without accidents" (1984/1987), conducted ina and/or Alliance Internationale de Tourisme
pluri-disciplinary way, developed (AIT) play a role, more or less important
methodologies and carried out pilot operations depending on the membership participating in
for safety improvements in urban/suburban road safety. The automobile clubs, which
areas, institutionalizing road safety in urban generally publish considerable documentation,
planning. are more particularly interested in those aspects

related to the vehicle, and are quite often
- enactment of local action plans for road safety involved in actions such as driver training,

(PDSAR), in 1989, in every one of the hundred vehicle technical control, breakdown service,
"departements' can be considered as one of the etc.
achievements of local road safety policy.
PDSAR is a forum where actions can be It is interesting to note that currently the
defined by all the partners. Local associations tendency in most associations is to emphasize contacts
can enter into contracts for co-financed state with the people responsible in road safety, at all
actions. levels. Their involvement is, more than in the past,

based on a sense of civic duty.
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The organization of road safety at the European state limits, seat belts) since the Treaty of Rome did not
level foresee transport safety to be among the powers of

the community.
Our aim here is not to make a historical study of

the complex activity of the European institutions in Nevertheless, it should be noted that, in the
the field of road safety, nor to make assumptions on council's opinion, the activities of the community in
what their role could be in the future. Rather, we road safety matters played only a secondary role at
will attempt to identify some elements which are that time, supplementing national or international
significant in the evolution towards a real European measures originating from UN, EEC, ECMT,
policy in road safety matters. A nascent policy exists OECD. The SEEFELD report refers to this and was
but the European Union has not established a issued upon request of the Transport Commission in
framework rigorous enough to address the structures 1987. One should also note that ECMT, which has
and with the means adapted to the magnitude of the no binding authority, issued twenty-five resolutions
problem. related to road safety between 1973 and 1993. Given

this lack of progress, the European Commission
Nonetheless, the cost of accidents and fatalities General Directorate of Transport asked a group of

was estimated at 70 milliards of ecus per year for the high level, independent experts to study a global
twelve countries of the European Union. The wide approach for the community on road safety matters.
range of situations (number of fatalities per inhabitant Their resulting February 1991 report contained sixty-
varies from 1 to 4,5; number of fatalities per seven proposals, among which was the creation of a
kilometer driven varies from 1 to 8) justify specialized European agency, though such an agency
standardization of the regulations and technical know- was ultimately not created. However, the
how and a systematic sharing of knowledge and Commission did create a "Road Safety Federation' in
experiences. Given the varying success of the 1993, comprised of the main international
countries in addressing road safety, such transfers of organizations (AIT, IRF, FIA). The federation set
know-how would be particularly helpful. up four working-groups: drinking and driving, road

education and training of young drivers, a media
The progress of road safety in Europe campaign for road safety awareness and safety on

secondary roads.
- Before 1984, there was no common road safety

policy for the comnmunit. It was constrained by - The Treaty of Maastricht, in February 1992,
the consequences of the development of a modified Article 75 of the Treaty of Rome so
common policy in transports, with two main as to formally include road safety in the
objectives: standardization of the vehicles and responsibilities of the European Union. It
their parts, and conditions of competition in remains difficult to foresee what the practical
road transport. impact of this legal amendment will be, since

some member countries still advocate the
The directives issued dealt with car manufacturing, subsidiary principle that some aspects of road

driver's licensing, speed limits, and vehicle safety safety are better addressed on an individual
inspections. In a resolution of the council dated country level due to varying country conditions.
December 19, 1984, the member states agreed that
proposals on road safety matters be rapidly adopted Organization of Research at the European Level
and the Commission was required to formulate them.

The European Union, in order to meet world
Several initiatives resulted from this. In the 1986 technological challenges, set-up two major research

European Year of Safety, the aim of which was to programs (parts of which deal with road safety)
raise public awareness to safety, various resolutions involving private and public sector experts. The road
were adopted by the European parliaments and a safety research components are:
dozen projects directive were enacted. As there were
no decisions from the council, the proposals were not - PROMETHEUS (1986-1994), created at the
implemented. Although the legitimacy of the initiative of the car industry, mainly studies
European Commission regarding road safety in the assistance to driving and could have a long-
common policies of transport was not questioned, term impact on driving.
some countries used their veto power against
measures related to driving behavior (alcohol, speed
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- DRIVE (1988-1994). The 1994-1998 program appear limited and the future uncertain.
is currently being formulated. DRIVE was Nevertheless, significant meetings between experts
created at the initiative of the transport and road safety authorities have taken place both
commission and aims at setting-up a European formally and informally. In addition, the European
road network on which vehicles will be able to Union exchanges experience for know-how transfer.
intelligently communicate with road lay-out.
Pilot projects for this are underway. As a result of this networking, technical

achievements in regulations, lay-out, infrastructure,
Furthermore, a European Forum of the Road traffic calming, etc. can be shared. These shared

Safety Research Institutes (FERSI) was created in experiences positively influence the implementation of
March 1991. This forum covers approximately the new safety measures, even in the absence of official
European economic area, and aims at defining EU directives. For example, these knowledge
cooperation programs of research by setting-up ad- exchanges have encouraged the expansion of the
hoc groups and organizing conferences and seminars. driver's license point system in Europe and speed

limits of 50km/h in built-up areas, in 11 out of 12
From an institutional point of view, achievements EU member states (the previous limit was 60km/h).

of the European Union in the field of road safety may
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|1. ORGANIZATION OF ROAD SAFETY 2. ROAD SAFETY

O Bases of State Organization The State must organize in order to act.

O Practical Organization at State Level
WHY? HOW?

O Safety Organization at European Level

3. THE STATE MUST ORGANIZE ITSELF 4. KILLED ON THE ROAD
BECAUSE

PER YEAR
o Phenomenon/social scourge

O European Union (12) 50, 000
o Unsafety can move back

o OECD 120, 000
o Ambiguous social demand

o Worldwide 500, 000

5. EVOLUTION OF NUMBER OF KILLED VS. TRAFFIC INDEX
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6 ACT SO AS TO MODIFY BEHAVIORS 7. ROAD SAFETY

O Perseverance, a primary virtue
PRACTICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE STATE

o Political will

8. THE STATE ORGANIZES ITSELF 9. FRANCE

O A responsible political authority 1973 Interministerial Committee and Delegates

o An administrative authority 1975 Interministerial Group

O Coordinating structure 1983 Nomination of a Director of Road Safety

10.
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11. ORGANIZATION AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

* CALLING OUT SOCIAL BODY * SETTING UP OF PARTNERS

* COORDINATE CENTRAL/LOCAL LEVELS

12.

COLLECTIVITES - SAPEURS r *1 nationl e Fianes
TERRITORIALES 4..... POMPIERS+'t..... Ar+ L -- iq,4 - I et FIan
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13. LOCAL POLICY 14. EUROPEAN OF SAFETY

o REAGIR (1983) INTENTIONS....

O - 10% 0 1984: 1st Program

O 'SAFER TOWNS" (1984) 0 1986: European Year of Road Safety

o PDASR (1989) 0 1987: 2nd Program

0 1993: 3rd Program

15. EUROPEAN OF SAFETY 16. EUROPEAN OF SAFETY

ACTION
A STRENGTH

o DRIVER'S LICENSE
MAASTRICHT Article 75

O SAFETY BELT

O TECHNOLOGY A DEBATE

o VEHICLES SUBSIDIARITY?

O DYNAMIC OF INCITING
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ROAD SAFETY POLICY IN HUNGARY

Mr. Gyorgy Csaszar
Ministry of Transport, Telecommunication and Water Management

INTRODUCTION The effects of the use of the daytime running
lights of the vehicles is well illustrated in Figure 3.

The history of traffic is a history of accidents. At The number of frontal collisions, outside built-up
all times, efforts have been made to prevent traffic areas, was cut almost in half.
accidents or at least to diminish their harmful effects.

OBJECTIVES IN HUNGARY
However, traffic safety policy can only be spoken

about, if the prevention activities encompass all the With these safety measures our "cheap"
traffic elements - the man, the vehicles and the road, possibilities were exhausted. For future activities, in
-- and these activities are coordinated, and the 1993 the National Traffic Safety Programme was
conditions for implementation are assured. adopted by Hungary Government, which targeted

reducing the rate of accidents with personal injuries
In Hungary, the explosion-like upswing of by half, by year 2000. Within 5-6 years, with this

motorization started at the end of the sixties, and the reduction, the present western European average
parallel, fast deterioration of the accident situation might be attained. However, the implementation of
needed a comprehensive intervention. this National Traffic Safety Programme is also

subject to adequate financial means.
ACCIDENT SITUATION IN HUNGARY

FINANCING
Figure 1 illustrates the development of the main

accident characteristics of the past twenty years in When considering the problem of financing
Hungary. It can be seen that in spite of the dynamic sources, our basic idea was that prevention is cheaper
increase of the vehicle stock experienced until 1987, than rehabilitation, and that nowadays, in Hungary,
the rate of accidents was stabilized. The reasons of traffic safety is an area where the capital invested can
the extremely strong growth which evolved between be recovered with the least possible delay. However,
the years 1987 and 1990, never felt before, are still to demonstrate this point accounts should be
being disputed by professionals. However, examined in which costs and benefits are presented
improvement started again from 1991 onwards, as a together. We consider the state budget and the
result of substantiated measures. Fundamentally, the accounts of the insurance companies do this.
fast improvement of traffic safety can be explained by
four measures recently taken (see Figure 2). Further, it is justifiable to make those who are

endangering road safety to a great extent support it
1. First among the Central and Eastern European safety. Accordingly, the plan of financial sources,

countries, Hungary reduced the general speed limit compiled by us, is shown in Figure 4
in built-up areas from 60 km/h to 50 km/h.

Involving the insurance companies in financing
2. After the Scandinavian countries, first in the rest safety is a problem. Monetary interest does not seem

of Europe, Hungary also introduced the obligatory sufficient. There are, however, other means to
use of vehicles' daytime running lights outside of involve vehicle insurance companies in financing
built-up areas. safety. The insurance companies which deal with

liability in the field of transport, can be subjected to
3. Police controls in traffic were significantly state pressure. The counterpart of contracting

strengthened and the severity of penalties, levied constraint can be the obligation to finance prevention.
for offence of traffic rules, were increased.

Figure 5 shows, by percent of proposed
4. The increased use of safety belts was encouraged, expenditures, the purposes and the rates we wish for

thus the rate of their usage rose two-fold in front improvement of traffic safety. This expenditure plan
seats and three-fold in rear seats.
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is based on the National Traffic Safety Programme PROBLEMS (Figure 8)
adopted by the Government.

Financing. Its seems a realistic goal in the field
It can be seen from this figure that almost half of of road safety to reduce our accident rates to half of

the whole planned expenditure is allocated to the present values, by year 2000. (I:a 1993 the
infrastructure development, which coincides with the annual reduction rate was 25%!) This can be
nationwide infrastructure development objectives. achieved with the help of the adopted Government
The technical inspections of vehicles are of a self- Programme. However, the financial means for full
financing character, because they are covered by implementation of the programme are still missing,
vehicle operators in the form of charges. both at regional and local levels.

ORGANIZATION Coordination. Regarding the matter of highest
level of coordination, for long time it was undecided

Tasks which are connected to traffic safety fall not whether this activity should be carried out by an
only into the competence of transport, but of other organization superior to the various portfolios or by
ministries also. a body belonging to a specific ministry. Finally the

question was decided by the Government: the
Figure 6 presents the organization of the Minister of Transport is responsible for coordination

Interministerial Traffic Safety Committee established and an Interministerial Committee is the authorized
by the Government in 1993 for the coordination of coordinating organization. Nevertheless, the
the activities of the various portfolios. The deputy Committee will be restricted in the achievement of its
state secretaries are members of the Committee and task as long as the activities cannot be supported by
its Head is the Administrative Secretary of State of the necessary funds.
the Ministry of Transport, Telecol.imunication and
Water Management. Other people are also involved The organizations of the lower level coordination:
into the work of the Committee. Professionally, the
traffic safety activities of the Ministry of Transport, - local authorities
Telecommunication and Water Management is being - road administrations
backed by the Institute for Transport Sciences and - local police
other professional institutions. - road inspectorate

ACTIVITIES Motivation. The safety inclination of road users
is poor, because despite the inappropriate accident

Figure 7 shows the supervision exercised over the situation their sense of danger is weak. A more
various traffic safety activitiesby different ministries. efficient and intensified propaganda is needed for
From these, the task pertaining to transport are the their better motivation.
most complex, because they encompass all the three
elements of traffic. However, .nindful also of the Politicians, who are also liable for traffic safety
economic situation of the country at present, the most are poorly motivated in their responsibilities. This has
difficult task rests with the portfolio of finance. been proved by the rejection of the obligation of

fastening seat belts. Their motivation requires many
Activities under state supervision are supported by external pressures in a manner similar to this

social organizations (Automobile Club) and by seminar.
business federations, as well as by the activities
practiced by the institutions of the mass media. For the efficient traffic safety motivation of both

road users and politicians, new methods should be
explored. It seems that the professional arguments
alone are not successful enough on either of these
groups. Road users can be efficiently motivated by
using emotional means, whereas arguments of
economic policy may be successful in political circle.
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Figure 1: Changes in the number of vehicles, personal in,ury accidents and fatalities due to them
between 1976-1993.
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Figure 2: Road safety measures and their effect (Hungary, 1993)

Measures Effect

50 Decrease of average speed (in March and April by 10%), more homogeneous speed distribution.

1-4_ Proportional increase of motor vehicles using also by daytime their running lights (from 42% to 90%)
on motor roads and main roads outside built-up areas.
Decrease by 50% of frontal collisions by daytime.

Significant growth in the frequency of police controls and in the magnitude of fines to be levied
in course of offences. J

Proportional increase of using the safety belts:
on passenger cars' front seats: from 34,0% to 75.0 %
on passenger cars' rear seats: from 5,6% to 14,5%.
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Flgure 3: Monthly number of day-time frontal collisions on semi-motorways and main roads outside
built-up areas in the first half of 1992 and 1993 resp.
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Figure 4: Sources of financing the National Road Safety Program
in million HUF

YEAR EXISTING BUDGET INSURANCE FINES FOR
SOURCES COMPANIES VIOLANCES

1995 250 500 1000 1200
1996 250 1000 100 N800

997 250 1500 1000 ~~~~~400

o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 niMon HUF

1995 _- (2950)

.... . . ..... .. .9gj

1996 (3050)

1997 (10

Years total for 3 yews = 9150
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Figure 5: Planned traMc safety expenditures according to spheres of spending

Road infrastructure 25.0% Development of
safety programs rail/road crossings

26.7° Yc

Technical
inspection
of vehicles
(self-financed)

Instruction.
educationA

in traffic 5.0% 2.3%
Traffic safety research 2.6% 8.7% 13.0% Institutional costs

Development of technical Information,
equipment of traffic police propaganda

Flgure 6: Inter-Departmental Committee for Road Safety

|iinistr9 of Transport 11

| Ministry of Home Affairs

National Police Headquarters

Ministry of Finance

MNfinistry of Welfare and Health

Ministry of Culture and Education

_Ministry of Defence |
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Figure 7: Interdepartmental Committee for Road Safety
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Figure 8: Problems in the realization of National Road Safety Program

1. Financing: - at national level
- at regional levels

2. Coordination: - at upper level ? INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE FOR
ROAD SAFETY

or
? THE ADMINISTRATION

- at lower level - participant: the local MUNICIPALITIES

- official responsible ? the local ROAD DIRECTORATES
? the local POLICE
? the local TRANSPORT INSPECTORATES
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EVOLUTION OF ROAD ACCIDENTS

Mr. Fred Wegman
SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research

The Netherlands

"We can not predict the future
We can invent it "

Figures rule the world It is extremely annoying for a Minister responsible
for the improvement of road safety, that this expert

Let's take sport. Coaches and players, but also "blamed" the poor weather for the favorable
the general public, are lost without figures. Consider development in the number of road accident
baseball scores, or Formula 1 racing times, for casualties. It would be very attractive for a
example. politician, after all, to make an announcement in

Parliament, which would also be widely distributed to
There is always great interest in economic figures. the press, stating that the number of road traffic

The growth in the GNP, the size of the financial fatalities is 8% less than last year as a result of the
deficit, the growth in employment, the inflation policy conducted, only to be thwarted by an expert
percentage and index numbers enabling entry into the who credits the poor weather for this drop. Would
EMU represent some examples of figures which are anyone dare doubt the conclusions of the expert, or
not only published and discussed in the trade press is there still hope for the Minister?
but the national newspapers also print them. When
economic figures are presented, the trade on the stock Two questions will now need to be answered:
market responds. More markedly, business even
responds to the announcement that economic figures 1. Is there indeed questions of a drop in road hazard
will be published. This not only relates to the if the number of fatalities drops from 627 to 575?
reproduction of series of figures from the past, it also And, if there is a drop, is the drop incidental or
concerns explanations of the recorded developments. structural?
Favorable developments seem to have many
claimants. In addition, the more one understands 2. What explanation can be given for this drop, if it
about the development in the past, of causal is recognized as such?
relationships, the more one feels in a position to
make predictions about the future. Three pitfalls

Road safety is no exception to this rule. Several If the monthly or quarterly figure for the number
weeks ago, bold headlines in the Dutch daily of road traffic fatalities is known, does this figure say
newspapers declared: "fewer traffic fatalities due to something about the number of fatalities to be
poor weather in the first half of the year". In the first anticipated one month or one quarter later? This is
six months of 1994, 575 fatalities were recorded on certainly the case, but those who wish to make
Dutch roads, 52 less than in the same period a year statements of this kind should avoid the pitfalls.
previously -- a drop of 8%, no less. The conclusion Firstly, there is a seasonal effect. The same number
should not be difficult, the indicators of road safety of road traffic fatalities do not occur every month. In
in the Netherlands are healthy. There were, however, the Netherlands, the figure in winter is less than in
a few renowned experts who already had an summer. This is because fewer trips are made in
explanation for this favorable development: the poor winter, people cycle and walk more in summer, etc.
weather. The wintry weather in early 1994 meant The seasonal difference is shown in Figure 1.
that fewer old people left their homes and although Correction for monthly and quarterly figures is
the snow led to more collisions, their outcome was therefore required.
less severe, according to the newspaper reports.
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Figure 1: Fatalities in the Netherlands 1989-1994.
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When one considers the development in the road necessarily a 5 % drop; intuitively, many will say that
accident figures over a number of years, and makes the annual figure has remained constant. This
a correction for quarterly influences, this leads to the intuition is correct. Road hazard should be seen as
situation shown. One can then draw a trend line, in characteristic of the traffic system, a phenomenon
this case strongly linear, showing the actual expressed through the number of accidents and
development. This shows that the number of traffic victims. These actual happenings lead to estimates for
fatalities in the Netherlands has dropped by an road hazard. As a result of the distribution of
average of 3.8% in recent years, indicating the probabilities for the actual figures, these estimates are
conclusion that something quite unusual had occurred stochastic in nature. An essential question here of
in 1994 was incorrect. Unfortunately for our expert, course, is how great the fluctuations in probability
1993 had an unusual high second quarter. Therefore, are. It is general practice to adhere to the Poisson
it is more pertinent to ask why this quarter was so distribution as stochastic model for the distribution in
unfavorable, rather than to ask why the first six the number of accidents. This means that if the
months of 1994 were so favorable. anticipated value is 100, the distribution surrounding

this value is the square root of 100, or 10. In other
Our conclusion was, therefore different from that words, if the number of fatalities drops from 100 to

of the quoted expert, namely that the annual number 95, the conclusion should be: no change, the number
of fatalities is dropping, and the drop in the first half has remained constant. The Figure I also indicates
of 1994 fits the trend very well. the boundaries within which there is in fact "no

change" in road hazard.
As a consequence, politicians and policy makers

for example would be advised to give themselves A trend?
time to permit an overall analysis, following the
publication of new figures, so as not to make When one considers the actual developments over
demonstrably erroneous statements. However, do not a longer period, e.g. fifteen years, then the
worry, our policy makers ensure that Ministers do Netherlands situation is shown in Figure 2. This
not step into the "seasonal effect pitfall" or the indicates that a drop in the annual number of traffic
"pitfall of bi-annual comparisons". fatalities from over 2000 in 1980 to 1250 in 1993

represent a drop of almost 40%. The Netherlands
The third pitfall is the "coincidence pitfall". If the scores quite well with this figure when compared to

number of traffic fatalities drops from 100 a year to the international community. Nevertheless, one does
95, not many people will dare to claim that this is not see a smooth, constant development. Sometimes,
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it seems that the favorable short-term trends come to 2. Higher than average drops seem always to be
an abrupt halt. Two conclusions are impressed on us followed by a rise in the subsequent year.
here:

The picture becomes clearer if we do not try to
1. It is very dangerous to announce an unfavorable pinpoint a trend in the actual annual number of traffic

trend if more road casualties are registered in one fatalities, but rather consider the moving average
year than in the preceding year; the converse hold over the last twelve months. For the Netherlands,
true also. these values are shown in Figure 3. This graph again

shows a downward trend.

Figure 2: Fatalities in the Netherlands since 1980, annual numbers

Figure 3. Fatalities in the Netherlands since 1980, 12 month moving average.
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Furthermore, it is very interesting to find Developments in Eastern Europe
explanations for favorable and unfavorable deviations
from the average downward trend. Methods have The developments in the field of road hazard do
been developed to do so systematically. It is not not show a steady, continuous pattern. Figure 4
sufficient to only make use of data about road shows the situation for several countries, with no
accidents, but it is also necessary to understand the recognizable trend. The political and economic
developments in the relevant influencing factors, in changes at the end of the 1980s, seem to have led to
order to understand the development in road safety. a growth in the annual number of road accident
For example, the changes in driving under the fatalities. Of course, factors can be cited to explain
influence of alcohol, the use of seat belts, speeding this phenomenon. This can be found in the literature:
behavior, etc. Prior to this, however, one must a rapid growth in the number of vehicles, many new
answer the question of whether changes in a trend are and inexperienced drivers on the road, many western
due to broader changes in the road transport system new and second-hand cars driving at relatively high
such as the mobility, the infrastructure, road safety speeds on inadequate and insufficiently maintained
legislation, etc. roads, much driving under the influence of alcohol in

situations where there is little police enforcement and
However, the trends shown in Figure 2 and 3 still a poorly equipped police force, etc. These are

leave an important question unanswered, if there is possible explanations, but scientifically support
really a drop in road hazard, why is this drop evidence is not available.
reasonably steady?

Figure 4. Fatalities in Hungary and Poland, 1975 - 1992.
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It is furthermore striking that, in a number of development since 1950 gives a different picture
countries, the growth in road hazard has come to a (Figure 5). The annual number of traffic fatalities
halt. There are even countries where the "war seems rose from 1000 in 1950 to 2000 in 1960, progressing
to be won". Is the drop in road hazard in countries to over 3000 in 1970. After that time, the annual
such and Hungary and Poland the herald of a figure dropped by more than 60%, to 1250 in 1993.
favorable development, or is it a question of a How can this apparently contradictory development
temporary favorable development which will soon be be understood, when we consider that mobility in the
reversed? In order to be able to answer this Netherlands multiplied by a factor of seven between
question, it is useful to consider what developments 1950 and 1970, while after 1970 to the present day,
can also be expected in Eastern Europe, then mobility has further doubled. More mobility and yet,
predictions can be made for these countries on this fewer traffic fatalities?
basis. However, it is risky to make statements about
anticipated changes for the future. It is enough to In various papers my colleagues Koornstra and
say something about the past in highly motorized Oppe have successfully modelled the developments of
countries, but not to be too eager to make statements road fatalities based on long term developments in
about future road hazard developments for countries traffic growth (motorized kilometers) and in fatality
in Central and Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, lessons rates (road death per distance of travel). The so-
can be learned from the former. called logistic function, which is a S-shaped curve,

fits the long term trend of traffic growth for many
More mobility, yet fewer traffic fatalities highly motorized countries. This could be illustrated

for example by data from the USA, covering a period
Figure 2 shows the development in the annual of almost 70 years (Figure 6).

number of traffic fatalities after 1980. However, the

Figure 5. After a decrease, road safety in the Netherlands more than doubles since 1972
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The growth of motorization is accompanied by Koornstra and Oppe concluded on empirical data
exponentially decreasing curve for fatality rates. This that cyclic modifications should be added to the long-
means a reduction in annual road fatalities per term macroscopic trend of mobility growth and of
kilometer driven by a constant percentage (log-linear fatality rate decrease as well, although some space for
trend), although this percentage differs from one year discussion remains. Just by combining both
to the next. The exponential curve is given for the developments as product [fatalities =
USA, as an example (Figure 7). fatalities/kilometrage * kilometrage] the

development of fatalities could be described
The percent decline per year differs for different (Figure 8). This leads to the conclusion that a

countries. Higher accident rates do not correspond to reduction in number of fatalities ought to be the result
higher decline rates, although some indication could of a higher decrease in fatality rate, rather than an
be found in different highly motorized countries that, increase in mobility growth. Should the growth in
nowadays, the fatality rate decline is lower than in mobility accelerate, for example due to high
the past. economic growth, then extra attention should be

devoted to (road safety) measures with the aim of
further decreasing risk in road traffic, otherwise an
immediate increase of fatalities will be the result.

Figure 7. The exponential decline of the fatality rates in the USA.
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The following results of these modelling activities The lesson to be learned here is when accelerated
are of great importance for policy making in Central traffic growth is anticipated, no time should be
and Eastern European countries. lost in investing in safety! A long time-lag could be

considered as a poor quality response to traffic
First of all, remarkable differences are to be growth.

noticed between different countries: high reduction
rates in Japan and Finland (about 10% per year) and An example: Developments in Poland
lower rates in the UK and USA about 4%. It seems
to be that the more recent and the more explosive, The developments of road traffic and casualties in
the motorization, the larger the annual decrease in Poland might serve as an example to illustrate the
fatality rate. This indicates that reduction rates of developments in Central and Eastern European
8-10% in fatality rates must be considered as countries. In the framework of cooperation between
realistic targets for Central and Eastern European Poland and the Netherlands, SWOV works together
countries. with Polish road safety experts in the GAMBIT-

project. Figure 9 shows the long-term development
Secondly, a correlation has been established in of road accident casualties since 1955 in Poland.

highly-motorized countries between traffic growth This development has been accompanied by a regular
and fatality rate reduction: the slower the growth of increase of traffic and decrease in fatality rate.
mobility the less the reduction in fatality rate. In
these countries, high traffic growth percentages This represents an average decrease in fatality rate
correspond with high fatality rate reductions. over the period 1955-1992 of 8.9%. However, the
However, in no sense is this correlation a result of decrease from 1982-1992 is only 6.2%. Figure 10
some natural law or a spontaneous development. We clearly shows this average value hides the real
might consider this correlation as a result of a increase which took place during the last few years,
collective effort to adapt a society to growing traffic. starting in 1988. The fatality rate during the last few
Growing traffic required an enlarged, renewed year is, however, rather low. If we assume that the
improved and well-maintained road traffic system. fatality rate should remain at least at the same level
This traffic growth, and its corresponding as during the years before (minus 5% and minus
adaptations, result in better and newer roads, 10%), the conclusion could be drawn that the steep
increasing drivers' experience, newer and safer increase in fatalities in 1989/91 have been of a
vehicles and appropriate traffic regulations and temporary nature.
enforcement. All highly-motorized countries went
through this adaptation to mass-motorization. And a The question then remains what to expect in the
lot of information is available nowadays about future? First we can assume two possible saturation
effective measures to improve road safety. So, if levels (Figure 1 lA): one car per two inhabitants (20
(accelerated) traffic growth is not accompanied by million cars) and one per three inhabitants (13 million
appropriate risk reducing countermeasures and cars). Then two possible prediction curves for
activities, a (disastrous) increase of road fatalities fatality rates could be shown. There is no evidence,
might be an outcome. however, to decide which of the curves is the most

valid (Figure 1 iB). Based on these projections
But, thirdly, a lagging correlation between traffic different scenarios could be prepared. A moderate

growth and fatality rate reduction have been noted. traffic growth combined with a steep risk reduction,
Only after some years, does high traffic growth lead may be too optimistic, but nevertheless the most
to higher fatality rate reductions. This could be needed scenario (Figure 1 lC and D). The scenario
understood as time-lag which is needed to implement with fast traffic growth and moderate risk reduction
effective counter-measures for risk reduction. But somewhat too pessimistic. We can suggest, however,
this means at first, more fatalities due to traffic the need to learn lessons from examples in highly-
growth and some years later, hopefully, reduction. motorized countries, in order to reduce fatalities.
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Figure 9. Relation between growth of vehicles, risk development and casualties in Poland
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Figure 11 A, B, C, D. Analysis of growth of vehicles, risk development and predicted fatalities in Poland
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Figure 12 shows schematically the results of possible to influence the speed at which such
different accents in road safety policy in the improvements are affected, which mean that effective
Netherlands. Using different strategies and efforts pay. However, such evolutions are not
approaches have resulted in rather positive results. spontaneous, in any sense. They can be the result of
The challenge for Central and Eastern European investing in the quality of the road traffic system. As
countries is to reach the same road safety levels as the future cannot be predicted, to invent a future, in
the highly-motorized countries. From our experiences the field of road safety, is a challenging task which
it is quite clear that growing mobility in a society lies ahead. We wish you all success.
could result in decreasing number of fatalities. It is
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Figure 12. Scheme of different accents in road safety policy in the Netherlands
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Conclusions and recommendations jurisdiction, combined with knowledge or the
effectiveness of road safety measures and

1. Road safety development is strongly related to interventions, opens the possibility of formulating
traffic growth and to the quality (of improvements) of realistic road targets and targeted road safety
the road transport system. This relationship requires programmes.
a road safety policy which is integrated in traffic
policy and in infrastructure policy. Other integrations 4. A Road Safety Information System (RIS) is needed
(police, public health, education, etc.) are also to monitor road safety trends, to establish long term
relevant. A National Road Safety Conunittee should trends, to assess short term deviations of this trend
be considered as one adequate step in dealing with and to explain trends and deviations. It is
this integration. Road safety policy which denies the recommended the independent institutes be
relationship between traffic growth and road safety is commissioned to perform these analyses. Data which
undeniably too limited. are needed for the Road Safety Information System

have to be collected on a regular basis. Methodology
2. World Bank projects, and projects of other to carry out such monitoring and assessment should
banking institutions, have to acknowledge the be developed in all Central and Eastern European
relationships between traffic growths, investments in countries.
road transport and road safety. Sub-standard
solutions (in regards to safety measures) in 5. The relationship between traffic growth and road
infrastructure investments could result in avoidable safety seems to be a rather complicated one, but the
accidents risks remaining too high. results of the analyses of many high-motorized

countries gives us the confidence in the validity of
3. Knowledge about the quantitative relationships these models, for use also in Central and Eastern
between traffc growth and road safety, in a certain European countries.
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6. Accelerated traffic growth has to be accompanied Fatality rate reductions of 8-10% per year can be
by appropriate risk reducing measures. Fatality rates considered as realistic targets for Central and Eastern
will tend to decrease only as a result of collective European countries. When traffic growth is
efforts and are in no sense spontaneous. anticipated no time should be lost in investing in

safety.
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DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY POLICY

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

The development and publication of a road safety policy by the government demonstrates a strong
commitment to road accident reduction and thus provides a clear focus for the activities of the various
agencies, organizations, and the community at large.

Such a policy should be based on a planned and balanced application of cost-effective measures.
Requesting the advice of high level experts, who have successfully developed such programs for years in
their own countries, may be highly cost effective.

The policy should set realistic targets regarding the reduction in the number of accidents and
casualties in the future. These targets should be readily understandable and "owned" by those responsible for
road safety.

The effectiveness of the policy must be regularly monitored and reported. An appropriate road
safety policy is one of the essential components of a well balanced overall transport policy and public health
policy.

DETAILED CONCLUSIONS OF THE MODULE

A national road safety policy should consist of a program of measures based on careful analysis.
This requires an assembly of factual data on the current road safety situation, identification of the problem
areas, investigation of the causes of accidents and development of countermeasures. The ranking of such
measures should be based on an estimation of their cost-effectiveness, including saved lives.

The implementation of such a policy requires a clear allocation of responsibilities between the
departments of central government.

One way of achieving this, that has proved effective in a number of countries, is to establish
challenging but achievable casualty reduction targets, first on the national level. In addition to action at the
central level, decentralized action is also an absolute necessity, involving local government's organizations.

These entities will not only be those with statutory responsibilities, such as the police and the local
authorities, but a wide range of organizations such as automobile clubs which can be instrumental in
explaining and promoting the policy and providing feedback.

Expensive items (e.g. police equipment, television advertising, hospital helicopters, infrastructure
improvements, etc.) have to be tightly targeted and controlled. Strong justifications and commitment to
specific programs related to road safety should be demonstrated. Continuous evaluation is also important to
verify that predicted benefits actually occur. Training, study tours, twinning, and improved data and
research need to be closely linked to programs for increased safety and safety funding so that data and skills
are applied.

PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Development of a policy based on a well-thought out program of road safety measures is a difficult
task and requires a level of expertise which might require the use of international consultants.
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DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTING A NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY POLICY

Dr P H Martin
Head of Road Safety Division

Department of Transport, London

This paper discusses the content of a national road safety policy, the methods for devising such a
policy and the tools for its implementation. A procedure for the construction of a program of road safety
measures is put forward, based on analysis of national road safety statistics, accident causation studies,
assessment of the likely effectiveness of alternative measures and resource constraints. The strategy for
implementing this program must recognize the de-centralized nature of the road safety system, under which
decision making is largely devolved. It is therefore necessary to win the commitment of a wide range of
independent decision makers to the central strategy. This has been achieved in the United Kingdom and
elsewhere by establishing an achievable but challenging casualty reduction target.

There are two elements to the formulation of combination of enforcement measures, and persuasive
a road safety policy: the construction of a program of advertising and education. Conversely, there is a
road safety measures and the establishment of a much wider spectrum of counter measures for
mechanism for giving effect to that program. In reducing the number of casualties in speed related
devising the program of counter measures it is first accidents. Vehicle safety standards could be raised
necessary to assemble the factual data on the so that they give more protection or seat belt wearing
current road safety situation: the number of accidents rates increased. Speed related accidents could be
and casualties analyzed by severity of injury, road caused by inadequate signing of bends and junctions,
user group, age group, type of road, time of day and poor road design or maintenance. Alternatively, the
so on. This will indicate the scale of the problem problem could be one of driver behavior which,
and, by careful comparison with other countries, it again, might be influenced by enforcement or
should be possible to identify what particular national persuasion. It is not an easy matter to isolate these
problems there are. different factors and it is likely to require in-depth

research studies over a considerable period of time.
For example, such an analysis for the United

Kingdom indicates that, on any measure chosen, the The next stage of the analysis, is to estimate
UK has one of the best road safety records in the likely effectiveness of each of the counter
Europe. Further analysis shows that this arises measures. For example, in 1985 when such an in-
substantially from an exceptionally low accident rate depth study was carried out in the UK, it was
among car occupants. On the other hand, for estimated that improved vehicle design could save
pedestrians the record is not as good as that of some 30,000 road casualties each year in the UK and
other countries and for child pedestrian accidents the 200,000 deaths and serious injuries annually in the
UK is among the worst in Europe. Other countries European Community. The treatment of accident
have different problems: some have a high level of black spots and other highway engineering measures
cycling and cycle accidents, in others motorcycle were estimated to have similar potential for reducing
casualties are relatively high. casualties in the UK. Of course, different measures

take effect on different time scales. It is a long time
Once the problem has been identified, the before a higher standard in the design of new vehicles

next stage is to investigate the causes and devise works its way through the vehicle park and has an
possible counter measures. Some areas are relatively impact on the road safety statistics. On the other
straightforward. For example, if drinking and hand, compulsory seat belt wearing, when it was
driving is a problem which it is almost universally - introduced in the UK in 1983, had such an immediate
the road safety program is likely to include a
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effect that it was possible to see a step reduction in possible to win commitment to a target which is felt
the number of road casualties. to be impossible to meet. The target must be readily

understood if others are to identify with it. For this
Having applied the above procedures to reason, it is preferable to set a target in terms of

construct a program of counter-measures, each casualty numbers than casualty rates. Casualty rates
measure can be costed and they can be ranked may be scientifically more rigorous but it means little
according to the number of casualties that can be to the wider community to seek to reduce road deaths
saved for every pound spent. The last step, from, say, 4 to 6 deaths per 100 million vehicle
therefore, is to take the available budget and, kilometers. On the other hand, everyone can feel
working from the top of the list, implement as many part of a campaign to save 500 lives a year.
of the measures as can be afforded.

To summarize, there are two equally
The approach outlined above is entirely data- important components to the development of a road

led, rational and analytical and it results in a road safety policy. First, from the bottom-up, it is
safety program which is built on a sound factual necessary to construct a program of counter-measures
basis. However, it is far from deterministic and a which addresses the particular national problems,
great deal of professional road safety judgement is based on analysis of accident statistics. Political
necessary in carrying out such an analysis. support for the implementation of this program is
Nonetheless, the "bottom-up" approach to the then given by establishing a challenging road safety
production of a program of measures provides an target to which the Government is publicly
essential discipline in formulating a road safety committed. As the UK and other countries have
strategy. shown, such a strategy can fire the public imagination

and inspire the commitment that is necessary to bring
However, this approach must be about a dramatic reduction in road casualties.

complemented by a "top-down" approach to strategy
formulation. The best structured road safety program There is a very close relationship between
will have no effect unless it is implemented. That road safety strategy and road safety organization. It
requires human and financial resources and these will is not possible for the Government acting alone to
only be forthcoming if there is a commitment at all bring about a substantial improvement in road safety.
levels, including from the very top. The best way of Governments can specify standards, for roads and
demonstrating this commitment is by establishing a vehicles, and can establish the framework of laws for
national road safety target. In the UK we have a their use. But an improvement in road safety
target to reduce road casualties by 1/3 by the year requires the concerted efforts of a large number of
2000. The Netherlands is aiming to halve road independent organizations, such as regional and local
deaths by the year 2010. Similar targets have been government, the police, motoring organizations, the
adopted in Australia and the Scandinavian countries. voluntary sector, commercial fleet managers, school
In the USA the National Highways and Traffic Safety teachers, parents and road users.
Administration established a target to reduce the
number of deaths per 100 million vehicle miles. In Road safety is an extreme example of a de-
many ways, the adoption of a target is far more centralized system where decision making is
important than the way it is framed or the level at devolved. This structure requires a road safety
which it is set. strategy which is capable of persuading all of these

independent partners to act in concert. There are
The main purpose of a national road safety some practical ways of doing this. Local authorities

target is to demonstrate the commitment of can be influenced by targeted grants. Businesses can
Government to improving road safety and so win the be induced to support road safety by tax breaks and
support of all the other organizations and individuals there any number of schemes giving small awards to
whose efforts are needed to achieve the target. In individuals in recognition of their efforts. But, if
this way, the establishment of a target becomes a road safety is seen to be the Government's
powerful force for improving road safety. responsibility, these will have little effect. It is far

more important that those who can influence road
The target has to be reasonable: it must be safety should "own" the problem.

accepted as being both challenging and achievable.
A target that is so low that it can hardly be missed is Such a strategy has proved very successful
worse than no target at all but, equally, it is not in the UK. In response to the Government's
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announcement of a road safety target, the local substantially improving child pedestrian safety by
authority associations published a "Road Safety Code area-wide traffic calming schemes. The Government
of Good Practice" recommending that their members has earmarked £3 million per annum for a publicity
set local targets for casualty reduction. As a result, campaign aimed at encouraging motorists to slow
every local highway authority has now set itself a down when children are about. The private sector
road safety target and is preparing an annual report of has responded magnificently, devoting even larger
the measures taken to achieve that target. These road sums than the Government. For example, a major
safety plans are reviewed at regular regional, annual insurance company is sponsoring a traffic club for
meetings between the Minister and local authority pre-school children and an oil company adopted child
elected members. In addition, central Government is road safety as a theme for their corporate advertising
now providing grants specifically for road safety to campaign.
the value of £50 million per annum.

To sum up, the central thesis of this paper is
A second example of the success of this that, in order to succeed, a road safety policy must

corporate approach to road safety is demonstrated by recognize the decentralized nature of road safety
the measures we have introduced to improve child organization. Consequently, while it must consist of
road safety. In view of the relatively poor child road a program of measures devised from scientific
safety record in the UK, the Government launched a analysis of the casualty statistics, such a program
major policy initiative involving six Government alone is insufficient. It is also necessary to win the
Departments. A policy document was sent to every commitment of local decision makers. This has been
local authority, every education authority, every achieved in the UK and elsewhere by the adoption,
health authority and to the head teacher of every by Government, of an achievable but challenging
school in UK. Road safety education is now being road safety target which can be readily understood
integrated into the National School Curriculum. The and subscribed to by all those involved.
Transport Research Laboratory has developed
teaching material for use in the classroom. This was
printed with commercial sponsorship and is being
promoted and distributed by local authority road
safety officers. Local authorities are also
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NATIONAL ROAD SAFETY POLICY

Dimitur GANEV
Secretary of the Traffic Safety National Commission

Sofia, Bulgaria

In today's dynamic world, nearly every human As is normal, the changes which have taken place
activity is linked, in one way or another, with the use in our country in recent years have also affected the
of automobile transport. In this connection, the need system created to guarantee road traffic safety. The
of guaranteeing road traffic safety is indisputable. significant changes which have occurred in the state
Activity to create a system of road traffic safety in administration during these years, have resulted in the
the Republic of Bulgaria started already during the liquidation of many of the existing services, expert
1950s. During the almost 40 years since then, this groups and specialized teams working on the
activity passed through several phases and stages, and problems of road safety. The new economic relations
in the late 80s our country had an orderly, centralized and the corresponding changes in the legal
system with a hierarchical structure whose framework, regulating relations in our society, led to
management aspect was developed within the extremely big changes in the functions and structures
departmental framework of the Ministry of the of the state bodies in a very short time. As a result
Interior. This system was based on the principle of of this, the system of teams engaged in traffic safety,
differentiating road traffic safety as a separate established over many years, collapsed in just a few
problem and assigning its solution (and the months and lost its efficiency and effectiveness.
responsibility for its overall state) to the Central
Commission on Traffic Safety (CCTS), set up within The problem which emerged in this connection,
the Ministry of the Interior. The commission had was not how exactly to 'conduct" state policy on
local teams through which it tried to manage, traffic safety and what it should primarily focus on,
coordinate and control almost all activities with a but what the main body, responsible for this policy in
bearing on road safety. An analysis of this the state apparatus, should represent and where its
organization which was acting until recently, showed place in the general structure of state administration
it to have been a parallel structure to the bodies of should be.
executive power and to a considerable extent
duplicated some of the latter's functions. In this connection, a National Commission on

Traffic Safety was set up within the Council of
Under these conditions, it was only natural for the Ministers of the Republic of Bulgaria in 1991 which,

departmental restrictions imposed on the system, to in keeping with the Regulation adopted for its work,
reflect on the quality of its work. A markedly was charged with the 'formation of state policy on
negative effect in this respect was exerted by the fact traffic safety". Its main tasks in this connection are:
that the number and gravity of road accidents, to draft proposals to the government on the
registered by the police, were used as a basic implementation of concrete measures for the
indicator in the assessment of its work. At the same improvement of traffic safety, to coordinate the
time, that same policy was responsible for reporting activity of the separate departments in their work on
and analyzing road accidents. In this situation it is concrete tasks, to coordinate promotion activity on
not surprising that the authorities tried to manipulate traffic safety on a national scale, to recommend the
the information on road accidents in such a way as to adoption of international procedures in the national
guarantee a good assessment of their work. legislation, etc. With the tasks thus assigned to the
Unfortunately, the negative consequences of this commission, it became evident that to ensure its
situation still continue to exist and are seen mainly in effective work it was necessary to set up a team, with
the failure to report persons injured in road accidents clearly defined analytical functions, which, on the
and, on this basis, the loss of a substantial part of the basis of a thorough analysis of the available
information necessary for taking correct management information, primarily the data on road accidents,
decisions. (A proof of this is the indicator showing would turn into a source of reliable information about
the ratio between the number of injured and the emerging problems and possible solutions. This is a
number of persons killed in road accidents. Although matter which we consider as being of paramount
it has risen slightly during the last year, it continues importance and which regrettably, has still not been
to be in the order of 7:1).
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properly solved. I believe that this problem has not condition, detecting and posting the so-called "black
been solved in many other countries either. points' for reasons of safety, etc. In other words,

these are measures requiring considerable funds
Of course, it is not possible to guarantee road within the total framework of the municipal budget.

traffic safety in the country as a whole, unless the Considering that the municipality can only receive
active participation in this process of local bodies of target-oriented funds from the national budget for
self-government is also ensured. Of the concrete measures of national importance, it becomes
approximately 37,000 km of existing roads in the clear that the measures mentioned above are in
country, nearly 24,000 km are managed and practice realized in keeping with the funds available
maintained by the municipalities on whose territory to the municipal administration. The above-
these roads are located. (The figure quoted does not mentioned Act clearly and precisely indicates the
include the length of streets in populated areas while revenue sources for the municipal budget, but
nearly two-thirds of road accidents and half of the experience has shown that, at the present time, the
people killed in them are registered in such populated amount of revenue collected depends mainly on the
areas. experience and personal qualities of the elected

mayors and the team of people working in the
The Local Self-Government and Local municipal administration. Unfortunately, experienced

Administration Act, adopted in 1991, granted administrators of this kind are lacking and most
extremely broad powers to the municipal councils municipalities expect financial support for traffic
(the local bodies of self-government) in the solution safety measures mainly from the national budget.
of all local problems, including traffic safety, in the Our conclusion in this connection is that the lack of
territory of the municipality. For this purpose they concrete administrative experience among people who
were given the right to organize and conduct any are heading and taking part in the government of the
needed concrete measures and actions. Where traffic municipalities, experience corresponding to market
safety is concerned, in the case of most economy conditions at that, indeed constitutes a very
municipalities, these are mainly measures aimed at serious obstacle to the work of the local self-
creating a better traffic organization and better road government bodies. Overcoming this problem will
conditions: posting and maintenance of the necessary require a long period of time naturally needed for the
roads signs, road marking, improving road surface adaptation of our entire society to the new economic

conditions.
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Frank Van Oss
Director of the AIT/FIA Brussels Office

Deputy Secretary of the European Road Safety Federation

It is a great honor for me, in the presence of so To mention a few:
many important government representatives, to draw
your attention to the position of the motoring clubs in In Poland: Polski Zwiazek Motorowy
modem society. I am speaking here today on behalf In the Czech Republic: Ustredni Automotoklub CR
of the Alliance Intemationale de Tourisme (AIT) in - Praha
Geneva, and the Federation Internationale de In Slovakia: Ustredni Automotoklub SR
l'Automobile (FIA) in Paris. They have assisted the - Brastislava
World Bank and European Union in the organization In Hungary: Magyar Autoklub
of this Seminar. In Romania: Automobil Clubul Roman

In Bulgaria: Union des Automobilistes Bulgares
The AIT and FIA are the world-wide federations

of more than 150 national motoring and touring These Clubs are particularly active in the field of
clubs. In Europe alone, the clubs have a joint road assistance in cases of break-downs or accidents.
membership of more than 40 million. The AIT and They receive strong support in developing their
FIA have an official consultation status in the services within their own country from the Clubs of
Economic Commission for Europe of the United the Member States of the European Union. National
Nations, in the Council of Europe, and at the Emergency Centers are being equipped and Road
European Conference of Ministers of Transport. In Patrols receive new vehicles and special training
these institutions the federations represent the programs.
interests of millions of motorists and tourists.
Because of the increasing number of public policy Next month all European AIT/FIA Clubs will be
files, dealt with by the European Union, a joint announcing a proposal for a pan-European Motorway
AIT/FIA Office was set up in Brussels to advise the Network. This network of major motorways in
key decision makers in the Union and to see to it that Western and Eastern Europe must satisfy the strictest
the interests of automobile users and tourists are road safety requirements so as to restrict the accident
taken into account in the legislative process. death rate to less than 5 per one thousand million

vehicles kilometers. This requirement will be made
This office can rely on literally hundreds of known in November, during the AIT/FIA Euro-

specialists in the Clubs, in all possible fields: Conference in Bonn, to be held in the presence of the
legislation, environment, transport telematics, EU President of the Council of Transport Ministers,
tourism, marketing and technical expertise. Many the representative of the European Committee, the
Clubs have developed specific expertise like the Regions, the European Parliament and of the
ADAC who has a long standing experience in European Commission. We also hope that the
carrying out crash-tests on new models of cars. The steering group of the TEM Project (Trans European
results are made public so that everybody can make Motorway) will adopt this road safety standard.
use of them. Through a system of internal
commissions, common positions are prepared on all Most traffic accidents are caused by road users
relevant public policy items and communicated to the themselves. Statistics indicate that 80 to 90% of all
policy makers, who recognize our expertise in the accidents are caused by human mistakes. It is obvious
fields. that the focus of attention in improving road safety

should be on road users.
All the countries in Central Europe have active

motoring and touring clubs which are members of the
AIT and FIA.
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In a great many countries the motoring and As representatives of these road users the
touring clubs therefore play an important part in motoring and touring clubs are the best possible
preventing traffic accidents. Many clubs provide intermediary. If the Clubs can promote understanding
information on traffic rules. They do so in their club and insight among road users, a great deal will have
magazines or by organizing extensive public been achieved. Experience has shown that police
campaigns on the radio, on television or through the enforcement alone is not enough to change the
press. These clubs also develop teaching material and behavior of road users. Motorist, motorcyclists and
organize courses at driving schools, ordinary schools cyclists listen voluntarily to the recommendations of
or special practice centers for motorists. Besides the Clubs. In this more support in society for safer
theoretical courses, there are also practical courses in traffic can be promoted. In countries with a longer
which safe driving is tested in a learner car or in the tradition of motorized traffic, the favorable effects of
participant's own car. theses activities have been apparent for dozens of

years in the decrease in the number of traffic victims.
All these activities of the Clubs are aimed at There is now a great deal of public support in these

providing road users with greater understanding and countries for codes of practice regarding drinking and
knowledge. Because the reason behind many driving, speed limits, and safety belts, partly because
accidents is that people do not know the right traffic the motoring clubs have influenced road users in this
rules or because they do not know enough about the respect.
dynamics of cars. Stopping distances, skidding,
changing gears, speed in bends, the visibility of other The European Union has acknowledged the
road users: these are all important things to know in important role in society of the AIT and FIA. These
order to drive a car safely. This does not only apply two organizations are important partners in the
to motorists who have yet to pass their driving tests. European Road Safety Federation. This federation
Motorists who have driven for years also appear to carries out many European projects in cooperation
make a lot of mistakes due to insufficient knowledge with the European Commission in order to promote
of traffic rules, or errors which have slipped into road safety.
their driving behavior.

I would like to use this opportunity to call upon
Naturally, road safety will be greatly improved if the governments of the Central European countries to

the roads are safer. They should have the right develop an international road safety plan, together
proportions and should be carefully maintained. The with the European Union, in the context of the
vehicles must also be safe or, in other words, comply PHARE program. The national motoring clubs will
with international standards and should be properly certainly be able to play an important part in the
maintained. But, more importantly, road users implementation of this plan. These clubs are
themselves should promote road safety. definitely willing to do so, since the promotion of

road safety is one of their principal objectives.
Hopefully we will be able to closely cooperate with
you in the Central and Eastern European countries.
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ROAD SAFETY PLANS (NATIONAL OR REGIONAL?)
Road Safety Audit

Outline of Presentation given by Mr. Ian Appelleton
at the ITE Annual Meeting, Dulles 1994

1. Background - education
- legislative

* Current position, including comparison of - seat belt
modes - alcohol

* Policy background, including philosophy of - speed limits
approach - licensing of vehicle and/or drivers

* Administrative responsibilities - training
* Links between different levels of Government - enforcement and penalties
* Objectives - vehicle
* Targets / vision - occupants
* Priorities - others

- vulnerable groups such as pedestrians, - environmental
cyclists, children, the elderly - infrastructure improvements; link to Roads

- criteria Plan and role of Road Safety Audit
* Review of previous initiatives - campaigns
* Review of results of current research * Consultation
* Review of research requirements and support * Marketing / publicizing of initiatives

policy
* Forecast of future trends A. APPENDIX
* Evaluation methodology
* Consultation Statistical base
* Data sources
* Assumptions - research

- value of life
2. Proposals - statistical reliability of data sources, including

use of Police, hospital and insurance records.
* Resource availability and grant mechanisms - international comparisons
* Administrative, including delegations,

coordination of efforts and enforcement Research information
* Role of voluntary groups and links to

Administration - monitor of effectiveness of different accident
* Grant and other support mechanisms reduction measures
* Targets - traffic calming

- long term - review of design standards
- short term - new technologies, including driver aids and
- by user groups, particularly vulnerable user enforcement tools such as red light cameras

groups - review of benefits of improved signing
- vehicle - review of current road safety research program

* Evaluation framework - monitor of impacts of different speed limits
- proposed approach - review of performance of different materials
- proposed improvements and roadside infrastructure
- performance indicators - review of performance, quality and
- information requirements arrangement of support services, particularly

* Proposed measures first aid
- enforcement - identification of specialist training and

- agencies responsible analytical needs
- new technology, including surveillance

and control
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FINANCING ROAD SAFETY ACTIVITIES

SUMMARY FOR DECISION MAKERS

Implementing a global and efficient road safety policy is contingent on obtaining adequate funding
which requires relying on a balance of resources from different sources which will vary according to the
local context.

Although public budgets are limited, road safety is a highly cost effective activity involving saving
human lives and, therefore, a sharp increase in funding in CEE countries is justified to finance a well-
prioritized action plan based on economic analyses. Each country must individually decide how to best
finance its road safety policy at a level in accordance to its needs.

One of the main objectives is to involve the insurance industry system in funding road safety and
making them part of the decision-making process. Focussing on accident prevention, rather than repair, is
extremely cost effective for both insurers and all of society.

The income resulting from fines is allocated at least in part to road safety activities in some countries.

In all cases, road safety activities must be well coordinated, to avoid wasteful duplications, and should
be evaluated in terms of their cost-benefit ratios.

DETAILED SUMMARY OF THE MODULE

Decision makers must be aware that road safety activities are highly cost-effective as current funding
for road safety is far from satisfying all the needs. The different sources of road safety funding may be:

o Public budgets (state and local authorities) which are determined in a very competitive
environment;

O Allocated funds (for instance, road funds) from fuel and vehicle taxes or other sources;
o The insurance system is one of the most important possible sources of funding. A number of

countries (Finland, Canada, Australia) have legislative requirements for insurers to invest in road
safety. In the state of Victoria, Australia, about 10 percent of the third party premiums are
allocated to prevention activities and the rate of return is high for the insurance system itself;
smaller percentages could also be useful.

o Private companies involved in road safety (motor vehicle manufacturers, road construction
industries, etc.);

o Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs); and
O International aid and loans. The World Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and

Development have expressed their willingness to include safety components in the
highway/transport projects in which they are involved.

It is also essential to avoid wasteful duplications and to ensure that authorities in charge of road safety
direct their efforts to the most cost-effective tasks. A systematic evaluation of completed activities is also
required.
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PRIORITY NEEDS
FOR THE ATTENTION OF INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

International loans for road construction and rehabilitation need to include a safety component, not only
to achieve low-cost safety improvements on the road networks but also to improve other main aspects of road
safety policy depending, on the identified priorities. Funding for road safety, has to be increased in many
countries through a combination of diverse sources. The various sources of funding, have to be coordinated
so as to optimize their contribution to the implementation of a central strategy.
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FINANCING ROAD SAFETY ACTIVITIES

Peter Lowe

Introduction insurance company enhanced because of the reduction
in claims.

In the very competitive environment in which
public budgets are framed, funding for road safety Definition of Road Safety Activities
will seldom satisfy all the needs. It is therefore
essential that the highly cost beneficial nature of well All actions contributing to a reduction in the
directed road safety activities are understood by the number and/or severity of road accidents form a part
political decision makers. In addition, a National of road safety activities. They include functions
Road Safety Directorate is required to ensure that which are directed to road safety planning, funding,
authorities and departments responsible for road engineering, educating and enforcing, and providing
safety activities direct their efforts to the most cost- emergency services. The nature and diversity of road
effective tasks. This overview will also determine safety activities is illustrated in the following long,
the road safety budget and monitor the performance but not necessarily complete, list.
of the key road safety providers who include the
traffic police, road authorities, health and emergency National Government Level Strategic Activities
services. Well coordinated programs which avoid
wasteful duplication are required as these provide the 0 Policy and National umbrella legislation
potential for synergistic benefits, as well as the development;
individual activity benefit. Such considerations must 0 Strategy development, leadership and coordination;
also be tempered by the need to satisfy equity issues 0 Research and program evaluation;
between road user groups and the need to obtain the 0 Development of legislation fortraffic management,
commitment of different interest groups. road user behavior, vehicle standards and

compliance;
This paper discusses sources of road safety * Development of legislation for vehicle and road

funding, including those from government user insurance; and
consolidated revenues, tied or dedicated funds from 0 National promotions on TV, radio and newspapers
fuel taxes, vehicle registration fees, vehicle inspection
charges, driver licenses, vehicle insurance, personal National Government Level Operations
accident injury insurance and other charges such as
those on the transport of road freight. The * Road infrastructure provision;
contributionofNon-Government Organizations, other 0 Road operational management, maintenance and
government departments and private industry, through accident black spot treatment;
funding commercially driven policies and services or 0 Vehicle type approvals and inspections;
the generation of public support is also considered. 0 Vehicle registration;

* Driver licensing;
A case for legislation to require that those 0 Policing of road users and vehicles;

organizations that are direct beneficiaries of road 0 Road trauma services;
accidents be required to fund government road safety 0 Road safety education in schools; and
programs is put forward. In support of this 0 Coordination between operational groups
proposition, a case study of road safety funding in the
state of Victoria, Australia, by way of a levy against Regional and Local Government
road accident personal insurance, is described. With
a large injection of funds and improved coordination 0 Road infrastructure provision;
and service delivery this initiative has seen the road 0 Road operational management, maintenance and
death toll fall by over 40% in 3 years and the profit accident black spot treatments;
of the
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* Regional and local policing; and these enjoy the highest level of support from the
* Coordination at the regional and local level national government and have an appropriate level of

funding controlled through a National Road Safety
Non-Government Organizations Directorate which has political backing, appropriate

legislation, and the power to direct Government road
* Motor club activities; safety expenditure. This Directorate will ensure:
* Road Safety Associations;
* Other road user associations; * that each of these departments has an appropriate
* Various associations of engineers, lawyers, road safety budget; and

surgeons, etc.
* Road freight carrier associations. * that there are performance indicators in place

which enable the Directorate to confirm that the
Private Industry Groups budget is expended on cost effective measures

through well coordinated programs.
* Driver training schools;
* Industrial companies; Non-Government Organizations
* Commercial companies;
* Vehicle manufacturers; The contribution by Non-Government
* Motor vehicle insurers; and Organizations is very important as it includes groups
* Third party injury and property insurers. who are in a position to exert pressure at the political

level and to rally public opinion and support. An
Another way of considering who are the providers example of this was the role played by the College of

of road safety services is to examine the following Surgeons in Australia in the introduction of
factors which motivate the participants: compulsory seat belt wearing in that country. While

the contribution of these organizations, in financial
3 Those driven by statutory requirements, e.g. road terms, is insignificant, their role in promoting a

authorities, police; climate to support road safety can be of inestimable
9 Those driven by ethics and professional standards; value. They must form part of the committee

e.g. doctors, engineers; structures that are required to enable a National Road
* Those driven by member interests, e.g. motor Safety Directorate to fulfil its coordinating functions.

clubs, transport associations;
3 Those socially driven; e.g. relatives of victims, Private Companies:

concerned citizens; and
O Those commercially driven; e.g. insurers, trucking There are two main aspects to the road safety

companies, car manufacturers. activities of the private sectors. They contribute to
road safety by donations in cash and in kind to

Components of the National Road Safety Budget existing government programs and to the activities of
Non-Government Organizations. In addition, the

The Key Road Safety Deliverers areas funded by private industry, primarily for
purposes of financial gain, are where they can make

The very large budgets in Road Safety should be a contribution which is comparable to that of the key
located in five major areas: the road authorities; government agencies who have accountability for
traffic police; traffic education in schools; road delivering road safety. Some important activities
accident trauma management; and road safety carried out by the private sector in this regard
publicity. Service providers will be found at include:
national, regional and the local level. Generally, the
source of their funds is from central government 0 Motor vehicle manufacturers building safety into
and/or regional taxes and charges and local vehicles;
governments property-based taxes and other charges. 0 Insurance companies investing in road safety to
In some cases there may be Non-Government reduce claims payouts;
Organizations and commercial organizations operating 0 Industries investing in the training of their drivers;
franchised services, such as toll roads, who would 0 Industries producing better road delineation and
also bc providing some of these road safety services. roadside furniture products; and
This group of activities is the backbone of the 0 Industries producing better road surfacing
national road safety program. It is essential that products.
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It would be very difficult for any country to put a efficiency and effectiveness of the processes should
value on the contribution by private industry to be examined. For example, the CEE countries have
national road accident reduction. Sufficient to say, it generally fallen behind in the application of
is an area with enormous untapped potential which technology to road safety and in expenditure on road
demands the attention of a National Road Safety improvements at high frequency accident sites.
Directorate. Bearing these factors in mind, Table 1 has been

prepared to show the level of annual expenditure on
Comparison of Road Safety Program Costs and the key road safety activities in the state of Victoria,
Road Accident Costs. Australia. Victoria has its road safety programs

delivered by well-coordinated programs, using
The Study of Road Safety in Central and Eastern modern technologies supported by strong legal

Europe estimates the costs of road accidents at US$ frameworks. It could be considered an example of
2.8 billion per annum and the toll at 16,600 deaths programs at the high effectiveness end of the
each year. This represents between 1.2 and 2% of spectrum. It is a state of some 230,000 sq.km. with
the GNP. How useful this statistic is for international a population of 4.5 million, a vehicle ownership rate
comparisons is difficult to say because, among other of 600 per 1000 head of population and average
things, it is dependant on economic values placed on annual car travel of 16,000 km. A road accident
death, personal injury and property damage, level of death is given an economic value of US$ 438,000,
vehicle ownership, annual vehicle kilometers of travel serious injury US$ 75,000 and other accidents US$
and the road safety performance of the countries 3,500. The GNP is US$ 68 billion or US$ 15,000
under consideration. Australia, for example, with a head.
very low fatal accident rate (1/5th of that of the CEE,
based on travel exposure) nevertheless, estimates the It is important to note the very favorable benefit
costs of road accidents at about 1.4% of GNP cost-ratios being achieved in these programs. As
because it places a very high value on death and discussed in the next section, research shows that
personal injury. Very careful examination of road individual components may return much higher
accident statistics is required before any reliable benefit cost-ratios.
comparisons between countries can be made.

Typical Investment Returns for Particular
It has been difficult to obtain information on the Activities

costs of road safety activities in the CEE countries,
generally because their is a lack of national focus on Research carried out in Victoria shows benefit-cost
this issue. However, it is also important to returns as set out in Table 2. While the figures are
remember that, even where such data is available for particularly applicable to conditions in Victorian the
particular activities, we must be aware that the world wide literature demonstrates similar returns in

other countries.
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Table 1
State of Victoria

Annual Expenditure By Key Government Agencies Responsible for Road Safety Programs
(US$ millions)

1989/90 1990/91 199/92 1992/93

State Road Authority

* Road User Behavior 14.1 15.0 13.0 12.0

* Vehicle Safety 2.8 3.2 10.2 8.0

* Road Black Spots 28.0 36.3 35.0 35.0

State Police

* Speed Program and Random Breath Tests 23.0* 16.1* 11.6 11.6

Road Trauma - 5.5 7.7 6.5

Media Promotions 10.0 10.0 10.7 10.6

Total Annual Expenditure 77.8 86.1 88.2 83.7

Annual Economic Cost of Road Toll 1,010 710 650 510

State GNP (approx.) 68,000 68,000 68,000 68,000

Estimated Savings from Road Death Toll Reduction 286 342 477 428
(Base Year 1989)

Cost of Road Safety Program as % of Economic 7.7% 12.1% 13.6% 16.4%
Cost of Road Toll

Cost of Accidents as % of GNP 1.5% 1.0% 1.0% 0.8%

Cost of Key Road Safety Program as % of GNP 0.10% 0.13% 0.13% 0.12%

Benefit-Cost Ratio (Annual Program Cost Versus 3.7: 1 4.0: 1 5.4: 1 5.1: 1
1989 Accident Costs)

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Annual Road Toll 776 548 503 396 437
Deaths

* Includes a significant Capital Expenditure Component
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Table 2 Where funding of road safety from taxes and
Investment Returns from Particular charges on the motorist is in use, then the following

Road Safety Activities in Victoria sources of revenue could be considered:

* Motor vehicle sales tax;
Activity Benefit-Cost 0 Motor vehicle registration fees;

Ratio 0 Motor fuel taxes;
* Motor vehicle use taxes (tonne-kilometre charges,

Accident Black Spot Treatment 10:1 etc);
Area Accident Site Treatments 3:1 0 Levies on motor vehicle insurance;
Random Breath Testing 14:1 0 Levies on third party personal and property
Motor cycle Leaner Permit Scheme 35:1 insurance;
Heavy Vehicle Safety Inspections 1:1 0 Driver license fees;
Motor cyclist Training Centers 2:1 0 Motor vehicle license charges;
Some New Vehicle Design Rules 10:1 0 Annual vehicle inspection fees;

* Traffic infringement fines; and
* Vehicle road worthiness infringement fines.

There is very little definitive research to support
very popular activities such as advanced driver International aid and long term loans are also an
training, traffic education in schools and general, important source of funding for road safety.
untargeted road safety media campaigns. While Increasingly, these sources of funds will require any
acceptance of such programs will need to be investment into the road transport area to include
acknowledged to enlist public support for road safety, effective road safety actions.
care should be taken by policy makers to ensure that
scarce financial resources are not wasted on activities Alternative Sources of Funding for Road Safety
with negligible benefits. Social equity issues will
also, at times, dictate that less effective activities As discussed earlier in this paper, well targeted
must be supported. road safety activities give high economic returns to

the community. In addition, we have noted that good
Obtaining Funding Resources for Road Safety economic returns can be obtained by commercial,
Programs industrial and manufacturing organizations from well

targeted investments in road safety. Encouragement
We have discussed earlier in this paper that the of these private industries to increase their

agencies with key roles in road safety must be investments in road safety must be undertaken. Also,
directed to have an agreed portion of their budget taxes and charges on crash repairers, vehicle insurers
allocated to road safety activities. Also that a and others who profit from road crashes should be
National Road Safety Directorate must monitor the considered. In the field of motor vehicle property
process to ensure that well-coordinated, highly cost- and personal injury insurance there are exarnples
effective programs are achieved and budgets fully where this contributing is already happening.
expended.

A number of CEE countries have legislative
Governments of all persuasions have developed the requirements for third party personal injury insurers

ability to use motorists as an important source of to invest in road safety with a view to reduction of
revenue. In some instances the particular tax or trauma. Similar schemes operate in other areas and
charges will be earmarked for a specific purpose and the following examples are given:
many instances which use this approach to fund road
safety activities can be found. However, it is In Finland, a road safety tax has been levied on
becoming increasingly common for governments to compulsory vehicle insurance for about 40
place all revenues into central consolidated funds and years. At about 1% of premiums, the tax
then allocate to particular activities on the basis of raises US$8 million per year. The fund is used
economic, social and other benefits. The economic to finance the main state association working in
and social benefits of well selected road safety the field of public education, road user
programs must be strongly stated to ensure that information and road safety promotion;
adequate funding support is achieved.
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In 1977, the Province of Quebec in Canada amount it had invested in road accident programs for
adopted a nationalized, compulsory, civil the same period. It is estimated that TAC's
liability insurance scheme using 'no fault" investment in road safety programs for those years
principles. The insurer is required by was of the order of US$ 120 million which included
government to provide driver-training and up to US$ 10.7 a year on TV, radio and newspaper
public information campaigns on accident promotions, up to US$ 8.4 million a year funding
prevention. There has been a marked police breath test and speed camera activities, US$ 52
improvement in driver behavior, as measured million road black spot funding program and up to
by seat belt wearing rates and a fall in road US$ 7.7 million a year on road accident medical
accident deaths, which is attributed to the emergency services. In 1992/93 it invested in the
insurers road safety work; following programs:

In 1987, the Transport Accident Corporation
(TAC) was created in Victoria, Australia to US$
provide "no fault' compulsory motor vehicle Program million
personal injury accident insurance in a
monopoly situation. It is required by law to Media promotions and community awareness 10.7
invest in accident reduction programs as well as Police breath test and speed camera programs 5.6
injury rehabilitation programs. In 1992/94 it School traffic safety education programs . . . . 5.8
invested US$ 56.65 million into road safety Research ................ .... .. . 0.5
programs, which was about 10% of premiums, Accident black spot programs (approx.) . . . 27.0
and reports, in its annual report for that year, Road trauma center. ............ 7.0
that the investment made a significant
contribution to its profitability by the accident Total. . . ......... 56.6
reduction achieved, leading to reduced claims.
Because this scheme is considered worthy of During 1992/93, TAC operations were reviewed
further examination it is described in greater by the intemational management specialists,
detail in the case study in the next section of McKinsey and Company, who reported that TAC
this paper. compared favorably with private insurers in the major

elements of its business. The cost of insurance cover
A Case Study for Funding Road Safety rrom a provided by TAC is US$ 200 per annum for a
Levy on Insurance Premiums passenger car which compares favorably with costs in

other states of Australia.
In the early 1980's compulsory third party injury

insurance was provided by a number of commercial Summary
companies in Victoria. All of the insurers were
losing money, premiums were rising constantly and Funding of road safety is the function of central
no attention was being given to accident reduction govemments which are supported by regional and
and rehabilitation of victims. local govemments, Non-Govemment Organizations

and the private sector. Central Govemment must
In 1985 the govemment legislated to create TAC, demonstrate its commitment to road safety by

the Transport Accident Commission. In 1987 the establishing a National Directorate with responsibility
corporation came into being with broadly the for policy and strategy development, setting budget
following functions: levels for the key road safety agencies and auditing

their program delivery, coordinating the activities of
* to take over all outstanding road accident personal those involved, and ensuring the programs are

injury claims; supported by sound research, so that emphasis is
* to contain the spiralling costs; given to investing in activities with high road safety
* to provide a 'no fault" scheme; benefits compared to the costs.
* to invest in road safety to reduce trauma; and
* to actively rehabilitate the injured. The source of funds include taxes and charges on

road users and, increasingly, access to consolidated
The TAC 1992/93 Annual Report stated that since funds of govemment based only on the strength of

1989, its savings in reduced accident claims amount economic and social benefit arguments. In some
to USS 210 million which was in excess of the situations international aid and loans funds will be
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available. The potential to use private sector invest in road safety to reduce road trauma. The
investment because of economic returns must also be potential to achieve high investment in road safety
encouraged. and large reductions in the road death toll, while

improving the profitability of the insurer, has been
A funding source with great potential for described in a case study described in this paper.

development is the use of a statutory requirement that The suitability of this model for the CEE countries
motor vehicle personal injury insurers be required to warrants fuirther examination.
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PLANNED REVENUES AND EXPENSES OF THE ROAD FUND
in 1994 (10E9 HUF)

Revenues

1500 05.00

4 .1s2 .6; ,2it.,.

U Fuel sellings U Vehicle tax + other U Budget subsidy
* International loans a Domestic loans

Expenses

5,2 ,
.s0~~~~~~~~~~~~06

UDebt services U Other costs U Operation
_ - Maintenance -- Development
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ACCIDENT RISK ON THE HUNGARLAN AND WEST-EUROPEAN ROAD NETWORK
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PROGRAM
PART I

Directors and Key Persons from Ministries in charge of road safety

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1994

TIME MODULE TOPIC l SPEAKER(S)

12:30 pm Lunch _

2:00 pm Wdcmhzg Addrtui His Excellency Gabor Kuncze,
Minister of Interior of the
Government of Hungary

Mr. Anthony Pellegrini,
The World Bank

Mr. Beck, European Union
-PHARE Program

Mr. Christian Gerondeau,
1uroducdam to Semi I Union Routiere de France

I____ Numiadof EAeh Dd _tm l

2:30 pm I Rood Uu' Bd.vlos Mr. Bernard Durand,
Lt&lso, RXpuadad he=.m French Ministry of

Behavior, driver's and passenger's protection Infrastructure,
o Legislation on road traffic and safety Transport and Tourism

(speed limit, safety belts and helmets, drinking and
driving, etc.) Mr. Andrzej Grzegorczyk,

o Type and severity of penalties Ministry of Transport,
Poland

- Presentations
- Open discussion

4:00 pm _ Coffee break

4:30 pm 2 Road lde: Cutfol Of Um' BIbhiOr General Ostos, Spanish
O Main activities of road police Association of Civil
O Type of equipment used by road policy Guards in charge of
O Efficiency of offence reporting system and for giving Traffic

penalties
O Llnk enforcement penatis Mr. Mr. Dimitar Ganev, Vice

Chairman of the Bulgarian
- Presentations National Road Safety
- Open discussion Commission at the Council of

Ministers

6:00 pm Open discussion

7:30 pm Dinner
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TUSAY, OCTOBER 1S, 1994

TEME MODUIL TOPIC SPEAXER(S)

8:30 am 3 Ihuhtklo, Taini and Diven' Ucugng Dr. H. Ch. Heinrich,
Educaton of Children and Training and Post-Thining of BAST, Germany
Dnvers:e
O Education in school and out of school Mr. Peter Ondrovsek,
o Theoretical andpractical training of drivers General Director, Slovak
o Re-training of drivers (with emphasis on those who have Ministry of Transport,

committed an offense) Communications and
- Presentations and Open Discussion Public Works

10:00 am Coffee break

10:30 am 4 Gatbaing Accident Data and Safty Studies Mr. J.-B. Bouziques,
regarding road accidents and traffic French Ministry of
o Data on road accidents and traffic Infrastructure,
o Software applications Transport and Tourism |
o Methodology for in-depth safety analysis (one spot or road

section) Mr. Dezso Rosa, Ministry of
O On-site studies of accident occurrences Transport and Water
- Presentations and Open Discussion Management, Hungary

12:30 pm Lunch

2:00 pm 5 lmp lmmtaio. and Monitoring of Infriuctre Safety Mr. David Lynam, British
lnopvmadt Pogipns: Generl Aspecis Transport Research
Costs of accident and policy targets Laboratory
o Road infrastructure safety audits; control of safety

standards in road construction projects and inspection
safety levels in exishng infrastructures

O Continued research for low-cost improvement of road
safety (traffic engineering measures)

O Inclusion of safety aspects in general works programs
(construction, maintenance, rehabiitation, etc.)

o Comparison of natonal practices to determine costs of
accidents

O Forecastng reduction of traffic incidence from remedial
measures

O Assessment of costs of accidents and reducton of benefits
o Setting accident reduction targets and allocating resources
- Presentations and Open Discussion

4:00 pm Coffee

4:30 pm 6 plopkmedn Road Safetyy lmprvunt P1granu In Mr. P. Eamelynck,
Urban Arm Dutch Transport
o Methods and techniques to slow traffic Research Center (AVV)
o Program implementations Mr. Tadeusz Bionski,
- Presentations an4 Open Discussion Ministry of Transport,

Poland

6:00 pM Open Discussion

7:30 pm Dinner

8:4S pm A Paalel Working Group Sessions per specialty
(Interministerlal Coordinators, MOT, MOI, Education,
Health, Justice, Finance)
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WEDNESDAY, OCIOBER 19, 1994

TIME MODULE TOPIC SPEAKER(S)

8:30 am 7 Safety Regulabios for New and Used Vebides Mr. Jean Martin,
o Legislation and standards for new and second-hand Luxembourg

vehicles (manufactured localy or imported) andfor spare
parts Mr. Cornel Armand Vladu,

o Periodic vehicle inspections Registrul Auto Roman
R.A., Romania

- Presentations
- Open discussion

10:00 am Coffee break

10:30 am 8 Assian to Road Acddeit Vitins Dr. Christian K. Lackner,
O On-side first aid and emergencies Munich University
o Rescue services
O Hospital care Mr. Woyciech Figiel,

Polish Ministry of Health
- Presentations and Open Discussion and Social Welfare

12:30 pm Lunch

2:00 pm 9 Road Safety Commkdcion Mr. Milagro Del ARROYO,
o Goals, principles and strategies for national safety Spanish Ministry of

campaigns Justice and Interior
o Communication means

Mr. Spicka, BESIP, Czech
- Presentations and Open Discussion Republic

4:00 pm Coffee

4:30 pm Open Discuo Moderator:
Mr. C. Gerondeau
Union Routiere de France

o Feed-back on seminar and proposals for actions on road Representatives from
safety policy country delegations

o International Lessons/Experiences from Aid-Funded Road Mr. Alan Ross, Consultant
Safety Projects and Programs The World Bank

Mr. Michel Ray,
- Presentations and Open Discussion The World Bank

5:30 pm Conduding Remarks Mr. Anthony Pellegrini,
The World Bank

7:00 pmn Cocktaiis
(distribution of abstract papers for Session II to Ministers)

7:30 pm Dinner

3:45 pm B Parallel Working Group sessions by country delegations
- Preparation of national statements for future actions
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ANNEX 1

PART II

Ministers and State Secretaries in charge of different aspects of road safety
and Participants who attended Part I

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1994

TIME TOPIC

7:00 pm Cocktails
(distribution of abstract papers for Part II to Ministers)

7:30 pm Dinner

8:45 pm Parallel Working Group sessions by country delegations
- Preparation of national statements for future actions
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1994

TIME MODULE TOPIC SPEAKER(S)

8:00 am W_ coming Add__ His Excellency Karoly Lotz,
Minister of Transport,
Communications & Water
Management

Mr. Anthony Pellegrini,
The World Bank

Intoduction to Fart n Mr. Christian Gerondeau,
Union Routiere de France

8:30 am 10 Road Safety Organi<atio at the Nadti_ lArd; Mr. J.-M. Berard, French
Evolution of Road Acident Ministry of Infrastructure,
o Political and administrative coordination Transport, and Tourisn
o Respective roles of partner institutions in road safety, Mr. Gyorgy Csaszar, Ministry

including associations of Tansport and Water
o Strengthening safety coordination, police and drivers' Management, Hungary

education components
IOA Ewolulo of Rod Ac edms Mr. Wegman, SWOV,

- Presentations and open discussion The Netherlands

10:00 am Coffee break

10:30 am 11 Sfrtec Took for Implemnting Road Safety PoflJ Mr. Philip Martin, British
o Development and content of national strategic plan to Department of Tramnsport

promote road safety
o Perfonnance contracts between state and local Mr. Dimitur Ganev, Bulgaria

communities
Tbe Role of Asoaton Mr. Frank Van Om, AITIFIA
- Presentations and Open Discussion

12:30 pm Lunch

2:00 pm 12 Fhmucng Rod Safety Acsvide Mr. Peter W. Lowe, Roads
How to obtain, coordinate and manage the necessary Corporation of Victoria,
financial resources for road safety activities; setting-up Australia
specific safety progmams; process and means to obtain the
participation of insurance firms

o Road budget and road fund; 0 Contribution of Mr. SzJlveszter Rego.,
insurance system for prevention of road accidents; Hungary
o Internationalfinancing; 0 Case study: Victoria
State, Austraia - Results and lessons keaned

- Presentations and Open Discussion

4:00 pm Coffee

4:30 pm 13 Futre Acdom: Presentation by each county dekgation
of orientaion of future strategy and safety action Moderator:
programs in their respective countries with emphasis on: Mr. Anthony Peiegrini,
* Main principles for management of road safety at the The World Bank
national kvel; * Main targets in defining high-priority
road safety policies; and, * Fuiancid and technika
assistance required to implement road safety programs The Mnisters
and policies

7:00 pm Cocktails and Dinner
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FRIIAY, OCTOBER 21, 1994

TEIE MODULE TOPIC 51AKR(S)

9:00 am Future Actions
Presentation by each country delegation of orientation of Moderator:
future strategy and safety action programs in their respective Mr. Anthony Pellegrini,
countries with emphasis on: The World Bank
o Main principles for management of road safety at the

national level;
o Main targets in defining high-priority road safety

policies The Ministers
o Financial and technical assistance required to

l_________ implement road safety programs and policies

10:00 am Coffee break

10:30 am - Discussion on conclusos
- Concluding Remarks

11:45 am Mectig with the Press

12:30 pm Closing Lunch
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GATHERING ACCIDENT DATA AND SAFETY STUDIES

Mr. J.B. Bouziques
French Ministry of Public Works, Transport and Tourism

Scheme of Paper The Needs

* Monthly Statement

* The needs
* Trend analysis on 3 or 4 months

* Gathering and treatment of data
oaccidents
Obehavior * Detailed annual situation
otraffic and others

* Surveys on accidents * Correlation statistical analyses
oin depth analysis

* Mechanisms of accidents analyses

Average Speed Evolution A File of Accidents
Regional Road Network

*1992 * National

oMi 92 (km/h)
oM2 90 (kmlh)
oM3 90 (km/h) * Computerized
°M4 85 (km/h)
OM5 87 (km/h)
°M6 90 (km/h)

* Disaggregated
* 1993

oMi 91 (km/h)
oM2 94 (km/h) * With Easy Access
oM3 92 (km/h)
oM4 90 (km/h)
OM5 92 (km/h)
oM6 94 (km/h) * Connected With Other Files

M = 2 Month Period
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Behavioral Data Accidents Data

O CARE PROJECT: disaggregated
° SPEED data base

EUROPEAN UNION
o SAFETY BELT

O IRTAD PROJECT: aggregated
data base

o ALCOHOL OECD

Definition of the Killed Within European Union

Country Definition of Killed Correcting coefficient

ITALY 7 days 1,07

FRANCE 6 days 1,09

GREECE 3 days 1,12

SPAIN 24 hours 1,3

PORTUGAL 24 hours 1.3

OTHER COUNTRIES 30 days
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ROAD SAFETY ORGANIZATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

Jean Michel BERARD
Directeur, Service DSCR

Ministere de I'Equipement, Transport et Tourisme

Organization of Road Safety The State must organize itself because:

1. Bases of State organization Phenomenon/social scourge

2. Practical organization at State level Unsafety can move back

3. Safety organization at European Ambiguous social demand
level

Road Safety Killed on road
per year

The State must organize in order to
act European Union: 50,000

Why? How? OECD 120,000

Whole World 500,000

Act so as to modify behaviors The State organizes itself

Perseverance, a primary virtue A responsible political authority

Administrative authority
Political will Coordinating structure

Road Safety France

Practical organization of the State 1973 Interministerial Committee and
Delegate

1975 Interministerial group

1983 Nomination of a Director to Road
I___________________________________________________ Safety

Local Organization

Calling out social body Setting up of partners

Coordinate Central/local
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Local Policy
European Safety

* REAGIR (1983)
acting

*-10%
* driving license

* Safer towns (1984)
* safety belt

* PDASR (1989)
* technology

* vehicles

* dynamic of inciting

European safety European Safety

intentions
A strength

1984: 1st program MAASTRI
CHT article

1986: European year of 75
Road Safety

A debate
1987: 2nd program

Subsidiarity
1993: 3rd program
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ROAD SAFETY FINANCING AND THE USE OF MOTOR VEHI-CLE INSURANCE LEVIES

Paper presented at the Conference on Asian Road Safety 1993
by

Mr. Christian Gerondeau, Union Routiere de France and
Mr. Chris Hoban, The World Bank

Abstract: An effective road safety program requires coordinated actions by a number of agencies
and organizations. TWo important first steps are to identify responsibilities for safety tasks among different
institutions, and to ensure adequate funding. Potential funding sources include agency budgets, road user
charges and development loans. The use of vehicle insurance premiums as a source of road safety financing
raises some interesting issues and possibilities. This paper reviews experience from Finland, Canada and
Australia and discusses the factors which need to be considered in applying this approach in other countries
and regions.

At the request of the European Community and Road Safety Organization
the World Bank, a team of road safety experts
recently visited six countries in Central and Eastern With a worldwide toll of almost 400,000 deaths
Europe to examine road safety issues and and 10,000,000 injuries each year, traffic accidents
requirements. 1/ Drawing upon wide international are a problem for all countries with motor vehicle
experience, the team identified strengths and traffic. The challenge of reducing accidents calls for
weaknesses in a range of road safety activities in each coherent actions involving fundamentally different
country. Recommendations were made for improved skills across at least four major fields:
organization and management of safety programs, and
the funding of safety actions from a number of - Driver behavior
sources. This led to proposals for about $30M in - Road infrastructure
World Bank financing for safety measures in the six - Vehicle Safety
countries, of which approximately half was allocated - Emergency assistance
to infrastructure improvements, and half to other
safety initiatives. Road safety policy and coordination should be

added to this list because an effective safety program
This paper briefly presents some findings of the requires coordinated use of legislation, enforcement,

study on road safety organization and financing, and education, advertising, vehicle standards, road
considers how these might be applicable to other improvements, medical services and safety research.
countries. Of particular interest is the use of motor While actions in each of these areas can contribute to
vehicle insurance levies as a potential source of road accident reductions, their contribution is greatest
safety financing. After reviewing the experience of when part of a unified safety program. This can
three countries, the paper discusses factors to be ensure, for example, that legislation will be enforced,
considered in evaluating the use of insurance levies publicity will support new initiatives, and road work
for road safety financing in other countries. and research will focus on key areas of safety

concern.

1. The team was led by Mr. Gerondeau, former chairman of the European Community High Level Expert Group on Road Safety. Other
members were from France, Germany, Britain and Australia. The opinions expressed in this paper, however, are those of the authors only.
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It is important that responsibility for road safety enforcement, medical services, physical road
coordination is clearly assigned and recognized at improvements and other actions which do require
cabinet level. This responsibility is generally significant expenditure. However, the available
assigned to the Minister of Transport or, in some amounts are frequently insufficient, so that many
cases, the Minister for Roads or Police. In the actions which would be justified on the basis of cost-
European Community, for example, traffic safety is effectiveness analysis cannot be implemented.
the responsibility of the Council of Ministers of
Transport. Where strong leadership and coordination Table 1 illustrates the range of activities which
are required, a number of countries have placed need to be considered in a comprehensive road safety
traffic safety under the direct authority of the Prime program, and some potential sources of funding
Minister. which are not mutually exclusive:

International experience suggests that three - Budgets of government departments and agencies
further elements are required for the development of are the main source of funding for all actions
effective safety policies and programs: under their control, including safety actions,

which cannot be fully separated from other
- An Interministerial Road Safety Committee functions. This also applies to state and local

comprising all government departments concerned governments.
with transport, roads, police, justice, health,
education, communication and other facets of - Road user charges are sometimes directly
road safety. allocated to road agencies for road management

and investment. Charges for vehicle import and
- A road Safety Director or similar senior position purchase, fuel and road tolls are often considered

under the responsible Minister, supported by a to include an element of general government
multi-disciplinary staff. Tasks of this office revenue and an element of use charge for road
typically include preparing safety programs and use. Charges for vehicles registration, drivers
action plans, acting as a secretariat for the licenses and vehicle testing often recover all or
interministerial committee, monitoring the part of the costs of these services, and may also
implementation of action programs, and raise additional road-related revenue.
managing specific safety activities including
publicity campaigns and legislation. - Road Funds are one type of mechanism for

allocating road user charges to road spending.
- Adequate funding for an effective program. These are used in a number of countries, often

with the support of the World Bank, to help
The Road Safety Director should work in close stabilize the flow of funds to the road sector.

collaboration with his colleagues in other ministries While the criteria for a "good" road fund are
who are responsible for many aspects of traffic safety beyond the scope of this paper, they generally
policy, and require adequate skil's, decision-making rely on user charges which are related to the
structures and funding within each agency. service provided, and incorporate increased
Coordination may enhanced by a permanent accountability to road user representatives for
interministerial Administrative Committee chaired by road spending.
the safety director.

- Road Safety Funds have a similar functions, but
Monitoring of safety programs requires sound provide a pool of funds specifically for road

accident data, clearly defined measurable objectives safety actions which may be undertaken by a
of specific safety activities, and analytical studies of number of different agencies. The same
program effectiveness. These elements are essential principles are applicable: revenue related to
for the accountability of safety spending, and are accident causes and accountability to safety
especially important components of proposals for new interest groups inside and outside government.
organizational structures and increased funding. This potentially ensures a priority to safety which

is independent of the concerns of individual
Road Safety Financing ministries, and gives greater impetus to

interministerial coordination of safety programs.
Wiiile changes in laws and regulations have little The Botswana Road Safety Fund, for example,

direct cost, a coherent program requires publicity, uses a levy on vehicle registrations to provide
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additional financing for road safety activities - Private sector contributions to road safety include
which involve a number of departments. public service advertising on radio and television,

and safety campaigns by automobile associations.
Development loans from organizations like the
World Bank frequently include components to - Motor vehicle insurance is another potential
support road safety. While some of these source of road safety financing, since premiums
components (such as safety audits and blackspot are related to road accidents costs, and road
programs), are directly tied to road spending, safety spending could reduce insurance costs.
others (like national safety councils and support The funding mechanism could take the form of a
for data and enforcement) recognize the multi- user charge or a private sector contribution, and
disciplinary requirements of road safety. Since could be processed through a road fund, road
development loans have to be repaid, their cost is safety fund, or agency budgets.
ultimately reflected in government or agency
budgets.

Table 1. Road Safety Activities and Funding Sources

Safety Activities Potential funding sources (categories may overlap)

Agency User Road Road Safety Motor Developme Private
Budgets Charges Fund Fund Vehicle nt Loans Sector

Insurance

Safety coordination

Road infrastructure

Traffic management

Information and
advertising

Education

Enforcement and
inspection

Accident data research &
studies

Emergency response &
medical care

Financing Safety Measures accidents. The resources allocated to accident
Through Motor Vehicle Insurance prevention are generally far from adequate whereas,

once accidents occur, the costs are substantial.
Confronted with a phenomenon which creates

losses instead of products, it is possible to act by In France, for example, with almost 200,000
prevention (to limit the number and seriousness of injuries and several million property damage
accidents) or by repair (to compensate as much as accidents each year, insurance premiums paid by car
possible for the consequences). In health and safety owners total US$14 billion per year. Most of this
matters, the right balance between the resources used money is used to defray the cost of property repairs,
for prevention and repair is difficult to find. In medical care and compensation paid to the victims of
certain cases, the risk is wrongly estimated and accidents. By way of comparison, the national traffic
excessive prevention expenses are incurred, for safety information campaign budget comes to US$7.5
example to satisfy unduly exacting regulations. But in million per year. This corresponds to 5 operating
most countries, the reverse happens with traffic hours of the insurance system, or considerably less
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than one thousandth of its annual cost. While this is including the organization of drivers training and
not the only money which the French government large accident prevention campaigns. Backed by
spends on traffic safety (other categories are shown considerable resources, RAAQ in just a few years
in Table 1), there is a marked lack of balance completely changed the attitudes and behavior of road
between the resources allocated to accident prevention users in Quebec and reduced accidents significantly.
and those used to try and repair their consequences.

Formerly known for reckless drivers and a high
The lack of proportion in many countries between accident rate, Quebec has markedly improved its road

prevention efforts and repair budgets is due to ihe safety. In 1987, after several energetic information
fact that their financial mechanisms differ and that campaigns, seat belt wearing rate increased to 86%,
there is no communication between them. Accident a record figure for North America. The fatality rate
prevention measures are generally the responsibilities has dropped to 3.1 deaths per 10,000 cars, placing
of the authorities and must be financed from the Quebec at a good international average instead of
government budgets, while repairs costs depend on near the bottom of the list. In 1988, the number of
medical expenses and are financed largely through an deaths had fallen 22% below its 1985 level.
insurance system which more or less passively adjust
its rates to the expenditure incurred. Australia, State of Victoria

Inspired by the Quebec experiment, the State of
Examples from Three Countries Victoria decided to go even further, and currently

offers the most complete involvement of any
Finland insurance system in traffic accident prevention. As in

Quebec, a state-owned enterprise known as the
For the last forty years, Finland has included a "Transport Accident Commission" (TAC) was set up

Traffic Safety Fee in its compulsory insurance to manage third party insurance. As in Quebec, this
premiums (third party liability). Each year, this enterprise was not only given the task of
1.1% levy brings in roughly US$8 million to a indemnifying accident victims but also of contributing
statutory public organization named to accident prevention.
LIIKENNETURVA, meaning "Central Organization
for Road Safety", which is mostly financed from this In 1990, TAC allocated 3% of collected
fee. premiums to two types of accident prevention actions.

With 73 full-time employees, LIIKENNETURVA - The first type, relatively traditional, involves the
comprises representatives of leading public financing of large-scale information campaigns
associations and the government and devotes itself focusing on two major themes: the fight against
primarily to educating and informing road users drunken driving and compliance with speed
through regular traffic safety campaigns. Its key limits. While representing a very small fraction
strategy hinges on decentralized campaigns through of collected premiums, the sums involved were
local authorities. Enjoying a nation-wide reputation, so large in absolute value that they made it
this organization plays a valuable role in its sphere of possible to "bombard" public opinion.
action.

- The second is much more original. TAC
Canada, Province of Quebec financed the acquisition of police traffic

enforcement equipment: automatic cameras for
In 1977, a major reform was implemented, recording speeding violations and special vehicles

indirectly involving the insurance system in traffic to randomly check diver alcohol condition. This
accident prevention. Under this reform, a single equipment, which the police could not have
government enterprise, Regie de l'Assurance obtained through their own budget, multiplied the
Automobile du Quebec (RAAQ), manages productivity of the police force in road safety
compulsory third party liability car insurance, as part enforcement.
of a "no fault" system designed to insure accident
victims without regard to the cause of the accident. This combined approach - information campaigns

and stepped-up inspections and their follow-up - has
By virtue of this reform, RAAQ is responsible produced spectacular results. Serious speeding

for many tasks formerly incumbent on the State, violations (more than 30 kmlh above the limit) have
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practically vanished and violations of more than 10 - Road users, who incur less risk of road accidents.
km/h above the limit were reduced by two thirds.
The proportion of drunken drivers has dramatically - Vehicles owners, whose insurance premiums
diminished. Between 1989 and 1991 the death toll fell reduce as the decrease in accidents is more
from 777 to 500, a 35% decrease. pronounced than the added cost of preventive

actions.
Prompted by this success, TAC has gradually

raised the accident prevention allocation from 3% to - Insurance companies, at least in the short term,
almost 10% of premiums collected. Midway through due to reduced insurance payouts.
1993, the annual death toll has dropped to less than
400, a 50% decrease in less than four years. Application to Other Countries
Although this decrease cannot be entirely ascribed to
the involvement of the insurance system in accident In order to assess the potential value of road
prevention, it is widely accepted that its contribution safety financing through the insurance system in a
accounts for a large proportion of the improvement. particular country, a number of questions need to be

resolved.
TAC's "return on investment" has been

remarkable. The 3% allocated to preventive actions Question 1: Is road safety funding inadequate?
corresponded to AUD 15 million in the year
1990/1991, while the indemnities paid to insured Before seeking increased funding for road safety,
parties decreased by AUD 100 million due to the it is necessary to establish the need for increased
decline in the number and seriousness of accidents. funding, and demonstrate the capacity to spend it
The total gains for the community came to an effectively. This requires an assessment of the
estimated AUD 300 million, or 3 times the insurance seriousness of current road safety problems, the
savings. As a result, TAC has considerable financial expected benefits of further safety spending, and the
reserves, which it plans to use to help improve the quality of management of safety programs.
road network.

A clear strategy should be established for safety
Today, the State of Victoria offers what is improvements in at least some sectors of Table I

probably a unique example in the world. Instead of before increased funding is sought. The strategy
using premium income only to indemnify accident should include procedures for setting priorities for
victims, a portion is used to prevent accidents, not safety interventions and mechanisms for monitoring
only by educating and training road users, but also by and reporting program effectiveness.
financing other aspects of a coherent prevention
policy, notably by providing the police with Question 2: Does road safety need an independent
equipment and by improving the road network. source of funds?

Discussion Only a few of the safety activities in Table I fall
under the authority of any one administration. It is

While the Canadian and Australian examples are often difficult, for example, for road agencies to fund
from countries which have entrusted compulsory safety actions such as enforcement or advertising
insurance to a single state-owned enterprise, this is which are implemented by other departments, or to
not a necessary condition for the insurance system to establish shared priorities and coordinated programs.
contribute to accident prevention. In the case of Independent funding can support such coordination,
Finland, a special Traffic Safety Fund was established giving greater purpose to an inter-agency safety
within the framework of the traditional competitive committee or secretariat, and ensuring that important
car insurance system used in most industrialized safety activities such as data collection and program
countries. evaluation are not overlooked by individual agencies.

Such funding should supplement rather than
From these examples, benefits are experienced replace safety spending from within agency budgets.

by: A safety fund should only be considered where
existing institutions can not adequately manage and

- The community as a whole, which experiences finance inter-agency coordination of safety programs,
less social, human and economic cost of this and it should have clearly defined accountability.
seriously damaging phenomenon.
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Question 3: Is insurance an attractive source of may be less effective than an equivalent revenue
revenue for road safety? collected from fuel, which is proportional to use.

There are mechanisms which do put a price on unsafe
The use of insurance charges for safety financing behaviors, such as insurance deductibles and reduced

should only be considered where a large proportion rates for claim-free driving, but these may be difficult
of road users are insured, and the additional charge to incorporate into and insurance safety levy.
will not significantly discourage insurance cover.
Ease of collection is enhanced if there are few This brief discussion shows that insurance
collection point and avoidance is difficult; this is a premiums and levies have some elements of cost
major advantage of compulsory insurance systems recovery and efficient pricing of accident
linked to vehicle registration. Insurance charges are externalities, but these features are less than ideal. A
also attractive in that they fall mainly on those most further discussion of pricing issues is provided by
able to pay (vehicle owners), and benefit lower- Carbajo (1990).
income road users. In countries with very mixed
vehicle fleets, it may be important to consider the Question 5: Do Insurance bodies as clients for
balance of revenue collected from cars, trucks and road safety program create greater accountability
buses, to ensure that costs do not fall too heavily on for effective spending?
car owners where these are only a small proportion
of road users. Insurance companies are not necessarily

motivated to reduce accident costs, since these are the
Potential revenue depend on the size of the basis of their income. Nevertheless they can be

vehicle fleet. Where vehicle registration and valuable partners in safety programs, bringing
insurance systems are weak, it may be appropriate to considerable information on the causes, costs and
begin strengthening these systems as part of a long- locations of accidents, and having customers with a
term effort to improve safety management. There are considerable stake in accident costs. Their influence
a wide range of issues and options in the design of on the effectiveness of safety programs depends on
insurance systems, such as "no-fault" systems and the their ability to influence safety programs, their
roles of government and the private sector, which are freedom to adjust safety program contributions and
beyond the scope of this paper. the quality of data and analysis available on safety

program effectiveness. Their contribution would be
Question 4: Are insurance levies an effective form undermined if insurance companies are seen simply
of pricing of road safety externalities? as revenue collection agencies for road safety.

Apart from revenue generation, user charges Application to Hungary and Morocco
generally have two objectives: to recover costs in
proportion to the "externality" imposed by the road From the preceding discussion, the concept of
user, and to use pricing signals to encourage more Traffic Safety Fund financed by a levy on motor
efficient behavior. vehicle insurance appears worthy of closer

examination, especially in countries with substantial
Externalities arise because even insured motorists vehicle fleets and established insurance systems.

do not fully cover the costs of their road accidents,
leaving the community with additional costs of Hungary
infrastructure, medical care, and property damage.
An insurance levy could help to close this gap, Hungary has a very large car population
ideally recovering most from those who cause the considering its economic development level. Its car
greatest costs. However, for ease of collection, a population has increased drastically since Hungary
uniform levy is often applied to all road users. Even opened its borders, notably through the importation
insurance charges which vary by category of road of a very large number of second-hand cars from
user are only a weak proxy for individual accident Western Europe. Thus, in 1991, the number of
risk. This means that the cost recovery aspect of passenger cars was estimated at 2,100,000, and the
insurance charges does not fully reflect accident number of trucks at 300,000, i.e. a total of 230
exposure. vehicles per 1000 inhabitants.

Insurance charges based on vehicle ownership do Since 1990, Hungary has totally overhauled its
little to discourage marginal unsafe road use, and insurance system, which is nowadays fully aligned
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with most Western countries. The market is Conclusions
competitive and car owners, pay high insurance
premiums even if these do not yet corresponds fully Three factors are required for a successful road
to actual costs. In 1991, the total amount of car safety programs: coordination of responsibilities
insurance premium income came to the equivalent of among the many agencies involved in safety,
US$440 million, including US$250 million from third accountability for safety spending, and adequate
party liability insurance. These are large sums, funding. In many countries the funds available for
especially relative to the budgets available for specific safety through agency budgets have not been
traffic safety actions. sufficient. While World Bank financing can assist

safety programs, sustainable local sources of funding
After studying safety problems and financing are essential. This paper shows that motor vehicle

needs, the World Bank recommended the creation of insurance funds are a legitimate source of safety
a traffic safety fund financed from an 8% levy on financing, which have been used successfully in a
third party liability insurance premiums. If approved number of countries, and could be utilized in many
by the Hungarian authorities, this would generate a more. Five major questions are presented to assist in
permanent resource of about US$20 million per year, the evaluation of insurance levies in a particular
which, in addition with other resources will make it country.
possible to implement an effective accident prevention
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ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND
DEVELOPMENT (OECD)

ROAD TRANSPORT RESEARCH PROGRAM (RTR)

OECD's Road Safety Activities Towards CEECs and NIS

This note presents ongoing activities in 1994/95 on traffic safety of OECD's Steering Commnittee for
Road Transport Research (RTR) in favor of Central and East European Countries and New Independent
States. It has been drafted as an input for the Road Safety Policy Seminar, to be held in Budapest on 17-21
October 1994. The topic will be discussed on 19 October 1994 under Module 10 of the Seminar Agenda.

OECD/RTR Traffic Safety Activities Workshop BI
"Accident Data Systems"

Traffic safety issues and research ran on top of (May 1994)
the agenda of OECD's Steering Committee for Road
Transport Research. This programme originally Fifty-six participants attended this Workshop
designed for OECD Member countries has recently designed to identify specific accident data needs of
been extended to permit the exchange of practical their countries.
experience in the field of safety policy formulation
with CEECs and NIS of the former USSR. The most important conclusions of the Workshop

were:
The attached note briefly presents six

OECD/RTR activities aiming at the transfer of - Need for more information to convince political
technology, know how and best practice towards decision makers of the importance of traffic
CEECs and NIS for improving traffic safety: safety;

- Need to design technology transfer schemes
-- Bl "Accident Data Systems" (Latvia, 16-20 around the specific needs of CEECs and NIS;

May 1994) - Development of improved exposure data
-- B2 "Education and Training of Drivers (vehicle/kilometers) as current data is not

(Warsaw, 3-6 October 1994) sufficiently structured or not available. Without
-- B3 "Infrastructure Design and Road Safety" exposure data, however, risk values (e.g.

(Prague, 15-18 November 1994) fatalities/kilometers) cannot be calculated.
-- B4 "Children's Safety" (Warsaw, 1995)
-- B5 'Automobile Insurance and Traffic Safety" Delegates from CEECs and NIS proposed further

(St. Petersburg, May 1995) action progranmnes and seminars supporting the:
-- B6 "Vehicle Inspection: Policy Development

and Strategy" (Budapest, 12-15 December - Introduction of new techniques for positioning the
1994) place of an accident;

- Development of detailed road safety measures;
and describes OECD's International Road Traffic and - Briefing of political decision makers;
Accident Database (IRTAD). - Preparation of national safety programmes.
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Delegates expressed their interest in becoming and point to priority areas where immediate benefits
members of IRTAD and will explore possibilities to will accrue through low-cost engineering measures.
arrange for compiling statistical data in their countries The Workshop will tap on this knowledge and
along the IRTAD concept. provide easily applicable expertise to CEEC technical

experts.
Workshop B2

"Education and Training of Drivers" Objectives and Policy Action: Accordingly, the
(October 1994) Workshop will be organized around three axes:

Background: The increasing motorization, traffic - Presentation by CEEC experts of overall and
and accident trends in CEECs as well as higher specific problems including: the actual design
mobility and more opportunities for international process used; the present quality and conditions
travel are affecting the driving population and pose of infrastructure by type of road, network class
new requirements on drivers and their behavior in and area (urban, rural); statistical evidence on
traffic. There is a need for re-examining the current accidents/geometric design features; identify
scope, methods and effectiveness of driver education priority issues with focus on freight transport
and instruction programmes or even, in some vehicles, etc.
CEECs, building, completely anew, an overall system
of driver training and licensing that is responsive to - Presentation by selected OECD/EC experts and
the new demands. consultants of the present state-of-the-art practice

and technology concerning network planning;
Objectives & Policy Action: The Workshop will: design principles and standards, taking account of

new environmental requirements, etc. This also
- Review present schemes and identify priority includes discussing enhanced implementation

needs in CEECs; analysis problem areas facilities; removing of black spots and roadside
including institutional structures; financial obstacles; provision of low-cost and cost-effective
aspects; future perspectives; etc. engineering countermeasures; wideningstrategies

- Analyze the various aspects of driver instruction and connection with pavement strengthening, etc.
and examination systems, including: and coping with the influence of larger size and
- Driver instruction and training. (Objectives heavier trucks;

and methods; instructional materials and
aids; driver performance evaluation; - Practical work: Applications and exercises on
development of systematic driver instruction the basis of real-world cases an case studies to be
programmes, including classroom teaching provided by CEECs; exchange of handbooks and
and in-car training; design standards, taking inter alia account of

- Driving test and examination: Present TEM experience.
"best" practice, standards, effectiveness;
review of international regulations and Workshop B4
recommendations; "Children's Safety/Education"

- Qualification of instructors and examiners; (1995)
- Driver licensing and organizational

structures, and discuss Background: In the CEECs and NIS traffic
- Special issues (medical, etc.) and research accidents have become one of the major causes of

perspectives. impairment, disability and death of children. With
generally increasing accident trends, this situation

Workshop B3 may even worsen. Road safety education is only one
"Infrastructure Design and Road Safety" part of an integrated approach to the problem of road

(November 1994) safety of children. Instruction of children should be
practical, intensive and sustained and should take into

Background: The workshop pursues exploring the account the local context. Parents should be involved
direct relationship between road design and and should educate their children regarding the most
management and traffic safety in termns of accident important traffic risks, encourage necessary behavior
frequency and severity. Many recent technical studies and train their children in actual traffic and in their
in OECD Member countries and several OECD/RTR way to and from school. Behavior both as pedestrians
publications highlight and identify these connections and cyclists is important. Above all safety depends
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on how the traffic environment is organized and on Workshop therefore has basically two functions:
how motor vehicle traffic is controlled. Actions first, to assess the present situation and to trigger an
aiming at drivers need to be taken: driver instruction exchange of information/ideas; second, to identify
and licensing programmes should expressly take areas for future improvements and contributions of
children's needs in real traffic into account. Use of the insurance system in developing enhanced safety
safety equipment and special children restraint policies.
systems are now increasingly applied. In summary,
there is a wide range of safety measures available and Workshop B6
their application has been proven successful. "Vehicle Inspection:

Policy Development and Strategy"
Objectives and Policy Action: The present state-of- (December 1994)
the-art and current R&D need to be exposed to
experts and specialist in the CEECs. Safety measures Background: With increasing motorization and
and especially education, will be debated on grounds rapidly growing road transport in the development
of feasibility, applicability; costs and effectiveness in process towards enhances integration of European
the CEEC markets, traffic accidents in CEECs have become a
context. serious economnic, social and environmental problem.

Both short-term measures permitting immediate safety
Workshop B5 improvements and longer term development,

"Automobile Insurance and Traffic Safety" including vehicle inspection control measures to
(1995) reduce environmental pollution and economic impacts

on the creation of firms and jobs in the
Background: To attenuate the dramatically growing automobile/transport sector need to be considered.
accident trends and cope with the budget constraints
in CEECs/NIS, there is a need to coordinate the In the context of legal actions, vehicle
actions of the institutional bodies responsible for a inspection to reduce technical deficiencies as potential
wide range of road traffic safety measurers. source of accidents is a confirmed tool for increasing
Involvements of the nationalized or private insurer(s) road safety and reduce health hazards. By reviewing
is essential in terms of accident prevention -- inspection practices applied in OECD countries this
provisions of valid data for future road safety Workshop will assess the inspection/safety situation
measures, affecting the attitudes of insured drivers, for CEECs and specify the most efficient policy
including better use of automobile safety devices, response and strategies to meet the CEECs needs for
choice of automobiles, etc. -- as well as influencing exploiting the road safety increasing potential of
overall vehicle and repair outlays and reducing social vehicle inspection.
costs in the global context of a country.

Objectives and Policy Action: The Workshop will:
Objectives and Policy Action: The aim of the
Workshop is to identify in which way and under - review the international standard and practice of
which societal conditions an enhanced insurance periodical vehicle inspection with special emphasis
system in CEECs can contribute to a general on the needs of CEECs;
reduction of social costs, increase road safety through - examine policy concepts and strategies for the
advanced accident prevention and provide resources introduction/implementation of enhanced vehicle
for targeted road safety R&D and accident inspection schemes, considering road safety and
countermeasures. With this perspective the environmental concerns;
Workshop will review the current situation and - review the costs and benefits of different vehicle
existing insurance systems in CEECs, identify the inspection schemes;
experience gained, its problems and pitfalls, - review the options concerning the scope and
resources and costs. This will be confronted with the dimensions of vehicle inspection schemes, discuss
description of the current systems and emerging basic requirements of vehicle inspection station
trends in OECD countries. The advice of leading equipment;
insurance experts in OECD countries, road safety - discuss and review the implications of different
specialists, and policy makers will be provided and organizations, management and institutional set-
should help in increasing road safety awareness and ups for vehicle inspection (including private
launching joint European-wide action programs. The and/governmental involvement).
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IRTAD Membership and Subscription fees:
"International Road Traffic

and Accident Database" most OECD countries are represented in IRTAD
by "National Coordination Institutions". There

Content and Coverage: are different groups of active IRTAD members:

OECD's International Road and Traffic accident - National coordinating institutions
Database (IRTAD) has been established in 1990 to representing a country as such (Annual
provide the foundation for innovative traffic safety subscription fee DM 7 000);
policy making. IRTAD comprises a wide range
of road traffic and accidents data as well as - Additional institutes of a participating
figures on resident and vehicles population for country from research and the private sector
most OECD countries (186 parameters). In (car manufacturers) (Annual subscription fee
addition, it provides a framework permitting DM 2 000).
international evaluations of accident data.
Preparations and underway to also cover non- Access:
OECD countries, for example, from Central and
East European Countries. The IRTAD Database is available on floppy discs

and can be assess on-line to the BASt mainframe
host in Bergisch Gladbach, Germany.

For further details on RTR Programme please
contact: OECD, Mr. Burkhard Horn, Road
Transport Research Programme, 2 rue Andre
Pascal, 75775 Paris, Cedex 16, Tel. 33-1-45-24-
92-44, Fax 33-1-45-24-79-60.
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Annex A - OECD Road Safety Study Reports

High risk user aroups

1968 Alcohol and drugs (chaired by Sweden)
1970 Pedestrian safety (chaired by United Kingdom)
1975 Young driver accident (chaired by Norway)
1976 Driver instruction (chaired by Germany)
1978 Safety of two-wheelers (chaired by Netherlands)
1978 The role of alcohol and drugs in road accidents (chaired by Canada)
1978 Special research group on pedestrian safety (chaired by United Kingdom)
1980 Safety of pedestrians and cyclists (Symposium in Paris)
1981 Guidelines for driver instruction
1983 Impacts of heavy freight vehicles (chaired by France)
1983 Traffic safety of children (chaired by Germany)
1985 Traffic safety of elderly road users (chaired by Denmark)
1986 Guidelines for improving the safety of elderly road users
1988 The role of heavy freight vehicles in traffic accidents (Symposium in Montreal)

Road user behavior, information campaigns, education. training. enforcement

1970 Driver behavior (chaired by Belgium)
1971 Road user perception (Symposium in Rome)
1971 Road safety campaigns: design and evaluation (chaired by Canada, Symposium in Rome)
1974 Research on traffic law enforcement (chaired by Ireland)
1975 Manual on road safety campaigns
1976 Driver instruction (chaired by Germany)
1981 Guidelines for driver instructions
1986 Effectiveness of road safety education programmes (chaired by Germany)
1990 Enforcement and rewarding: strategies and effects (chaired by Denmark and Netherlands, Symposium

in Copenhagen)
1990 Behavioral adaptations to changes in the road transport system (chaired by Canada)
1993 Marketing of road safety (chaired by Switzerland)
1993/94 Qualifications and training of truck drivers, planned
1993/94 Modifications of road user attitudes, planned

Aspects of vehicle safety

1970 Biomechanics of automobile accidents (chaired by Belgium)
1971 Lighting, visibility and accidents (chaired by United Kingdom)
1975 Polarized light for vehicle headlamps (chaired by United States)
1976 Adverse weather, reduced visibility and road safety (chaired by Netherlands)
1979 Road safety at night (chaired by Netherlands)
1985 Effectiveness of safety belt usage programmes (Symposium in Washington)

Aspects of road infrastructure safety and traffic operation

1969 Research on crash barriers (chaired by United States)
1971 Research into road safety at junctions in urban areas (chaired by Canada)
1972 Speed limits outside built-up areas (chaired by France)
1975 Road side obstacles (chaired by France)
1976 Hazardous road locations: identification and countermeasures (chaired by United Kingdom)
1977 Geometric road design standards (Symposium in Elsinore)
1979 Traffic safety in residential areas (chaired by Netherlands)
1981 Effects of speed limits on traffic accidents and transport energy use (Seminar in Dublin)
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1984 Road surface characteristics: their interaction and their optimization (chaired by Belgium)
1988 Transporting hazardous good by road (chaired by Austria)
1989 Traffic management and safety at highway work zones (chaired by France)

Road Safety evaluation

1970 Statistical methods in the analysis of road accidents (Seminar in Crowthorn)
1976 Multidisciplinary accident surveys (chaired by Netherlands)
1981 Methods for evaluating road safety measures (chaired by Canada)
1982 Short-term and areawide evaluation methods for safety measures (Seminar in Amsterdam)
1988 Road accidents: on-site investigations (chaired by France)

Integration of road safety actions

1979 Road safety at night (chaired by Netherlands)
1984 Integrated road safety programmes (chaired by United States and Netherlands)
1986 OECD road safety research: a synthesis
1990 Integrated traffic safety management in urban areas (chaired by Netherlands)
1990 Automobile insurance and road accident prevention (chaired by France and Symposium in

Amsterdam, 1992)
1992/93 Targeted road safety programmes (chaired by Netherlands and Norway)
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ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
OECD

took over the duties of
OEEC

Organization for European Economic Co-operation

which was founded 1948 and developed in accordance with an American offer to support
the reconstruction of European economic life after the World War 11 on the lines of the

Marshall Plan.

OECD has played a significant part in the West- * B 2 "Education and Training of Drivers"
European cooperation and in the cooperation between (seminar held in Warsaw 3-6 October 1994)
Europe, Canada/Mexico/USA, Australia/New
Zealand and Japan. A total of 25 countries were * B 3 "Infrastructure Design and Road Safety"
members of the OECD in 1994. (planned to be held in Prague, 15-18

November 1994)
The OECD-research programme centres on road

and road transport research, while taking into account * B 4 "Children's Safety" (planned to Warsaw
the impacts of intermodal aspects on the road 1995)
transport system as a whole. It is geared towards a
techno-economic approach to solve key road transport * B 5 "Automobile Insurance and Traffic Safety
issues identified by Member states. (planned to be held in St. Petersburg in May

1995).
The Secretariat of OECD is located in Paris (2,

rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 PARIS CEDEX 16, tel.-45- * B 6 "Vehicle Inspection: Policy Development
24 82 00). and Strategy" (planned to be held in Budapest,

12-15 December 1994)
The road safety research is administered by the

OECD's Steering Committee for Road Transport In addition to the attached note describes OECD's
Research (RTR). The research programmes are a International Road Traffic and Accident Database
result of negotiations between all the Member States. (IRTAD).

The following note presents ongoing activities in IRTAD
1994/95 on traffic safety by the Committee in favour "INTERNATIONAL ROAD AND TRAFIC
of Central and East European Countries (CEEC) and ACCIDENT DATABASE"
New Independent States (NIS).

Content and Coverage:
Traffic safety issues and research rank on top of

the agenda of the Committee. This programme OECD's International Road Traffic and Accident
originally designed for OECD Member countries, has Database (IRTAD) was established in 1990 to
recently been extended to permit the exchange of provide the foundation for innovative traffic safety
practical experience in the field of safety policy policy making. IRTAD comprises a wide range
formulation with CEECs and NIS. of road traffic and accidents data as well as

figures on resident and vehicle population for
The attached note briefly presents six Committee most OECD countries (186 parameters). In

research activities aiming at the transfer of addition, it provides a framnework permitting
technology, know-how and best practice towards international evaluations of accident data.
CEECs and NIS for improving traffic safety: Preparations are underway in order to cover also

the non-OECD countries, for example, from
* B 1 "Accident Data Systems" (seminar held in Central and East European Countries.

Latvia, 16-20 May 1994)
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Membership and Subscription Fees: Access:

Most OECD countries are represented in IRTAD The IRTAD Database is available on floppy discs
by "National Coordinating Institutions". There and can be assessed on-line to the BASt
are different groups of active IRTAD members: mainframe host in Bergisch Gladbach, Germany.

- National coordinating institutions For further details on the RTR Programme please
representing a country as such (Annual contact: OECD, Mr. Burkhard Horn, Road
subscription fee DM 7 O0O)D; Transport Research Programme, 2, rue Andre

Pascal, 75775 Paris, Cedex 16, tel.-33-1-45-24 92
- Additional institutes of a participating 44, Fax -33-1-45-24 79 60.

country from research sector and the
private sector (car manufacturers)
(Annual subscription fee DM 2 000).
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MAJOR UN;ECE INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS AND
CONVENTIONS IN THE FIELD OF TRANSPORT

Working paper prepared by the Secretariat of
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

Since its creation in 1947 the Inland Transport today for Governments of new independent States
Committee of the United Nations Economnic who can thus build their transport regulations in line
Commission for Europe (UN/ECE) has provided its with those existing in all the other European
member Govemment with a flexible framework of a countries, including the EC.
proven capacity and efficiency to develop cooperation
and coordinated action among themselves in the field The most important UN/ECE agreements and
of inland transport with a view to the achievement of conventions in the fields of transport infrastructure,
an efficient coherent transport system in the ECE road traffic safety, road vehicles, transport
region. The quiet, unspectacular but preserving and facilitation, transport of dangerous goods, transport
useful work of Governments, acting together for of perishable foodstuffs and transport operations are
almost five decades now within the framework of the described briefly below.
UN/ECE Inland Transport Committee, has provided
a major contribution to such an endeavor and played A. TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
a key role in the development of transport particularly
international transport in Europe and even beyond the 1. European Agreement on Main International
European boundaries. The Inland Transport Traffic Arteries (AGR). of 1975.
Committee has been working in three main 2. European Agreement on Main International
directions: the harmonization of technical and Railway Lines (AGC). of 1985.
operational transport regulations, the facilitation of 3. European Agreement on Important
border crossings and the coordinated development of International Combined Transport Lines - and
infrastructure networks for the various modes of Related Installations (AGTC). of 1991.
inland transport.

This set of infrastructure agreements provides all
The main outcome of such intergovernmental European Governments with a legal framework and

cooperation under the auspices of the UN/ECE is a coordinated plans for the construction and
large number of international agreements and development of coherent international networks for
conventions, some of them of global scope, covering the various modes of inland transport in Europe with
important areas of the various modes of inland a view to the facilitation and development of
transport, These international instruments, which are international road, rail and combined traffic
in line with the relevant EC directives and which are throughout the continent. A similar agreement for
kept constantly under review to adapt them to new inland waterways is at present under preparation.
developments, provide Governments with a set of
commonly agreed regulations and standard which The European Agreement on Main
constitute the targets to be achieved by Governments International Traffic Arteries (AGR) provides all
in the framework of their national programmes. European Government with a legal framework and
They have the additional advantage of being legally coordinated plan for the construction and
binding for the States who become Contracting development of a coherent international road network
Parties to them. in Europe with a view to the development of

international road traffic throughout the continent.
In view of the increased membership of the Such a coordinated plan includes the international

UN/ECE - at present 54 member States in total, road network to be completed, the already widely
including all European members of the United developed E-road network, consisting of arteries
Nations, Switzerland, Canada, Israel, United States channelling major international road traffic flows, and
of America and seven Asian republics which were the infrastructure parameters to which those arteries
formerly a part of the USSR - this set of international should conform. The AGR, particularly the E-road
agreements and conventions is particularly useful network, is constantly kept under review and updated
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whenever necessary to adapt it to new political and important for international combines transport
transport developments, such as the needs of new services, establishes internationally acceptable
States or new traffic flows, e.g. new east-west traffic infrastructure standards for those lines and related
flows. European States who become Contracting combined transport installations, and prescribes
Parties to the AGR commit themselves to its internationally acceptable performance parameters of
implementation, including the construction or trains and combined transport installations and
upgrading of the E-roads in their territories, within equipment. European States who become Contracting
the framework of their national investment Parties to the AGTC, commit themselves to its
programmes, although they are given complete implementation, including the construction or the
latitude as to the timing for the completion of upgrading of the railway lines and related combined
construction works. To date, 26 European States transport installations in their territories, within the
have become Contracting Parties to the agreement. framework of their national programmed but without

any time constraints. The AGTC entered into force
The European Agreement on Main on 20 October 1993. To date 9 European States have

International Railway Lines (AGC) similarly already become Contracting Parties to the agreement.
provides a legal framework and lays down a co-
ordinated plan for the development of a coherent B. ROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY
international rail network in Europe with a view to
the facilitation and development of international rail 1. Convention on Road Traffic of 1968.
network in Europe with a view to the facilitation and 2. Convention on Road Signs and Signals, of
development of international rail traffic throughout 1968.
the continent. Such a coordinated plan identifies the 3. European Agreement supplementing the 1968
rail lines of major international importance, the E- Convention on Road Traffic - of 1971.
rail network, and defines the infrastructure 4. European Agreement supplementing the 1968
parameters to which they should conform. The AGC Convention on Road Si2ns and Signals, of
defines infrastructure parameters for two categories 1971.
of lines: those already existing and those to be newly 5. Protocol on Road Markings, Additional to the
constructed. The latter are again divided into lines European Agreements supplementing the 1968
for goods and passenger traffic and others for Convention on Road Signs and Si2nals, of 1973
passenger traffic only. The AGC is also revised 6. Agreement on Minimum Requirements for the
whenever necessary to take due account of political Issue and Validity of Driving Permits (APC).
and transport changes in Europe. In becoming of 1975.
Contracting Parties to the AGC, European States
commit themselves to its implementation, including These international legal instruments provide
the construction or the upgrading of the E-rail lines Government with a legal framework and a set of
in their territories, within the framework of their internationally acceptable traffic regulations,
national programmes but without any time commonly agreed systems of roads signs, signals and
constraints. After its entry into force in 1989, 14 markings, harmonized safety requirements for motor
European have so far become Contracting Parties to vehicles and other regulations aimed at the
the agreement. improvement of road traffic safety and thereby at the

facilitation and development of international road
The European Agreement on Important traffic.

International Combined Transport Lines and
Related Installations (AGTC) provides a legal The Conventions, European Agreements and
framework and a coordinated plan with a view to the Protocol have just been thoroughly revised and
development of international combined transport updated with a view to the introduction of stricter
services, particularly road/rail transport services, and safety requirements and to their adaptation to new
the improvements of their efficiency. Combined technological developments. The number of States,
road/rail transport comprises the transport of who have become Contracting Parties to these
containers, swap bodies and entire trucks on railway instruments are as follows: 55 to the 1968
wagons to and from especially equipped terminals. Convention on Road Traffic and 24 to the European
Such co-ordinate plan determines all important Agreement supplementing it; 44 to the 1968
European railway lines used for international Convention on Road Signs and Signals and 22 to the
combined transport, identified all terminals, border European Agreement supplementing it; 18 to the
crossing points, ferry links and other installations Protocol on Road Markings; 5 to the APC.
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The Agreement on Minimum Requirements for crossings, be it Customs or other required inspection,
the Issue and Validity of Driving Permits (APC), with a view to the facilitation and development of
which entered into force on 31 January 1994, is being international transport.
updated.

The Customs Conventions on the Temporary
C. ROAD VEHICLES Importation of Private and Commercial Road

Vehicles established the principle of temporary
1. Agreement Concerning the Adoption of importation of such vehicles under the cover of the

Uniform Conditions of Approval and "carnet de passage en douane". These carnets are
Reciprocal Reco2nition of Approval for Motor issued by associations which guarantee payment of
Vehicle Equipment and Parts, of 1958. import duties and taxes if the vehicle temporarily

admitted in not re-exported. In a number of
This agreement provides Governments with a European countries, the carnet de passage is waived,

legal framework and procedures for the development but the private vehicle is placed de iure under the
of commonly accepted technical regulations temporary importation regime provided by the
applicable to the design and approval of road convention. In those European countries, the
vehicles, their equipment and parts, with a view to registration of the vehicle and the related documents
the improvement of the safety and environmental are considered sufficient for their temporary
conditions of road vehicles and thereby to the importation. 70 States are Contracting Parties to the
facilitation and development of international road Convention on the Temporary Importation of Private
traffic. On the basis of the agreed upon technical Vehicles.
regulations, the agreement establishes the principle of
reciprocal recognition of approval and regulates its The Customs Convention on the International
application, thereby avoiding the repetition of Transport of Goods under Cover of TIR Carnets
statutory controls of compliance with standards prior (TIR Convention) permits the international carriage
to marketing of road vehicles and therefore of goods by road from one Customs office of
facilitating the international trade of such vehicles. departure to a Customs office of arrival, through as
A total of 93 Regulations annexed to the 1958 many countries as necessary, without any
Agreement have so far been developed, covering the intermediate frontier check of the goods carried.
areas of active safety or accident prevention, This, of course, requires a number of precautionary
including lighting and light-signaling; passive safety measures, such as Customs secure sealing or
or reduction of the consequences of accidents; prescriptions for the design of the load compartment
environmental protection, including limitation of or the container, in order to avoid smuggling. To
noise and emissions of pollutants; and general safety cover duties and taxes at risk throughout the journey,
conditions. 26 European States are to date an international guaranteeing chain has been
Contracting Parties to this agreement. established under the Convention. This guaranteeing

chain is managed by the International Road Transport
D. BORDER CROSSING FACILITATION Union (IRU). While the TIR Convention was drawn

up originally for European transport only, this system
1. CUSTOMS CONVENTIONS ON THE has gradually been extended to other areas in the

TEMPORARYIMPORTATIONOFPRIVATE world, including the Middle East, North Africa and
AND COMMERCIAL ROAD VEHICLES, of Latin America (Uruguay and Chile). The TIR
1954 and 1956 respectively. system may now also be applied to goods carried in

2. Customs Convention on the International containers, provided that at least a portion of the
Transport of Goods under Cover of TIR journey is undertaken by road. For this purpose a
Carnets (TIR) Convention), of 1975. multimodal TIR carnet has been developed by the

3. International Convention onthe Harmonization UN/ECE in co-operation with the IRU. 48 States
of Frontier Controls of Goods, of 1982. including non-European States, and the European

4. Draft Convention on Customs Treatment of Community are Contracting Parties to the TIR
Pool Containers Used in International Convention.
Transport (Container Pool Convention).

The International Convention on the
These international UN/ECE Conventions are Harmonization of Frontier Controls of Goods aims

aimed at the abolition of unnecessary, or the at a reduction in the requirements for completing
harmonization of, indispensable procedures at border formalities, reduction in the number and duration of
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all types of controls, be it for health reasons (medico- constantly reviewed and updated in order to keep it in
sanitary, veterinary, phytosanitary), for reasons of line with the UN Recommendations on the Transport
compliance with technical standards or for quality of Dangerous Goods, developed under the auspices of
inspections in general, and applies to all goods being the UN Economic and Social Council by the
imported, exported or in transit. 28 States and the Committee of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous
European Community are Contracting Parties to this Goods, and to take into account new developments in
Convention. transport equipment and operations. A total of 25

European States are Contracting Parties to the ADR.
The Draft Convention on Customs Treatment

of Pool Containers Used in International F. TRANSPORT OF PERISHABLE
Transport (Container Pool Convention) shall FOODSTUFFS
simplify the present situation (Customs Convention on
Containers, of 1972), where each container entering 1. Aareement on the International Carriaze of
a country temporarily needs to be identified and Perishable Foodstuff and on the Special
registered, must be re-exported within a certain Equipment to be used for such Carriage
period (usually 3 months) and can only be used once (ATP). of 1970
for domestic transport. The new Convention will
lead to the duty-and tax-free admission of containers This agreement specifies the conditions of
belonging to a Pool. Each Contracting Party assigns preservation of the quality of the perishable foodstuffs
a certain number of its own containers to a Pool and during their carriage particularly in international
allows an equal number of such Pool containers to trade. It furthermore defines standards for special
travel within its territory without any restriction. The equipment, provisions for checking of insulation and
only administrative procedure then required for a distinguishing marks to be affixed to special
country is to check at specific intervals whether a equipment. Also equipment and temperature
balance between the number of its own Pool conditions for deep frozen foodstuffs are specified.
containers and the number of Pool containers at any 27 States have so far become Contracting Parties to
moment in its country is kept, i.e. instead of the ATP.
controlling each and every container only the balance
of a certain number of Pool containers needs to be G. TRANSPORT OPERATIONS
checked. The Draft Convention is scheduled to be
opened for signature on 15 April 1994. 1. European Agreement Concerning the Work of

Crews of Vehicles Eneaged in International
E. TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS Road Transwort (AETR). of 1970.

1. Eurovean Aareement ConcerninE the This agreement govems the working conditions of
International Carria2e of Danaerous Gods by drivers of commercial vehicles engaged in
Road (ADR). of 1957. international road transport in accordance with

principles of the International Labour Organization.
This agreement aims at increasing the safety of This includes driving periods, manning and rest

international transport of dangerous goods by road. periods as well as conditions to be fulfilled by
It identifies and specifies substances and special drivers. The most recent revision has taken place in
provisions for the various classes of dangerous 1993 and aligned it with the relevant Directive of the
substances and articles and sets out provisions Commission of the European Communities.
concerning transport equipment and operations. The
ADR agreement is becoming increasingly important 2. Convention on the Contract for the
as governments and the European Community International Carriaze of Goods by Road
consider implementing its technical provisions not (CMR). of 1956.
only in international transport but also in domestic
movements of dangerous goods. Major changes have This Convention aims at standardizing the
been adopted to harmonize the ADR with the conditions governing the Contract for the
provisions for other modes of transport particularly international carriage of goods by road, including the
rail and inland water transport. The ADR is documents used for such carriage and the liability of

the carrier.
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THE EUROPEAN BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
(EBRD)

Mr. John Snell
Senior Engineer

"EBRD attaches great importance to the safety Safety Audit to be undertaken in the CEE region.
aspects of its transport sector projects and welcomes Most of the Bank's current projects contain indirect
the lead that the World Bank has taken in promoting safety components in the form of equipment
awareness of safety issues in Central and Eastern purchases for road condition monitoring, traffic
Europe. The Bank views with concern the general surveys, computer hardware and software for
upward trend of accident statistics within the CEE databases and construction quality control purposes,
region at a time when strenuous efforts in other parts all of which will contribute to safer operating
of the World are producing significant reductions in conditions.
accident rates and severities.

EBRD wishes to place on record that it is ready,
EBRD has on-going highways projects or willing and able to include safety components within

highways components of its projects in most of the its future transport projects. The Bank hopes that
countries represented at this Seminar. Currently, the this fact is already known to its existing partners.
Bank is financing projects in Belarus, Bulgaria, For those countries represented at this Seminar but in
Croatia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, which the EBRD does not yet have a transport or
Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia; in 1995, it highways operation, the Bank invites safety and
is hoped to add a highways project in the Czech safety-related proposals for inclusion in future
Republic. The implementation of these projects will projects.
lead to high levels of safety and lower levels of risk
by upgrading and extending the road infrastructures. On behalf of the EBRD, I wish to thank the
As a result of EBRD's involvement in the Budapest World Bank for their initiative in organizing this
Orbital Motorway (MO) Project, the recently-opened Seminar and thank them for their hospitality. EBRD
Stage IA of the Motorway was the subject of the first looks forward to working with the delegates

assembled here to make their roads safer in the
future."
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FINANCING ROAD SAFETY ACTIVITIES

Peter W. Lowe
Roads Corporation of Victoria, Australia

FINANCING ROAD SAFETY MOTIVATION FOR
PARTICIPANTS

• Defining Road Safety Activities * Fulfilling Statutory Requirements
e.g., Road Management, Police

* Determining Road Safety Budgets
* Ethics/Professional Standing

* Cost of Programs Versus Cost of Accidents e.g., Medical Road Safety Cmte

* Sources of Funds * Motivated by Member Interests
e.g., Motor Clubs

* New and Novel Fund Sources
* Socially Motivated

* Some Intemational Experience e.g., The Media, Concerned Citizens

* Commercially Motivated
e.g., Car Manufacturers, Insurers

WHAT IS THE RS BUDGET COST OF ROAD CRASHES

* Difficult to Precisely Estimate * Central and Eastern Europe
-1.2 - 2.0% of GNP

* The Big Public Purse Items -US$ 2.8 billion
-Road Improvements -Deaths /Annum = 16 600
-Black Spots -Cost/Death = USS 169 000
-Traffic Police etc.

* Victoria Australia
* Commercial Expenditure -0.8% of GNP

-Vehicle Manufacture -US$ 510 million
-Product Manufacture -Deaths/Annum = 400

-Cost/Death = USS 1.3 million
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COST OF ROAD SAFETY PROGRAM

Public Funded Programs Victoria, Australia

1988/89 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93

US$ Millions 77.8 86.1 88.2 83.7

% of GNP 0.1 0.13 0.13 0.12

Est Savings
US$ Millions' 286 342 477 428

Benefit Cost Ratio 3.7:1 4.0:1 5.4:1 5.1:1

Estimated Savings by Road Toll Reduction; Base Year 1989

COST OF MAJOR ELEMENTS
In US$ Millions

State Roads 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93

Users 14.1 15.0 13.0 12.0
Vehicles 2.8 3.2 10.2 8.2
Roads 28.0 36.3 35.0 35.0

State Police
Speeding & 23.0' 16.1' 11.2 11.2
Breath Test

Trauma Mgt. -- 5.5 7.7 6.5

Media Promos. 10.0 10.7 10.7 10.6

Totals 77.8 86.1 88.2 83.7

Cost Programs/
Cost Accidents 7.7% 12.1% 13.6% 16.4%

'Includes Large Capital Expenditure Component
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COST OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN
ROAD SAFETY

* Hard to Assess in Money Terms * In Victoria Between 1989 & 1993:
-GM Fits Airbags to Cars
-Tactile Edge Line Marketed
-Truck Driver Training

* Its Important to Nurture -Responsible Alcohol Serving
-Promotion of R.S. Products

FUNDS SOURCE AND CONTROLS FUNDING BY LEVY ON
INSURANCE

* National Government Funding * Poland, Hungary, Czech Rep., Slovakia
-Road Programs * Transport Accident Commission, Victoria
-Traffic Police * 1992/93 TAC Invested US$ 56.6 million in R.S.
-Emergency Services * Since 1988 US$ 20 million Profit From Lower
-Media Promotions Claims; More Than R.S. Investment
-R.S. Education in Schools * Funds Police, Road Block Spots, Media

* The Road Safety Directorate
-Essential to Set Budgets
-Must Coordinate Programs
-Essential to Evaluate Programs

RETURNS ON INVESTMENT CONCLUSIONS

Typical Rates of Return * Road Safety Involves Many Activities
* Government Commitment and Funding Essential

Benefit:Cost for Success
* Government Funding Must:

Accident Black Spot Works 10:1 -Support Coordinated Programs
Area Accident Site Treatments 3:1 -Target High Benefit Cost Activities
Random Breath Testing 14:1 * Must Evaluate Benefit of Programs
Heavy Vehicle Safety Inspect. 1:1 * Encourage Private Investment
Motorcycle Training Centres 2:1 * Governments Should Legislate for a Levy on
Some New Vehicle Design Rules 10:1 Personal Accident Insurance
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ROAD SAFETY

ROADS CORPORATION OF VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

ROAD SAFETY SERVICES IN VICTORIA

Victoria is an international leader in the field of road safety.

Throughout the world, many road safety issues are similar, whether it be speeding vehicles, drink
drivers, bad roads or unsafe vehicles.

These safety problems have been addressed in Victoria by a completely integrated approach to road
safety which has led to a dramatic decrease in the road toll.

The challenge of reducing the road toll is made easier when all major partners contribute to the
result.

Economic Benefits from Road Safety Programs

The World Bank has directly quantified losses from road accidents in developing countries amounting to about one
per cent of their Gross National Product. In these countries, road accidents are the second main cause of death in
the active age bracket.

Management and Coordination of Road Safety

There are a range of government and private organizations which play an important role in road safety in
Victoria. Such organizations include the Roads Corporation, Victoria Police, the Transport Accident Commission,
hospitals, ambulance services, national road research agencies, other research organizations such as universities,
and automobile service organizations. It is vital to road safety that the actions of each of these organizations be
coordinated in order to maximize the extent of the road safety improvements achieved from the available funds.

The Roads Corporation of Victoria (VicRoads)

The Corporation has a central role in addressing Road Safety in Victoria -it is directly responsible for statewide
road safety policies and strategies, driver education and licensing, vehicle standards and registration, as well as
safety on the principal road network. In addition, research and counter-measure advice is provided to other
organizations.

The Roads Corporation of Victoria has an all-embracing role in managing roads and road-based transport in the
State. It is a unique organization in that it not only manages the planning, design, construction and maintenance
of Victoria's roads, but it also regulates the vehicles and the drivers that use them. The Corporation is responsible
for the registration and roadworthiness inspection of vehicles, the regulation and enforcement of commercial
transport and the testing and licensing of drivers.

An Integrated Approach

By coordinating the involvement of other government departments (such as police and hospitals) and designing
and developing systems to identify road safety issues, a completely integrated approach to tackling the road toll can
reduce the carnage.
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Delivery

The Roads Corporation can assist authorities to develop and implement programs to reduce death, injury and
economic loss resulting from road related accidents.

The Corporations Services

These services include:

* developing the institutional structures and practices to properly manage road safety. Often considerable
benefits are achieved through focusing responsibility for road safety into fewer agencies with better
management;

* advice on effective counter-measures to enhance the road safety benefits;

* research studies into road crashes to give a sound basis for safety programs;

* development of road safety data collection and storage systems for identifying problems, designing
counter-measures and measuring performance;

* publicity campaigns to target road user safety;

* expert advice on road engineering treatments to minimize the risk of intersection or run-off-road crashes,
and to minimize the hazards of roadside obstacles;

* training in all areas of road safety program management;

* education in programs targeting schools and the general public;

* institutional strengthening of road safety organizations;

* policy development and road safety legislation;

* procedures for driver training and licensing;

* vehicle roadworthiness and registration.
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Major Road Safety Achievements

Since 1970, the road toll in Victoria has decreased 63 per cent despite a doubling of vehicles using the
roads.

This reduction in road deaths had been remarkable when measured against the growth in travel.

The benefits since 1989 have been especially outstanding:

* a saving of over 800 lives and 9,000 serious injuries;

* a reduction in the cost of crashes of over $1,000 million;

* fewer accident injury compensation claims -reduced by 6,000 (30%);

* a reduction in vehicle damage crashes of more than 30%;

* driver fatalities down 57%;

* pedestrian fatalities down 50%;

* bicyclist fatalities down 62%.

The 1992 rate of 1.3 fatalities per 10,000 registered vehicles made Victoria a world leader in road accident
prevention. This was achieved by having an integrated approach to road safety issues resulting in:

* safer road use;
* safer roads;
* safer vehicles; and
* better trauma management.

Accident Data Systems

Systematic Accident Data Co!lection has been developed to provide an enhanced and comprehensive data base
of all fatal and personal injury road accidents which occur in Victoria. It is required by a wide variety of users
within the Corporation, the Police, Research Centres and other agencies and municipalities. The data base provides
a foundatiu n for developing road safety strategies, and measuring program effectiveness.

Tlhe data eniables:

* prioritizing traffic management programs;
* monitoring the effectiveness of road safety programs;
* identification of hazardous locations designed as blackspots;
* accurate information about various road user groups to be gathered to better target public education

campaigns;
* improved enforcement;
* accident analysis incorporating advanced graphic techniques for identifying accident concentrations on

road networks.
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The computerized data base can 'stand alone' or be linked to other government data systems.

A Range of Skills

The Corporation has the relevant multi-disciplinary skills required to formulate integrated policies and
strategies.

The Corporation's teams of researchers, behavioral scientists, engineers, road safety teacher consultants and
other professionals liaise with overseas clients in providing strategies and programs to reduce road deaths
and casualties.

Adapting Technology

New technology to contribute to road safety is continually being developed or sought out. Radar speed cameras
have been acquired to strengthen enforcement capability. Development in vehicle and road interaction and dynamic
signing are being assessed.

Victoria has adopted the SCATS traffic signal linking system which links intersections, gives safety benefits,
and saves time and fuel. The Corporation also has produced a computer-based hazard perception test for novice
drivers. This world first aims to give novice drivers increased awareness of likely traffic hazards.

Integrated Trattic Systems

The Corporation has developed an Integrated Traffic System to continually monitor the operation of major roads
or expressways. The system enables:

* immediate detection of, and reaction to, any potential or actual safety or congestion problems in the
shortest possible time;

* collection of data on the use and operation of the network for longer term planning and management,
thereby providing the users of the road network with the highest standard of travel and service in the
most efficient manner possible.

Communication with Road Users

The Corporation has a wealth of experience in all aspects of communication with road users, ranging from
advice of regulatory changes to mass media campaigns.

Successful campaigns include:

* raising bicycle helmet use form less than 10 per cent to more than 80 per cent;
* raising use of set belts to the highest rates in the world;
* behavioral and attitudinal changes to drink driving and speeding;
* improved delivery of road safety education at all pre-school and school levels;
* targeted road safety awareness campaigns;
* promotion of higher safety performance standards through improved driver licensing systems;
* improved awareness of the vulnerability of motorcyclists, bicyclists and pedestrians;
* clearer accountability of commercial vehicle operators for the safe operation of their vehicles.
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Safer Road Use

The public is encouraged to act responsibly on the roads through a variety of programs such as:

* anti-drink driving enforcement buses conducting over one million annual random breath tests;
* new automatic speed cameras; a computerized system for identifying offending vehicles and issuing

infringement notices;
* compulsory bicycle helmet wearing;
* stronger penalties for speeding and drink driving;
* promotion of road safety and education through the mass media which has changed drivers' behavior and

attitudes to problems such as drink driving and speeding;
* red light cameras;
* zero blood alcohol level for truck and bus drivers;
* extensive road safety education programs in all levels of the school system;
* establishing motorcycle training centres;
* establishing Community Road Safety Councils;
* a graduated system for driver licensing;
* road hazard perception testing for novice drivers.

Safer Roads

Improvements to Victoria's road system using proven safety treatments at hazardous location or blackspots, such
as intersection modifications, have reduced accidents by up to 80 per cent.

As individual traffic engineering treatments are relatively inexpensive, a large number of locations can be
improved.

The Safer Roads program includes:

* intersection improvements by channelization, new roundabouts or traffic signals and regulatory signing;
* improved access control;
* safety auditing integrated into road planning, design and construction;
* roadside hazard management to remove or protect hazards;
* low cost railway level crossing improvements;
* improved delineation (e.g., signing and edge lining);
* improved street lighting;
* pavement improvements;
* provision of bicycle pathF and lanes;
* integrated traffic signal treatments to give priority to trams and buses.

Safer Vehicles

Victoria actively supports and promotes the development of safer vehicles through research, consumer
information, promotion of awareness of safety issues, and active involvement in national design standards forums.

Projects include:

* trials of improved restraint systems, e.g., webbing clamps and belt tensioning devices;
* car crashworthiness ratings based on crash and injury insurance records;
* vehicle safety research including crash testing of new cars;
* construction and testing of rear under-run barriers for trucks;
* investigating car roof weaknesses in roll-over crashes;
* research into accidents with trucks and other road users;
* development of more stringent vehicle safety inspection standards;
* promotion of airbag installation.
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Better Trauma Management

Improvements in post crash management can significantly reduce road trauma (35% of those who die, do so
within two hours and its is estimated that 10 to 15% of these could be saved).

The Roads Corporation is developing a strategy for major organizations concerned with emergency care,
including the Health Department, Ambulance Service, Victoria Police, College of Surgeons and Directors o
Casualty organizations.

A significant campaign to improve vehicle safety and Overseas Projects
increase buyer preference towards safer vehicles ---
the Driver Protection Ratings give motorists advice The Overseas Projects Corporation of Victoria Ltd
on the risk of a driver being killed or seriously is the Victorian Govemment agency responsible for
injured in various commonly used vehicles. marketing the services and products of the Roads

Corporation throughout the world to facilitate the
transfer overseas of Victoria's expertise in road
technology. Any overseas enquiries about the
provision of the Roads Corporation' services should
be directed to:

Overseas Projects Phone: +613 509 9333
Corporation of Victoria, Fax: +613 576 0899
590 Orrong Rd Telex: AA 386 81 AGSYS
3rd Floor
Armadale 3143
Victoria, Australia
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ROAD SAFETY STRATEGY

PROGRESS REPORT

APRIL 1993

INTRODUCTION

During 1992 Victoria's road toll continued the strong decline experienced in the previous two years, resulting
in 396 deaths. This represents a reduction of 21% compared with the previous year and a 43 % reduction compared
with the average of 700 deaths during the 1980's.

The results achieved in Victoria compare very favorably with the trend throughout Australia as a whole. In 1992
Australia (less Victoria) achieved a reduction of 2 % compared with the previous year with some areas experiencing
an increase.

In rate terms, Victoria is significantly ahead of the national average shown by:

Deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles

Victoria 1.3 Australia 2.0

Deaths per 100,000 population

Victoria 8.8 Australia 11.2

DIVIDENDS

The investment of resources in road safety has resulted in enormous savings to the community through lives
saved, injuries prevented and property damage reduced, including:

* a saving of over 800 lives and 9,000 serious injuries since 1989;

* a reduction in the overall cost of crashes of some $1.2 billion;

* a major reduction in accident injury claims through the Transport Accident Commission with savings
of over $300 million in tree years (claims have dropped from 22,000 to 16,000);

* a reduction in vehicle damage crashes of more than 30%.

The investment has clearly been returned in large dividends especially through cost reduction in transport, health
and other social services.
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TRENDS

The tables and graphs on the following page clearly illustrate the consistent improvement in Victoria over the
past three years compared with the previous position.

PERSONS KILLED PERSONS INJURED
NUMBER (1980 -1992) (KILLED AND SERIOUSLY INJURED)

(1980 -1992)
Boo - NUMBER

16 1 102000

19808 9 2 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 YEAR 

For every death there are an additional 13 road users severely injured, and many more sustain less serious
injuries. Severe injuries can result in permanent loss of mobility, impairment of brain function and dependence on
constant medical care with resultant family disruption, pain and cost.

FATALITIES -ROAD USER TYPE

_ _ -0Three Year Five Year _ _ 5_
Average Average Change
1990-92 1985-89

Driver 199 298 -33 %

Passenger 120 175 -32%

Pedestrian 92 144 -36%

Motorcyclist 56 66 -15 %

Pedal Cyclist 16 24 -33%
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FATALITY RATES

Deaths per 10,000 Deaths per 100,000
Vehicles Population

1980 3.4 16.8

1985 2.8 16.6

1990 2.1 12.5

1991 1.8 11.4

1992 1.3 8.8

INFLUENCES

Research indicates that the main direct influences on the gains achieved in Victoria have been:

* enforcement of drink-driving legislation through random breath testing and intensive mass media
publicity support;

* reduction in speeding through speed camera operations with targeted mass media publicity support;

* progressive improvement in roads and traffic management through accident blackspot treatments;

* mandatory bicycle helmet wearing;

* impact of the economic downturn on reducing the amount of vehicle travel.

The collaboration of the main road safety agencies in the planning and implementation of the 1992 Program and
those of previous years, under the umbrella of the Statewide Road Safety Strategy, contributed greatly to the most
effective use of road safety resources, by reducing duplication of effort and concentrating joint expertise on agreed
projects.

There are positive signs that the behavior of road users has continued to change in recent years in ways that
contribute to safety, consistent with the directions of the road safety program:

* the percentage of drivers killed over .05 averaged 26% during 1990-92 compared with 37% during
the five years 1985-1989;

* the percentage of vehicles checked by traffic cameras as being driven over the enforcement threshold
has reduced progressively from 20% in January 1990 to the current level of 5%;

* the bicycle helmet wearing rate has increased from a pre-legislation level of 35% to some 75%.

While the wearing of seat belts in general driving continues at high levels for drivers and front seat passengers
(95%) with lower levels in rear seats (80%) there is concern that about 30% of the front seat occupants killed in
crashes fail to wear available seat belts. The potential for further gains in this area is significant.
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PROGRAM ELEMENTS

During 1992 the key accident countermeasures were implemented in line with the Statewide Road Safety
Strategy. The following features stand out:

Safer Road Use

* a Statewide promotion and enforcement campaign to raise seat belt wearing;
* continuing high profile campaigns to reduce speeding and drink driving;
* public awareness campaign highlighting driver concentration;
* education of road users through schools and community groups.

Safer Roads

* continuation of the on-going program of targeted road engineering improvements at hazardous location
(this is in addition to general programs for maintenance and improvement of the road system);

* accident blackspot treatments with expenditure of some $20 million in 1991-92 on works such as
traffic signals, intersection improvements, overtaking lanes, pavement widening, skid resistance,
hazard removal, signing and lighting, shoulder sealing, pedestrian facilities, guardrail installation.

Safer Vehicles

* an emphasis on vehicle safety improvements through the promotion of better seat belt systems and
air bags, widespread distribution of comparative vehicle safety data and support for vehicle
crashworthiness research.

Safety Manaaement

* development of accident data systems and detailed analysis of trends;
* new research including the problem of drugs and driving.

Road Trauma Manaaement

* initiation of a review of the road injury management system (communications, transport, emergency
treatment).
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Community Involvement

* involvement of local communities in the overall tasks of communicating road safety values and supporting
local action through schools, community groups, local government and Community Road Safety Councils.

ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

The Road Safety Strategy provides for continuing emphasis on the major issues of drink driving, speed, seat belt
wearing and accident blackspot treatments which has been a successful part of the approach to date. Some new
elements of the 1993 program in these areas include:

* the acquisition of new alcohol breath testing equipment which will have a major impact on operational
productivity;

* promoting awareness of the problems of drugs and driving;
* extension of random breath testing coverage through the booze bus program;
* expansion in the availability of self breath testing devices so that road users can become more aware

of the link between BAC levels and their patterns of drinking;
* a new multi media drink drive campaign;
* enhancement of police enforcement visibility through use of roof mounted electronic signage;
* research to identify and evaluate new measures;
* new speed zone structure;
* increase in the program of sealing gravel shoulders and improvements in approaches to provincial

cities.
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In addition, specific action will be targeted in the following areas:

Fatigue Motorcyclists

Issue: About 20% of serious accidents involve Issue: Seven times more likely to be killed in a
fatigue. crash than vehicle occupants and currently 14% of

road fatalities (10% in 1990).
Action: Large scale public education
campaign. Program of raised edge and Action: Extension of novice motor cyclist training
center line road marking to alert drivers. and testing program. Educational programs
Facilities for travellers to take breaks emphasizing harmony between motorcyclists and
in long journeys. Research on fatigue other road users. Encouragement of greater
countermeasures. visibility and use of protective clothing.

Pedestrians Bicyclists

Issue: Represent 20% of road fatalities. Issue: Highly vulnerable road users with a
large proportion of the very young

Action: Expansion of Safe Routes to School (for amongst those killed and seriously
the young) and Walk With Care (for the injured.
elderly) programs. Increase in local
ownership of pedestrian safety programs. Action: Emphasis on bicycle visibility, helmet
More on-road facilities. Extension into wearing, evaluation of footpath cycling,
rural cities. Pedestrian facilities guide. development of bicycle research program.

Trauma Management Safety Auditing

Issue: Potential for casualty savings of over Issue: Need to ensure in-built safety of the
10%. road environment.

Action: Systems review to be completed, Action: Application of quality management
integrated action and networking to be approach in design and construction
encouraged. Staging of a trauma systems processes and contracts.
seminar.

Safer Vehicles

Issue: The proportion of vehicle occupants killed has been reduced in the past three years but they still
represent over 60% of road fatalities.

Action: Emphasis to continue on developing consumer pressure for safer vehicles through vehicle
crashworthiness research, dissemination of information and promotion of occupant protection
improvements.
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REVIEW OF THE STATE ROAD SAFETY STRATEGY

The Road Safety Coordinating Council recognizes that in order to maintain and if possible improve on Victoria's
current achievement, it is vital to keep all of the elements of the Road Safety Strategy on track.

A major review will therefore be undertaking in mid 1993. An important component of the review will be a
broad-based forum enabling appropriate organizations and groups to contribute.

The review will focus on:

* strengths and weakness of the current strategy;
* re-appraisal of key issues influencing road safety;
* trends to the year 2000;
* review and re-statement of targets and directions;
* re-appraisal of system management procedures.
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WORLD BANK SUPPORT

For Road Safety Financing in CEE Countries

Table of Contents:

1. CEE Study
2. Ongoing/Planned Loans in CEE
3. A typical Road Safety Component
4. What items can be funded
5. Criteria
6. Technical Cooperation
7. Financing and "Sustainability"
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CEE Road Safety Study

* International team of high level experts
* Phare financing; 6 CEE countries
* Close cooperation with the countries
* Evaluation of financing needs
* Evaluation of situation/programs
* Assessment of institutional effectiveness
* 80/100 pages country report

Possible extension of study coverage to other
countries

* consistent methodology
* government commitment for road safety
* Preparation of a project/loan
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ONGOING/PLANNED LOANS

ONGOING LOANS: PLANNED LOANS

* Hungary * Lithuania
* Poland * Albania
* Romania * Croatia
* Russia * Fyrom
* Estonia * Armenia
* Kazakhstan
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A Typical CEE Road Safety Loan Component
(for a country of about 10 million inhabitants)

in $ millions Foreign Total FEC

Blackspot Program 2.5 5.0 50

Equipment for Traffic 4.5 5.6 80
Police _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Training 0.4 0.5 80

Subtotal 7.4 11.1

+ Safety works in 4.5 ~ 9.0 50
Rehab Program

+ Contingencies 2.0 ~ 3.9

Total 13.9 $24.0
million

FEC = Foreign Exchange Component
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What items can be funded

Loans

* All Investment Costs - Works
- Equipment
- Information Campaign

* All Training/Technical Cooperation

* A project preparation facility can be developed

* Not Recurrent Costs

Possible Grants from:

* IDF: Institutional Development Fund

* PHRD: Project preparation

* Cooperation with PHARE/TACIS (EC-DG1)
- National Study
- Regional Study
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CRITERIA

1. Appropriateness of RS Policy

2. Reasonable Demonstration of Significant
Reduction of Accidents

(- Program Optimization
- Economic Analysis for large works)

3. Consistency with Institutional Development
Plans

4. Financing Sustainability

5. Performance Targets/Monitoring Framework
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TECHNICAL COOPERATION

Lessons from 1987-94 experience

* identify local strength/weakness, then fine tune
objectives

* invite high-level experts (TOR)

- short-term mission (diagnosis/proposals)
- Adviser on specific new issues:

* development of RS National Program
* monitoring framework

* organize well-prepared/targeted study tours
abroad

* develop bilateral training

* give clear objectives and means to local
motivated task force
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Financing and "Sustainability"

The case of insurance premium
(ex: 2 to 5%)

Advantages:

* helps finance highly justified expenditures
(health & economy) and difficult to financing
otherwise

= insurance
* puts incentives right = RS actors

= cooperation

* is self-sustainable

* is consistent with Interministerial RS committee

-- deserves * efforts and patience to make it
work (Victoria, Quebec, Finland)

* special dossiers for

- Insurance organizations
- Ministry of Finance
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NUMBER OF DEATHS

TOTAL 1,000,000 LIVES AT STAKES

PER COUNTRY CURRENT ANNUAL DEATH
NUMBER x 15
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

(by country and in alphabetical order)

ARMENIA Mr. Krum TZOLOV
Chief, State Vehicle Inspection,

Mr. Papik KARCIIKIAN Control of the Business Operation of Automative
First Vice-President Transport
Armenian Highway Union Ministry of Transport
Ministry of Transport and Communication 9 "Vasil Levski" St.
Zak-ian Str. 10 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Yerevan, Republic of Armenia Tel: 359-2-873 065
Tel: 8852-56-33-01 Fax: 359-2-873 916
Fax: 8852-56-05-28

Mr. Emil TZVETKOV
AUSTRALIA Head, the Road Safety Research Laboratory

Ministry of Interior
Mr. Peter LOWE P.O. Box 934, 2 "Tzvetan Minkov" St.
c/o Public Works Department 1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Post Office Private Bag Tel: 359-2-822 013
APIA Fax: 359-2-878 210
Western Samoa
Tel: 685-21611 CROATIA
Fax: 685-20054

Dr. Divic ANTE
BULGARIA Chief of Traffic Prevention Police Division

Ministry of Interior of Croatia
Mr. Dimitar GANEV Vurovarska 33
Coordinator of Country Delegation Zagreb, Croatia
Executive Secretary Tel: 385- 622 617
Coordination of the Implementation of NRSC's
Decisions; Branua KUZMIC
Vice Chairman of the Commission Interpreter
National Road Safety Commission at the Council of Ministry of Interior
Ministers Aveniza Vuvouar 33
Office no. 404 Zagreb, Croatia
I "Knyaz Dondukov" blv. Tel: 385-41-622 627
1194 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: 359-2-885 387 Mr. Ivan STANKO
Fax: 359-2-885 387 Head of Traffic Police Division

Ministry of Interior
NMr. Angel KOUZMANOV Aveniza Vukovar 33
Head of Division Zagreb, Croatia
Jurisconsult of the Traffic Police Tel: 385-41-622 627
Ministry of Interior Fax: 385-41-443 021
2 "Tzvetan Minkov" St.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel: 359-2-827 789
Fax: 359-2-316 080
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CZECH REPUBLIC Mr. Pavel TUNKL
Deputy Director of Road Traffic Department

Mr. Jan FIEDLER Ministry of Transport
Head, Transport and Traffic Department Nabrezi L. Svobody 12
Municipal Authority of Prague Praha 1, Czech Republid 110 15
Rasnovka I Tel: 42-2-230 31 203
Praha 1, Czech Republic 110 00 Fax: 42-2-24 81 05 96
Tel: 42-2-23 14 105

ESTONIA
Mr. Ivan FOLTYN
Deputy Minister of Transport Mr. Hellat RUMVOLT
Coordinator for Country Delegation Director General
Ministry of Transport Estonian Traffic Police
Nabrezi L. Svobody 12 Lastekodu 31
Praha 1, Czech Repubic 110 15 Tallinn, Estonia
Tel: 42-2-24 81 04 55 Tel: 372-2-424 949
Telex: 42-2-12 10 96 Fax: 372-2-433 615
Fax: 42-2-23 03 11 90

Mr. Harry TUUL
Mr. Jaroslav HORIN Director
Senior Officer Estonian Traffic Police
Ministry of the Interior Lastekodu 31
U. Obecniho domu 3 Tallinn, Estonia
Praha, Czech Republic 112 20 Tel: 372-2-421 274
Tel: 42-2-67 31 17 10 Fax: 372-2-425 435
Fax: 42-2-738 148

FINLAND
Mr. Jiri SOUKUP
Deputy Director of Section Mr. Anders TALLQVIST
Ministry of the Interior Special Researcher
Nad Stolou Ministry of Transport and Communication
Parha 7, Czech Republic Traffic Safety Unit
Tel: 42-2-376-594 Helsinki, Finland
Fax: 42-2-382-260 Fax: 358-0-160 2597

Mr. Vaclav SPICKA FRANCE
Secretary General of the Czech Governmental
Council on Road Safety Mr. Jean Michel BERARD
Ministry of the Interior Directeur, Service DSCR
U. Obecniho domu 3 Ministere de l'Equipement, Transport et Tourisme
Praha, Czech Republic 112 20 92055 Paris La Defense Cedex 04
Tel: 42-2-67 31 17 10 Tel: 33-1-40 81 21 22
Fax: 42-2-738 148 Fax: 33-1-40 81 81 71

Mr. Vladimir STUPKA Mr. Jean-Baptiste BOUZIQUES
Deputy Director of Traffic Police Charge de Mission aupres du Delegue
Strojnicka 7 Interministeriel a la Securite Routiere
Praha 7, Czech Republic Ministere de l'Equipement, des Transports et du
Tel: 42-2-335-36-431 Tourisme
Fax: 42-2-371-793 92055 Paris La Defense Cedex 04, France

Fax: 33-1-40 81 81 71
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Mr. Bernard DURAND Dr. Hans Ch. HEINRICH
Directeur Adjoint BAST
Service de la Sdcurite et de la Circulation Routiere Bruderstrabe 53
Ministere de l'Equipement, des Transports et du D-51427 Bergisch Gladbach, Germany
Tourisme Tel: 49-2204/430
92055 Paris La Defence, Cedex 04, France Fax: 49-2204/43833
Tel: 33-1-40 81 81 26
Fax: 33-1-40 81 81 98 Dr. Christian K. LACKNER

Center for Emergency Medicine and Rescue Service
Ms. Martine Sophie FOUVEZ at the Munich University - ANR
European Conference of Ministers of Transport NuBbaumstraBe 20
2 rue Andre Pascal 80336 Munich
Paris, 75016 France Fax: 49-89-5160-4950
Tel: 33-1-45 24 97 15
Fax: 33-1-45 24 97 42 HUNGARY

Mr. Christian GERONDEAU His Excellency Mr. Gabor KUNCZE
President Minister of I]nterior
Union Routiere de France Ministry of the Interior
10 fue Clement Marot Jozsef Attila 2-4
Paris 75008, France Budapest H-1903, Hungary
Fax: 33-1-47 23 77 57 Tel: 36-1-2668 119
Tel: 33-1-40 70 05 45 Fax: 36-1-1172 816

Mr. Patrice RETOUR His Excellency Dr. Karoly LOTZ
Deputy Secretary General Minister of Transport, Communication and Water
PIARC Management
La Grande Arche, Paroi Nord, Niveau 1 Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
Paris, La Defense, Cedex 04, France Management
Tel: 33-1-47 96 81 21 Dob. u. 75-81
Fax: 33-1-49 00 02 02 Budapest H-1400, Hungary

Tel: 36-1-112 3070
Mr. Jack SHORT Fax: 36-1-153 2061
Deputy Secretary General
ECMT Mr. Gabor ALBERT
2 rue Andre Pascal Senior Researcher
75016 Paris, France Institute for Transport Sciences
Tel: 33-1-45 24 97 21 H-1119 Than K.u. 3-5
Fax: 33-1-45 24 97 42 Budapest, Hungary

Tel: 36-1-185 0311
GERMANY Fax: 36-1-166 9210

Dr. Dieter ELLINGHAUS Mr. S. ANDRAS
ISAPLAN Chief Official, Law Enforcement Dept.
Stadtwald Gurtel 33 Ministry of the Interior
D-5000 Koln 140, Germany Jozsef Attila 2-4
Tel: 49-22-140 1061 Budapest H-1903, Hungary
Fax: 49-22 140 1070 Tel: 36-1-138 4699

Fax: 36-1-138 2743
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Mr. Voros ATTILA Dr. Sandor GYURKOVICS
Head of Department Administrative Secretary of State
Institute for Transport Sciences President of Interministerial Committee on Road
1119 Tha'n K u 3-5 Safety
Budapest, Hungary Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
Tel: 361-166 9310 Management
Fax: 361-166 9210 Dob. u. 75-81

H-1400 Budapest, Hungary
Mr. Toth BALINT Tel: 36-1-141 5142
Advisor Fax: 36-1-141 5142
Ministry of Defense
V.ker Baloitou u. 7-11 Mr. Gyarmati JANOS
Budapest, Hungary Institute for Transport Sciences
Tel: 36-1-111 4853 H-1119 Than K.u. 3-5

Budapest, Hungary
Mr. Sandor BONCSER Tel: 36-1-185 0311
Deputy Head
Road Safety Division Mr. Peter HOLLO
Hungarian Road Transport Association Scientific Counsellor
Kossuth Lajos u. 4 Institute for Transport Sciences
H-1053 Budapest V, Hungary 1119 Than K u.3-5
Tel: 36-1-118 28 65 Budapest, Hungary
Fax: 36-1-117 03 11 Tel: 36-1-181 2106

Mr. Gyorgy CSASZAR Ms. Eva JUHASZ LASZLONE
Deputy Head of Department Division of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
Management Management
Dob. u. 75-81 Dob. u. 75-81
H-1400 Budapest, Hungary H-1400 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: 36-1-122-3475
Fax: 36-1-269-7527 Eng. Zoltan KAZATSAY

Head of Development Division
Mr. Laszlo DREGELTI Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
Ministry of Transport Management
Dob. u. 75-81 Dob. u. 75-81
H-1400 Budapest, Hungary H-1400 Budapest, Hungary
Tel: 36-1-122 0220
Fax: 36-1-142 2955 Mr. Miklos KEMENES

Chief official Lt. Col.
Mr. Gabor ECSEDY Traffic Regulation
Director General The Interior Hungarian National Police
Institute for Transport Sciences Ltd. XI Somloi 51
Than Karoly Utca 3-5 H-1903 Budapest, Hungary
H- I 19 Budapest, Hungary Tel: 36-1-1320 742
Tel: 36-1-666 967 Fax: 36-1-1320 742
Fax: 36-1-669 210
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Dr. Laszlo KERCS Mr. Karoly PONGRACL
Colonel Chief Enc.
Head of Department Ministry of Transport
The Interior Hungarian National Police HQ Dob. u. 75-81
XI Somloi 51 H-1400 Budapest, Hungary
H-1903 Budapest, Hungary Tel: 36-1-122-2629
Tel: 36-1-117 3641 Fax: 36-1-142-2955
Fax: 36-1-117 3641

Mr. Szilveszter REGOS
Mr. Bela KOMAROMI Ministry of Transport, Communication and Water
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INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS ACTIVE IN THE FIELD OF ROAD SAFETY (RS)
Introduction:

Because of the pluridisciplinary nature of road safety, national governments have to effectively (i) coordinate locally with all national organizations dealing with road safety and
(ii) take advantage of what international organizations can offer. At least twenty such organizations deal directly or indirectly with road safety and are or could be active in
CEEICIS countries. Knowing well their aims and typical actions could help in developing effective cooperation taking into account their comparative advantages.

Nota: In addition to these international organizations, a large number of bilateral programs are developed on road safety. They can be contacted either directly through their
country embassy or the specialized national organizations can be identified through their intemational network organizations like FERSI, ECMT, PIARC, PRI, AIT, etc.

Name and acronym Address CEEaCIS road safety General aims Specific road safety aims Main actions Miscellaneous J
l | ~~~~contactlllll

1. INTERNATIONAL FINANCING INSTITUTIONS

World Bank (WB) 1818 H Street, Michel Ray, Principal Development help governments *Initiation and
N.W. Highway Engineer, Bank improve road safety management of the CEE
Washington DC Regional Technical through policy reforms road safety study and the
20433 - USA Department combined with investment policy seminar.

Tel. 1.202.473.2472 lending, and * Loans to Hungary,
Fax. 1.202.477.1523 - facilitate international Poland, Romania, etc.

coordination include significant road
safety components and
policy aspects.
* Development of
methodologies and world
wide surveys on RS.

European Union, Rue de la Loi (a) Hans Christian To support * Technical assistance and * As an example Phare
Directorate General 200 Stausboll (PHARE) European support for training financed i) the Road Safety
for External B-1040 Tel: 32-2-296 56 79 integration and the activities relating to study for CEE countries
Political Relations Bruxelles Fax: 32-2-295 74 29 economic iproved road safety and ii) the Road Safety
(a) PHARE Belgium (b) Nick Clegg development in (PHARE and TACIS); Policy Seminar in
(b) TACIS (TACIS) the countries of - Co-financing of Budapest

Tel: 32-2-296 9256 (a) Central and infrastructure investments * TACIS envisages the
Fax: 32-2-296 3379 Eastern Europe (PHARE only) financing of (i) a NIS

(PHARE) and (b) regional RS study and (11)
Newly a RS audit of TEN
Independant States corridors in NIS
(TACIS)
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European Bank for One Exchange John Snell, To assist CEE help governments improve - specific investments for
Reconstruction and Square London Senior Engineer countries develop RS through investment RS infrastructure.
Development EC2A 2EH Tel. 44.71.338 65.20 market-oriented lending and support to * took part in RS Policy
(EBRD) United Kingdom Fax. 44.71.338.73.01 economies policy reforms Seminar

European 100 Boulevard Luigi Marcon Loans and Can include road safety * Survey in the application Loans in the
Investment Bank Konrad Technical Advisor guarantees for related parts of of Road Safety in the European
(EIB) Adenauer L2950 Tel. 352 4379 8624 priority infrastructure investments European Union Union and in

Luxembourg Fax. 352 437 704 investments (135 in road projects * Investment in Road Countries with
countries) Safety Infrastructure cooperation

agreements
with EU

2. INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES INVOLVED IN POLICY-AND DECISION MAKING

European Union, Rue de la loi Luc Werring European transport Harmonization of * Directives on licenses, Helped in the
Directorate General 200 Head of Unit B-3, policy including regulations in the form of safety belts Creation of
of Transport (EU - B-1049 Brussels Safety Technology and safety directives. * studies ERSF
DG VII) Belgium Transport Environment Pooling of experiences - participation in national (European

Tel. 322.296.84.51 among nations and European symposia Road Safety
Fax. 322.296.51.96 Federation)

and ETSC

European Union, Rue de la loi Fotis KARAMITSOS Keep the telecom Improve the efficiency and R&D and demonstration
Directorate General, 200 DG XIII - Unit C6 and telematics safety of road transpcrt program on telematics
"Telecommunicatio B-1049 Brussels "Telematics networks sector up to date through the use of new applications in the
ns, Information Belgium and services applied to with technological information technologies transport sector:
Market and transport" progress and the - DRIVE I and 2 for road
Exploitation of Tel: 322.296.34.49 needs of the transport (1988-1994)
Research", (EU- Fax: 322.296.23.91 European market - new program open to
DGXIII) other transport modes

(1995-1998)
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European 2, rue Andre Martine-Sophie Take all necessary Resolutions adopted by the C Standing committees on 31 European
Conference of Pascal FOUVEZ measures to ministers on matters of transport and safety member
Ministers of F 75016 Paris Tel. (331) 45 24 97 42 achieve rational intemational importance * Organization of seminars, countries
Transport (ECMT) France Fax. (331) 45 24 97 15 development of (speed, alcohol, safety symposia, etc.

European inland belts, education, vulnerable * statistics on Road Safety
transportation of users, etc.) in Europe including CEE
intemational
importance

UN Economic Palais des Jerzy WALAWSKI Facilitate f Preparation and - Permanent working party - 54 member
Commission for Nations Officer in Charge of concerted action management of on vehicle construction countries
Europe (UN/ECE) 1211 Geneva 10 Economic Affairs and in the economic international conventions (WP 29) and road safety (including

Switzerland Road Safety area, and and agreements, including: (WP I) Central and
Tel. (42-22) 917 24 02 strengthen links - motor vehicle * Production of Eastem
Fax. (42-22) 917 00 39 among European regulations (1958) recommendations, Europe)

countries and - traffic and traffic control resolutions, agreements, - Venue for
between Europe devices (1968 and 1971), conventions meetings and
and the rest of the etc. - Organization of seminars pooling of
world - Promotion of road safety *International week for experiences

road safety

World Health 1211 Dr. C.J. ROMER Promotion of Prevention of traffic - WHO initiative on Development
Organization Geneva 27 Chief. Safety Promotion safety in general injuries, emergency care helmet wearing of injury
(WHO) Switzerland & Injury Control and management and rehabilitation e Prevention and surveillance

Programme of the injured management of injured management of traumatic system
Tel. (41-22) 791.34.86 (protection and brain and spinal cord including
Fax. (41-22) 791.07.46 emergency care) injuries traffic injury

- Develop cooperation
among member countries
* Publication of statistics

3. TECHNICAL AND CONSULTATIVE AGENCIES

Organization for 2, rue Andre Burkhard HORN Recommendation - Road transport and * Expert groups, - 25 member
Economic Pascal Tel. (33 1) 45 24 92 44 to member roads research program seminars, symposia (50 countries, including 18
Cooperation and 75775 PARIS Fax. (33 1) 45 24 79 60 country - Synthesis of best reports on road safety) European states
Development cedex 16 governments on international practice * Approved accident - DIRR (international
(OECD) France all aspects of data bank BICAR road research

economic o 6 CEE workshops for documentation) system
development RS
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Intemational 2, quai Gustave Frank Van OSS Promotion of - Gathering and * Founder member, - 132 member
Touring Alliance Ador Tel. (322) 64 66 230 tourism and dissemination of FESR associations in 94
(AIT) 1207 Geneva, Fax. (322) 64 68 165 protection of information on * Automobile club countries
Alliance Switzerland (Brussels) individual rights motoring services (assistance, - 92 million individual
Intemationale de or of tourists * Organization of breakdown service, etc.) members
Tourisme 179, avenue symposia, workshops, * Special studies * Joint AIT-FIA office

Louise etc. 0 took part in CEE RS in Brussels
1050 Brussels * Publication of study
Belgium quarterly bulletin

Permanent La Grande Arche Patrice RETOUR Formulation of Standing technical Dissemination of * 75 member
International Paroi Nord Deputy Secretary road construction, committee on road information and govemments
Association of Road Niveau I General maintenance and safety set up in 1992 knowledge - 1,000 collective
Congresses (PIARC) 92055 Paris La Tel. (1)47 96 81 21 management (No. 13) * Network of members

Defense Fax. (1)49 00 02 02 policies; * Black spots international experts 1,000 individual
cedex 04 - France management of - Road safety planning * Ministerial conference members

road systems * Safety audits on road safety - One world congress
* Safety in urban areas (Montreal 1995) every 4 years

__________________ *____________________ ______________________ Term inology
Intemational Road 63, rue de Mr. Michel Bernhard * Promote road * Integrate safety in * Professional * Some 500 companies
Federation (IRF) Lausanne Tel. 41.22.731 71 50 infrastructure; road planning, design conferences and or professional

CH 1202 Geneva Fax. 41 22 731 71 58 * Support its and operation; seminars; organizations in 100
Switzerland steady * Develop * Collective research countries

improvement infrastructural safety contracts with European * Membership
according to user equipment and Union; expanding in CIS
needs; local needs signalization; * Training courses and * Founding member of
and local means; * Prepare and video material FESR
* Exchange know- disseminate
how within the transnational standards
industry and with
its partners

Forum of European SWOV Matthijs KOORNSTRA Prepare Research program on: Cooperative research on 14 member countries.
Road Safety PO Box 170 President cooperative - roads road safety FERSI is open to all
Research Institutes NL-2260A D Tel. (31) 70 32 09 323 research * vehicles Network of RS research national road safety
(FERSI) Leidschendam Fax. (31) 70 32 01 261 programs. Make * road users specialists research institutes of

Netherlands proposals to the * methodology Europe
European
Commission
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International Road 75, rue de Mamer Leon NILLES Promote highway Three major fields: - Pooling of ideas and 50 countries
Safety Organization Luxembourg President safety. Give - education experiences represented
(PRI) Bertange Tel. (352) 31 83 41 priority to * information * Documentation

LUXEMBOURG Fax. (352)31 14 80 prevention. * research * One congress every 2
80-81 years

- Quarterly review

European Road 179 avenue Christian Gerondeau Technical studies * Build up a European 4 temporary working Set up in 1993 with
Safety Federation Louise Secretary General on road safety and network to promote groups the Commission's
(FESR) 1050 Brussels Tel. (1) 40 70 04 45 action proposals road safety * drunken driving support by AIT, FIA,

Belgium Fax. (1) 47 23 77 57 to the European improvement * education and training IRU, PRI, IRF
Commission * Design, propose and * publicity

evaluate road safety - road safety
measures on a
European scale

European Transport rue du Comet 34 Jane BREEN Identification and Permanent working 93: report on "reduction Set up by
Safety Federation Brussels Executive Director promotion of groups of experts from of the number of road transport/road safety
(ETSF) Belgium Tel. (322) 23 04 106 research-based across EU: traffic victims through organizations in 1993

Fax. (322) 23 04 215 solutions to - Road infrastructure improved vehicle with the support of the
transport accidents - Road vehicle safety safety" European Union
through state-of- - Transport accident
the art statistics Reports: Alcohol/road
reviews/symposia - Air, Rail, Marine safety; Speed/road

& inland waterways safety; car design/road
safety; EU road
accident databases; Air
crew duty time/cockpit
automation.
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4. PROFESSIONAL BODIES

Intemational Road Centre Paul WHITE Protect the Training and - Training Founder member,
Transport Union intemational Deputy Secretary interests of road sensitization programs - Publicity campaigns FESR
(IRU) 3, rue de General carriers of goods (including observance - Conferences and

Varembe Tel. 22 73 41 330 and passengers of limits on driving symposia
BP44 Fax. 22 73 30 660 hours) - National CEE/CIS
1211 Geneva 20 associations members of
Switzerland IRU

International 8, Place de la Frank VAN OSS Establish union - Organization of high- - Helping to solve * Has established
Automobile Concorde 75008 Tel. (32-2) 646 6230 among automobile level international problems raised by union among
Federation (FIA) Paris, France Fax. (32-2) 646 8165 clubs and meetings automobile use automobile clubs and

or associations; - Carrying out of associations in 106
179 Ave. Louise manage motor special studies countries
1050 Brussels sport worldwide - Joint AIT-FIA office
Belgium in Brussels

- Founder member
FESR
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European Bank for One Exchange John Snell, To assist CEE help governments improve * specific investments for
Reconstruction and Square London Senior Engineer countries develop RS through investment RS infrastructure.
Development EC2A 2EH Tel. 44.71.338 65.20 market-oriented lending and support to * took part in RS Policy
(EBRD) United Kingdom Fax. 44.71.338.73.01 economies policy reforms Seminar

European 100 Boulevard Luigi Marcon Loans and Can include road safety * Survey in the application Loans in the
Investment Bank Konrad Technical Advisor guarantees for related parts of of Road Safety in the European
(EIB) Adenauer L2950 Tel. 352 4379 8624 priority infrastructure investments European Union Union and in

Luxembourg Fax. 352 437 704 investments (135 in road projects * Investment in Road Countries with
countries) Safety Infrastructure cooperation

agreements
with EU

2. INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES INVOLVED IN POLICY-AND DECISION MAKING

European Union, Rue de la loi Luc Werring European transport Harmonization of * Directives on licenses, Helped in the
Directorate General 200 Head of Unit B-3, policy including regulations in the form of safety belts Creation of
of Transport (EU - B-1049 Brussels Safety Technology and safety directives. * studies ERSF
DG VII) Belgium Transport Environment Pooling of experiences * participation in national (European

Tel. 322.296.84.51 among nations and European syrnposia Road Safety
Fax. 322.296.51.96 Federation)

and ETSC

European Union, Rue de la loi Fotis KARAMITSOS Keep the telecom Improve the efficiency and R&D and demonstration
Directorate General, 200 DG XIII - Unit C6 and telematics safety of road transpcrt program on telematics
"Telecommunicatio B-1049 Brussels "Telematics networks sector up to date through the use of new applications in the
ns, Information Belgium and services applied to with technological information technologies transport sector:
Market and transport" progress and the - DRIVE I and 2 for road
Exploitation of Tel: 322.296.34.49 needs of the transport (1988-1994)
Research", (EU- Fax: 322.296.23.91 European market - new program open to
DGXIII) other transport modes

(1995-1998)
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European 2, re Andre Martine-Sophie Take all necessary Resolutions adopted by the Standing committees on 31 European
Conference of Pascal FOUVEZ measures to ministers on matters of transport and safety member
Ministers of F 75016 Paris Tel. (331) 45 24 97 42 achieve rational international importance * Organization of seminars, countries
Transport (ECMT) France Fax. (331) 45 24 97 15 development of (speed, alcohol, safety symposia, etc.

European inland belts, education, vulnerable - statistics on Road Safety
transportation of users, etc.) in Europe including CEE
international
importance

UbN Economic Palais des Jerzy WALAWSKI Facilitate Preparation and - Permanent working party 54 member
Commission for Nations Officer in Charge of concerted action management of on vehicle construction countries
Europe (UN/ECE') 1211 Geneva 10 Economic Affairs and in the economic international conventions (WP 29) and road safety (including

Switzerland Road Safety area. and and agreements, including: (WP I) Central and
Tel. (42-22) 917 24 02 strengthen links - motor vehicle - Production of Eastern
Fax. (42-22) 917 00 39 among European regulations (1958) recommendations, Europe)

countries and - traffic and traffic control resolutions, agreements, * Venue for
between Europe devices (1968 and 1971), conventions meetings and
and the rest of the etc. * Organization of seminars pooling of
world * Promotion of road safety *International week for experiences

road safety

World Health 1211 Dr. C.J. ROMER Promotion of Prevention of traffic * WHO initiative on Development
Organization Geneva 27 Chief. Safety Promotion safety in general injuries, emergency care helmet wearing of injury
(WHO) Switzerland & Injury Control and management and rehabilitation * Prevention and surveillance

Programme of the injured management of injured management of traumatic system
Tel. (4 1-22) 791.34.86 (protection and brain and spinal cord including
Fax. (4 1-22) 791.07.46 emergency care) injuries traffic injury

* Develop cooperation
among member countries
* Publication of statistics

3. TECHNICAL AND CONSULTATIVE AGENCIES

Organization for 2, rue Andre Burkliard HORN Recommendation - Road transport and * Expert groups, * 25 member
Economic Pascal Tel. (33 1) 45 24 92 44 to member roads research program seminars, symposia (50 countries, including 18
Cooperation and 75775 PARIS Fax. (33 1) 45 24 79 60 country - Synthesis of best reports on road safety) European states
Development cedex 16 govemments on international practice * Approved accident * DIRR (international
(OECD) France all aspects of data bank BICAR road research

economic o 6 CEE workshops for documentation) system
development RS
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Intemational 2, quai Gustave Frank Van OSS Promotion of Gathering and * Founder member, 132 member
Touring Alliance Ador Tel. (322) 64 66 230 tourism and dissemination of FESR associations in 94
(AIT) 1207 Geneva, Fax. (322) 64 68 165 protection of information on * Automobile club countries
Alliance Switzerland (Brussels) individual rights motoring services (assistance, * 92 million individual
Internationale de or of tourists - Organization of breakdown service, etc.) members
Tourisme 179, avenue symposia, workshops, * Special studies * Joint AIT-FIA office

Louise etc. o took part in CEE RS in Brussels
1050 Brussels * Publication of study
Belgium quarterly bulletin

Permanent La Grande Arche Patrice RETOUR Formulation of Standing technical * Dissemination of * 75 member
International Paroi Nord Deputy Secretary road construction, committee on road information and governments
Association of Road Niveau I General maintenance and safety set up in 1992 knowledge * 1,000 collective
Congresses (PIARC) 92055 Paris La Tel. (1)47 96 81 21 management (No. 13) * Network of members

Defense Fax. (1)49 00 02 02 policies; * Black spots international experts 1,000 individual
cedex 04 - France management of * Road safety planning * Ministerial conference members

road systems * Safety audits on road safety * One world congress
* Safety in urban areas (Montreal 1995) every 4 years

* Terminology

International Road 63, rue de Mr. Michel Bernhard * Promote road * Integrate safety in * Professional * Some 500 companies
Federation (IRF) Lausanne Tel. 41.22.731 71 50 infrastructure; road planning, design conferences and or professional

CH 1202 Geneva Fax. 41 22 731 71 58 * Support its and operation; seminars; organizations in 100
Switzerland steady * Develop * Collective research countries

improvement infrastructural safety contracts with European * Membership
according to user equipment and Union; expanding in CIS
needs; local needs signalization; * Training courses and * Founding member of
and local means; * Prepare and video material FESR
- Exchange know- disseminate
how within the transnational standards
industry and with
its partners

Forum of European SWOV Matthijs KOORNSTRA Prepare Research program on: Cooperative research on 14 member countries.
Road Safety PO Box 170 President cooperative - roads road safety FERSI is open to all
Research Institutes NL-2260A D Tel. (31) 70 32 09 323 research * vehicles Network of RS research national road safety
(FERSI) Leidschendam Fax. (31) 70 32 01 261 programs. Make * road users specialists research institutes of

Netherlands proposals to the * methodology Europe
European
Commission
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International Road 75, rue de Mamer Leon NILLES Promote highway Three major fields: - Pooling of ideas and 50 countries
Safety Organization Luxembourg President safety. Give * education experiences represented
(PRI) Bertange Tel. (352) 31 83 41 priority to * information * Documentation

LUXEMBOURG Fax. (352)31 14 80 prevention. * research * One congress every 2
80-81 years

* Quarterly review

European Road 179 avenue Christian Gerondeau Technical studies * Build up a European 4 temporary working Set up in 1993 with
Safety Federation Louise Secretary General on road safety and network to promote groups the Commission's
(FESR) 1050 Brussels Tel. (1) 40 70 04 45 action proposals road safety * drunken driving support by AIT, FIA,

Belgium Fax. (1) 47 23 77 57 to the European improvement * education and training IRU, PRI, IRF
Commission * Design, propose and * publicity

evaluate road safety * road safety
measures on a
European scale

European Transport rue du Comet 34 Jane BREEN Identification and Permanent working 93: report on "reduction Set up by
Safety Federation Brussels Executive Director promotion of groups of experts from of the number of road transport/road safety
(ETSF) Belgium Tel. (322) 23 04 106 research-based across EU: traffic victims through organizations in 1993

Fax. (322) 23 04 215 solutions to - Road infrastructure improved vehicle with the support of the
transport accidents - Road vehicle safety safety" European Union
through state-of- - Transport accident
the art statistics Reports: AlcohoUroad
reviews/symposia - Air, Rail, Marine safety; Speed/road

& inland waterways safety; car design/road
safety; EU road
accident databases; Air
crew duty time/cockpit
automation.
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4. PROFESSIONAL BODIES

International Road Centre Paul WHITE Protect the Training and - Training Founder member,
Transport Union international Deputy Secretary interests of road sensitization programs - Publicity campaigns FESR
(IRU) 3, rue de General carriers of goods (including observance - Conferences and

Varembe Tel. 22 73 41 330 and passengers of limits on driving symposia
BP44 Fax. 22 73 30 660 hours) - National CEE/CIS
1211 Geneva 20 associations members of
Switzerland IRU

International 8, Place de la Frank VAN OSS Establish union - Organization of high- - Helping to solve * Has established
Automobile Concorde 75008 Tel. (32-2) 646 6230 among automobile level international problems raised by union among
Federation (FIA) Paris, France Fax. (32-2) 646 8165 clubs and meetings automobile use automobile clubs and

or associations; - Carrying out of associations in 106
179 Ave. Louise manage motor special studies countries
1050 Brussels sport worldwide * Joint AIT-FIA office
Belgium in Brussels

* Founder member

FESR
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